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Preface: Perspectives on Binding and Atomism 

Hans Bennis. Pierre Pica & Johan Rooryck 

Introduction : 'internal' vs 'external' reference 

A general assumption within generative theory is that the concept of binding is 

identifiable with a set of mechanisms and principles. specifically dealing with the 

distribution and interpretation of definite description.f, pronouns and reflexives. I The 

aim of this introduction is to situate the articles contained in this volume. and to offer a 

perspective on the theoretical development of the various issues that are considered to 

be relevant to the study of binding. Hopefully. this will provide the reader with a 

background useful for understanding both the content and the scope of this volume. 

Current issues in the theory of binding cannot be understood without keeping in 

mind the general goal of the generative enterprise. Although specific models differ in 

variolls ways. the leading ideas with respect to the main properties of the language 

faculty are remarkably constant since the pioneering work in the early fifties. In this 

early work (Chomsky 1951. 1955. 1975). a linguistic theory is explicitly defined as a 

model that consists of various levels of representation; a new abstract device was 

introduced in order to account for the complexity of language in an exphmatory way. 

The concept of grammatical transformation was motivated as an attempl to solve the 

tension between descriptive and explanatory adequacy. 

The approach of this early work gave rise to the factorization of linguistic objects in 

terms of subsystems of the linguistic model. Subsequent revisions of this type paved 

the way to an atomic theory of language. The general procedure by which a model is 

built out of various relatively independent submodules is referred to by the term 

In as far as empty positions can be reduced to one of the former categories. binding is also relevant 

to the theory of cmpty categories. 
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Atomism. This approach has led to a number of abstract entities, such as Deep 

Structure and Surface Structure, and to abstract subtheories applying to these levels of 

representation, such as Government, Subjacency, and X'-theory. In current thinking 

these abstract levels and submodules are suspected to be artefacts which can be derived 

from even more general abstract principles, some of which are related to formal 

conditions in terms of elegance, simplicity or economy (Chomsky 1995a). The search 

for such conditions, which might be considered equivalent to 'evaluation procedures' , 

remained constant throughout the historical development of generative theory. 

The language faculty is supposed to be an autonomous cognitive system. This view 

does not imply that it represents all the knowledge a language user needs to use his 

language. The language faculty interacts with other cognitive faculties. It is 

'encapsulated' in the sense of Fodor (1983). In particular, the theory has to be 

embedded in a broader semiotic theory which makes use of the grammatical information 

to determine the 'meaning' and the 'reference' of expressions, and to guarantee an 

appropriate use of a particular linguistic object. As a result, there is no way to directly 

associate a syntactic object with a real world object. This is in opposition to what is 

generally argued in 'possible world semantics' and in most work on the philosophy of 

language.2 

This state of affairs implies that we have to distinguish between those aspects of 

reference and/or meaning that are internal to the language faculty - 'internal reference' 

-, and aspects of reference/meaning that belong to other faculties of the mindibrain, or 

relate to the real world - 'external reference'. Aspects of 'external reference' may 

belong to pragmatics or discourse. Using slightly different terms, we have to make a 

distinction between grammar-dependent aspects of reference and object-dependent 

aspects - to use a terminology introduced by Vergnaud & Zubizaretta (1992) that can be 

traced back to Russell (1905). This factorization of reference has raised a lot of debate 

in linguistics, philosophy and cognitive science,3 as is also attested by various articles 

in this volume. This factorization can be viewed as an application of Atomism in the 

domain of Binding. 

An example may clarify this issue. Take a simple sentence such as ( I ). 

2 Which is nOI 10 say Ihal some phenomena alluded to within Ihe philosophy of language cannol be 
restated in internalist terms. as several of the anic\es in this book suSgest. 

3 See the various articles in Rosenberg & Travis (1971). For. more recent discussions. see 

Chomsky's reactions to Quine (1960. 1972). Kripke (1982). and Searle (1992) in Chomsky (1976b. 

1'l!l6a. 1995b. 1996). 
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( 1 ) John took a book from the shelf and read it. 

iii 

In this sentence the noun book is related to a lexical entry that contains information 

about properties of this noun such that the noun phrase a book can be understood as a 

mental object or a physical object i n  the real world. I n  this case we may assume that the 

second conjunct of ( I) undeclyingly contains a second occurrence of a book in object 

position. A transformational rule can be formulated that replaces the second occurrence 

of a book by it under referential identity with the object in the first conjunct. However. 

an approach like this is bound to fail given the existence of examples like (2). from 

Bach ( 1970). quoted i n  lackendoff ( 1972). 

(2) The man who deserves it will get the prize he wants. 

Examples like these clearly show that one cannot simply claim that a pronoun such ao; it 
is inserted by a transformation that replaces the constituent that it is coreferential with 

(tire prize lie wants). since it would lead to infinite recursion due to the fact that this 

latter constituent contains a pronoun (lie) itself. ao; is shown in (3). 

(3) The man who deserves [the prize [the man who deserves [the prize [ the 

man who deserves ( the prize [ the man ..... 

We thus need to distinguish between those aspects of reference that are grammar 

dependent, and those aspects that re late linguistic objects to non-linguistic entities either 

within the cognitive system. or  in the 'real world'. This volume contains articles on 
both these perspectives. 

Consequently, there are at least two ways to read this book. Some scholars will be 

interested in specific issues concerning binding proper and the relation of binding with 

other atoms of the grammar. Others may want to reach a better understanding of 

binding in the light of broader issues concerning the relation between grammar and the 

cognitive system, or between grammar and the outside world. 
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2 Nonintersecting reference and (non-)coreference 

Since the mid- 1 960's, the emphasis of l inguistic theorizing in generative grammar 

gradually shifted from structural descriptions and specific rules towards the formulation 

of general conditions constraining the mechanisms of the Grammar (Chomsky 1 964, 

Ross I 967a). Binding did not escape this general tendency, as attested by the important 

work of Jackendoff ( 1 972) who c laimed that neither pronominalization nor 

rene xivization could be accounted for in terms of construction specific 

Iransformations:� 

The investigation of what would later be called anaphoric relations has played an 

essential role in the process of reducing apparently unrelated constraints to more general 

conditions applying to various areas of the grammar. More in particular, the 

predominant view was that syntactic relations such as each-movement (cf. Dougherty 

1969), NP-movement, Wh-movement, and interpretive phenomena including anaphoric 

relations of pronouns. were subject to the same locality conditions (Chomsky 1 973). 

All dependencies were to be treated by the interactions of two main conditions, the 

Specified Subject Condition (SSC) and the Tensed-S Condition (TSC). These general 

conditions were moreover constrained by a more general principle , the' A-over-A' 

Pr inciple.S The TSC and the SSC also applied to a rule of interpretation (RI), 

reminiscent of Postal's 'Unlike Person Constraint' (Postal 1 966, 1 969). RI is a 

principle which seeks to interpret two NPs in a structure NP V NP as nonintersccting in 

reference. RI thus explains the deviance, (marked as '.' by Chomsky 1 973) of the 

sentences in (4) . RI also ensures that he and him in (5) are interpreted as different, and 

that the officers are not understood as being part of the .l"Oldiers who do the shooting in 

(6) (examples are from Chomsl.;y 1973:241(42-44». 

(4) a * I watched us leaving (in the mirror). 

b * I saw me. 

(5) 
(6) 

5 

He saw him .  

The soldiers shot the officers (among them). 

A, opposed to the earlier accounts ofl..e es & Klima (1963). Ross (I 967b) and Langacker (1969). 

Interestingly. the A-o�er·A principle already contained the germ of the syntactic notions of 'cyclic 

nodc', 'subjacency' and ·containment'. which all playa crucial role in further developments (see in 

particular Chomsky 19R6b). 
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Chomsky (1973:24 1 .fn.20) acknowledges in a footnote that this approach to 

nonintcrsecting reference among pronouns and noun phrases presupposes Helke's 

( 1970) analysis of reflexives and inherent anaphora. Assuming Helke's analysis within 

this framework, it is the idiomatic nature of the possessive in (7a) which prevents RI 

from applying to it. Helke extends this analysis to (7b) by assuming that h imself is 

analyzed as [his self). 

(7) a John lost his mind. 

b John saw himself. 

Chomsky ( I  976b: 104, fn.35) explicitly analyzes his in (7a) as an anaphor, on a 

par with the reflexive in (7b), as opposed to John lost h is book where Iris is a 

nonidiomatic pronoun. 6 Fodor ( 1975: 141- 1 4 2) also argues in favor o f  the 

decomposition of himself. on the basis of a comparison of h imself with what would 

later be called PRO (see also Castaiieda 1966 for related ideas). 

It can be observed that RI only has an indirect relation to the notion of coreference. 

It is a principle that ensures the nonintersecting interpretation of both pronouns and 

noun phrases, o f  which noncoreference is just a subcase. I mportantly, Chomsky 

( 1973) did not have a device ensuring direct coreference, as already pointed out b y  

Lasnik ( 1976). I n  other words, while present-day Binding theory i s  constituted o f  

distinct conditions o n  the coreference of reflexives (Condition A) and pronouns 

(Condition B), generative grammar o f  the early seventies only had a principle that 

looked like a predecessor of Condition B, to the extent that RI was subject to TSC and 

SSe. Significantly, there was no such predecessor for Condition A, with the possible 

exception o f  each-movement. Surprisingly then, the earliest stage of Binding theory 

was exclusively concerned with a rule of nonintersecting reference. 

Moreover, since RI is subject to the locality restriction of TSC and SSC, it has 

nothing to say about a sentence such ao; (8b), which in present-day Binding theory is 

excluded by Condition C. 

(8) 

(0 

a John said that he would win. (John = he) 

This morphological decomposition entails that bimorphemic anaphors can be considered an 
idiomatic type of pronoun . a position close to that of Kayne (1992). Interestingly. the issue of 
morphological complexity of anaphors was developed more thoroughly by Pica (1982. 19114a. 1985) 

and much subsequent work. e.g. Cole & Sung (1994). Postma (this volume). and \'ariou, articles in 

Ko"er & Reuland (1991) SCI' «'clinn 3.4. 
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b *He said that John would win. (he =John) 

Sentences (8a) and (8b) were indeed analyzed by Chomsky ( I  973: 238,(n. 16) as the 

result of a rule of Coreference Assignment, distinct from RI .  Chomsky (1973. 

1976a: 324) claims that this type o f  rule does not belong to sentence grammar. but 

belongs to discourse (see also Lasnik 1976. and references therein). 

A different view was developed in the late seventies inspired by intluential work of 

Reinhart 1976. 1983a). which was adapted in part by Chumsk.y (1981) . Reinhart 

observed that the grammar needs to deal with sentence (9). where. in contrast to (8). 

the pronoun is interpreted as a bound variable. 

(9) Every man said that he would win. 

'For every ". " a man" said that" would win.' 

Reinhart suggests that binding relations should be restricted to variable binding 

(see Reinhart (1976. 1983ab), and that binding relations should be established by 

sentence grammar in (9), and not in (8) . 

Every man in (9) has to c-command the pronoun in order to be interpreted as a 

hound variable. According to Reinhart. this is a stronger condition than the one which 

restricts pragmatic coreference. which requires only that the pronoun does not c

command the antecedent. Reinhart notes further that although s loppy identity invo lves a 

hound variable interpretation of the pronominal element. it is not restricted to a 

quantified antecedent. as illustrated by (10). 

( 10) Charlie Brown talks to his dog and my neighbor Max does too. 

(with the interpretation: 'Max talks to Max's dog.') 

Following Keenan's (1971) and Partee's (1978) analysis o f  NPs, and Sag's (1976) 

und Williams' (1977) analysis of ellipsis, Reinhart argues that definite NPs can be 

introduced by a lambda operator and that a bound pronoun is interpreted as a bound 

variable. i.e. it is a pronominal whose coreference is grammatically determined, and in 

this sense comparable to a retlexive. 

Reinhart's intluential ideas are represented in various articles in this volume. This 

view distinguishes bound anaphora (belonging to the domain of sentence grammar) 

from pragmatic or intended reference. It amounts to saying that (8b) is not ruled out by 

principles of sentence grammar. This view gave rise to two important debates. F irst of 
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all, a discussion arose on the nature of the rule accounting for (8a), when the pronoun 

is not interpreted as a bound variable. Secondly, a debate developed on the nature of the 

rule that accounts for the ungrammaticality of (8b).7,8 This line of research led to 

further insights in what came to be called 'referential dependencies'. 

3 Issues in the theory of Binding 

3.1 Binding and (co)indexing 

The conceptual and empirical problems mentioned in section 2 led to various Jines of 

research. Chomsky's view first outlined in On Binding (Chomsky 1980) and further 

refined in LGB (Chomsky 1 98 1 )  and KoL (Chomsky 1 986a), involves various radical 

conceptual shifts. The notion of anaphor is introduced and defmed as including both 

reflexives and NP-traces. Anaphors are bound in a self-contained {)omain, while 

pronouns are free in the same domain. Referential expressions are free throughout. 

( II ) Condition A: anaphors are bound in their domain. 

Condition B: pronouns are free in their domain. 

Condition C: referential expressions are free. 

The domain for anaphors and pronouns is defined in terms of Government (Chomsky 

198 1 ), or Complete Functional Complex (CFC) (Chomsky 1 986a). In these 

approaches, the distribution of anaphors (Condition A) and pronouns (Condition B) is 

defined in a complementary fashion. This complementarity gave rise to a number of 

problems that played an important role in subsequent reformulations of the theory (see 

e.g. Reinhart &, Reuland 1 99 1 ,  1 993). The notions 'bound' and 'free' are defined in 

terms of c-command and (co-)indexing. 

The specific formulation of Binding theory from LGB on involved a shift in 

attention from the notion of '(non)intersecting reference' towards the notions 'free' and 

'bound' in terms of ·coindexing'. The LGB approach allowed for u better 

7 See lasnik (I976( and references quoted therein. ami Chomsky (1981 :227,fn.45). where it is 

suggested thar it might excluded by a principle of discourse. 

8 See in particular the observations of Bolinger (1979) and Carden (1982) on backwards 

pronominalization. and, for a different view, Neale (1990). 
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understanding of the relation of binding phenomena and movement, and for the 

formulation of general constraints applying to both (cf. 3.2). At the same time, 

however, the move away from treating pronominal noncoreference in terms of 

·nonintersecting reference' and towards an analysis in terms such as 'free', i.e. non

coindexed, led to an approach of binding phenomena in which the notion 'coreference' 

is conceived of in 'extemalist' terms. In an 'externalist' approach of coreference and 

hound, coindexed elements are taken to share the same external reference. The notion 

·coindexing' appears to be particularly susceptible to such an interpretation, since the 

rclation between indices has no inherent semantic import (see also Lasnik 1989). 

Therefore, the notion 'coindexing' may have contributed to the 'externaIist' view, 

despitc Chomsky's ( 198 1: 16 1 )  early warning that it should be viewed as no more than 

a technical device, perhaps eli minable from the grammar. The analysis of binding 

phcnomena in terms of '(non)intersecting reference' is less susceptible to an 

·cxternalist" view of binding, since it requires a definition of the notion of intersection 

that depends on linguistic representations.9 

Thc use of the notions of 'coreference' and 'reference' in Chomsky's writings has 

often given rise to misunderstandings among both linguists and philosophers. 

Chomsky has always been radically opposed to a linguistic role for thc interpretation of 

the notion of reference in the Fregcan sense, as only referring to 'things in the world'. 

He explicitly defends a radically 'internalist' conception of the notion of reference, 

where reference is determined by the perspective on things by a linguistic agent (see 

Chomsky 1976b, 1979, 1995b, 1996). This position is not shared by everyone in the 

field (see e.g. Bi1grami's comments in Chomsky 1996). 

It should be stressed that the emphasis on a theory of binding couched in terms of 

coindexing made it possible to see the broader syntactic relations of binding phenomena 

stricto sellsu with other dependencies, such as those generated by movement. At the 

same time however, this theory made it difficult to express the earlier 'internalist' 

semantic generalizations in terms of '(non-)intersccting reference'. In Chomsky's 

(1980) 011 Binding both the semantic and the syntactic aspects of disjoint reference 

were combined by a complex system of indexing, which allowed him 10 express the 

effects of non inte rsecting reference in terms of disjoint reference. The later 

<) Chomsky (1995a:94) stales thaI coindexation is a symmetric relation. as opposed to an 

asymmetric relation. such as Hit!!;inbolham·s (1983,1985) Linking. These terms do not receive further 

explanation. bUI they can be understood to distinguish a view on coreference in terms of identity of 

reference (coindexation) from a view in which coreference is analyzed in terms of (non-)intersccting 

reference:. 
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simplification of the system of indexing made the discussion around 'nonintersecting' 

reference less prominent, as pointed out by Lasnik (1989). 

Summarizing, we have seen that there is an 'intemalist' and an 'extemalist' view on 

binding phenomena. Although sometimes rather implicitly, both views on binding 

phenomena gave rise to different research projects within the framework of generative 

grammar. 

In our view, Higginbotham's (1983) Linking theory constitutes an example of an 

'internalisl' approach to coreference. Under the influence of Evans' (1980) claim that 

pronouns cannot be referentially dependent on each other, Higginbotham (1980ab, 

1983, 1985) developed Linking theory as an alternative to l3inding theory (see also 

Montalbetti 1984).10 Linking theory has no indices and uses an arrow notation to 

indicate linked elements. Linking of an element A to an element B requires that the 

reference of A include the reference of B. Contrary to the Binding theory indexing 

device, the arrow notation allows for an analysis of cases such as (12), where the 

pronoun they is linked to two antecedenK 

( 12) Sue lold Mary that they should go. 

• • II 

The facts accounted for by Condition A in Binding theory receive a fairly similar 

account in Linking theory to the extent that notions such as governing category and c

command are factored in. The uniqueness requirement between anaphors and their 

antecedents is captured by reducing the inclusion requirement to exactly one. This 

accounts for the ungrammaticality of (13a). However, as Lebeaux (1985) has shown, it 

also rules out (13b). 

( 13) a '" John asked Mary about themselves. 

b John asked Mary about each other. 

As pointed out by Lasnik & Uriagereka (1988: 133-137), Linking theory does 1I0t 

account well for Condition C phenomena, since the notion 'free' is unavailable in this 

theory. Linking Theory is however more successful in accounting for certain cases of 

10 This Iheory is reminiscenl of Ihe ideas in Zribi·Henz (1979) relating anaphoricily 10 nOlions of 

·inlen.ecling reference'. 
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weak crossover, as well as for the four way ambiguity of The mell/old e(lch other that 

tliey .\·houlclleClve. Such cases arc hard to deal with in an index·based Binding theory,! I 

In line with Higginbotham's approach, Hoji (this volume) argues that Principle B 

of the Binding theory is a condition on linking or formal dependency, rather than a 

condition on coindexalion . His argumentation is based on a discussion of bound 

variable anaphora and sloppy identity in Japanese. 

Tancredi (this volume) offers another 'internalist' perspective on Binding. He 

shows that the traditional distinction between pronouns as either bound variables or 

referential expressions is not sufficient to account for the constraints on the 

interpretation of pronouns, in v iew of the behavior of what he calls 'self-oriented' 

interpretations of pronouns. Such 'self-oriented' interpretations of pronouns cannot be 

captured in terms of traditional Binding conditions, Within what we would call an 

'internalist' view of (co)reference, Tancredi focuses on how to generate and restrict 

self-orientation of pronouns in terms of the notion of 'perspective' of the person 

grounding the reference of the pronoun. 

In contrast to these 'internalist' approaches, Fiengo & May ( 1 994, this volume) 

can be laken to represent an example of an 'extemalist' view on Binding. Sharply 

departing from Higginbotham ( 1 983) and Evans ( 1 980, 1 982), they explicitly take 

coindexed expressions to corefer as a consequence of grammatical rule. ]n this context, 

they view syntactic identity as shape identity. From this, it follows that no external 

indication of the referential relation of coindexed expressions is necessary or 

appropriate. 

3.2 Binding and locality: global vs non unifying approaches 

The modular nature of the LOB framework raised the question as to why the same 

general conditions (TSC, SSe) should apply to both movement and interpretive rules. 

This puzzle led several scholars to propose changes affecting the entire architecture of 

the grammar (see among others Van Riemsdijk & Williams 1 981, and Chomsky 

1995a). 

The discovery of the nature of different locality principles in their relation to the 

various subcomponents of the grammar has been a central theme of investigation since 

Ross (l967a). The radical idea that there should be a general unifying concept of 

I I Sec Heim. L1snik & May ( 1991 ) for a movemenl-based approach 10 Ihe reciprocily casco 
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locality has been pursued in various ways since Koster (1978). (see among others. 

Bouchard 1984. Cu Ii cover & Wilkins 1987. and Koster 1987). 

The view according to which all constraints apply to all types of dependencies, 

without the necessity of movement operations. is represented in this volume by Koster. 

Koster (this volume) claims. with some justification, that his approach is reminiscent 

of that developed in the OB framework, where both NP traces and lexical anaphors are 

subject to the same principle of Binding theory. He correctly points out that this unified 

view is absent from the more recent minimalist framework. 

Aoun (1985) develops a theory which resembles Koster's (l 97S. 1987) to the 

extent that it attempts to unify the conditions on movement and binding. Aoun' s 

approach is however crucially different from Koster's. For Koster, locality conditions 

apply in the same way to 'binding and movement, While Aoun defends the view that all 

dependent elements (NP-traces, Wh-traces, reflexives, pronouns etc) are anaphors, and 

that differences in locality conditions derive from the A or A' properties of their 

antecedents. 

Within nonunifying approaches. the analysis of referential dependencies and the 

conditions applying to them were all considered to be part of an interpretive component 

which did not involve movement. In LGB. this last aspect of the theory became the 

main substance of Binding theory. By contrast, the conditions on A'-movement are 

viewed as the core of a more syntactic component (with principles mainly dealing with 

traces). which gave rise to the development of Bounding theory, ECP. and antecedent

government. 

This division of labor introduced a tension in the theory which would have far

reaching ramifications for the position of binding within the overall architecture of the 

grammar. In nonunifying approaches, the status of Binding theory as a separate module 

allowed in principle for its application at different levels of representation (OS. SS, LF) 

(see among others. Chomsky 1981. 1982; Van Riemsdijk & Williams 1981; Belletti & 

Rizzi 1988, Lasnik 1989). 

In the context of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), however, grammar 

intemal levels of representation no longer exist: the only relevant levels are those that 

constitute the articulatory-perceptual (PF) and conceptual.intentional (LF) systems. In 

this volume, the articles by Lasnik and Freidin explore the consequences of this 

reductionist approach for various empirical problems involving Binding phenomena 

which used to be tied to specific levels of representation. 
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3,3 Binding and argument structure 

The fact that Chomsky (1986a) formulated locality conditions on anaphors and 

pronouns in terms of the notion Complete Functional Complex (CFC) related the 

important notion of binding domain to the domain of thematic argument structure. 

Various linguists were thus led to explore the possibility of viewing binding as a 

syntactic operation whose local nature derives from the fact that it only applies between 

the arguments selected by a predicate. This view was further developed by Williams 

( 1988, 1993) and Reinhart & Reuland (1993). 

Following Williams (1993), Higginbotham (this volume) argues that Binding 

theory can be extended to implicit anaphora in cases such as a self-slaning motor. This 

requires that Binding applies between argument positions in a thematic grid. 

In Gruber's contribution to this volume, thematic relations are configurationally 

determined. In this view, binding is the result of the colinking of argument positions 

which is established via movement out of two conjoined thematic structures. 

Minkoff (this volume) argues that control of PRO subjects should be divided into 

local and logopboric control. While local control is argued to be restricted by Binding 

principle A. logophoric control is contrained by a thematic principle. 

A recent influential theory viewing Condition A effects ac; the result of an operation 

on predicate argument structure has been proposed by Reinhart & Reuland (1991, 

1993). In this theory, reflexivization is viewed as a mechanism identifying two 

arguments of a predicate through coindexation. Reflexives that do not occur in an 

argument position are considered logophors, a term first introduced by Hagege (1974) 

and subsequently used by Clements (1975). Logophors are anaphoric elements whose 

interpretation is established through discourse functions. 

This theory captures the distinction between mono morphemic and bimorphemic 

anaphors by stating that only bimorphemic anaphors can syntactically reflexivize a 

predicate. Monomorphemic anaphors, in the sense of Faltz (1977) and Pica ( 1984b), 

do not take part in the syntactic process of reflexivization. Such anaphors do not obey 

Binding conditions and are part of lexically (or inherently) reflexive predicates. This 

theory yields a residue: nothing excludes a sentence such as the ungrammatical ·John; 

wmhes him; with a reflexive interpretation. This sentence is excluded by a Chain 

condition stating that the tail of a chain must necessarily be referentially deficient. 

Rt:inhart & Reuland's (1991, 1993) theory can be viewed as an attempt to break 

away from the symmetry between Conditions A and B in two ways: they try to show 
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that the dichotomy between pronouns and anaphors cannot be maintained, and argue 

that Conditions A and B do not apply to the same types of predicates. 

This theory does not allow for an overall analysis of Condition A effecl� in terms of 

movement of (part of) the anaphor (Pica 1987. Chomsky 1995a). It also requires a 

syntactic framework with two levels of representation. syntactic and semantic. 

Importantly, the mechanism of reflexivisation is construction specific. 

Safir (this volume) agrees with Reinhart & Reuland (1991) that Binding theory 

requires both syntactic and semantic principles, but he develops a different 

implementation of this idea. Reinhart & Reuland (1991) argue that Principle A is 

uniquely syntactic, while Principle B is semantic in nature and applies to predicate

argument structures. On the basis of a wealth of data from Scandinavian languages. 

Safir claims that Binding theory is symmetric to the extent that syntactic and semantic 

constraints apply to both Principle A and Principle B. 

3.4 Binding and decomposition 

To our knowledge. Pica (1987. 1991) was the first to develop the idea that the 

differences between various types of Binding found across languages, i.e. long 

distance and local Binding, derive from the internal structure of reflexives and from the 

element within the reflexive that moves. 12 

Postm a (this volume) further explores the idea of the morphological 

decomposition of anaphors. He develops the idea that syntactic posseSSion 

crosslinguistically encoded in anaphors (myself = my self) should be considered a 

syntactic way to circumvent Principle B. Postma further argues that the semantic effect 

of the possessive construction is neutralized through two types of 'approximation' 

strategies. The first strategy involves universal quantification over parts of the 

antecedent. and is syntactically represented in morphologically complex anaphors. The 

second strategy of 'approximation' involves morphologically simplex anaphors and 

proceeds via upward entailment: from a predication over a part of the antecedent to a 

predication over the entire antecedent. 

12 See Pica (1984a, 1985); Burzio (199 lab); Safir (1996); Yang (1983), and Roberts (1997) for an 

()\fcrview. 
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3.5 Binding and discourse 

A number of articles in the volume address the complex relation between binding and 

discourse. This issue is related to the more general distinction between sentence 

grammar on the one hand and discourse grammar and pragmatics on the other (Reinhart 

1 983). 

Reuland & Sigurj6nsd6ttir (this volume) argue that the interpretation of the 

Icelandic long-distance anaphor sig in subjunctives is constrained by discourse factors, 

i.e. it receives a logophoric interpretation. The interpretation of sig in infinitives, by 

contrast, involves a structural relation with the antecedent. The authors claim that there 

is no intrinsic necessity for anaphors to be syntactically linked to their antecedent, but 

that economy requires that where they can be linked syntactically, they must be. 

Berman & Hestvik (this volume) develop an analysis of plural pronouns and so

called split antecedents within a framework handling anaphoric relations at a level 

beyond the sentential domain. This analysis is situated within the semantic perspective 

of Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). They argue against the notion of 'disjoint 

reference', and extend their account to Principle B effects, offering a formal account of 

anaphora resolution at a supersentential level of representation. 

Demirdacbe (this volume) addresses the uncertain status of Principle C as a 

principle of grammar or as a principle of discourse. She shows that coreference 

anaphora is not governed by a pragmatic rule of discourse. In St'at'imcets, coreference 

anaphora violate Condition C , while bound variable anaphora (BV A) respect it. The 

restricted domain of Condition C in St'at'imcets resembles that of focused DPs in 

English. Demirdache develops an account based on the difference in quantificational 

force of DPs in St'at'imcets and English. Demirdache assumes that DPs in St'at'imcets 

ilnd focused DPs in English escape Condition C because they do not undergo quantifier 

raising at LF. The syntax of a given DP at LF. thus, universally, determines the 

anaphoric relations it can cnter into. 

3.6 Minimalism and Binding 

The exact status of Binding theory within the Minimalist program remains somewhat 

unclear. While some data suggest that the syntax of Binding theory involves a 

movement operation of (part of) the anaphor, Binding theory as such is nevertheless 

defined as an interface phenomenon. 
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The computational aspect of Binding in terms of the interaction between 

morphological composition and movement can be rather clearly circumscribed. The 

consequences of the claim that Binding applies at the LF interface are perhaps more 

difficult to evaluate. Chomsky ( 1 995a:2 1 1 )  rephrases Binding conditions as interpretive 

conditions at the interface. uniting disjoint and distinct reference. In this version, 

Condition A is stated in tenns of coreference, while conditions B and C are phrased in 

tenns of disjointness of reference. Chomsky notes that if the effects of Condition A are 
statable in terms of movement. all indexing could be dispensed with. 

The result of these changes is twofold. First, the indexing device for indicating 

coreference is again called into question. Secondly, the rigid symmetry between 

Conditions A and B of Binding theory is abandoned, since they are no longer phrased 

in exactly the same terms: while 'bound' is the exact opposite of 'free' in LGB tenns, it 

is clear that 'coreferential' is not the exact opposite of 'disjoint', in the light of the 

discussion in section 3. 1 above. 

The relation between a purely linguistic computational component and an 

interpretative interface component which is not entirely linguistic, but related to other 

cognitive abilities, thus opens new ways for understanding the relation between 

computation and interpretation. From this perspective, interpretability is a licensing 

condition on the objects formed by the computational component, although it is not a 

part of the linguistic system itself. But exactly how interpretability works for Binding 

conditions is very much an open question. Since the notion of reference cannot be 

interpreted in an 'externalist' way for Chomsky, the Minimalist program calls for the 

development of an 'intemalist' view on (co-)reference as an interpretability condition at 

the interface. 

The disappearance of levels of representation in the Minimalist program presents 

new challenges for Binding theory, since various proposals limiting the application of 

Binding Conditions to certain levels of representation cannot be expressed any longer. 

as discussed by Freidin (this volume) and Lasnik (this volume). 

The interaction of the computational component with the interfaces PF and LF 

offers new ways to explore the relations between the interface levels with respect to 

Binding phenomena. 
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3.7 Binding and Switch-reference 

Switch-reference (SR) is the phenomenon in which the subject of an embedded clause 

formally indicates whether this subject should be interpreted as coreferential or 

noncoreferential with the subject of the matrix clause. 

Following Finer (1985). Broadwell (this volume) analyzes Switch-reference in 

languages such as Choctaw, Chickasaw. and Amele as an instance of local binding 

from an A'-position. thereby extending the domain of application of the Binding 

theory. Variation in SR systems is argued to be dependent on the level of representation 

(OS. SS. or LF) at whicn the Binding theory applies. 

A better understanding of SR requires a deeper insight into the typology of 

pronominal systems. If pronominal systems are not homogeneous across languages. it 

is to be expected that this will nave far reaching consequences for the correct 

formulation of Binding principles related to Condition B. This topic is explicitly 

addressed in the contribution by Frajzyngier (this volume). On the basis of English. 

literary Polish, Mupun, and Lele. Frajzyngier proposes a division of pronouns into 

three groups as a funclion of their coreference possibilities: logophoric pronouns 

(bound within a sentence but not within a clause); switch reference pronouns (bound by 

an antecedent in discourse but not by the immediately preceding antecedent); and 

pronouns that may be bound within the same sentence or by an immediately preceding 

antecedent in discourse. Similar considerations can be extended to agreement systems. 
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Split Antecedents, Noncoreference, and DRT 

Stephen Berman & Arild Hestvik 

This article is concerned with the theory of anaphoric relations involving nonreflexive 

pronouns.· Our main contention is that this amounts solely to a theory of the conditions 

under which pronouns and their antecedents can or cannot be identified. With 

referential antecedents, these are conditions enforcing coreference or noncoreference 

(with non-referential-e.g. quantified-antecedents, the relevant notion is identity 

under an assignment of values to variables; cf. section 4.1). This conclusion runs 

counter to the widely held position within the syntactic literature that the notions of 

disjoint reference and (partially) overlapping reference play essential roles in the 

theory. I This position-a version of which appears at least as early as Postal (1966)

has been most forcefully defended by Howard Lasnik in a series of works (Lasnik 

1976, 198 1 ,  1986; Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988; Chomsky & Lasnik 1993). 

In section I we review Lasnik's arguments and evidence. In section 2 we discuss 

empirical problems for this approach involving plural pronouns and so-called split 

antecedents, brought to light by Seely (1993). We then show that Seely's  solution is 

inadequate, in light of anaphoric relations that obtain beyond the sentential domain. In 

section 3 we develop an alternative analysis within a framework capable of handling 

This paper is the outgrowth of research initially conducted as part of the Sonderforschungsbcreich 

340 at the University of S tullgan and reponed in Berman & Hestvik ( 1 994). We arc grateful to our 

colleagues at the University of Stullgart for helpful discussions. and in particular to Hans Kamp for 

critical comments on a prefinal version of the present paper. We also would like to thank T. Daniel 

Seely for providing us with prepublication versions of his work on split antecedents. which was pan of 

the instigation for our research. Earlier versions of some of this material were presented at the 1996 

workshop 'Atomism and Binding' at Leiden University; the Spring 1994 meeting of the GGS at the 

University of Tilbingen; the 1994 meeting of the LSA in Boston; colloquia at the Universities of 

Bergen and Oslo; lind the 1 993 workshop 'Between Syntax. Semantics and Logic' at the University of 

Stullgan. The names of the authors are listed in alphabetical order. and the order hilS no nonalphabctic 

significance. 

An exception is Fiengo & May ( 1 994); we comment briefly on their thcory in section 5. 
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phenomena at this more inclusive level. We extend our analysis in section 4 to the effect 

of Principle B of the Binding Theory, developing a formal account motivated by the 

various possibilities of anaphora resolution at the supersentential level of 

representation. We conclude in section 5 with a discussion of the empirical status of 

binding theory effects involving split antecedents, briefly contrasting our approach with 

that of Fiengo & May (1994), and point to some consequences of OUf analysis. 

The syntactic perspective of this article is that of the Principles and Parameters 

framework (GB; see e.g. Chomsky & Lasnik 1 993) and the semantic perspective that 

of Discourse Representation Theory (DRT; see Kamp & Reyle 1 993). OUf analysis can 

be viewed as one way of working out the hypothesis stated by Chomsky (1993:43 

[ 1 995:21 1]) that "binding conditions hold only at the LF interface," taking DRT to be 

the theory of this interface. 

1 Lasnik's theory of referential relations 

The starting point for Lasnik's theory of anaphoric relations is the behavior of 

referential NPs and the kinds of relations they enter into. He addresses two questions: 

(i) what referential relations can, must, and cannot obtain between two or more NPs in 

a single sentence; and (ii) what theoretical vocabulary is necessary to account for the 

answer to question (i). Lasnik observes that there are four types of referential relations 

two NPs (and correspondingly, their denotata) may have with respect to each other: 

coreference, noncoreference, disjoint reference. and (partially) overlapping reference. 

Let A and B be NP denotata; for concreteness, we take these to be sets of individuals.2 

Then these relations are defined as follows: 

( 1 )  a Coref(A. B): A = B 

2 

b Noncoref(A. B): A ;t  B 

c Disjoint(A. B): A f"'I B = 0 

d Partial-Overlap(A, B): (A f"'I B ;t 0) A (A ;t B) 

In the case of singular NPs. their denotata will thus be singletons; cf. also footnote 14 . Since we 

are not concerned here with presenting a compositional translation from syntactic representation to 

semantic interpretation. treating referential NPs as denoting sets of individuals is most convenient for 

our purposes. 
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The following examples illustrate each of these relations in tum, obtaining in each case 

between the italicized NPs: 

(2) a Mary believes John is proud of her. 

b The sllldents believe John is proud of them. 

(3) a Mary is proud of her. 

b The students are proud of them. 

(4) a Mary is proud of them. 

b The students are proud of her. 

(5) a Mary believes John is proud of them. 

b The students believe John is proud of them. 

Concerning question (i). according to Lasnik noncoreference must-and hence 

coreference cannot-obtain in (3). while disjoint reference must-and hence partially 

overlapping reference cannot-obtain in (4). In (2) and (5) the pronouns have what 

Lasnik calls free reference, that is, any of the referential relations is possible (modulo 

number agreement) but not obligatory.3 This difference between (3)/(4) and (2)/(5) 

shows that referential relations hold obligatorily only in a certain local domain, known 

as the pronoun's binding domain: in these examples, the minimal sentential clause 

containing both pronoun and antecedent (see e.g. Chomsky 1 98 1 .  1986 for detailed 

discussion). In addition, the obligatoriness holds only if the antecedent c-conunands the 
pronoun; thus in the following examples, noncoreference and disjoint reference are not 

required. although the antecedents occur in the pronouns' binding domain «6b) is from 

Lasnik ( 1976:(36a»: 

(6) a The man who smiled at Mary likes her. 

b The man who forced Tom to hit Harry hates them. 

As for question (ii), Lasnik claimed ( 1 976 [ 1 989: 1 02]) that the syntactic 

configurations of obligatory noncoreference and obligatory disjoint reference coincide. 

Given this. and since it is a consequence of the definitions in (1) that disjoint reference 

asymmetrically entails noncoreference, it follows that the latter relation is theoretically 

3 If in (3b) rhl' .• rudent.f and them denote nonidentical sets of individuals. then this sentence 

e�emplifies disjoint reference. Since plurality only entails II cardinality of two or more. the same 

sentence can be used to illustrate coreference or partially overlapping reference between II plural pronoun 

and a plural antecedent. as seen by (2b) = (5b). 
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derivative. This leads to the following regulative principle for nonreflexive pronouns. 

to account for data such as (2)-(6) (Chomsky & Lasnik 1 993:55 1 (2 1 I b) [ 1 995: 1 00»: 

(7) Di.�joint Reference Condition 

A nonreflexive pronoun must be disjoint in referencc from every c-commanding 

NP in ito; binding domain. 

The regulative principle for nonref lexive pronouns constitutes Principle B in the 

Binding Theory of Chomsky ( 198 1 )  and later work; henceforth we refcr to it (in 

whatever formulation is relevant to the point at hand) as BT(B) and to the semantic 

contraints it is designed to enforce as BT(B) effects.4 
Just as disjoint reference entai ls noncoreference, so does coreference entail 

overlapping reference. if the requirement of partiality (the non identity conjunct in ( I  d» 

is removed. However. while coreference is required with reflexives. Lasnik contended 

( 1 98 1  :fn.8) that there are no cases of obligatory partially overlapping reference.S 

Therefore, he concluded ( 198 1 [ 1989: I 3 1]) that the relations of coreference. disjoint 

reference. and partially overlapping reference are independent primitives of the theory 

of referential relations. 

4 BT(Al regulates the anaphoric relations ofretlexive pronouns. which we refrain from treating here. 

These are complicated by the phenomenon of nonlocally bound reflexives. a.� in so-called picture noun 

phrao;e.� and logophoric contexts; see e.g. Hestvik ( 1 992) and Reinhlln & Reuland ( 1 993). We also omit 

discussion of anaphoric relations between nonpronominal NPs (regulated by BT(C» . The anaphoric 

possibilities here are complicated by bridging phenomena. though whether these are grammatically 

regulated is controversial; see van Deemter ( 1992. 1994) for an analysis within Ihe DRT framework. 

5 This appears nol to be the case at least with non-locally bound reflexives. however; consider the 

following contrast: 

(i) Mary wanted to surprise her sisters. She hung a picture of them on the wall. 

(ii) Mary wanted 1(1 surpri�e her sisters. She hung a picture of themsel ves on the wall. 

In (i) Mary need not (but may) be included in the reference of them. bUI in (ii) Mary must be included 

in the reference of themselves. Note. too. that reflexives do not exhibit free reference: unlike the 

difference between (2) and (3). the following is a contrast in grammaticalily. not interpretation: 

(iii) Mary is pround of herself. 

(iv) • Mary believes that John is proud of hersell. 

As we are not treating reflexive pronouns in Ihis paper. we refrain from drawing any conclusions from 

these observations. 
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2 Counterexamples to disjoint reference 

2 .  1 Sentence internal split antecedents 

5 

It is significant that Lasnik's theory of anaphoric relations is based only on examples in 

which the c-commanding potential antecedents of the pronoun are either all within the 

pronoun's binding domain or else all outside of it. Seely ( 1993) has, however, drawn 

attention to the fact that a third possibility exists in the case of so-called split (i.e. 

nonconjoined) antecedents: namely, that (at least) one of the antecedents is within the 

pronoun's binding domain. and (at least) one is outside of it. He observed that in such 

a configuration, a relation of coreference with the antecedents taken jointly, and thus of 

partially overlapping reference with each, is possible; this is illustrated by the following 

examples, patterned on Seely's (7a), (9a)-( 1 5a), where again italicization indicates 

anaphora: 

(8) a Jolin wants [cp Mary to represent them). 

b John asked Maryj [CP PROi to represent them]. 

c Jolm said that [ep Mary represented them). 

d John was happy because [Mary had protected them]. 

e John; pleased Mary only by [PROi standing up for them). 

f John really resented [Mary's description of them], 

As Seely points out, this counterexemplifies Lasnik's empirical claim, and hence his 

formulation of BT(B) as a disjoint reference condition.6 

To account for suc� cases, Seely introduces the notion of exhaustive binding, 

defined in terms of a system of indexation in which an index consists of a set of 

integers (following Lasnik 1989): 

(9) a X is exhaustively bOl/nd iff every syntactically dependent member of the 

index of X is c-commanded by its antecedent; X is free otherwise. 

6 Fiengo & May ( 1 994:40) also cite the following example a.� elthibiting acceptable overlapping 

reference (we relurn t(l their view of split antecedents in section 5): 
(i) IVa/SOli said Crick expecled Ihen! In win Ihe Nobel Prize. 
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b A member M of the index of X is syntactically dependent if M is identical 
with a member of the indexof an intrasentential NP; we refer to that NP as 
the antecedent of M.7 

c BT(B): A pronoun must be free (i.e. not exhaustively bound) in its binding 
domain. 

Stated in referential terms. Seely's version of BT(B) requires the pronoun's reference 
not to be exhausted by the joint references of c-commanding antecedents within its 
binding domain. To illustrate, consider (8a), here annotated with set indices: 

(10) John{ I I  wants [cp Mary{2\ to represent themI 1 .2\ ). 

Although by (9a) the pronoun here is exhaustively bound, it is nevertheless free in its 
binding domain (the embedded CP), satisfying BT(B) (9c). Thus, the pronoun is free 
in reference; in particular, coreference with the two antecedent NPs taken together is 
permitted. In contrast, in ( I I ) (= Seely's (6)), the pronoun is exhaustively bound inside 
its binding domain, which precludes the indicated anaphoric relation: 

( I I ) *BiII { l )  told Mary(2\  about theml 1 .2 1 .  

Examples such as the following, not discussed by Seely, are also consistent with 
his analysis: 

( 12) a [John, I i's mother) 1 2 1  protected them{ 1 .2 1  from the robbers. 

b [The woman who loves John, 1 1 ) 12 1  represented theml 1 .2 \ a t  the trial. 

Although in each of these examples the antecedent NPs, which exhaust the pronoun's 
reference, are both within the pronoun 's binding domain (the matrix CPl. one of them 
(namely John), does not c-command the pronoun. Thus it is not exhaustively bound 
and hence referentially free. 

7 We have corrected Seely's actual definition. which reads: "A member M of the index of X is 

syntactically dependent if M is identical with the index of Qn intrasentcntial NP." This cannot be right. 

�iven the definition of an index as a set of integers. 
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2 . 2  Intersentential spilt antecedents 

The requirement of syntactic dependence in (9a) restricts overlapping reference within 
the binding domain to cases where the antecedents that are outside of the binding 
domain are still within the maximal syntactic clause containing the pronoun. This is 
because Seely regards cases like the following, where one or more of the antecedents 
are outside of the sentence containing the pronoun altogether, as ungrammatical: 

( 13 )  Johnl l l  said [cp Mary12} represented themp,3}]. 

By (9a), the pronoun in ( 13) is exhaustively bound by Mary, since the latter is the only 
NP on which the pronoun is syntactically dependent. Since Mary also c-comrnands the 
pronoun in its binding domain, BT(B) as stated in (9c) is violated and the sentence is 
ruled ungrammatical on the intended anaphoric relation. 

However, while it is true that if ( 1 3) were uttered out of the blUe, with no previous 
context, the only way to understand the pronoun would be as referring jointly to the 
references of John and Mary, additional context removes this restriction: 

( 14) a Bill and Mary were asked to appear before the committee. But Bill fell ill 
and had to be excused. John said that Mary represented them. 

b Bill and Mary were charged with a crime. Mary, being a lawyer, decided 
to handle the defense. John said that Mary represented them. 

In these examples. there is no intuitive difficulty establishing an anaphoric relation 
between them and Bill and Mary taken together, in contrast to the prediction of Seely's 
version of BT(B). That is, it is  possible for the reference of a pronoun to be determined 
by split antecedents, at least one of which c-commands the pronoun within its binding 
domain and at least one of which does not occur in the sentence containing the pronoun 
at all. 

2 . 3 Inclusive reference 

Seely's theory could easily be repaired by removing the requirement that only sentence 
internal antecedents may suspend the disjoint reference condition. However, there is 
more telling evidence against Seely's version of BT(B). If the pronoun's reference is a 
proper subset of that of a single NP that c-commands it, then we have a special case of 
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partial overlap, sometimes called inclusive reference. Lasnikjudged inclusive reference 

to be impossible within the binding domain of the pronoun, and Seely explicitly agreed 
with his judgment. However, just as with split antecedents, we find that cases of 

inclusive reference are acceptable in a suitable context. Consider the following 

examples (the relevant binding domain is bracketed): 

( 15) a John, 1 1 and Mary, 21 often conni ve behind their colleagues' backs to 

advance the position of one or the other. This time, they, 1 .2 1  managed 

[PROf 1 ,21  to get heCf2 1  a position in the front office]. 

b John{ 1 1  and Mary{21 were experiencing marital strife, so they { 1 .2 1  called up 

Bill{3 1 1o discuss the situation. [They{ 1 ,2,31 talked about them{ 1 .2 1  for the 

rest of the evening}. 

c John, 1 1  and Mary{21 were charged with a crime. Since Mary{2 1 is a lawyer, 

[they{ 1 .21  wanted heC(21 to represent them{ 1 .2 1]. 
d John{ I I  and Mary{21 discussed theiq 1 .2 1  participation in  the upcoming 

contest with Bill {3 } .  [They{ 1 .2.3 1 expect them! 1 .21 to win]. 

These discourses constitute additional direct counterexamples to Lasnik's disjoint 

reference condition, but also to Seely's analysis, since although the c-commanded 

pronoun is exhaustively bound in its binding domain, nevertheless, its reference can 

overlap with the reference of the binding NP. 

2 . 4  Preliminary conclusions 

The data we have discussed in this section go beyond those brought to bear by Seely 

against Lasnik's analysis. One might try to continue amending the analysis along the 

same lines, by further altering the domain of application of disjoint reference. But we 

draw a different conclusion: that BT(B) does not, contra Lasnik, directly enforce 

disjoint reference within its domain of application. 

The data also point to a conclusion that is a commonplace of discourse-based 

approaches to anaphoric relations. but one often ignored in syntactically oriented 

approaches: that a pronoun whose reference cannot be resolved within an utterance 

context is at the very least pragmatically misused, and the discourse as a whole 

becomes infelicitous; the effect is essentially that of presupposition failure. This is well

illustrated by examples such as the following: 
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( 1 6) a The men said Mary likes them. 

b The men said Mary likes him. 

9 

According to Lasnik's theory, the reference of the pronoun in these cases is free with 

respect to the reference of the matrix subject NP. But this is not what we find. Out of 

the blue, them in ( 1 6a) can only be understood as coreferential (and crucially not 

partially overlapping in reference) with the men, while the reference of him in ( 1 6b) 

cannot be resolved, making the sentence infelicitous in this minimal context (i.e., there 

is no way of knowing whether the person denoted by him is one of the men or not). In 

other words, although these sentences do not per se involve BT(B) violations, still the 

first is constrained in the way it can be interpreted and the second has no felicitous 

interpretation. 

This observation indicates that part of the task of interpreting a (referentially used) 

pronoun is to resolve its reference, and if this cannot be done within the sentence. then 

it must be done within the wider context. if discourse felicity is to be maintained. 

Moreover. as data such as the examples in ( 14)-( 1 5) show. this can result in 

overlapping reference with the pronoun within its binding domain, which demonstrates 

that it is misguided to prohibit this possibility. as both Lasnik's and Seely's versions of 

BT(B) do. For this reason, we also take such data to constitute convincing evidence 

against any sentence-bound approach to anaphora (at least as far as nonreflexive 

pronouns are concerned). The most appropriate way of analyzing this, we contend. is 

as a discourse-level requirement of coreference. This approach enables the underlying 

theory of anaphoric relations to be simplified to a binary distinction between 

coreference and noncoreference, or more generally, between identity and nonidentity, 

in a sense we will make precise in the next two sections. 

3 Anaphoric relations at the discourse level 

To formally implement this approach. we need a framework in which extrasentential, or 

discourse-level, relations can be treated in the same way that intrasentential relations 

can. Such a framework is available in Discourse Representation Theory (ORT; see 

Kamp & Reyle 1993 for a detailed exposition of the theory). In this section, we briefly 

review how anaphoric relations are dealt with in DRT, paying particular attention to 

plural pronouns and split antecedents. We then show how the counterexamples to 

disjoint reference are predicted to be acceptable by this theory under a noncoreference 

version of BT(B). 
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3 .  1 Pronominal reference in DRT 

In DRT. certain kinds of semantic representations. called Discourse Representation 

Structures (DRSs), are algorithmically and incrementally constructed from syntactic 

representations.S A DRS K consists of a pair of sets (UK, ConK), called its universe 

and its condition set. (DRSs are customarily represented by means of boxlike 

drawings, with the members of the universe displayed at the top and the conditions 

arrayed below.) UK is made up of discourse referents, which play a role similar to 

variables in predicate logic, and ConK consists of predicates over those discourse 

referents (these predicates. which are derived from the syntactic representation, may be 

complex and contain other DRSs as components; thus the notion of a DRS is 

recursive). In the initial stages of DRS construction. the elements of ConK are syntactic 

structures, which are gradually decomposed by the DRS construction algorithm into 

structures resembling formulae of predicate logic. Like such formulae, DRSs have a 

well-defined model theoretic semantics. To be precise. a DRS K is true in a given model 

M iff there is a way of embedding the universe of K into that of M. i.e. of associating 

individuals of M with the discourse referents in UK. such that these individuals satisfy, 

in M. the DRS conditions of K over the corresponding discourse referents. 

The discourse referents that initially concern us are those introduced by noun 

phrases. In DRT, every occurrence of an NP in a sentence is represented by a unique 

discourse referent in the DRS being constructed from the sentence. In the case of 

nonpmnominal NPs, the construction algorithm also introduces into the DRS specific 

conditions over the discourse referent, providing the descriptive content of the NP, or 

with names, anchoring the discourse referent to the individual so named; we will call 

these content conditions. A pronoun is not directly associated with content conditions;9 

ruther, the discourse referent that represents it must be linked to some discourse referent 

that is associated with content conditions. We will refer to this procedure as pronominal 

r('.�olutjon. Formally, this is done by adding to the DRS an identity condition over the 

discourse referents introduced by the pronoun and its antecedent (in the model theoretic 

embedding, these discourse referents are associated with the same individual(s» . This 

treatment of pronouns is encapsulated in the DRT construction rule for pronouns, a 

A single DRS may contain the semantic representation of multiple sentences. as many as 

comprise the text or discourse in question; in such cases. DRS construction proceeds sequentially from 

one sentence to the next. 

However. it may be associated with grammatical information about person. gender. and number. 

We ignore the first two. to simplify the exposition; but number will play a central role in our analysis. 
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simplified version of which is the following: 

( 1 7) CR.PRO (first version) 

If IX is a pronoun in a syntactic structure S, carry out the following 

operations on the immediate DRS K in which IX occurs: 

1 1  

(a) Introduce a new discourse referent p into UK and in ConK substitute p 
for the syntactic structure consisting of IX and it .. categorial projections. 

(b) Add to ConK the condition p = y, where y is a suitable accessible 

discourse referent. to 

The restriction to the immediate DRS in which the pronoun occurs is intended to allow 

for the pronoun's occurring bound in the scope of a quantifier or an attitude expression, 

though we ignore the laller and only briefly touch on the former in this paper. I I Clause 

(a) of CR.PRO reduces the syntactic structure by removing all the nodes of the 

pronoun's syntactic projection. The suitability requirement in clause (b) is meant to 

insure that the pronoun and its antecedent share relevant grammatical features such as 

person, gender and number. (Note, incidentally, that there is no requirement that the 

antecedent discourse referent be introduced by a linguistic entity; this allows for deictic 

resolution of the pronoun.) 

We illustrate pronominal resolution first with a simple example. Consider the 

following discourse: 

( 18) John smiled. Mary kissed him. 

The two DRSs in ( 1 9) give the processing of the text in ( 1 8), prior (in ( 1 9a» and 

10 Accessibility is a relation between discourse referents and DRS conditions; informally, a discourse 

referent IX is accessible from a condition p in a DRS K provided that the condition set containing P is 

at lenst as embedded within K as is the DRS universe containing IX (accessibility is formally defined in 

terms of the subordination relation mentioned in footnote II). For most examples we are concerned 

with, the accessibility relation is trivial, since the relevant universe and condition set arc both 

immediate constituents of the same DRS; only for pronouns dependent on quantific3tional c:xpressions 

does the accessibility requirement make an essential difference (see (28) in section 4. 1 ). We will follow 

Kamp & Reyle in occasionally speaking of a discourse referent as being accessible from II given DRS 

K. meaning it is accessible from any condition in ConK. 

I I  The phrase 'immediate DRS' is an informal term of convenience; the notion can be formally 

spelled out in terms of the DRT notion of subordination defined by Kamp & Reyle. 
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subsequent (in ( 19b» to pronominal resolution: 1 2  

( 1 9) a x y z 

John(x) 
[x smiled1 
Mary(y) 
[y [kissed z 11 

b x Y z 

John(x) 
x smiled 
Mary(y) 
y kissed z 
z = x  

The conditions John(x) and Mary(y)' are the content conditions associated with the 

discourse referents introduced by the NPs John and Mary, respectively. The conditions 
{x smiled] and [y (kissed z]] represent the reduced syntactic structures of the sentences 

in ( 19); i.e. [y {kissed zll is an abbreviation of the tree structure: 

(20) s 

� 
y VP 

� 
kissed z 

Following Kamp & Reyle ( 1 993), we frequently omit the bracketing on reduced 
syntactic representations, as in ( l 9b). 

The fact that syntactic structures are themselves DRS conditions means that we can 

speak of discourse referents as entering into c-command relations. To be precise, let a 

and p be distinct NPs in a syntactic structure S, such that a c-commands p, and let y 
and a be the discourse referents introduced by a and p, respectively; then we say that y 
c·commands a. We will make use of this later in our analy!;is. 

The condition z = x in ( l9b) renders th� effect of coindexation in GB theory, and 

can be viewed as corresponding to what is described in the GB-Iiterature as 
'assignment of coreference' between the pronoun and its antecedent (in addition, the 

identity condition is used for pronominal resolution to a nonreferential antecedent, as 

we will show later). 
With plural pronouns, the situation becomes more complex. First, we must 

inlroduce discourse referents that map to entities denoted by plural NPs (i.e. sets of 

12  For simplicity. we omit the conditions anchoring the discourse referents fllr Johll and Mary to the 

respective individuals denoted by these NPs. and also the discourse referents and associated conditions of 

verbal event arguments. 
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individuals). The informal DRT-notation for these discourse referents is capital letters; 

we will also informally refer to these as plural discourse referents. 1 3  Next. the plural 

pronoun has to be resolved. When a single plural NP is the antecedent of a plural 

pronoun. the DRS processing is analogous to the case of singular anaphora. For 

example. the final DRS for the text "The men are happy. The women like them." would 

look like ( 1 9b) except for the obvious lexical differences and having plural discourse 

referents. But as the phenomenon of split antecedents shows. a plural pronoun can also 

be resolved to the totality of several distinct NPs in the discourse. To handle this. DRT 

employs a special procedure. called Summation. The following definition (slightly 

simplified from Kamp & Reyle 1993:308) introduces a single plural discourse referent 

and identifies it with the 'sum' of any number of distinct discourse referents. 

(2 1 )  Summation 

If 131 • . . . •  pn (n � 2) are discourse referents accessible from a DRS K. then 

the following operation may be carried out: Introduce a new plural 

discourse referent r into UK and the condition r = 131 Gl . .. ePn into ConK-

In the modeltheoretic embedding of a DRS containing a Summation condition. the 

plural discourse referent r is mapped. in set-theoretic terms. to the set that comprises 

the union of the images under the embedding of P 1 • . . . •  1}" (recall from footnote 3 that 

we are taking singular NPs to denote singletons). 14 

Here is an example of Summation. as it applies in the following discourse. where 

the intended reference of they is Mary and John: 

(2 1 )  Mary invited John to dinner. They had Chinese food. 

1 3  In official DRT terminology. singul� and plural discourse referents are called alomic and 
lIollalClmic. respectively. Formally. they are distinguished by being associated with conditions of the 
form at(x) and non·at(x). respectively. which are not what we are calling content conditions but rather 
conditions that fix logical type; cf. footnote 14. 

14 In the actual DRT model theory of Kamp & Reyle ( I  993}. plural NPs denote nonatomic elements 
of a complete atomic join semilalticc. and Summation is modelled by the join operation on the lattice: 
however. there is no truthconditionally relevant difference between the lattice-theoretic and �et-theoretic 
exposition. Because of this. we will say that the discourse referents for two NPs whose denotation 

spaces in the NP algebra coincide. are of the same atomicity (i.e .• atomic or nonatomic). 
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The DRS construction contains three stages: first, the construction of the universe and 

condition set based on the syntactic input; second, the Summation induced by the two 

individual discourse referents introduced by Mary and John (this operation can already 

apply before the second sentence of (2 1 )  is processed); third, the pronominal 

resolution. The following DRSs (which again omit irrelevant details) give these stages, 

with (22c) being the final DRS: 

(22) a 
x y X 

Mary(x) 
John(y) 
x invited y to dinner 
X had Chinese food 

b x Y X Y 
Mary(x) 
John(y) 
x invited y to dinner 
X had Chinese food 
Y = xGly 

c x y X Y 

Mary{x) 
John(y) 
x invited y to dinner 
X had Chinese food 
Y = xGly 
X = y  

The effect of SUlIUllation is to make available in the DRS a plural discourse referent, 

which can then serve as the antecedent of a plural pronoun. Without Summation, and in 

the absence of some other accessible plural discourse referent, pronominal resolution 

could not be carried out: the discourse referent of a plural NP and the discourse referent 

of a singular NP are of distinct atomicity (cf. footnote 14), so the latter is not suitable 

for the former, in the sense of CR.PRO. As a result, the plural discourse referent 

would not be associated with any content conditions, so that if the DRS were embedded 

into a model, it would be sufficient for truth, given the interpretation rules of DRT, that 

some set of individuals satisfy the predicates over the plural discourse referent. For 

example, (2 1 ) would be true as long as at least two arbitary individuals had Chinese 

food; clearly these are incorrect truth conditions. This deviance can be seen as a formal 

expression of the infelicity that arises when a pronoun fails to get resolved to a suitable 

antecedent within the discourse that it occurs in; cf. the discussion of (16) in section 

2.4. But because of Summation, the plural discourse referent X in (22) does have a 

suitable antecedent and is consequently associated with content conditions by being 

identified with the 'sum' denoted by y, each of whose 'summands' is associated with a 

content condition. I S  

I S The 'summands' need not be singular. i n  view o f  texts like MaT)'/I} and BiII!2} inviled JOM!3} 10 

dinnl.'r. TheY,I.2.3} had Chinese food. Summation could apply iteratively to the DRS fOI this text, 

giving X ; xey for the conjoined NP Mary and Bill. and Y = zex as the resolving condition for the 

pronoun. cr. the discussion of the DRS in (3 1 ) in section 4.2. 
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3 . 2 Split antecedents and overlapping reference 

1 5  

A direct consequence of the availability of Summation is an account of the possibility of 

partially overlapping reference with a pronoun within its binding domain. In particular. 

Seely's counterexamples to disjoint reference fall out straightforwardly. For example 

(8a). repeated here as (23a). receives the DRS in (23b) (abstracting away from the DRT 

treatment of propositional attitudes): 

(23) a John wants Mary to represent them. 

b x y X y 

John(x) 
Mary(y) 
[x wants [y to represent Xn 
y = xIDy 
X = y 

Examples like ( 1 2). in which both split antecedents are within the pronoun 's binding 

domain but one of them fails to c-command the pronoun. would receive a similar DRS. 

Moreover, since Summation is not a sentence·bound operation. examples like ( 14). 

where the pronoun is exhaustively bound according to Seely's analysis. because one of 

its split antecedent does not occur in the sentence at all. are also straightforwardly 

accounted for on our approach. 

Also predicted is the existence of inclusive reference. as in the sentences in ( 15); 

consider for example ( l Sc). repeated here as (24a). which exhibits in the same sentence 

both properly overlapping and inclusive reference within the two lower pronouns' 

respective binding domains: 

(24) a lohnl l !  and Mary12!  were charged with a crime. Since Mary12!  is  a lawyer. 

[CP theYl t .2 !  wanted [CP hef(21 to represent them I 1 .2111. 
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x y z X w Y Z  

John(x) 
Mary(y) 
crime(z) 
Ix and y were charged with z) 
lawyer(y) 
IX wanted [w to defend Y)) 
Z =  xey 
w = y  
X = Z  
Y = Z  

CR.PRO correctly permits overlapping reference between a singular pronoun and a 

plural NP in its binding domain, although the pronoun's reference is included in the 

reference of the NP. 

It is worth emphasizing that in all these cases the overlapping reference is a by

product of anaphoric relations independently established by means of identity 

conditions, which may be mediated by Summation; this is clearly seen in (24b). In 

other words, in our theory, in contrast to Lasnik's, overlapping reference is a derivative 

notion; only coreference and its dual, noncoreference (or more generally identity and 

non-identity) play a significant role. It is also clear that the term 'split antecedents' is a 

syntactic description. since semantically an anaphoric element only has a single 

antecedent. though this may be (and in the case of split antecedents is) only 

representable at the discourse level. 

One may wonder why DRT has Summation but not the converse operation. which 

would take a plural discourse referent and make arbitacy 'subsums' (down to single 

discourse referents) available. thus allowing inclusive reference to be directly 

established. The reason is empirical: whereas forming the sum of arbitrary NPs is 

always possible (up to processing constraints). it is in general not possible to resolve a 

singular pronoun to an unexplicit part of plural antecedent. as ( 1 6b) illustrates. 1 6 (cf. 

also Partee's well-known example: *Nine o/the ten marbles are in the bag; it is under 

the couch) 

1 6 There is, however. one type of exception to this generalization. namely. where the antecedent 

denotes a male/female pair: That couplet / .2} is interesting; he{ J} is a gardener and shq2} is a 

physicist. (Similar examplc.s with plural pronouns do not exist in English due to the absence of gender 

marking here.) For simplicity. we disregard such cases in the present account. See van Dcemter ( 1 992) 
for an analysis on which the licensing of such anaphora by pronouns is semantically on a par with 

standard identity anaphorn (e.g. corefercnce). 
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4 Incorporating noncoreference restrictions into DRT 

4 .  1 Basic noncoreference 

17 

The resolution clause (b) of CR. PRO as formulated in  ( 17)  restricts the relation 

between the pronoun and its antecedent only in terms of suitability and accessibility. 

Obviously, the basic effect of BT(B). illustrated in (25), must be added to the DRT 

treatment of pronouns, since anaphora between the pronouns and the nonpronominal 

NPs is impossible in these cases: 

(25) a ... John likes him. 

b *The men like them. 

Unlike the examples in section 2, where apparent disjoint reference disappears in a 

suitable context, there is no ordinary discourse in which these sentences are acceptable 

if the two NPs are intended to corefer.17 

In terms of our analysis, we have two alternatives for ruling out coreference in 

sentences like (25a-b). One is simply to adopt a suitable version of B1(B) as an 

independent grammatical principle, following the usual course taken in GB theory. But 

Kamp & Reyle ( 1993:238) proposed incorporating the effect of BT(B) into the DRT 

construction rule for pronouns, CR.PRO, as an additional constraint on the resolution 

clause, rather than stating it elsewhere in the granunar. This is appealing on the grounds 

of conceptual simplicity and theoretical economy: since BT(B) regulates the anaphoric 

aspect of the interpretation of pronouns. it is natural that its effect should be part of the 

operation that yields the semantic representation of pronouns. 18  

1 7  There are. however. ccnain 'out-of-the-ordinary' contexts i n  which coreference even in these cases 

is intuitively acceptable: see e.g. Evans ( 1980). Reinhnn ( 1983). and Heim ( 1993). These involve 

circumstances where Ihe use of a nonreflexive pronoun sanctions a reading nOI available with a 

reflexive pronoun. Most of these are felt to be contrived and unnatural. in contrast 10 the cases of 

apparent disjoint reference we have been discussing. It therefore seems plausible to Ireat them. as Heim 

does. as cases where BT(B) can be set aside in specific contexts. rather than as being configurations 

where BT(B) does not apply in principle. See also Chomsky ( 198 1 :3 14 (fn. 3». 
1 8 Obviously. building BT(B) into CR.PRO means that Ihis construction rule can handle only 

nonreflexive pronouns. A separate rule will be needed for reflexive pronouns (possibly two. for locally 

and nonlocally bound reflexives). with a different resolution clause. (See Asher & Wada ( 1988) for an 
earlier analysis using DRT principles to account for rcmictions on pronominal anaphora. but one 
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Kamp & Reyle's formulation of CR.PRO incorporates a simplified ST(S), 

confined to singular pronouns; our version applies to both singular and plural 

pronouns: 19 

(26) CR. PRO (second version) 

If Cl is a nonreflexive pronoun in a syntactic structure S, carry out the 

following operations on the immediate DRS K in which a occurs: 

(a) Introduce a new discourse referent 13, of the appropriate atomicity for 

a, into UK and in ConK substitute 13 for the syntactic structure 

consisting of a and its categorial projections. 

(b) Add to ConK the condition 13 = y. where 

(i) y is a suitable accessible discourse referent; 

(ii) y does not c-command 13 within (3's binding domain. 

To illustrate, here is the DRS for (25b): 

(27) x y 

the men(X) 
S 

............... 
X VP ......... '-

\ike Y 
(*Y '" X) 

The discourse referent Y (instantiating p in (26» is c-commanded by X within its 

binding domain (here, the whole sentence), which by (26bii) thus cannot be its 

antecedent, i.e., the identity condition Y = X is not an admissible resolving condition 

for the pronoun. This captures the noncoreference effect of BT(B), since the 

establishment of the pronoun's reference depends on its being equated with an 

antecedent by means of the identity condition; thus nonidentity amounts to 

based. like lasnik's theory, on disjoint reference.) 

19 Kamp & Reyle formulatc separate rules for singular and plural nonrefleltive pronouns, chiefly. it 
seems, in order to account for the distributive reading of plural pronouns with quantifying antecedents, 

which requires the use of individual (i.e. atomic) discourse referents. Since this is independent of 

mailers related to BT(B). we have not incO!pOrated it into our account. 
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noncoreference. 

Moreover, since the effect of BT(B) is not a constraint on reference per se, but 

rather on the admissibility of identity conditions, CR. PRO also covers cases of 

nonreferential (e.g. quantified) potential antecedents, where the pronoun is semantically 

a bound variable. We illustrate this with an analysis of (28a), which is ungrammatical 

under the intended reading that every student likes himself: 

(28) a *Every student likes him. 

b 

x 

student(x) 

y 

s ................... 
x VP ................... 

likes y 
(*y = x) 

The treatment of quantification in DRT derives from generalized quantifier theory (see 

Kamp & Reyle 1993:3 14ff. for details). The construction rule for quantifying NPs 

introduces a tripartite condition (called a duplex condition, since it contains two DRSs 

as constituents). The diamond contains a specification of the quantificational force and 

the quantified discourse referent (which thus functions semantically like a variable), the 

lefthand DRS constitutes the first argument, or restrictive term, of the quantifier, and 

the righthand DRS the scope of the quantifier. As seen in (2gb), the scope DRS 

contains a representation of the entire reduced sentence structure, while the content 

condition for the quantified subject occurs in the restriction DRS. Clearly, attempting to 

identify the quantified subject as the antecedent of the pronoun (by means of the 

condition y = x) would violate the resolution clause (bii) of CR.PRO, since the 

discourse referent x in subject position c-commands the discourse referent y in the 

position of the pronoun within its binding domain.20 

20 The universe of the restriction DRS is by definition accessible (c!. footnote 10) from the scope 

DRS. The reason that the discourse referents for the quantified NP and the pronoun are introduced into 

the subDRSs. not the main DRS, is to account for the unavailability of anaphora to quantified 

antecedents outside of the quantifieationnl scope, as in -Every man left early. He took the bus. 
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4 . 2  Are split antecedents subject to noncoreference restrictions? 

Additional empirical motivation for analysing BT(B) effects at the level of DRSs comes 

from restrictions on anaphora to split antecedents. Recall from section 2. 1 that there is a 

BT(B) effect with split antecedents, when each of the NPs constituting the split 

antecedent c-commands the pronoun within its binding domain. This is exemplified by 

( I I ). repeated here as (29a). which receives the DRS in (29b): 

(29) a *Bill l l i toid Maryl21 about theml l .2 1 .  

b x y X y 

BilI(x) 
Mary(y) 
x told y about X 
Y = xey 
X = y  

The formulation of CR.PRO in (26) permits the resolution condition X = Y, since Y. 

being introduced by Summation. does not even occur in the syntactic structure of the 

sentence, let alone c-command the pronoun within in binding domain. Thus, it is 

wrongly predicted that the group consisting of Bill and Mary should be an admissible 

antecedent for the pronoun. To avoid this consequence. the resolution clause of 

CR.PRO must be augmented with a condition prohibiting identification with a 

discourse referent introduced by the rule of Summation, just in case all of the NPs 

making up the 'sum' are both within the binding domain of the pronoun and c

command it. 

However. it is not only the discourse referents introduced by the NPs occurring 

within the pronoun's binding domain that must be excluded from the resolution clause. 

Consider the following sentence (modelled on one suggested by Hans Kamp, p.c.), in 

which the embedded clause is structurally the same as (29a): 

(30) * Bill I 1 I and Mary 1 2  I said they I 1 .2 1  told Fred 13 1 about theml l .2.3 1 ·  

The following composite DRS represents three attempted resolutions of the pronoun 

them in this sentence. given by the pairs of conditions in (i)-(iii), respectively (again 

abstracting away from the DRT treatment of propositional attitudes): 
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x y X Y z Z W V U  

BiII(x) 
Mary(y) 
X = xEBy 
Fred(z) 
x and y said [Y told z about Z] 
Y = X  
(i) W = YEBz (H) V = XEBZ (iii) U = xEByEBZ 

Z = W  Z = V  Z = U  

2 1  

On the analysis in (i). the identity condition Z = W has the same effect as the condition 

X = Y in (29b). and would be excluded by the restriction needed to account for (29a). 

However. on the analysis in (ii). since X by definition fails to c-command Z at all (a 

fortiori within its binding domain). that restriction would not prevent V from being the 

rcsolving discourse referent for Z. Likewise. on the analysis in (iii). while all three 

discourse referents x, y and z c-command the pronoun. only z does so within its 

binding domain (the bracketed constituent). so that the restriction would wrongly 

permit the condition Z = U. 

The problem for (26) with the analyses of (30) in (3tH) and (3 l iii) is that the 

resolution clause of CR. PRO-also with the restriction mentioned above-fails to take 

into account the transitivity of identity. Although only Y and z c-command Z within the 

latter's binding domain. it is the identification of the sum of x and y with X. and of the 

latter with Y. that gives rise to the observed BT(B) effects. To account for this it i s  

necessary to  further restrict the resolution clause so  as to  exclude any discourse referent 

that is identified with a sum whose summands are collectively identified (in a sense to 

be made precise) with any (sum 00 discourse referents c-commanding the pronoun 

within its binding domain. 
The problem concerning the transitivity of identity is a general one in DRT. deriving 

from the association of each NP with a distinct discourse referent and the establishment 

of anaphoric relations between NPs through identity conditions over the corresponding 

discourse referents. Kamp & Reyle ( 1993:235-236) address this matter for simple 

cases involving singular pronouns. as in *John said he likes him. where the discourse 

referents introduced by the pronouns are independently identified with the discourse 

referent introduced by the nonpronominal NP. They define equivalence classes of 

discourse referents occurring in identity conditions. and restrict CR.PRO by requiring 

in effect that a potential resolving discourse referent for a pronoun not be a member of 

the equivalence class of any discourse referent that c-commands the pronoun's 
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discourse referent within its binding domain. 
However. their definition does not take into account the identification of a plural 

discourse referent with a sum of discourse referents under the Summation condition 

(though it does serve to construct equivalence classes of plural discourse referents 
under the identity condition). Since expressions of the form a l e  . . .  ean are not 

themselves discourse referents. it would be both ad hoc and unintuitive to include them 

in the equivalence class. We propose instead to define equivalence classes of sets of 

discourse referents. among whose members will be the singletons of single discourse 

referents occurring on either side of an identity condition. as well as the set of 

'summands' occurring on the righthand side of a Summation condition. In addition. to 

capture the transitivity of identity here. the latter must be constructed recursively from 

members of the equivalence classes of the individual ·summands· .  Finally. in order to 

account for cases like (3 I iii). members of the equivalence class must include singletons 

of those discourse referents identified with a sum. which is itself part of a larger sum, 

whose summands are a member of the equivalence class. The following is a precise 

definition of this equivalence c1ao;s:21  

(32) Given a discourse referent a occurring in a DRS K. the class of its DRS

equivalents. [a)K. is the smallest class r such that: 

(i) ( a} e r; 
(ii) for any discourse referents � and y. if (�)  e r and ConK 

contains either � = y or Y = �. then (y) e r; 
(iii) for any discourse referents �. 11 • ...• 1n , if ( � )  e r and 

Con K contains � = Yle .. ·lDyn • then { 11 . .... Yn } e r; 
(iv) for any discourse referents � I . · . .. lin , 11 • . . . •  Yn , if ( ii i  • .. ·. lin ) e r and Yl 

e [1ii 1K, ... . Yn e [lin )K. then hi . .... 1n }  E r; and 

(v) for any discourse referents Ill . .... lin . YI . .. .. 'Ym , and Ii. if ( ii i  • ...• linl e 

r. I YI . ...• 'Ym ) \;;; ( Il l  . .... Pn I and ConK contains Ii = 11 $ . . .  $'Ym • then 

I ii )  u ( I li l . ·· .• lin ) - (YI . . · ·. ym » e r. 

In terms of this definition. the restriction on CR.PRO is simply that no DRS

equivalent of a potential resolving discourse referent for a pronoun may be identical to 

the set of discourse referents that c-command the pronoun within its binding domain. 

21 As shown in Berman & Hestvik ( 1994). it is necessary to extend the class of identified discourse 

referents to those used in defining the restrictive tenn of a quantifier: for reasons of space. we omit this 

case here. 
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To facilitate a concise formulation of this restriction. we introduce the following 

abbreviation: 

(33) BC(a) =df IP I P occurs within a's binding domain and P c-commands a }  

The final version of  CR.PRO i s  now formalized in  (34). where again clause (bii) 

contains the effect of BT(B ):22 

(34) CR. PRO (final version) 

If a is a nonreflexive pronoun in a syntactic structure S. carry out the 

following operations on the immediate DRS K in which a occurs: 

(a) Introduce a new discourse referent P. of the appropriate atomicity for a, 

into UK and in ConK substitute p for the syntactic structure consisting 

of a and its categorial projections. 

(b) Add to ConK the condition p = Y. where 

(i) Y is a suitable accessible discourse referent; and 

(ii) BqP) E [Y]K. 

Let us see how this formulation of CR.PRO accounts for the BT(B) effects 

observed with split antecedents. Consider first the simple summation example in (29a). 

In its DRS (29b). BC(X) = Ix.  y} and [Y]K = I I Y } .  I X } .  I x. y } }  by (32i-iii); thus 

BC(X) E (Y]K. so X = Y does not satisfy the resolution clause (37bii) and Y is not an 

admissible resolving discourse referent for X. Turning to (30). with the three analyses 

represented by the DRS in (3 1 ). we have BC(Z) = I Y. z } .  This set turns out to be a 

member of each of the equivalence classes [W]K. [V]K. and [U]K. of the respective 

candidate resolving discourse referents. For [W]K. this follows directly from clause 

(iii) of (32). given the condition W = YEDz. For [V]K. it follows crucially from clause 

(iv) of (32). given the conditions V = XEDZ (making I X. z} e [V}K by (32iii» and Y = 
X. Finally. for [U]K. the crucial clause is (32v). which. given the conditions U = 

XEDyEDZ and X = xEDy. makes IX. z} E [U]K. from which it follows by (32iv). given Y 

= X. that I Y. z} e [U1K. Consequently. each of the proposed resolving conditions in 

(3 l i-iii) is. correctly. inadmissible. We leave it as a straightforward exercise for the 

22 The present formulation of the resolution clause: differs slightly but significantly from Ihal given 

in Berman & Hestvik ( 1994). Our earlier analysis, which employed equivalence classes of sets of 

discourse referents defined on the basis of Kamp & Reyle's definition of equivalence classes of 

discourse referents. failed to 8l:count for cases such as (3l iii). 
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reader to verify that standard noncoreference cases like (25). as well ac; transitive cases 
like ·John said he likes him. also fall out as desired from (34). 

This formulation of CR. PRO still correctly permits properly overlapping and 
inclusive reference between a pronoun and a c-commanding NP within the pronoun's 
binding domain. Consider for example (24). For the lowest pronoun. with discourse 
referent Y. Bqy) = I w }  � [Z]K = l iZ } .  I Y } ,  I X } ,  l X, y } } ;  therefore Y = Z is 

admissible and overlap between the references of Y and w is sanctioned. For the 
pronoun corresponding to w, Bqw) = I X ) e [Y]K = I l y ) ' I w ) ) , so w = Y is 

admissible and overlap between the references of w and X is sanctioned. We again 
leave it as an exercise for the reader to verify that analogous results hold for inclusive 
reference with plural pronouns. as in ( 1  Sb.d). 

5 The empirical status or local split antecedents 

In contrast to Seely's  judgment of ( I I ) (= (29a». Fiengo & May ( 1994:40) judge the 
following similar example (= their ( 1 16» grammatical: 

(3S) 10hnl l l  talked to Mary(2} about them! 1.2}. 

On the basis of this judgment, they conclude that there are no binding-theoretic 
restrictions on split antecedents and their analysis embodies this conclusion. In this 
regard their theory is equivalent to ours as stated in the preliminary version of CR. PRO 

in (26) but is less restrictive than our final version of CR.PRO in (34). 
We in fact share both Seely's intuition about ( I I ) and Fiengo & May's about (35). 

One explanation for the difference between these examples that immediately springs to 
mind is that the latter would not in fact be an instanCe of locally c-commanding split 
antecedents, if the NP Mary failed to c-command out of the PP; thus no BT(B) effect 
would be expected in (35). However, evidence that c-command does obtain here comes 
from the possibility of coreference between the prepositional object and a reflexive 
pronoun (Le., there is no BT(A) effect), as in the following example (cf. Pollard & Sag 
1992:(70b» : 

(36) 10hn talked to Mary about herself 

Thus. it seems reasonable to conclude that (35) is indeed a case of c-commanding split 
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antecedents. like ( I I ). Significantly. we find that the difference between ( 1 1 )  and (35) 
with respect to BT(B) also obtains with singular pronouns (cf. Reinhart & Reuland 
1 993:( 1 22»: 

(37) a John talked to Mary about her. 

b * John told Mary about her. 

Finally. we nole an apparent subject/object asymmetry with talk to but not with tell. as 

indicated by comparing the contrast in (37) with the uniform unacceptability of the 

following:23 

(38) a * John talked to Mary about him. 

b * John told Mary about him. 

Although we currently have no explanation for these observations. the nonuniform 

behavior of talk to suggests that the acceptability of (35) cannot by itself be taken as 

providing reliable evidence against the existence of BT(B) effects with local split 

antec�dents. In.contrast. the uniform behavior of tell provides consistent evidence in 

support of this. To further test this it is necessary to find other suitable predicates that 

behave uniformly. These must be (at least) three-place predicates. all of whose 

arguments have the same conceptual status (e.g. [+human]). Although a detailed 

empirical investigation is beyond the scope of this paper, initial consideration of 

(appropriately contextualized) sentences with verbs fulfilling these criteria tends to 

support, in our judgment. Seely's generalization that c-commanding local split 

antecedents induce a BT(B) effect. Consider the following example:24 

(39) At their wedding reception. John and Mary were speaking to Bill and Sue. 

a John; said that he; wanted [PRO; to photograph Mary for themJ. 

b John; said that he; wanted [Bill to photograph Mary for them). 

23 The same a'ymmetry obtains in cases involving Summation: 

(il ·Johnl l )  and Mary12} talked to Fred1 3} about theml l .2} 

(ii) Johnn J talked to Maryl2} and Fredl 3 l about themI2.3 } 

The corresponding examples with tell are, as expected, uniformly unacceptable. 

24 Although the for·PP is not an obligatory argument phrase here, it behaves as an argument with 

respect 10 binding theory, cf. John photographed Mary for himulp*him. 
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In (39a) the most plausible resolution for the pronoun is Bill and Sue; John and Mary 

are not an acceptable resolution, as predicted by (34). In contrast, in (39b), John and 

Mary can be the antecedent of the pronoun. We find the same type of contrast with the 

following verbs: assign to, deny to, cede to, compare to, consign to, entrust to, explain 

to, leave to, offer to, point out to, promise to, reveal to. On the basis of such evidence 

we tentatively conclude, contra Fiengo & May, that split antecedents can induce BT(B} 

effects. This means that a uniform treatment of pronominal resolution must be sensitive 

to the way the potential antecedent arises. Therefore, the incorporation of BT(B} into 

the construction rule for pronouns should be as we have formulated it  in (34). 

Let us briefly reflect on this conclusion. If it stands up to further empirical scrutiny, 

it would constitute a convincing argument that the effect of BT(B} really belongs at the 

interface between syntax and semantics. On one hand, the locality constraint and the c

command requirement are clearly syntactic properties. On the other hand, that split 

antecedents should be subject to this constraint strongly supports a nonsyntactic aspect, 

since these do not constitute a single syntactic constituent, which would be required for 

establishing either a coreference or a noncoreference relation at a syntactic level. But at 

the discourse level, a single entity is available through Summation. 

Even if further investigation should lead to the conclusion that local split 

antecedents do not induce a semantically hard ST(S) effect, we believe that our analysis 

(which should then be based on a version of CR.PRO similar to (26) but making 

reference to equivalence classes of discourse referents, to account for the transitivity of 

identity) provides the conceptually most appealing approach to pronominal anaphora. 

Consider a purely syntactic alternative. such as that offered by Fiengo & May 

( 1994:39ff.).-They employ a standard version of binding theory, mediated by syntactic 

indices. But in order to account for split antecedents. they must resort to complex 

indices. Rather than using set indices such a� Lasnik ( 1 986) advocated. they introduce 

the notion of afusion index. using the notation jEl1 ... El1n.25 This is the index associllled 

with a plural pronoun whose antecedent consists of the collection of NPs bearing the 

single indices j • . . . •  n. Fiengo & May extend the definition of coindexation 10 
accommodate fusion indices: i is coindexed with j • . . .• n iff i = jEl1 • .  JBn. That is. when 

one member of a coindexed pair bears a fusion index. the other member is a set of 

distinct syntactic constituents. It seems to us that this analysis is simply a way of 

forcing into strictly syntactic terms what is essentially a syntax-independent process-

2S The identical notation for fusion indices and Summation is a coincidence. as far as we are aware. 
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namely, Summation. (Cf. also Chomsky's ( I  993:fn.53) COmments on the theoretical 

dispensability of indices.) Since Summation is independently needed and motivated 

within DRT, we believe that replicating it in the syntax sheds no further light on 

anaphora resolution.26 

If our interpretation of BT(B) effects (which is essentially that of Seely 1993) is 

right, it also has consequences for certain theoretical claims about pronominal anaphoric 

relations. In particular, the impossibility of local split antecedents both of reflexive 

pronouns (on which there is consensus in the literature) and of nonret1exive pronouns 

(as we argue, following Seely), constitutes a direct argument against Burzio's ( 1989) 

theory of anaphora, which entails that nonreflexive pronouns can Occur in any 

environment where reflexive pronouns are excluded. It also constitutes a somewhat 

more indirect argument against the approach of Reinhart ( 1983), according to which 

anaphora between a reflexive pronoun and a local antecedent involves syntactic 

binding. Hence, the impossibility of local split antecedents of reflexives indicates that 

there is no syntactic binding in this configuration. Therefore, anaphora between a 

nonreflexive pronoun and local split antecedents is also not a case of binding. But then 

Reinhart's theory predicts that coreference between a nonreflexive plural pronoun and 

c-commanding local split antecedents should be possible, which again we have argued 

to be incorrect. 

26 Possible indirect support for our approach might be secn in Reinhart & Reuland's ( 1993) argument 

that BT(B) should apply at a semantic level of representation that distinguishes the distributive and 

collcctive readings of certain predicates. As we show in Berman and Hestvik ( 1994). if Reinhart & 

Reuland's observlltions are correct. we can take them into account by augmenting our theory with a 

treatment of distributivity. proposals for which already exist within ORr (cf. Roberts 1987 and Kamp 

& Reyle 1993). However. we also provide data that call Reinhart & Reuland's conclusions into 

question. We suggest that the differential effccts of distributivity on pronominal resolution are due to 

lexical semantic properties of the verbs involved. and thus should nol be accounted for by the theory of 

pronominal resolution itself. 
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Binding Theory and Switch-Reference 

George Aaron Broadwell 

Introduction 

Binding theory originates with the attempt to account for the interpretations of 

ordinary and reflexive pronouns. However. binding theory has also been extended to 

the analysis of a range of data beyond those that originally motivated it. Switch

reference. a grammatical phenomenon found in many Native American and Papuan 

languages. is one such domain. 

In this paper. I will argue for three universal properties of switch-reference 

(hereafter SR) systems. First. SR is based upon the configurational properties of the 

sentence in which it appears; it is best explained through appeal to notions like A'

status and command rather than notions like argument or agency. Second. due to the 

configurational nature of SR. it is only found in subordinate clauses. Third. SR is 

always local and never long-distance. My arguments are based primarily on the 

Muskogean languages Choctaw and Chickasaw. but I believe that the properties 

described for these languages are characteristic of SR in general. 

I will argue that these conclusions for SR systems have implications for the 

structure of binding theory. The interpretation of the pronominal data that originally 

motivated binding theory has become more complex with the recognition of 

interactions between purely structural notions like command and more semantic 

notions like agency and logophoricity. 

In my view. SR systems present a more pristinely structural system of binding 

relationships than that found in pronominal binding. and for this reason examination 

of SR is important for distinguishing structural from non-structural effect<; in binding 

theory. 
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2 Basic: assumptions 

A typical instance of SR is shown in the following Choctaw examples: I 

( 1 )  John-at abiika-haatokoo-sh ik-iiy-o-tok. 
John-NOM sick-because-ss lII-gO-NEG-PT 

'Because John; was sick, he, didn't go. ' 
(2) John-at abiika-haatokoo-n ik-iiy-o-tok. 

John-NOM sick-because-DS III-go-NEG-PT 
'Because John; was sick, hej didn't go.' 

In ( 1 ) ,  the complementizer of the subordinate clause includes a SR marker indicating 

that the two clauses have the same subject (SS), while in (2) the subordinate clause 
is marked to show different subject (DS). 

Finer ( 1984, 1985) analysed SR as an instance of A'-binding, treating the SS 
marker as an anaphor that must be bound by the Infl/Comp of the matrix clause, and 
the DS marker as a pronominal that must be free of this same Infl/Comp.2 Since Infl 

(and according to Finer's assumptions, Comp) bears the index of the subject of the 
matrix clause, the observed distribution follows. 

In the Choctaw eltamples. orthographic symbols have Ibeir siandard phonetic values, eltcept Ibal 

< sh >  = [ ! I. <ch >  = [t f J. and < Ih >  =lil. Underlining shows vowel nasalization. 

The Amele eltarnples follow Roberts orthography. Note Ibal < c >  =PI and < q >  =lgbJ . 
The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: Acc=accusative. CAus"CauSalive. Ds�different 

SUbject. Foc=focU5. IRR=irrealis. L;I-grade. NEG=negative, NOM=nominative, O=objeci. P01=potential. 

rJ.")llural. PRES = present. Pi-past, S=subject, ss�same subject, 1NS�lense. 

2 Finer treats Infl/Comp as the joint head of S· .  In what follows. I use Infl as an abbreviation for 

some number of functional projections (presumably including Tns and Agr) when the specific content 

of these projections is not relevant. 
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A slightly modified version of Finer's assumptions is shown in figure 1 .  

IP 
� blntlng 

c, , .... ,...-.\_ ....... 
�mp P  .. IP \ 

IP 
haatokoosh /'.... \ � (SS) / I' : 

NP I' NP r-- \ 
/"'-..... pro VP Infl J�L � LJ mk  

abiika lkilyo 
Figure 1 Tree structure for 'BfX:8use John; 
was sick, he, didn't go.' 

33 

This analysis requires a few assumptions about the operation of binding which should 

be made explicit. They include the following: 

a) Inft m-commands Comp bC(:8use the first maximal projection set that dominates 

Infl also dominates Compo M-command appears to be the relevant notion for SR 

binding, rather than c-command. 

b) The SR marker in Comp must bear the index of John. I'll assume that it receives 

this index via Spec-Head agreement with Infl (or Agr). and that Inft is incorporated 

into Comp, bringing this index with it. 

c) The classic definition of governing category (Chomsky 1981)  says that the 

minimal binding domain for an anaphor must include the anaphor. an accessible 

SUBJECT. and an item governing the anaphor. If there is no domain that contains 

both a SUBJECT and a governor. then the anaphor is free in its reference. However, 

under my assumptions the binding domain for a SR marker must be the smallest 

maximal projection containing the SR marker and a potential A' -antecedent. Since SR 

markers canonically occur in ungoverned positions. including governor in the 
definition of the binding domain would wrongly predict that they are free in 

reference. 

However, the original motivation for stipulating the presence of a governor in the 

definition of binding domain was somewhat questionable. The inclusion was intended 

to derive the distribution of PRO from the binding theory (in what is generally called 

the PRO theorem). Without discussing the controversy in any detail, it is sufficient 

to say here that there are several plausible alternatives to the binding-theoretic account 

of the distribution of PRO. I take the inclusion of governor in the definition of 
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binding domains to be unnecessary. and the fact that SR markers appear in 

ungoverned positions is unproblematic. These points are discussed in more detail in 

Broadwell ( 1990). 

3 Universal properties of switch-reference 

3.1  Switch-reference is configurational 

By virtue of being A' -anaphors. SR markers need not be bound by arguments; they 

are sensitive only to A'-status and command relationships. In particular. there is little 

evidence to support the view that SR is sensitive to notions like argument or agency. 

In the Western Muskogean languages Choctaw and Chickasaw, SR interacts with 

a rule of Possessor Raising (PR) in a way that shows that the antecedent of a SR 

marker need not be an argument of the matrix clause. Possessor raising extracts the 

possessor of the subject of an intransitive verb and adjoins it to the sentence; the 

raised possessor then receives nominative case. (3) shows a Chickasaw sentence 

without PR; (4) shows the same sentence after PR has applied. The Chickasaw data 

come from Munro and Gordon (1982) and Carden. Gordon. and Munro (1982). 

(3) John im-ofi' -at iIli-h. 

John IIl-dog-NOM die-TNs 

'John's dog died . '  

(4) John-at ofi'(-at) im-illi-h. 

John-NOM dog(-NOM) IIl-die-TNS 

'John's dog died . '  
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I suggest that sentences like (4) have a structure like that shown in figure 2: 

Figure 2 The structure of possessor raising 

Nominative case is assigned configurationaJly to the [NP,IP] position, so both NPI 

and NP2 may be marked nominative. 3 
In favor of the structure shown, there is evidence (due originally to Carden, 

Gordon and Munro (1982» that NPI and NP2 form a constituent in (3) . but not in (4). 

Adverb placement is one constituency test in Chickasaw. Adverbs may intervene 

between a raised possessor and the possessed noun, but they may not intervene 

between a non-raised possessor and the possessed noun: 

(5) a Oblaashaash [John im-ofi' -at) illi-tok. 

yesterday John III-dog-NOM die-PT 

'Yesterday John's dog died.'  

b *John oblaashaah im-ofi'-at illi-tok. 

(6) a Oblaashaash [John-at) [ofi'-at] im-illi-tok. 

yesterday John-NOM dog-NOM III-die-PT 

b "John-at oblaashaash ofi' -at im-illi-tok. 

John-NOM yesterday dog-NOM III-die-PT 

Sentences with both PR and SR are important for showing that binding of the SR 

marker is not limited to arguments of the matrix clause. Consider the following 

example: 

3 I will leave the question of Ihe position of the III-prefix on Ihe verb open. since nothing in Ihe 

argument here crucially relies on it. For one approach 10 Ihe prohlem sec Schilll.c ( l994). 
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(1) John-at oli' -at im-ambiika-tok [sa-kisili-tokat) . 
John-NoM dog-NOM III-sick-PT ISII-bite-when:ss 
'John;'s dogj was sick when he/itj bit me. '  

John is not an argument of the matrix clause. However. it i s  among the potential 
antecedents of the SS marker in the subordinate clause, by virtue of appearing in an 
A' -position. 

Crucially, if PR had not applied in (1), the interpretation of the sentence would 
be different: 

(8) John im-oli'-at abiika-tok [sa-kisili-tokat) . 
John III-dog-NOM sick-PT lsII-bite-when:SS 
'Johnj's dogj was sick when it/*he; bit me. ' 

Because the possessor John is still contained within the subject, it is unable to 
c-command the SR marker in the adverbial clause, and the subject John 's dog is the 
only possible antecedent for the SS marker. 

Sentences like (1) have a structure like that shown in figure 3. 

im-ambllka sa-kopoli 
Figure 3 Tree diagram for (7) 

Sentences like these are problematic for approaches that treat SR data through an 
appeal to semantic notions like argument or agent. Stirling (1993) is one such 
treatment. She gives a treatment of SR in which it is treated as "a kind of clause-level 
agreement, which normally marks the clause it occurs in as syntactically and 
semantically dependent, and indicates whether there is continuity or discontinuity 
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between the evenruality described by the marked clause and that described by the 

controlling clause." (p. 123) 

Stirling's approach is couched within the framework of Unification Categorial 

Grammar, combined with Discourse Representation Theory. Within this approach. 

each clause is associated with a 'structured eventuality index' which contains three 

parameters: the Protagonist (defined as the agentive subject), the Actuality (realis or 

irrealis), and the Location. SS constrains the matrix and embedded clauses to agree 

in their eventuality parameters; DS indicates disagreement in at least one of the 

eventuality parameters. 

However, Stirling's claim that SS signals coreferentiality of agents cannot be 

maintained. since in sentences like (7). John is not the agent. or even an argument, 

of the matrix clause. 

In general, approaches to anaphora which treat the reflexive as a valency

decreasing operation on predicates (Keenan 1987) or a function imposing a identity 

restriction on arguments of a predicate (Reinhart and Reuland 1993) do not extend 

easily to SR systems. SR is canonically a relationship between NPs associated with 

different predicates, and the Chickasaw evidence shows that SR markers need not 

even be bound by arguments. 

In contrast to the predicate-based approaches to anaphora, a purely structural 

account in tenos of command relationships extends naturally to the SR data. 

3.2 Switch-reference requires m-command 

Configurations in which SR markers occur are limited to those in which the SR 

marker of a subordinate clause is m-commanded by an A' ·position in the matrix 

clause; in panicular. SR does not occur between coordinate clauses. 

This is a-crucial point in the analysis of SR_ Several descriptions of SR data have 

suggested that SR markers occur in structures like that in figure 4. Roberts ( 1988) has 

argued for a strucrure of this sort in the Papuan language Amele, and claims that the 

appearance of SR markers in such a context is an argument against the binding 

theoretic treatment of SR. 
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IP 
------r---... 

L :, L  NP' Inti I N� Inti I 
Figure 4 SR in a coordinate 
structure 

In such a structure. the SR marker would bear the index of the first conjunct. Binding 

of the SR marker would be problematic if considered from a structural point of view. 

In general. we do not want command to hold between conjoined elements. given the 

ungrammaticality of examples like *1 saw John; and himself;.4 Since the occurrence 

of SR in coordinate contexts presents for binding-theoretic approaches to SR. it is 

important to examine such cases. In this section. therefore. I wiII argue that the tree 

in figure 4 does not in fact represent the correct structure of sentences containing SR 

markers. 

3.2. 1 Clause chains in Choctaw 

The Choctaw examples in (9) and ( 10) are instances of a construction often called 

·clause-chaining·. This is the most frequent environment for SR in Papuan languages, 

and clause chains are frequently analysed as coordination by researchers in that area. 
Although Choctaw examples like (9) and (10) below are translated by coordination 

in English, more careful analysis shows that the clause containing the SR marker is 

subordinate to the following clause (Linker 1987. Broadwell 1990). 

(9) lohn-at hiiIha-chah taloowa-tok. 

John·NoM dance: L-ss sing-PT 

'John danced and sang: 

( 1 0) John-at hiilha-nah taloowa-tok. 

John·NOM dance: L-DS sing-PT 

'John danced and (someone else). '  

Multiple instances of a category in a conjoined structure appear t o  have a quite distinct status from 

the multiple instances that are the result of adjunctions. While m·command does extend into adjoined 

adverbial clauses. Ihe available evidence seems 10 show that il does nOI extend inlo conjoined clauses. 
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There are several pieces of evidence to suggest that l-chah/ and I-nab! are not 

coordinating conjunctions in Choctaw. They contrast with true coordinating 

conjunctions in the following ways: 

a) The SR clause may not be independently marked for tense; truly coordinate 

clauses may be independently marked for tense: 

( 1 1 )  *John-at biilha-tok-nah Bill-at taloow-aach!h. 

John-NOM danCe-PT-DS Bill-NOM sing-IRR 

'John danced and Bill will sing . '  

(12) John-at hilha-tok anQti Bill-at taloow-aachih. 

John-NOM dance-PT and Bill-NOM sing-IRR 

'John danced and Bill will sing. '  

b)  There is  no Coordinate Structure Constraint effect for the SR clauses, but the 

effect is found with a true coordinate conjunction like anati: 

(13) Katah-oos� John-at taloowa-nah ti hilhah? 

( 14) 

whO-FOC:NOM John-NOM sing:L-DS dance 

'Who; did Johnj sing and 1; dance?' 

*Katah-ooshj John-at taloowa-tok 

whO-FOC:NOM John-NOM sing-PT 

'Who; did Johnj sing and tj dance?' 

anQti ti hilha-tok? 

and dance-PT 

These examples show that despite the fact that Choctaw sentences with both ana.ti and 

SR markers are translated with 'and' ,  there are real differences in the structures 

associated with them. We should be cautious about assuming coordinate structures in 

other languages based merely on the translation. I will suggest in the following 

section that despite the translations, the Amele sentences do not show true 

coordination. 

3.2.2 Clause chains in Amele 

Roberts ( 1988) is the most sustained attempt to defend an analysis of clause-chaining 

as coordination in a Papuan language. His most convincing argument is the following: 

clear cases of subordinate clauses show some flexibility in their order with respect to 

the main clause - they may precede the main clause, follow the main clause, or 
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occur between the subject and the predicate of the main clause, as shown in the 

following examples: 

(I5) rHo qo-qag-an nuh dana age ho-ig-a. 

pig hit-3p-FUT purpose men 3p come-3p-PT 

'The men came to kill the pig. ' 

( 1 6) Dana rho qo-qag-an nuh age ho-ig-a. 

men pig hit-3p-FUT purposc 3p come-3p-PT 

'The men came to kill the pig.' 

( 1 7) [lja ja hud-ig-en fil uqa sab man-igi-an. 

I fire open-IS-FUT iOs food roast-3S-FUT 

' If I light the fire, she will cook the food. ' 

( 1 8) Uqa sab man-igi-an [ija ja hud-ig-en fiJ. 

3s food roast-3s-FUT I fire open-ls-FUT if 

'She will cook the food if I light the fire. ' 

Clause-chains don't have the same freedom of occurrence: they must always precede 

the main clause: 

( 19) [Ho busale-ce-b] dana age qo-ig-a. 

pig run:out-Ds-3s man 3p hit-3p-PAST 

'The pig ran out and the men killed it. ' 

(20) *Dana rho busale-ce-bl age qo-ig-a. 

man pig run:out-Ds-3S 3p hit-3p-PAST 

'The pig ran out and the men killed it. ' 

(21 )  *Dana age qo-ig-a rho busale-ce-b). 

man 3p hit-3p-PAST pig run:out-DS-3s 

'The pig ran out and the men killed it. '  

3.2.3 The structure of Choctaw clause chains 

Choctaw clauses in I-chahl and I-nah! show the same ordering restrictions discussed 

by Roberts for Amele: 

(22) lohn-at hiilha-nah Bill-at taloowa-tok. 

John-NOM dance:L-DS Bill-NOM sing-PT 

'John danced and Bill sang. ' 
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(23) Center-embedded 

·BiIl-at [John-at hiilha-nah] taloowa-tok. 

Bill-NOM John-NOM dance:L-DS sing-PT 

• (24) Extraposed to the right 

·BiIJ-at taloowa-tok [John-at hiilha-nahl . 

Bill-NOM sing-PT John-NOM dance:L-DS 

I suggest that the key to under!>tanding these clause-chaining structures in Choctaw 

and Amele lies in the nature of Tense in such sentences. Familiar instances of Tense 

can be thought of as predicates that take an event as argument, e.g. Past (kiss (pat, 

sandy».s 

What is distinctive about the clause chaining construction is that the clauses joined 

in this manner necessarily mirror their temporal order. This is obviously not true of 

ordinary adverbial clauses (Because I am going to England, I Mve bought some guide 

books. vs. Because I went to Eng/and last year, I will go again next year.) 

In clause chains, the Tense predicate is transitive, taking two events as arguments: 

Precede «dance(john». (sing(bill))). This results in a phrase structure like the 

following: 
TMP 

� CP Tns' 
/'\ � �rP Ccmp j � Tense 

N-;-- \ -nail NP. � �  , 
John. vf"� aiD I � � �� Agrj G� Agr j 

NP VP NP Vp t 
t hiilha taloc7Na 

Figure S The structure of clause chaining in 
Choctaw 

Given this structure. several correct predictions follow: 

a) The first clause of the chain occurs in a [Spec. TP] position. It cannot occur to 

the right of the second clause because right-edge specifier positions are unavailable 

in the language. 
b) The center-embedded construction is also unavailable since there is no position for 

the subject of the second clause (Bill) to move to. 

If it is correct to say the the subject of an ordinary declarative sentence occupies the ISpec. TPI 
position. then we may view this as an instance of raising. 
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c) Given the lack of a Tns projection internal to either of the two events, it is 
impossible for them to have distinct tense specifications - they are always interpreted 

with the same tense. 

This structure also preserves the c-command relationship between the Agr/Tense of 
the main clause and the SR marker. 

3.2.4 Clause chains and reflexive movement 

Additional evidence for the posited structures come from reflexive movement. In 

Choctaw, a reflexive subject of an embedded complement clause optionally moves 
onto the verb of the matrix clause: 

(25) John-at [i1i-pisachokma-kat] anokfillih. 

John-NOM REFL-goodlooking-ss think 

'John; thinks that self; is goodlooking . •  

(26) John-at [pisachokma-kat] iJ-anokfillih. 

John-NOM goodlooking-ss REFL-think 

John; self;-thinks that ti is goodlooking 

'John; thinks that he; is goodlooking. ' 

I proposed in Broadwell (1988) that this rule of reflexive movement is the S-structure 

reflex of the LF process suggested by Pica ( 1987) and others. 
Reflexive movement onJy operates OUl of complement positions, not adjunct 

positions. 

(27) John-at (·ili-)yaayah [pro sipokni-haatokoosh). 

John-NOM (REFL-)cry old-because:SS 

'John (*self-)cried because he is old. ' 

Therefore, reflexive movement is a test for the complement status of a clause. 

Choctaw has a few psychological verbs that select for complements with /-chah/ 

or !-nah! marking: 

(28) Pam-at noklhakacha-tok [Charles-at taloowa-nah) . 
Pam-NoM surprise-PT CharleS-NOM sing:L-Ds 

'Pam was surprised that Charles sang. '  
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Such complements may appear either before or after the main verb (unlike the 

instances in clause chains):6 

(29) Pam-at [Charles-at taloowa-nahJ nokl�cha-tok. 

Pam-NOM Charles-NOM sing:I-DS surprise-PT 

'Pam was surprised that Charles sang. '  

Reflexives may move out or  such complement clauses: 

(30) Charles-at i1ii-no�cha-tok [ ti abiika-chah) . 

Charles-NoM REFL-surprise-PT sick-5S 

'Charlesj was selfj-surprised that tj got sick. ' 

However. reflexive movement out of the clause-chaining version or such clauses is 

ungrammatical: 

(3 1 )  John-at sipokni-chah (*i1i-)now-ahii-kiiyoh. 

John-NOM old-ss (*REFL-)-walk-POT-NEG 

'John is old and can't (*self-)walk. ' 

On the account given here. the contrast between (30) and (3 1 )  reduces to a familiar 

subject/object asymmetry. The ungrammatical example in (3 1 )  is an attempt to move 

the reflexive out of the subject position of the chaining Tense.' 

4 Variation in switch-reference systems 

Observed variation in SR systems can be reduced to variation in just two areas: i) the 
pronominal/disjoint anaphor distinction. and ii) whether SR markers must be bound 

at S-structure or whether binding at other levels is allowed. 

Rightward cxtraposition seems to be more frequent for these complement clauses than for ordinary 

complement clauses. I don't have an explanation for this fact. 

7 Note. however. that the structure given for possessor raising earlier would also seem to involve 

movement out of a subject constituent. Some explanation must be given for the differential grammatical 

status of the two examples. 
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4.1 DS as a pronominal vs. DS as a �oint anaphor 

The notion of disjoint anaphor (DIS) was first introduced by Saxon (1984) in the 

description of the Athapaskan language Dogrib. Consider the following examples: 

(32) John ye-hJc'e ha. 

John 30ls-shoot FUT 

'John, is going to shoot himj. ",. ' 

lye-I, as a disjoint anaphor, must have an index distinct from that of the NP which 
c-commando; it. It differs from a pronominal in occurring only in positions where a 

counterindexed antecedent is available. Thus the following instance in subject position 

is ungrammatical: 

(33) *?ekaani ye-enda. 

thus 3D1S-live 

'He lives this way . '  

We may implement the condition on disjoint anaphors as follows: A disjoint anaphor 

bearing the index i must be c-commanded by an NP bearing the index j. where i ¢j.  

There is  good reason to think that the Choctaw and Chickasaw DS marker is a 

disjoint anaphor, rather than a pronominal . Consider the following example: 

(34) John-at oft' -at im-ambiika-tok [sa-kisili-tokaJ . 

John-NOM dog-NOM ID-sick-PT 1 sG-bite-when: OS 

'John;' s  dog) was sick when he/i� bit me. ' 
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This sentence has a structure like the following: 

IP 

I�p 
� ./' ------N� IP IP Comp 

John /1. � (�) C N� I\ NP I' t1  pro � N VP Infl j VP Inf! 
ofl 6,tok � tok 

Im-ambilka sa-kopoli 
Figure 6 An example orDS marking in a possessor 
raising construction 

If the OS marker were a pronominal, it would have to be free of all c-commanding 

antecedents. However, a disjoint anaphor only needs to be c-commanded by one NP 

with a distinct index. Since the pro subject of the embedded clause may be either 

'dog' or 'John',  the OS marker must be a disjoint anaphor. 

However, other languages show evidence that DS markers are sometimes 

pronominals. Consider the following example from Amele (Papuan). 

(35) Age ceta guI-do-co-biJ I-i bahim na tac-ein. 

3p yam carry-3s0-os-3PS go-ss floor on fill-3pS:PT 

'They carried the yams on their shoulder and went and filled up the yam 

store. '  

OS marking in this context is unexpected. Consultants say that in such cases 

"something has changed" or "this is a new situation" .  
In the usual situation, we assume that adverbial clauses are adjoined directly to 

the matrix clause, as in the following figure: 

IP 
� 

CP 
� 

IP  Comp 

A 

IP 
� 

NP I' 

� 
VP Infl 

Figure 7 Typical configuration for SR marking of 
adverbial clauses 
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In such a configuration. the binding category for a OS marker typically extends into 

the matrix clause. assuming that Inn m-commands Compo Therefore, a pronominal 

OS will need to be disjoint from A '-elements with the matrix IP. 

However, the presence of a boundary stronger than that of adjunction would block 

command from Inft. In particular. adjunction to a matrix CP (rather than IP) would 

result in the ability of a pronominal SR marker to be free. Consider a strucnne like 

the following, where X = Comp (order irrelevant): 

XP 

� "-CP / IP 
� x �  

IP Comp NP r 
/':->. /'-..... lIP InfI 

Figure 8 Possible structure for anomalous DS 
examples in Amele 

In such a configuration. Inn does not m-command Compo and a pronominal in Comp 

is free to occur, even if coindexed with Infl. Alternately, X in such a structure may 

be a null temporal or logical predicate or some other such functional element. 

4.2 S-structure binding 

A second parameter of variation for SR system!> i!> found in the level at which the SR 

markers must be bound. Most SR languages seem to require S-structure binding. 

Some. however, show evidence for D-structure or LF binding. 

The agreement system of Choctaw distinguishes between types of agreement 

labelled I, II, I1I.8 I is typically used for agentive subjects; II is used for the objects 

of transitives and subjects of unaccusatives: 

(36) a Baliili-Iih. 

run-lsi 

b Sa-pisah. 

IsH-see 

'I run. ' 

'He sees me. '  

8 Some authors call these nominative. accusative. and dative. respectively. I avoid these terms since 

Choctaw has real case marking on noun phrases, and the 1111/111 agreement on verbs need not match 

that on the noun phrase. 
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c Sa-niyah. 'I'm fat . '  

I sH-fat 

Despite the occurrance of object-like agreement on the subjects of unaccusative verbs, 

when an overt subject noun phrase appears it always takes the nominative case: 

(37) Anakoosh sa-niyah. 'I am fat . '  

I:NOM IsH-fat 

These facts suggest an unaccusative analysis, where I originates as the object of fat 
at D-structure, triggering agreement at that level. The NP then moves into subject 

position and receives nominative case. 

For all the Choctaw speakers I have consulted, subjects of unaccusatives function 

like any other subject for the SR system: 

(38) Takkon laawa-k! aapa-chah niya-tok. 

apple 10tS-ACC eat:l-ss fat-PT 

'He ate lots of apples and got fat . '  

However, Davies (1 986) reports that for some speakers of  Choctaw, unaccusative 

verbs license DS marking for subordinate clauses with coreferential subjects, as in the 

following example: 

(39) [John-at takkon aapa-nah] abiika-tok. 

John-NOM apple eat-DS sick-PT 

'John ate the apple and got siCk.' 

The verb in the matrix clause is unaccusative. and because the subject is null at 

D-structure, it is able to bind the DS marker in the embedded clause. However. most 

Choctaw speakers fmd examples like this ungrammatical. and all speakers prefer SS 

marking in this example. We may account for the diversity of judgments by claiming 

that some speakers of Choctaw allow binding of SR markers at either D- or S

structure. while others allow such binding only at S-structure. 

Languages such as Amele (Roberts 1987, 1988) may also show evidence for 

binding of SR markers at other sYntactic levels. Amele has a construction described 

as the impersonal. as shown in the following example: 
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(40) Ija wen 

I hunger 

'I am hungry. ' 

GEORGE AARON BROADWELL 

te-0-na. 

Is-3s-PRES 

The characteristic of this construction is that the experiencer NP appears first in the 

clause. followed by a NP which refers to a sensation or emotion. The appropriate 

object agreement for the experiencer is combined with 3rd Singular agreement and the 

appropriate tense morpheme. There is no overt verb. 

Roberts (1987:315ff) analyses the experiencer in such constructions as the object 

of the sentence, based on the fact that it triggers object agreement. However, there 

are two facts that suggest that this analysis may be mistaken. 

First. the order shown above is invariant. If Roberts' analysis is correct and the 

experiencer is the object, then the obligatory word order for this construction is OSV, 

while the language is generally SOV. 

Second. SR treats the experiencer as the subject in such constructions (Roberts 

1987:300): 

(41) Ija b-i-m-ig wen te-i-a. 

I come-up-1SS-ss hunger lsO-3s-PT 

'I came up and became hungry. "  

I f  Roberts is correct in treating hunger as the surface subject of the second clause, 

then the SS marking is anomalous at S-structure. We would need to posit an analysis 

where the experiencer NP occupies the subject position, presumably at LF. 

However, the Choctaw data above show that the mere appearance of object 

agreement on a verb is no firm assurance that the coindexed argument is in an object 

position at S-structure. Arnele has no Case-marking, but the word order may indicate 

that experiencers are indeed subjects of the iropersonals which trigger anomalous 

object agreement. 
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Condition C 

Hamida Demirdache 

Introduction .. 

Under a 'universalist' approach to anaphora (Safrr 1995). both Condition A effects and 

cross linguistic variation in the domain of Condition A are determined by semantic 

properties of anaphors. On the basis of anaphora in St'at'imcets (Lillooet Salish. 

henceforth Sr). I make the same case for Condition C. Both Condition C effects and 

cross linguistic variation in the domain of Condition C are determined by semantic 

properties of noun phrases. 

I first establish cross linguistic variation in the domain of Condition C. I show that 

the domain of condition C in ST' is restricted: coreference anaphora within a clause 

respects Condition C whereas coreference across a clause violates Condition C, as 

established by Davis ( 1 993) and Matthewson ( 1 993). Bound variable anaphora, in 

contrast, never violates Condition C. I reduce cross linguistic variation in the domain of 

Condition C to a cross linguistic difference in the semantics of noun phrases: DPs in 

sr are not presuppositional (or quantificational. in the sense of Milsark 1977). I then 

correlate the anaphoric properties of DPs in sr with those of focussed and deictically 

used expressions in English. both of which also induce Condition C violations. I 

conclude that Condition C effects are universally determined by the semantic properties 

of noun phrases. 

The analysis defended here supports Reinhart's ( 1 983) thesis that Binding Theory 

only restricts bound variable anaphora. Coreference anaphora, however. is not 

governed by a pragmatic rule as proposed by Reinhart. I argue that the grammar does 

.. I thank Henry Davis for invaluable help and discussion. Mark Baker for detailed and significant 

comments on II previous version of this paper. Michael Rochemont for discussion of the material in 

sections 9. 1 .  Lisa Matthewson and M. Dale Kinkade. I am indebted to Beverley Frank. Gertrude Ned. 

Rose Whitley and Laura Thevarge for their generosity with their time and their judgments. This 

research was partly supported by SSHRCC grant #4 10-95-1 5 19. 
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not rule out a given coindexation relation: it rules out all the impossible interpretations 

of this coindexation. Coindexation is either free or filtered out by the principle that 

governs bound variable anaphora. 

1 Preliminaries: St'at'imcets (Lillooet Salish) I 

I first summarize certain aspects of the syntax of ST' that will be relevant to the 

argumentation. Unmarked word order is vas. as shown in ( I  a). 2 DPs are optional and 

marked by obligatory pronominal affixes on the predicate. as in ( l b) and (2). ST' is 

morphologically split-ergative: third person arguments are inflected on an ergative

absolutive pattern as in ( I ). whereas first and second person arguments are inflected on 

a nominative-accusative pattern. as in (2).3 

( I )  a ats'x-en-0-as ti sqaycw-a ti maw-a b qwatsats-0 

see-TR-ABS-ERG DET man-DET DET eat-DET left-3ABs 

'The eat saw the man.' 'Slbe left.' 

(2) a qwatsats-kocw b ats'x-en-ts-kacw 

leave-2sG.SUB see-TR- l SG.OBJ-2SG.SUB 

'You left.' 'You saw me. '  

Word order in ST' is not free. First, scrambling to a pre-predicate position is  restricted 

to QPs. Second, i f  word order was free, then ( 1  a) should have either a VSO or a vas 

St'at'imcets is a Northern interior Salish language of the southwest mainland BC. It has two 

dialects: the Lower Mount Currie dialect and the Upper dialect spoken near Sat' (Lillooet). The dialect 

presented in this section is the Upper dialect (see footnote 2). 

2 in the Lower Mount Currie dialect. the unmarked order is VSO and vas is marginal. The One

Nominal Interpretation in (3c) holds in both dialects and, more generally. across Salish languages. 

Abbreviations used: 1 . 2. 3  = 1 st. 2nd. 3rd person. M = ma.�culine. F = feminine. SG = singular. PL = 
plural. TR = transitive. SUB = subject. OBI = object. ABS = absolutive. ERG = ergative. ERG.EXTR = 
ergative extraction. AIr = future. PROG = progressive. SOM ;: nominalizer. APPL ;: applicative. DEle = 
dcictic. QUOT = quotative. REFL = reflexive. DET .. determiner. DET.ABS = absent determiner. FOC = 
focus. CONI = conjunctive. NEG = negation. LINK = linker. 

3 Note that the absolutive (i.e. 3rd person subject of an intransitive or 3rd person object of a 

transitive) marker is phonetically null. For expository reason. I omit the null absolutive marker from 

the ST examples. unless its presence is relevant to the argumentation. 
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interpretation. A VSO interpretation ('The man saw the cat'), however. is marginal and 

marked.4 In addition to restrictions on the order of overt nominals. there are restrictions 

on their number and interpretation: a clause usually contains one overt nominal at most, 

which further is interpreted as the object in a transitive clause, as stated in (3c) from 

Gerdts ( 1988). Thus. (3a) should be ambiguous. since nominals are not case-marked. 

However. the DP is construed as the absolutive argument. not the ergative (I.e. the 

subject). 

(3) a ats'x-en-0-as Ii sqaycw-a 

sce-TR-ABS-ERG DET man-DET 

c .  One-Nominal lnterpretatinn (henceforth aNI) 

In the absence of marking for other persons. 

b 'She saw the man. ' 

* 'Thc man saw her.' 

a single 3rd person nominal is interpreted as the absolutive. 

2 The domain of Condition C in St'lit'Imcets5 

Davis ( 1993) and Matthewson ( 1993) establish that Condition C in ST' only holds 

within the domain of the minimal clause. Thus. (4a) only has the non-coreferential 

interpretation in (4b). The interpretation in (4c) is excluded (whether or not the 

arguments of the verb are coreferential) by the aNI in (3c): the single overt nominal in 

(4a) cannot be interpreted as the external argument. 

4 Mark Baker (p.c.) points out that the marginality of a vsa interpretation docs not establish that 

there is an underlying (VOS) word order in ST': the marginality of VSO could be the result of a 

superficial dismnbiguating interpretative strategy if vas clln be overridden by pragmatic factors. This 

is indeed the case. as shown in (i): a VSO interpretation is licit when the alternative vas interpretation 

is pragmatically odd. 

(i) mets-en-a1s 
write-lR-ERG 

Ii sqa1ycw-a 

DEl' man-DET 

'The man wrote a book.' 

Ii pukw-a 

DET book-DET 

However. as Davis ( 1991) argues. the hypothesis that there is no underlying word order in Salish 
languages fails to eKplain word order restrictions that hold across all Salish languages. In particular. 
OVS, OSV and SOY arc impossible in all Salish languages and SVO is impo.�sible in a number of 
Salish languages. 

5 The domain of Condition C for coreference anaphora in Halkomelem Salish is discussed by Hukari 
( 1 996). Hukari also concludes Ihat Condition C only holds within the clause. 
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(4) 

HAMIDA DEMIRDACHE 

a ats'x-en-as 

see-TR-ERG 

kw-s-Bucky 

DET-NOM-Bucky 
c * ' Bucky I saw him 112.' 

d * 'He l saw BuckY I . '  

b 

*ONI 

*Condition C 

In contrast, coreference outside the domain of the minimal clause is not subject to 

Condition C. Thus, (Sa) can have either of the interpretations in (5b): the matrix subject 

is free to corefer with either the internal or the external argument of the embedded verb. 

Both these interpretations violate Condition c.6 

(5) a IIp tsut [cp kw-s [IP ats'x-en-as ti sqaycw-a kw-s Wany) 

say DET-NOM see-TR-ERG DET man-DET DET-NOM Wany 
b 'Hel said W. saw the man l . '  c She2 said WanY2 saw the man.' 

Matthewson ( 1993) gives a number of strategies to ensure that the offending R

expression in (Sa) is interpreted within the complement clause. The first test is to cleft 

the antecedent within the subordinate clause, as shown in (6). A clef ted NP obligatory 

follows the focus marker nilh. The clef ted nominal Wany in (6a) is, thus, 

unambiguously interpreted within the complement clause. It can nonetheless be A

bound by the matrix subject, as in (6b). 

(6) a hp sqwaJ'-en-as s-Bucky Icp kw-s [nilh s-Wany ta qwatsats-a 

say-TR-ERG NOM-B. DET-NOM FOC NOM-W. DET leave-DET 
b 'Shel told Bucky that it's WanY I that left.' 

A second strategy is to give the matrix and the complement clauses distinct temporal 

interpretations. The offending R-expressions in (7a) are unambiguously interpreted 

within the subordinate clause since they occur between the subordinate predicate and 

the adverbial which fixes its temporal reference. Coreference with the matrix subject is 

6 The subject pronoun can also refer to some third person, know from the previous context (e.g. 
She3 said Wann saw the man I )' For expository reasons. this reading will not be indicated in the 

examples. unless it is rele\'ant 10 the argumentation. 
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nonetheless free. In (8), we see that DPs embedded in a relative clause are also exempt 
from Condition C.7 

(7) a tsut kelh lcp kw-s [IP2 cwfl'-en-as ti sqaycw-a s-Wany indtcwas 

say FUT OET-NOM look-TR-ERG OET man-OET NOM-W. yesterday 

b 'Slhel/2 will say that WanYI was looking for the man2 yesterday: 

(8) a ats'x-en-as [OP Ii tawen-tali-ha ti sqaycw-a Ii maw-a ] 

see-TR-ERG OET Sell-ERG. EXT -DET DET man-Dhl OET cat-OET 
b 'Hel saw the one who sold the manl the cat: 

In sum, a DP embedded within a complement or a relative clause may be A-bound in 

violation of Condition e.8 I now present and reject two hypotheses that have been 

proposed to account for the restricted domain of Condition C. 

3 Two hypotheses 

3 . 1  Hypothesis #1: the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis (PAH) 

Under the PAH (Baker 1993. Jelinek 1 984). an overt nominal is base-generated in an 

A'-position and binds a pronominal argument in an A-position. The PAH excludes the 

coreferential interpretation in (9b) as a Condition B violation. 

7 Note that Ii sqd)"cw.a 'the man' in (8) must be in object position. This is the case because the 

object of a verb in a relative clause cannot be separated from the verb, as the contrast between (ii) and 

(iii) demonstrates. 

(i) IIPI ats'x-en-as lop ti nuk'w7-an-tali-ha ti sqaycw-a J kw-s Wany)) 

!\CC-'Il!.-ERG oor help-'Il!.-ERG.EXT-DJrr DEI" man-DIIT OET-NOM Wany 

(ii) 'Wany saw the one who helped the man.' 
(iii) • 'The man saw the one who helped Wany.' 

(ii) is a l icit interpretation of (i) because Ii sqaycw-a 'the man' is the object of the verb. Conversely. 

(iii) is an illicit intctpretation of (i) because Ii sqdycw-a 'the man' cannot be the subject of the verb. 

8 Note that names are OPs: they are introduced by a determiner (which can be dropped, as is the case 

for instance in (7». 
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(9) a (ats'x-en-as 

see-TR-ERG 
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pro prohp kw-s 

DET-NOM 

Bucky 

Bucky 

b * ' He l saw BuckY I . ' -+ *Condition B 
c *'Bucky , saw himll2.

' 

d 'He . saw BuckY2.' 

-+ ·ONI (3c) 

However. an R-expression base-generated in an A'-position is nonetheless subject to 

Condition C. as Baker himself argues. Thus. topicalized or (clitic-Ieft) dislocated NPs 

cannot escape Condition C, as illustrated by the ungrammaticalily of ( l Oa). Note that it 

must be the A-binding of the topicalized NP in ( lOa) which is responsible for its 

ungrammaticality since a variable may be A-bound as long ao; it is A-free in the domain 

of the operator that A'-binds it, as shown in ( lOb). Chomsky ( 1982) concludes that the 

domain in which a variable must be free is not the domain in which an R-expression 

must be free. 

( 1 0) a *He. thinks that Max • • Rosa really likes him,!t • .  
b The kids , are too nice [01 (PRO to fire t . ll. 

In fact, Baker's PAH is designed to rule out coreference across a complement clause. 

Thus, anaphora in the Mohawk example in ( l l a), from Baker ( 1 993), is ruled out 

because Sak is  A-bound by the matrix subject - assuming Condition C applies 

regardless of whether the c-commanded NP is in an A or A'-position. 

( 1 1 ) a Mohawk 

b St'dt'imcets 

Ro-ate-ryvtare' tsi 

M.OBJ-REFL-know that 

Sak ruwa-nuhwe's 

Sak F.SUBIM.OBJ-Iike 

* 'Hcl knows that she loves Sak i . '  

hpi proll2 said lIn WanYI saw the man2 11. 

In sum, the assumption that the offending DPs in ( l Ib) are in an A'-positions fails to 

explain why they freely violate Condition C. To explain why DPs in ST' escape 

Condition C, we could a.<isume that complement clauses in ST' are not in argument 
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positions - i.e. that lP2 in ( l I b) is adjoined to the matrix clause.9 Condition C would 

then be inapplicable in ( l Ib) since neither nominal would be c-commanded by the 

matrix subject. However. the hypothesis that complement clauses in ST' are adjunct 

clauses is untenable: it incorrectly predicts that complement clauses should pattern like 

adjunct clauses with respect to wh-extraction. Although the binding facts do not 

distinguish complement clauses from adjunct clauses, extraction facts do, as shown by 

the paradigm in ( 1 2) from Davis ( 1993). 

( 1 2) a *(CP swal ku ats'xen-acw Ii mixalh-a £CP i t'Cq-as ] )  

who LINK see-ZSUB.CONJ DET bear-DET when come-3SUB.CONJ 

'[whol did you see the bear ( when t l  arrived)).' 

b (CP swat ku lsut s-Wany (CP kw-s IIP2 ats'xen-as s-Bucky 

who LINK say NOM-W. DET-NOM see-3SUB.CONJ NOM-B. 

'\whol did Wany say [t l saw Bucky)].' 

Extraction from an adjunct clause in ( I 2a) triggers a CED effect whereas extraction 

from a complement in ( I 2b) fails to trigger a CED effect, thus, indicating that the 

complement clause cannot be analysed as an adjunct clause. 10 

3 . 2  Hypothesis #2: parametrizing Binding domains 

To explain the restricted domain of Condition C in ST', Davis ( 1 993) and Matthewson 

( 1 993) make two assumptions. First, they reject the PAH and assume that overt 

9 This line of analysis is plausible since although Baker ( 1996) rules out dislocation of complement 

clauses (via the categorial mismatch between a coreferent pro - i.e. a DP . and its antecedent CP), he 

allows dislocation of nominalized clauses, and there is evidence that complement clauses are 

nominalized in ST. See also footnote 10. 

10 Mark Baker (p.c.) suggests that the island and binding facts could be explained by assuming that: 

(i) wh-movement happens before the dislocation of the CPo 

(ii) the CP does not reconstruct for Principle C at LF. 

This line of analysis, however, incorrectly predicts the absence of Condition C effects altogether (across 

clauses). as Baker himself poinlS out. In section 4, I argue that this is empirically incorrect: violations 

of Condition C in ST' are exclusively violations of coreference anaphora. BVA never violates 

Condition C, In other words, (i-ii) incorrectly predicts that 'Whoi does Lisai/prOi know ti loves 

Wany?' is licit in ST'. 
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nominals are base-generated in A-positions. Second, they parametrize Condition C: ST 

does not obey the standard formulation of Condition C but rather the formulation given 

in ( 1 3) where the Domain D is defined as the minimal clause containing the relevant R

expression. 

( 1 3) St 'at';mcets: An R-expression is free in the Domain D. 

The revised version of Condition C in ( 1 3) together with the assumption that R

expressions are in A-positions explains why Condition C is clause bound in ST. I now 

argue against Davis and Matthewson's (henceforth D&M) analysis. 

3.3 Two reasons for not parametrizing Condition C 

I first reject D&M's analysis on empirical grounds by showing that whereas 

coreference anaphora violates Condition C, bound variable anaphora (BVA) never 

violates Condition C. This asymmetry is not surprising since coreference - unlike BV A 

- can violate Condition C in English under the appropriate discourse context, as the 

contra.�t in ( 14) illustrates. 

( 14) a I know what Ann and Bill have in common. 

She thinks that Bill is terrific and hei thinks that Billi is terrific. 

(Grodzinsky & Reinhart 1993, adapted from Evans 1980) 

b I know what Ann and every linguist at this conference have in common. 

*She thinks that every linguist is terrific and hej thinks that every linguistj is 

terrific. 

I further reject D&M's analysis on conceptual grounds since it is incompatible with the 

general approach to anaphora that has emerged from current research on the cross

linguistic distribution of anaphors, an approach which Safir ( 1995) has very 

appropriately dubbed 'universalist' . 1 1  The thrust of this research has been to achieve a 

simplification of binding theory by eliminating the need for parametrized binding 

domains. Under a universalist approach to anaphora, there are no language particular 

stipulations conceming the domain size of a given anaphor. Both Condition A effects 

I I  See Burzio ( 1 99 1 ). Everaen ( 1986. 1 99 1 ). Pica ( 1984). Reinhan & Reuland ( \99\ .  1993). Safir 

( 1995) and references therein . 
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and cross linguistic variation in the domain of Condition A are determined by universal 

semantic properties of anaphors since, in Safir's own words: 

"The central premise of the universalist position is that all anaphora 

specific statements are universal." 

Assuming a universalist approach to anaphora, the null hypothesis is that both 

Condition C effects and cross linguistic variation in the domain of Condition C are 

determined by the semantic properties of DPs. I argue that this hypothesis is correct. 

The restricted domain of Condition C should be derived from a core semantic property 

of DPs in ST: DPs in ST' are not presuppositional (or quantificational, in the sense of 

Milsark (1977». If Condition C violations induced by DPs in ST are derived from 

their semantic properties. then we expect DPs with similar semantic properties in other 

languages to also induce Condition C violations. I will show that this is indeed the case 

by correlating the anaphoric properties of DPs in ST' with those of focussed and 

deictically used expressions in English. both of which also induce Condition C 

violations. 

4 Coreference vs. bound variable anaphora in St'at'imcets 

Condition C governs two types of anaphoric relations: coreference and BVA. I now 

show that B V A unlike coreference anaphora never escapes Condition C in ST. 

First, a trace created by wh-movement must satisfy Condition C, as shown in ( 15). 

Note that wh-questions in ST have the syntax of clefts and must involve movement 

because they obey Island Conditions, as shown by Davis et al. ( 1 993). The illicit 

interpretation of (I Sa) in (I Sa .) shows that the trace of wh-movement triggers Strong 

Crossover Effects (SCQ). In ( I Sb-b"), we see that long-distance wh-movement also 

triggers SCQ, as the ungrammatical interpretation of ( l Sb) in ( l Sb') demonstrates. 

Both the interpretations in ( l 5a') and ( l Sb') are illicit because the trace is A-bound, in 

violation of Condition C. In contrast, ( l5c) is grammatical under the interpretation in 

( l Sc' )  because the wh-trace is A-free. Note that. in both ( l Sb) and ( l Sc). we know 
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unambiguously whether the matrix subject or the embedded subject is extracted: subject 

extraction is signaled by the presence of the "topical object marker" -tali on the verb. 12 

( 1 5) a swat ku ats'x-en-as a' *Whol did hel see t l 
who UNK see-TR-ERG an Whol did he2 see t I 

b swat ku zwat-en-as kw-s xwey-s-tdli k-Wany 

who UNK know-TR-ERG DET-NOM love-TR-ERG.EXT DET-W 
b' '*Whol does prol know tl loves Wany: 

b" 'Whol does pr� know t l loves Wany: 

c swat ku zwat-en-tdli kw-s xwey-s-as k-Wany 

who UNK know-TR-ERG.EXT DET-NOM love-TR-3sUB.CONl. Det-W. 
c' 'Who l t l knows proJ/2 10ves Wany.' 

Second, a trace created by Quantifier Raising must also satisfy Condition C, as shown 

in ( 16). Coindexation between the trace of the QP at LF and the matrix subject pro is 

illicit, as the ungrammaticality of the interpretations in ( l 6a") and ( l 6b")J3 demonstrate. 

12 -tali appears on the verb when the ergative (subject) argument is eXlraCted. For some speakers. the 

presence of -tali, is optional: it serves as a disambiguation slralegy as in (i) (See Davis 1 994. Kinkade 

1990, Mallhewson 1 993 and Roberts 1994 for discussion.) 

(i) swat 

who 

ku !sew'-cn-tali 

UNK kick-TR-ERG.EXT 

ti 

DEf 
sqdycw-a 

man-OET 

'Who kicked the man?' • 'Who did the man kick?' 

However, for other speakers, including one of the consultants whose judgments arc being reponed in 
( 15), the presence of -tali is obligatory when the ergative is eXlracled. 

Note also the ungrammaticality of the interpretation in (iii) which shows that wh-traces cannot be A
bound, be it by a pronoun as in ( l Sh-b') or a name as in (ii-iii): 

(ii) swat ku zwat-en·as k-Lisa kw-s xwey-s-tdli k-Wany 
who Ul'o'K know-TR-ERG DET-Lisa DET-NOM lovc-m-ERG.EXT DET-Wany 

(iii) '. Who) does Lisa) know I) loves Wany.' 

(iv) 'Who) does Lisa2 know t\ loves Wany.' 

1 3 Note that the absolutive 3 person plural marker wit in ( 1 6b) (incorporated onto the matrix verb) is 

in complementary distribution with a lexical (plural) subject. This means thai the QP in ( 16b) cannot 

be interpreted as the subject ofthe matrix clause. 
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( 1 6) a cwfl'-en-itas [takem 

look for-TR-PL.ERG all PL.OET 

sk'wemk'uk'wmi7t-a] 

children-vET] 
a' * 'They, were looking for all the children , .  ' 

a" 'TheY2 were looking for all the children,:  
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b tsut-0-wit kw-s cwCr-en-as (takem 

say-ABS-PL OET-NOM look for-TR-ERG aU 
sqayqyecw-a] 

PL.OET men-OET 
b' * 'They, said she was looking for all the men, : 

b" 'They , said she was looking for all the men2" 

We conclude that A'-traces created by either wh-movement or QR are subject to the 

classic version of Condition C: they must be A-free. 14 

14 Further support for this generalization is provided by possessor scrambling in ST. Note first that 
(i) does not tell us anything about the domain of Condition C because 0) is structurally ambiguous 

between she kicked Mary's brother and Mary kicked her brother. 

(i) tsucw'en-:\s ti qeqlSek-s-a s-Mary 

kick-3SG.ERG OET brother-3SG.POSS-OET NOM-Mary 

Mallhewson & Oavis ( 1 995) argue that I ) the base order is: head noun followed by possessor and. 2) 

that possessors are internal arguments of N (e.g. lop the [NP brother of Mary)]), These two 

assumptions explain why a possessive NP can function syntactically as the main predicate of a 

sentence iff the possessor follows the head noun. 

Now, compare (ii) with (iii) which differ only in the position of the possessor. In (ii).  the 

possessor has been scrambled out of the OP to an A'-position (Coordinated possessors are used to 

ensure that Mary in (ii) is not construed as the subject of the clause given the 3-singular ergative 

marking on the verb). Since coreference between the matrix subject pro and Mary is impossible, I 

conclude that possessor scrambling triggers SCO effects. 

(ii) tsew'en-:\s Is-Ma,y muta7 s-Johnh lop ti qeqtsek-s-a '/ I 

kick-3SG.ERG NOM-Mary and NOM-John OET brother-3SG.POSS-DET 
··Shel kicked Mary I 's brother and John.' 'Shel kicked Mary2 's brother and John.' 

In contrast, in (iii).thc possessor is in-situ. Since coreference between the matrix subject pro and Mary 

is possible. I conclude that in-situ possessors can be A-bound in violation of Condition C. 

(iii) tsew'cn-as lop ti qC(jtsek-s-a s-Mary mutll7 s-John I 
kick-3SG.ERG OET brother-3SG.POSS-OET NOM-Mary and NOM-John 
'She, kicked the brother of Mary 1 and John.' 

In sum. in-situ possessors escape Condition C. In contrast. scrambled possessors cannot escape 

Condition C. Hukari ( 1996) reports a parallel contrast in Halkomelem Salish: if a possessor is a 
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Now, let's tum to noun phrases. There are two classes of noun phrases to consider 
in tum. NPs introduced by a discontinuous determiner (e.g. ri ... a) always refer (i.e. 
always have existential force, as demonstrated by Matthewson 1996). Thus, U. nuiwg in 
( 17a) must have wider scope than negation. In contrast, NPs introduced by the linker 
ku never refer (i.e. never have existential force); thus, kJJ. maw in ( l 7b) must have 
narrower scope than negation. Note that ku-NPs are syntactically very restricted in their 
distribution: they are licensed only under the scope of certain operators such as 
modality, negation, adverbs of quantification or intentional verbs (Matthewson 1996). 

( 17) a cwfl'-en-as ti maw-a b cwit'-en-as ku maw 
scck-TR-ERG DET cat-DET 

a' 'There is a cat that he is looking for. ' b'  
seek-TR-ERG UNK cat 
'He is looking for (a) cat.' 

In ( 1 8), we see that non-referring ku-NPs obey the standard version of Condition C: 
they must be A-free. 

( 18) a [IP tsut [cp kw-s [IP cwfl'-en-as 

say DET-NOM look for-TR-ERG 

ku sqaycw kw-s Wany) 

UNK man DET-NOM. W .  
*'Hel said that Wany was looking for a man).'  

'Het said that Wany was looking for a man2.' 

In contrast, referential DPs obey D&M's revised version of Condition C in ( 1 3) :  they 
can be A-bound as shown in (5) repeated as ( l 8b). 

( 1 8) b' lIP tsut [cp kw-s lIP ats'x-en-as ti sqaycw-a kw-s Wany] 

say DET-NOM see-TR·ERG DEI man-DET DET-NOM Wany 
'Slhell2 said that WanY2 saw the man t . '  

In conclusion, only referential DPs escape condition C in ST'. This raises three 
questions. First, why is the domain of Condition C for BV A unrestricted:' Second, 
why is the domain of Condition C for coreference anapbora restricted to the domain D:' 

Finally, why must referential DPs in English obey Condition C (in the general case) 

(direct) argument of N. it escapes condition C; if a possessor is an adjunct. it cannot escape condition 

C .  
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whereas referential DPs in ST' escape Condition C? In other words, what is the 
parametric difference between S1" and English? 

I will argue that the restricted domain of Condition C in S1" follows from two 
current proposals in the literature: Reinhart & Reuland's ( 1993) Binding Theory and 
Reinhart's ( 1 983) thesis that the grammar only governs BVA. If we adopt these 
proposals, the restricted domain of Condition C in ST' is the null hypothesis. The 
question then is not why can (referential) DPs in S1" violate Condition C but rather 
why must DPs in English satisfy Condition C. 

5 The restricted domain of Condition C for coreference anaphora 

Reinhart & Reuland ( 1993, henceforth R&R) argue that Binding Theory governs only 
the conditions under which a predicate receives a reflexive interpretation. Their Binding 
Theory in ( 19) is simplified for expository reasons. 

( 19) a Conilition A: A reflexive marked predicate is reflexive. 
b Conililion B: A reflexive predicate is reflexive marked. 

(20) a nuk'w7-an-tsut kw-s Bucky 
helped-TR-REFL DET-NOM Bucky 

b Hel helped BuckYI � [Bucky (Ax (x helped x))] 
c He l helped Bucky2 � * [Bucky (Ax (hel helped x))) 

The predicate in (20a) is morphologically marked as reflexive by the self anaphor -tsUI. 

Hence, the reflexive interpretation in (20b) satisfies Condition A whereas the non
reflexive interpretation in (20e) violates Condition A. Conversely, the predicate in (21a) 
is not morphologically marked as reflexive by the self anaphor -Isul. Hence, the 
reflexive interpretation in (2 Ib) violates Condition B whereas the non-reflexive 
interpretation in (2 1 c) satisfies it. 

(2 1 )  a nuk'w7-an-as kw-s 
helped-TR-ERG DET-NOM 

b 'Hel helped Bucky\ . ' � 
c 'Hel helped BuckY2" � 

Bucky 
Bucky 
* [Bucky (Ax (x helped x))) 
[Bucky (Xx (hel helped x» ) 
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In sum, Condition C violations such as (2 Ib) are ruled out as Condition B violations. 

In contrast, anaphora in (22) is not governed by Bineling Theory: the matrix subject and 

the subordinate arguments are not co-arguments of a predicatc. ( 1 9) is, thus, 

inapplicable. 

(22) a [IP tsut £Cp kw-s IIp ats'x-en-as ti sqaycw-a kw-s Wany] 

say DET-NOM see-TR-ERG DET man-DET DET-NOM Wany 

b 'Slhc1/2 said that WanY2 saw the man l . '  

In conclusion, the restricted domain of Condition C i n  ST' follows from three 

properties of the Binding Theory proposed by R&R. First, there is no Condition C. 

Second, it is not fonnulated in terms of c-command and, thus. does not distinguish 

*pro/ loves Sam/ from *Sam/ loves pro/ . Thirdly, its domain is the domain D since it 

is the domain of the co-arguments of a predicate. 

6 The unrestricted domain of Condition C for bound variable 

anaphora 

Grodzinsky & Reinhart ( 1 993), following Reinhart ( 1 983), argue that the Grammar 

only regulates BV A. I adopt this proposal and thus replace Condition C with a principle 

that governs exclusively the distribution of variables. Concretely. I propose the 

following structural conditions on BV A. 1 5 

IS G&R propose the following principle: An NP is a variable iff: either it is empty and A'-bound or 
it is A-bound and lads lexical content. Other cases of NP coindexation are uninterpretable. 

For G&R. syntactic coindexation only has one interpretation: that of 8VA. Coreference is the 
3..<;signment of identical values to NPs with distinct syntactic indices. In contrast. I assume coindexation 
can signify covaluation. (I do not see how to rule out intentional coreference in 'Meg I thinks Rosa2 is 

a genius.' if NPs with distinct indices can corefer.) 
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CONDmON C 

An A'- trace must be locally A' -bound 

A pronoun must be bound 

Local Binding (adapted from Chomsky 1982) 
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ex is locally A'-bound by P iff ex is A'-bound by 13 and if 0 binds u. then 

either S binds 13 or S = 13. 

(23) specifies the structural conditions that any pronoun or trace must satisfy in order to 

be interpreted as a bound variable: a trace must be locally A'-bound in order to be a licit 

BV whereas a pronoun need only be bound in order to be a licit BV. Note. crucially. 

that the principle in (23) only regulates BVA. Thus, it only mters out configurations in 

which a pronoun inherits its reference from another NP in the sentence. (23) does not 

filter out configurations in which two NPs are contextually supplied with the same 

referent - that is. configurations in which two NPs corefer. Thus. consider the sr 
sentence in (24a) (illustrated in English for expository reasons). pro in (24a) cannot be 

defined as a variable: it cannot inherit its reference from Wany since it is not bound by 

Wany. However, the grammar does not rule out coreference in (24a). Coreference 

results from the assignment of identical values to NPs with identical syntactic indices 

(see also Fiengo & May 1 994). The notation in (24a) is from Heim ( 1 992): the pointers 

indicate the reference assignments provided by the utterance context. 

(24) a pro( said that WanYl loves the man. 

J. J. 
IV IV 

b WanYt said that I 10ve pro( .  

c *pro( said that Wany loved every child( .  

Whereas anaphora in  (24a) can only signify coreference, anaphora in  the ST' example 

in (24b) is ambiguous. It can be analysed as either BV A (pro can inherit its reference 

from tlte man since it is bound by it) or as coreference (the coindexed NPs are assigned 

identical values). Note finally that coreference is impossible with a QP since a QP does 

not refer to an individual and, thus, cannot be assigned a unique (constant) value, see 

also Grodzinsky & Reinhart (henceforth G&R) or Heim ( 1 992). (24c) is thus 

uninterpretable because pro can neither corefer with the QP. nor be interpreted as a 

variable since it is free. 
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Let's now see how (23) filters out illicit BVA configurations in ST'. Again. for 
expository reasons. the syntactic structure of ST' sentences is presented in English. 
Coindexation in (25a) cannot be interpreted as BVA since the trace is not locally A'
bound. Nor can coindexation be interpreted as coreference since a trace (unlike a 
pronoun) cannot refer on its own - that is. cannot be contextually supplied with a 
referent. Hence. (25a) is ruled out under any interpretation of anaphora. In contrast. 
(25b) is licit: the trace is locally A'-bound and the pronoun can be defined as a variable 
since it is bound. 

(25) Wh -movement (see ST' examples ( 15»: 
a *[who) hpJ does pro I know hp2 t I loves Wany ))) .  
b [who) hpJ t/ knows lIn pro/ loves Wany ])J. 

As for (26a). it will be filtered out at LF as a sca configuration. if the QP is assigned 
matrix scope (since the trace of the QP will not be locally A'-bound). If the QP is 
ao;signed embedded scope as in (26b). BVA is still illicit because pro cannot be defined 
as a variable since it is not bound by the QP. Further, coreference is impossible 
between the pronoun and the QP since a QP does not refer to an individual and. thUS. 
cannot be assigned a unique (constant) value. 

(26) QPs (see ST examples ( \  6» 
a *TheYI said Wany is looking for all the boys l '  
b *[ pro I said [[all the boysh [IP Wany is looking for t I)]' 

Finally. (27a) has the LF in (27b) where the indefinite has narrow scope - recall that 
ku-NPs never have wide scope (existential force). cf. ( l 7b). Coindexation in (27b) 
cannot signify BV A since the pronoun is free. Nor can it signify coreference since a ku
NP never refers, and. thus. cannot be contextually supplied with a referent. Hence. 
(27b) is ruled out. Support for the claim that the option of coreference is excluded in 
(27a) is provided by the fact that ku-NPs do not support cross-sentential anaphora. as 
illustrated by the ungrammaticality of the discourse sequence in (27c). from 
Matthewson ( 1 996). 
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(27) ku·NPs (see ST' examples ( 18» 
a *Hel said that Wany was looking for a man I 
b *[ pro, said [w Wany [yp 3x man (x) [yp looking for x )])] 

c Ay t'u7 kw-s az'-en-an [ku klioh/i. *Qvl-7ul proi t'u7 

NEG just DET·NOM buy-TR- I SG LINK car 

'I didn't buy [a car]i. [It]i was too bad.' 

bad-too just 
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Anaphora in (27c) becomes licit once we replace ku with the determiner Ii...a. Recall 

that noun phrases introduced by (discontinuous) determiners always refer, see 

discussion of ( 17- 18) in section 4. 

7 The parametric difference between St'at'imcets and English 

Once we assume R&R's Binding Theory together with Reinhart's proposal that the 

Grammar only governs BV A, the restricted domain of Condition C in ST' is the null 

hypothesis. Condition C effects within the domain of the coarguments of a predicate are 

filtered out by Condition B. Coreference - outside the domain of Condition B - is free. 

The only question then is why must (referential) DPs in English satisfy Condition C (in 

the general case). 

G&R, following Reinhart ( 1 983), assume that coreference is filtered out by a 

pragmatic rule. 16 This proposal fails to explain the difference between English and ST: 

we expect coreference in ST' to be governed by the same pragmatic rule and, thus, 

anaphora in (28) to be equally bad in English and in ST'. I conclude that coreference is 

not governed by a pragmatic rule. 

(28) Shellhe2 said that WanYI loves the man2. 

If we adopt a universalist approach to anaphora, this cross linguistic difference in the 

structural domain of Condition C must be reducible to a cross linguistic difference in 

the semantics of DPs. I will argue that this is indeed the correct generalization. The 

16 for G&R (cC. Reinhart 1983) the coreferential residue of Condition C is filtered out by the 

following pragmatiC rule of Intrasentential Core/uenct : 
(i) NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C. C a variable A·bound by B. 

yields an undistinguishablc interpretation. 
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relevant cross linguistic difference is the presence vs. absence of quantificational DPs. 

in the sense of Milsark ( 1 977). Milsark's quantificational noun phrases have also been 

called presuppositional noun phrases (e.g. Diesing 1 992 or Musan 1 995). The term 

here is used to refer to DPs that presuppose a set of individuals in the context that 

satisfy the descriptive content of the noun. 

I first provide three arguments to establish that ST' lacks presuppositional 

determiners. 1 7  Milsark's quantificational noun phrases include noun phrases 

introduced by strong determiners (e.g. every. all or most) and definite descriptions. 

The first argument to support the claim that ST' lacks quantificational DPs is that ST' 

lacks all determiner-quantifiers. The second argument is that there are no definite 

descriptions in ST'. The third argument is that DPs in ST' do not have the range of 

temporal interpretations characteristic of presuppositional DPs. I conclude that the 

parametric difference between English and ST' can, thus, be restated as follows: DPs in 

ST' lack quantificationa! force (since they lack quantificational determiners). 

7 . 1 There are no determiner-quantifiers in Salish 

(Jelinek 1993, Matthewson 1994) 

The first argument is that all Salish languages lack all determiner-quantifiers. This 

property was first established by Jelinek ( 1 993) for Straits Salish. Matthewson ( 1 994) 

then argued that no Salish language has a quantifier which is itself a deterntiner. In 

particular, while Salish languages allow quantifiers which attach to DPs (e.g. all DP). 
QPs with the structure lQP Q lNP]] (e.g. no man or every man) do not exist in Salish. 

The structure of QPs in ST' is illustrated in (29). 

(29) lQP lQ' tfum [DP (D' i 

all DET.PL 

[NP sqayqeycw ) a ] 

men DET 

7 . 2  There are no 'definite descriptions' in St'at'imcets 

Demirdache & Matthewson ( 1995) argue that if Salish languages lack all determiner

quantifiers such as ever), or most, then they lack the definite determiner the, that is. 

1 7 The thesis that there are no presuppositional determiners in ST is one of the central claims made 

by Mauhewson ( 1996) where a thorough analysis of the syntax and semantics of determiners and 

quantifiers in ST is presented. I thus refer the reader to her work. See also Jelinek ( 1995). Matthewson 

(to appear) and Demirdache & Matthewson ( 1995). 
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they lack all quantificational determiners in the sense of Milsark ( 1 977), for whom the 

definite determiner lhe is a universal quantifier (quantifying over a singleton set when it 

introduces a singular noun phrase). I will provide evidence for this hypothesis by 

showing that OPs in ST' lack three properties of definites. 

7 . 2 . 1  Determiners do not encode (in)definiteness (Matthewson 1996) 

Matthewson establishes that the FamiliaritylNovelty Condition (Heim 1982) does nol 

apply in Salish. This condition states that if a discourse referent is familiar 10 the 

discourse, a definite must be used. In contrast, if a discourse referent is novel 10 the 

discourse (and unfamiliar to the common ground) an indefinite must be used. Now. 

consider the ST' discourse sequence in (30) from Matthewson 1996; quoted from van 

van Eijk & Williams 198 1 ). 

(30) a Huy-Ihkan plakwlh ptakwlh-min Its7a [ti smem'lhats- a] 

will- l sa.SUB tell story tell slory-APPL here DET woman- DET 
'I'm going to tell a legend, a legend about a girl I .  ' 

b . . .  Wa7 ku7 iM! lau7 [ti smem'lhat<;- a) 

PROG QUQT cry DEIC DET woman- DET 

, . . .  The girl I was crying there.' 

In (30a), the determiner ti . . .  a is used to introduce a novel discourse referent. Crucially, 

the same determiner is used when the OP has the anaphoric reading of a definite, as in 

(30b). In sum, OPs in ST' do not encode (in)definiteness: the same OP is used 

felicitously wllether its referent is familiar or novel to the discourse. Since no OP in ST' 

must be associated with a discourse referent that is already in the domain of discourse, 

Matthewson concludes that no determiner in ST' triggers the presupposition that the 

descriptive content of a OP is part of the common ground of the discourse. 

7 . 2 . 2  No DP is ambiguous between a referential reading and an 

individual concept reading (Demirdache 1996) 

The traditional philosophical literature claims that sentences with definite descriptions 

are ambiguous depending on whether the definite has an Individual Concept Reading 

(lCR) or a direct reference reading (cf. En� 198 1 and references therein). On the ICR, 

the chief in ( 3 I a) is evaluated at different times and, thUS, does not refer to any 
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particular individual: (3 Ia) can be used to assert that for any time I (or that for most 

times I). whoever is president or chief at I is powerful at t. 

(3 1 )  a The chief of the United States is powerful. 

b a7xa7 [ti keI7aqsten-s-a Ii 
strong DET chief-3POSS-DET DET 

'The chief of the United States is powerful.' 

United-States-a) 

US-DET 

In (3 Ib). the OP can be used referentially (it refers to a particular individual that the 

speaker has in mind. i.e. Clinton) or attributively (it refers to whoever is the present 

president; the speaker need not know who the president is). Crucially. however, it 

cannot have an ICR: the chief in (31  b) cannot be evaluated at different times. The 

ssentence ( 3 I b) does not assert that any/most past. present or future chiefs are 

powerful. The ICR is only possible with a non-referring NP. that is. a ku-NP under the 

scope ofthe (obligatory) adverb papt 'always' • as in (32). 

(32) pdpt a7xa7 ( ku kel7aqsten-s Ii United-States-a ) 

*(always) strong UNK chief-3Poss OET US-OET 

'A chief of the US is always powerful.' 

If  we assume, following the traditional philosophical literature. that definite 

descriptions have either an ICR or a direct reference reading. then no OP in ST' 

qualifies as a definite description since no OP in ST' is ambiguous between a directly 

referential reading and an ICR. The OP !i. kel7dqstena in (3 Ib) never has the 

quantificational reading of a definite: (3 Ib) cannot be used to assert that any or most 

(present. past or future) chiefs are powerful. Conversely. the ICR is possible with a 

ku-NP. However. ku-NPs are never ambiguous between an ICR and a direct reference 

reading either since they never refer; recall that they never have existential force. as was 

illustrated in ( l 7b) and (27c). 

7 . 3  DPs do not have temporally independent interpretations 

(Demirdache 1996a. 1996b) 

The third argument to support the claim that ST' lacks presuppositional OPs is that DPs 

in ST' do not have the range of temporal interpretations that are characteristic of 

presuppositional OPs (cf. Musan 1 995). In particular. presuppositional OPs allow 
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temporally independent readings: the temporal interpretation of either a quantified OP or 
a definite description can be independent of the temporal interpretation of the matrix 
predicate of its clause. This freedom of interpretation is illustrated in (33). In (33a), the 
set of chiefs that we are quantifying over is determined by the discourse context: (33a) 
can be true if all individuals who are chief now were powerful at some past time or if all 
individuals who were chief at some past time t were powerful at some distinct past time 
, '. Likewise, the temporal interpretation of the presuppositional DPs in (33b-c) is freely 
fixed by discourse context. Thus, in (33b), the time of being powerful is located in the 
sixties by the adverbial. The time of being president need not coincide with the past 
time of being powerful since (33b) can be used to make a statement about the present 
president (i.e. Clinton). In (33c). from Musan ( 1 995), the people could be homeless 
now but not homeless at the time of rally. 

(33) a All the chiefs were powerful. 
b The president was powerful in the sixties. 
c Many of the homeless people were at the rally. 

Musan ( 1 995) argues that temporally independent readings are restricted to 
presuppositional OPs. 1 8  Thus, the cardinal OPs in (34) are temporally dependent. In 
(34a). both the time of being a president and the time of being powerful must be located 
within the sixties. In (34a), the homeless people must be homeless at the time of rally. 

(34) a There was a powerful president in the Sixties. 
b There were many homeless people at the rally. 

Musan concludes that it is the presupposition of existence triggered by a 

presuppositional determiner which licenses temporally free readings. If OPs in ST' are 
not presuppositional, then they should not allow temporally free readings. This is 
indeed the case as shown in (35). (35a) can only be used to assert that the different 
pteselll chiefs of the US are fools. whether the subject is quantified or not. Since the 
speaker knows that there can only be a single present chief of the US in existence at 
utterance time, (35a) is infelicitous. 

1 II More precisely, Musan's ( 1 995) generalisation is that an NP is temporally independent iff it is 

either pre.�uppositional or the subject of an existence independent predicate. 
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(35) a ? secsec (takem) Ii keI7dqsten-s-a ti US-a). 

silly (all) PL.DET chief-3POSS-DET DET US-DET 

'(All) The chiefs of the United-States are fools. ' 
b a7xa7 Ii ke17aqsten-a 

strong DET chief-DET 

'The chief is powerful.' 

c a7xa7 ni kel7aqsten-a 

strong DET.ABS chief-DET 

'The chief was powerful.' 

In (350) the time of being powerful and the time of being a chief are both located in the 
present. Conversely, in (35c), the time of being a chief and the time of being powerful 

are both located in the past. The single difference between (35b) and (35c) is the choice 

of determiner: ti vs. ni. van Eijk ( 1 997) defines ni as the ' ahsent ' determiner: it 

indicates that the referent of the DP is distant from the speaker (cannot be pointed at). 

Crucially, the time of being powerful in (35c) is itself fixed by the determiner. Why is  

this the case? Because the time of  being a chief gets located in the past by the 'absent' 

determiner when spatial deixis (distance in space relative to the speaker) correlates with 

temporal deixis (distance in time relative to speech time). The predication time of the 

NP then fixes the predication time of the matrix predicate itself (see Dcmirdache 1 996b, 

1 997). In sum, the temporal interpretation of a DP in ST' is not independent of the 

temporal interpretation of the main predicate of its clause. 

DPs in ST', thus, lack three correlated properties of definites: I ) no DP triggers the 

presupposition that its descriptive content is part of the common ground of the 

discourse, as established by Matthewson; 2) no DP is ambiguous between a direct 

refereoce reading and an ICR; and 3) no DP is temporally free. 

7 , 4  Why does St'at'imcets lack a presuppositional determiner? 

Determiners in ST' mark distance in space relative to the speaker. They encode a three

way distinction in proximity, as shown in (36). When spatial deixis correlates with 

temporal deixis, a determiner fixes the temporal reference of the whole sentence, as was 

the case in (35c). 

(36) ST' Determiners (adapted from Matthewson 1 996; see van Eijk 1997) 

present absent remote 
siiU!ular ti . . . .  a ni . . . . a kll . . . . a 

Diural i.. . .  a nelh . . . .  a kwelh . . . .  a 
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Note that deixis and anaphora are in complementary distribution: e.g. 'I  know her' and 

" know HER' are mutually exclusive and, likewise 'THAT girl' (on its deictic use) and 

'That girl' (on its anaphoric use) are mutually exclusive. A determiner, thus, can either 

eidetically or anaphorical/y anchor an NP-referent into the domain of discourse. I 

conclude that the difference between English and ST' resides in how NP-denotations 

arc linked to the domain of discourse. In English, NP-denotations can be allaphorically 

l inked to the domain of discourse via the presupposition that a determiner triggers. In 

ST'. NP-denotations are always deictically linked to the domain of discourse because 

determiners encode spatio-temporal deixis. 1 9  A determiner in ST' anchors the referent 

of an NP into the domain of discourse by locating it in time and space relative to the 

speaker. A determiner in ST' cannot anchor the referent of an NP into the domain of 

discourse by triggering the presupposition that the descriptive content of the NP is part 

of the common ground because deixis and anaphora are in complementary distribution. 

Note that this proposal gives us an intuitive explanation for why NPs introduced by 

the determiners i n  (36) mllst have existential force (cf. ( 1 7a». If  an entity is  located in 

space and time, then it 'exists';  as Carlson ( I 977) argues: .. . . .  there is a close 

reJutionship between an entity having II stage ill a world at a time, and existence . ...  If 

we argue about whether or not King Arthur ever existed ... If someone comes up with 

convincing evidence that King Arthur, at such and such a time, ran between London 

and Bath . we would thereby be convinced that King Arthur existed. This is because 

running between London and Bath is true of a stage of King Arthur. and if he has a 

stage in this world at a given time, he existed at that time." (See Demirdache 1996a) 

Finally. the fact that DPs escape Condition C in ST' is not surprising if determiners 

encode spatio-temporal deixis. since deictically used DPs in English can violate 

Condition C, as the following example from Evans ( 1 980) illustrates. As Evans poinl<; 

oul. anaphora in (37) is licit when this mall is used deictically to refer to Stalin.20 

(37) Stalini signed this mani 's papers. 

1 9  See Demirdache ( l 996b. 1997). 
20 Sec sc:clion 9 below on Ihe correlation between demonslralion and focus. which bolh allow a DP 

In c\cape disjoinlness requiremenls. 
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7 . S  Conclusion: DPs in St'at'imcets do not have quantificational 

force 

To recapitulate, I have established thus far that Condition C violations are restricted to 

referential DPs in ST'. The null hypothesis is that there are no language particular 

stipulations regarding the size of binding domains. This cross l inguistic difference in 

the structural domain of Condition C should. thus, be derived from a cross linguistic 

difference in the semantics of DPs. The relevant semantic difference is the presence vs. 

absence of quantificational (presuppositional) determiners. We can, thus, restate the 

parametric difference between English and ST' as follows: DPs in ST', unlike DPs in 

English. lack quantificational force since they lack quantificational determiners. In 

section 8, I show how this proposal can explain the restricted domain of Condition C 

for coreference anaphora in ST'. Syntactic evidence for the claim that DPs in ST' lack 

quantificational force will be provided in section 8.2 where I argue that this assumption 

explains the restrictions on the number and the interpretation of DPs in ST', discussed 

in section 1 .  

8 The coreferential residue of Condition C 

I have argued that the restricted domain of Condition C in ST' supports Reinhart's 

thesis that the grammar only restricts BV A, but that coreference anaphora is not 

governed by a pragmatic rule (cf. section 7). If this is the case, then why is anaphora 

illicit in say (38)1 As is well know)1' however, anaphora in (38) is felicitous, when the 

appropriate discourse context is supplied, as illustrated in (39). 

(38) a He, thinks that Bjll , is stupid. b Bill, thinks that Bill, is stupid. 

(39) I know what Ann and Bill have in common. 

She thinks that Bill is stupid and helBill thinks that Bill is stupid. 

How then do we interpret the grammaticality contrast - since there is one - between 

(40a) and (40b)? 

(40) a Bill, thinks that he) is stupid. b He, thinks that Bill ) is stupid. 
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I take this grammaticality contrast to signify that anaphora in (40a) does not yield the 

same range of interpretations as in (40b). Thus. consider the classic paradigm in (4 1 )  

adapted from G&R. where the focusing particle only serves to tease apart the possible 

relations between the interpretations ofthe name and the pronoun in (40). (4Ia) has two 

readings which are not truth conditionally equivalent: nobody besides Bill considers 

himself to be stupid or nobody besides Bill considers Bill to be stupid. In contrast. 

(4 I b) can only mean that nobody besides Bill considers Bill to be stupid. 

(4 1 )  a Only Bill I thinks he I is stupid. 

b Only hel/Bill l thinks Bill I is stupid. 

Thus, whereas (42a) has the interpretations paraphrased in (42b-c). (43a) does not have 

the same range of interpretations. Attempting to assign to (43a) the construal in (43c) is 

what I take to be the source of the Condition C effect. 

(42) a Bill l thinks that he l is stupid. b BilIl thinks that Bill I is stupid. 

c Bill thinks (hirn)self is stupid. 
(43) a Hel/Bill l thinks Bill I is stupid. b Bill l thinks that Bill I is stupid. 

c *Bill thinks (him)self is stupid. 

I conclude that the grammar should not rule out any coindexation relation per se. It 

should rule out any impossible interpretation of this coindexation. If we make the 

standard assumption that the two interpretations of (42a) correspond to the traditional 

distinction between BV A and coreference, we can then filter out the impossible 

interpretation of coindexation in (43), as a violation of BVA. Concretely, I assume that 

QR freely adjoins any DP to any legitimate scope position.2 l ,  22 Any output of QR is 

subject to the conditions on BVA. Adjoining Bill to the matrix IP yields the LF in 

(44a). Coindexation in (44a) cannot signify BVA since the trace is not locally A', 

bound, cf. the Conditions on BVA in (23). Nor can it signify coreference: a trace 

cannot be contextually supplied with a referent since, unlike a pronoun, it cannot refer 

2 1 Including definites. specific indefinites and namcs (assuming that names are hidden definitc 

de,;criptions). The claim that QR does not distinguish between referential OPs and QPs is found in Abe 

( 1993). Heim ( 1982) and Reinhart ( 1983) among olhers. 

22 In Beghel li & Siowell. QR docs nol apply uniformly 10 all QI" lypes: each QP·type is assigned II 
canonical scope position at LF. Specific OPs (including definites or names) can be assigned to Ihe 

highesl scope position of the sentence (that is. REFerence Pl. 
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on its own. The LF in (44a) is. thus. filtered out by the grammar. However. adjoining 

Bill to IP2 yields a well-formed LF: (44b) is licit since the trace is locally A'-bound. 

The pronoun. however. is not bound. Hence. anaphora in (44b) can only signify 

coreference: identical values are assigned 10 Ihe coindexed NPs. Crucially. the grammar 

has not filtered out coindexation in (44b): only the BY interpretation of this 

coindexation. 

(44). a lip Bill l  lIP hel thinks l t l  is stupid] 

b he l thinks 1IP2 Bil l ,  lIn t, is stupid] 

The simple idea behind the analysis that I have just sketched is thut 'He thinks that Bill 

is stupid' cannot mean that 'Bill thinks that he himself is stupid ' .  This is the case 

because the (matrix) pronoun is free and further. if we were to try to force this 

interpretation by giving Bill matrix scope as in (44a). a SCQ violation would ensue. 

Attempting to assign Bill matrix scope is the source of the Condition C effect. 

Recall. however. that intended coreference in (38) is licit only in the appropriate 

discourse context (e.g. (39» . Tancredi ( 1 995). citing Higginbotham, states that 

whenever disjointness requirements are overridden. at least one of the two NPs must be 

focussed.23 This raises three question which will be addressed in section 9: When can 

focus override disjointness requirements? Why can focus override disjointness 

requirements? Why can Condition C violations in ST' (but not in English) freely occur 

context initially (out of the blue)? I will correlate the anaphoric properties of DPs in ST' 

with those of focussed DPs in  English. Finally, I will derive the effect of focus from 

the proposal that focus alters (restricts) quantifier scope. 

8 . 1 Deriving the restricted domain of Condition C in St'lit'imcets 

We can now derive the restricted domain of Condition C from the core semantic 

property of DPs in ST'; namely. that DPs in ST lack quantificalional force (since they 

lack quantificational determiners). Thus. consider (45). Why is anaphora licit in (45a)? 

Because (45a) will never be ruled out at LF. DPs in ST' cannot undergo QR at LF since 

they lack quantificational force. Hence no A'-truce is created by QR at LF that could 

induce a violation of the Conditions on BVA.  The grammar only filters out a BY 

interpretation of pro in (45a): pro is not a BY since it is free. Assignment of identical 

23 cf. Evans ( 1 980). Horvalh & Rochemonl (I 980}. Tancredi ( 1 <)<}5) and references Iherein. 
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values to the co-indexed NPs yields coreference. In contrast, coindexation in (45b) can 

signify either BVA (since pro is bound) or coreference (if the co-indexed NPs are 

assigned identical values). 

(45) a prOI said the girl l loves cats. b The girl l said prol loves cats. 

In sum, OPs in ST' violate Condition C because OPs in ST' have no quantificational 

force: determiners in ST' do not anaphorically link an NP-denotation to the domain of 

discourse. I will now provide syntactic evidence for this analysis by showing that i t  can 

also explain the restrictions on the interpretation and the number of OPs in a sentence, 

as discussed in section I .  In particular, I will argue that the ONI is not a restriction on 

interpreting a single OP as the subject of a sentence. It is a restriction on interpreting a 

OP a<; the canonical topic of a sentence. 

8 . 2  DPs in St'at'lmcets are not (syntactic) topics24 

Recall that a transitive sentence with two third-person arguments and a single OP 

should be ambiguous, since OPs are not case-marked. Thus, (3a) repeated below 

should have the two readings in (3b). However, the single OP in (3a) is construed as 
the absolutive argument (object), not the ergative (subject). 

(3 ) a ats'x-en-0-as ti sqaycw-a 

see-TR-ABS-ERG DET man-DET 

b 'She saw the man.'  

*'The man saw her.' 

The ONI (as stated in (3c), section I) is not a surprising restriction: it merely reflects 

the default topichood of the subject of a sentence and the absence of presuppositional 

DPs in ST'. Milsark ( 1 977) suggests that (syntactic) topics must be quantified 

(presuppositional) and Reinhart ( 1 982) argues that they carry ex istential 

presuppositions. We can derive the ONI from 2 assumptions: (i) the canonical mapping 

of thc topic of the sentence onto the external subject position (Spec IP) and, (ii) the 

inability of DPs 10 QR out of the VP in ST' since they lack quantificational force (cf. 

Diesing 1 992). The ONI is, thus, not a restriction on interpreting a single DP as the 

24 The an;llysis of Ihe ONI and the Amid Two DPs constraint outlined in this section is adapted from 

Demirdache & Matthewson ( 1 995) (see atso Dernirdache <.'1 al. (994). I refer Ihe reader to Davis ( 1994) 
and Roberts ( 1 994) for further discussion of the ONI and to Davis ( 1 994) and Kinkade ( 1 990) for 

discussion of the distribution of oven nominals. 
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subject of a sentence. It is a restriction on interpreting a OP as the canonical topic of a 

sentence. 

To derive the ONI. we could alternatively assume that pro must be the topic of a 

sentence because it is obligatorily anaphoric to a previously established discourse 

referent. Recall. however. that sentences with two OPs are dispreferred. Indeed. thcy 

are prohibited in some Salish languages (e.g. Lushootseed. cf. Hess 1 913). The 

hypothesis that pro is topic-bound fails to explain this Avoid Two DP.f constraint. In 

contrast. the proposal that OPs cannot be syntactic topics because they lack 

quantificational force can derive this constraint. Sentences with two OPs contain no 

topic. and. thus, are restricted to marked discourse contexts, e.g. when the whole 

sentence is in the domain of focus. as is the case with sentences 'elicited' out of the 

blue. 

Note. finally. that the above analysis of OPs in ST is conceptually the reverse of 

the PAH. Baker ( 1 993) makes a parallel between the PAH and clitic-Ieft dislocation. In 

contrast, I have argued that OPs in ST are neither dislocated nor topics. In fact. the 

topic of a sentence - that is, the constituent in a sentence whose properties are under 

discussion - is usually pro. 

9 Focused DPs and deictically used DPs in English 

If all anaphora specific statements are universal. then we expect DPs with semantic 

properties similar to those of OPs in ST to also escape Condition C. I will argue that 

this :s indeed the case by correlating the semantic properties of DPs in ST with those 

of focussed OPs and deictically used DPs in English. both of which induce Condition 

C violations. 

Prince ( 1 985) defines the topiclbackground of a sentence as salient shared 

knowledge ("what the speaker assumes about the hearer's belief') and the focus as 

"that which is not shared by the speaker and the hearer". Now. recall Matthewson's 

proposal (section 1.2. 1 ). The descriptive content of a OP in ST' is never presupposed 

10 be part of the common ground of the discourse: it is not part of the information that 

the s?Caker assumes the hearer already knows or believes. The descriptive content of a 

DP In ST is, thus, part of the main assertion of a sentence: the focus. It is, thus. not 

surprising that a single OP in a transitive sentence must be interpreted as the object of 

the \'erb (cL the ONI) or that sentences with two overt DPs are rare in ST (cf. the 
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Avoid Two DPs constraint). since the VP is the canonical domain of focus.2S Note a 

further correlation between DPs in ST' and focussed DPs: both encode either novel or 

familiar discourse entities. 

In English. focussed DPs must be accented. In contrast. DPs in ST' cannot be 
accented (Mark Hewitt p.c.). Why? Because the null vs. overt nominal distinction plays 

the role of focal stress in English. That is. whereas in English. the destressed vs. 

stressed distinction serves to identify focus, in ST', it is the null vs. overt argument 

distinction which serves to identify focus. 

Finally, recall that deictically used NPs also escape Condition C. as the example in 

(37) (repeated below) illustrated. Anaphora in (37) is licit when this man is used 

deictically to refer to Stalin. 

(37) Stalini signed this mani 's papers. (Evans 1980) 

Higginbotham ( 1 996) correlates the effect of focus with that of demonstration in 

overriding disjointness requirements. He argues that disjointness requirements can be 

overridden when referential identity (anaphora) between two expressions is asserted 

(thUS, identity statements such as Max/He is Colonel Weisskop/ typically violate 

Condition C) but enforced when anaphora is presupposed. Anaphora (identity) between 

two expressions, one of which is either focussed or deictically used, is not 

presupposed but asserted and, hence, not subject to Binding Theory because Binding 

Theory only governs presupposed anaphora. The semantic properties of DPs in ST'_ 

which escape Condition C, provide empirical support for Higginbotham's correlation 

between the role of demonstration and that of focus in overriding disjointness 

requirements since DPs in ST are deictically anchored into the domain of discourse (as 

argued in section 7.4.) and the descriptive content of a DP in ST' is part of the focus 

(the main assertion) of a sentence (as I have just argued). Further, the semantic 

properties of DPs in ST' support Higginbotham's distinction between presupposing vs. 

asserting anaphora: if the descriptive content of a DP is not presupposed. but asserted, 

to be part of the common ground of the discourse (as argued by Matthewson ( 1 996); 
cf. section 7.2. 1 .), then anaphora with a DP in ST' is asserted not presupposed. 

25 Wh:1I is surprising. however. is that the ONI is suspended in transitive sentences with a 1 st or 2nd 

person argument; see Davis ( 1 994) for discussion_ 
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I now tum to the question of why focus overrides Condition C in English.26 

9 .  1 Focus and Condition C violations in English 

The effect of focus is illustrated in (46). adapted from Evans ( 1 980): intended 

coreference between the pronoun and the capitalized NP (indicating focus) is licit. 

(46) Who does Oscar love? 

I know he loves OSCAR. but does he love anyone else? 

Note. however. that focus does not rescue a violation of BV A, as the ungrammaticality 

of (47b) (provided by Michael Rochemont p.c.) illustrates. 27 

(47) a A: I heard that the girl that John loves betrayed Sally? 

B: You heard wrong. The girl hel loves betrayed JOHN ! .  

b A: I heard that the girl that each man loves betrayed Sally? 

B: You heard wrong. *The girl hel loves betrayed EVERYONE! .  

Horvath & Rochemont ( 1 986) propose that Condition C is overridden when the 

discourse provides an antecedent for a pronoun that has no sentence internal antecedent. 

Thus. (46) is not a violation of Condition C: Condition C governs sentence internal 

anaphora and anaphora in (46) is not established via sentence internal coindexing. 

Tancredi ( 1994. 1995) derives the interaction of focus with anaphora from a constraint 

on deaccented expressions: an expression can be deaccented only when the preceding 

discourse provides an identical occurrence of this expression. Thus, coreference in (46) 
is licit because the context provides the deaccented pronoun he with an antecedent 

(John). 

The role that focus plays in overriding disjointness requirements is not reducible. 

however. to the occurrence of a prior antecedent in the discourse. Focus does not 

override Condition C when the immediate context supplies an appropriate antecedent 

for an NP; but rather when it provides the appropriate presupposition that the focussed 

26 Focus also overrides Condition B effects. If the proposal outlined in the next section is on the right 

track. it should extend to any exemption of a disjointness reqUirement induced by focus. I restrict the 

discussion here to Condition C for reasons of space. 

27 See a!so the contrast in ( 14). section 3.3. 
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constituent siands in relation 10. Thus, consider the following paradigms where A's 

question provides a suitable prior antecedent for either the pronoun or Oscar in B's 

answer. We see that occurrence of a prior antecedent does not license the full range of 

possible Condition C violations. The only licit anaphoric patterns in (48) are those with 

focus either on the subject or on both the subject and the object. Conversely, the only 

licit anaphoric patterns in (49) are those with focus either on the object or on both the 

subject and the object. 

(48) A: Who loves Oscarl ?  

B's answer: 
a HEI loves Oscar!. 

b OSCAR I loves Oscar! . 
c * He1 loves OSCARI .  

d .. Oscar I loves OSCAR I .  

e OSCAR l loves OSCAR! .  

(49) A: Who does Oscar) love? 

B's answer: 
HEl loves Oscarl ' 

* OSCAR I loves Oscar l '  

H e  I loves OSCAR I '  

Oscarl loves OSCARI '  

OSCAR I loves OSCAR I '  

I conclude that the interaction of focus with anaphora raises two distinct questions: why 

and IVhen can focus override Condition C? Focus overrides Condition C wlren the 

immediate context provides the appropriate presupposition that the focussed constituent 

stands in relation to. In (48), a proposition of the form 'x loves Oscar' is under 

discussion (supplied by the context). The focus instantiates the variable in this open 

proposition. The only licit anaphoric patterns, thus, are those where at least the subject 

is focussed. Conversely, in (49), the proposition 'Oscar loves x' is under discussion. 

Thus, the only licit anaphoric patterns are those where at least the object is focussed. In 
section 9.2, I address the question of why focus can override Condition C. 

Recall however that no presupposition needs to be supplied by the immediate 

context in order to license a Condition C violation in ST', as is the case in English; that 

is. condition C violations occur context initially (out of the blue) in ST'. This is the case 

because a DP in ST' does not itself constitute the focus (the main assertion or the 

informative part) of a sentence. It is included within the focus of a sentence. Note 

finally that deictically used DPs in English can also violate Condition C context initially. 

cf. Evans' example in (37). section 9. 
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9 . 2  Why does focus override condition C? 

Consider (50a). Note that although anaphora in (50a) is  licit, it cannot be construed as 

BV A. The speaker who utters (50a) is not attributing to Oscar, the property of loving 

himself. She attributes to Oscar, the property of loving Oscar. Thus. BV A in both (50a) 

and (50b) must be ruled out. 

(50) a Het loves OSCARt .  

I f  we assume that Q R  applies to all DPs. B V  A i n  both (50a) and (SOh) will be ruled out 

at LF as a seo violation. QR applies to either (50a) or (SOb). adjoining Oscar to the IP 

node dominating it. yielding the LF in ( 5 1  a). (5 1 a) is filtered out by the BV A 

Conditions in (23): the trace is not a licit variable since it is not locally A'-bound. Thus. 

neither (50a) nor (SOb) can be assigned the BV interpretation in (5 Ib). 

(5 1 )  a *[IP Oscar I lIP he l loves t I ] � b * Oscar O. x (x loves x» 

The conditions in (23) and the assumption that QR applies indiscriminately to QPs and 

DPs correctly rule out anaphora in (50). Why then is intended coreference possible in 

(50a)7 The answer must be that focus affects quantifier scope. as argued by Beghelli & 
Stowell ( 1995): 

(52) Focus constructions have distinctive LF-representations. which distort the 

scope construals of focussed QPs. giving rise to relative scope relations that 

are otherwise unavailable. Focus has this effect because focussed 

constituents are scoped out and behave as if they constitute the nuclear 

scope domain. with the remnant of the c lause functioning as a restricting 

clause (as in Herburger 1 993).28 

The effect of focus on quantifier scope is illustrated in (53) from Erteschik-Shir 

( 1 993). Both (53b) where the QP is in object position (i.e. inside the canonical domain 

28 See also Partee ( 1 99 1 )  where topic-focus structure is mapped onto tripartite quantificational 

structures: topic (or background) corresponds to restrictive clause; focus or the combination of topic 

with focus corresponds to nuclear scope. 
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of focus: VP) and (53c) where the subject QP is focussed are unambiguous: the wide 

scope (distributional) reading of the QP is unavailable. 

(53) a Who did every kid talk to? 

b Who talked to every kid? 

c Who did EVERY KID talk to? 

Ambiguous 

*Pair list answer 

*Pair list answer 

Concretely. I assume that a focussed constituent is seoped out at LF and adjoined to the 

VP (Herburger 1 993). This assumption suffices to explain why focus overrides 

Condition C. The LF in (54b) is not ruled out by the conditions on BVA in (23) since 

the trace is licitly A'-bound. However. why can coindexation in (54a) not be interpreted 

as BV A. but only as coreference? Because the pronoun in (54b) cannot be defined as a 

variable since it is free. Heim ( 1 99 1 )  derives coreference in (55a) as shown in (55b). 

Coreference in (54) is derived in exactly the same way: the pronoun and Oscar are 

contextually supplied with the same referent. 

(54) 

(55) 

a He I loves OSCAR I � 

a Oscarl loves his I mother � 
b He l [vp OSCAR I [VP loves I I ]]  

b Oscar (i.. x( x loves his I mother » 

J, J, 
o o 

To recapitulate, focus licenses coreference in (50a/54) because it alters (restricts) 

quantifier scope. Coindexation in (54) is not ruled out by the grammar. Only the BY 

construal of this coindexation is ruled out. 29 

1 0  Conclusion 

The restricted domain of Condition C in ST' supports Reinhart's ( 1983) thesis that the 

grammar only filters out configurations in which a pronoun inherits its reference from 

another NP but not configurations in which two coindexed NPs are contextually 

29 Recall that BVA is not rescued by focusing a QP, even when the context supplies the adequate 

presupposilion. as in (47b). Anaphora in (47b) is illicit because it can neither be interpreted as 8VA. 

nor as core'erence since II QP Cllnnot be assigned a unique value. 
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supplied with the same referent. The restricted domain of Condition C in ST' for 

corcference anaphora is, in fact, the null hypothesis. 

The grammar does not rule out any coindexation relation per se, but rather filters 

out all the impossible interpretations of this coindexation relation. These interpretations 

can be filtered out as violations of BVA, if we assume that QR applies indiscriminately 

to DPs and QPs. The same generalization explains why focussed DPs in English and 

referential DPs in ST' escape Condition C. In particular, focus overrides disjointness 

requirements because focus alters (restricts) quantifier scope; that is, focussed DPs in 

English do not escape from the VP at LF. Likewise, referential DPs in ST' do not 

escape from the VP at LF: they lack the quantificational force to QR out of the VP 

because determiners in ST' are not presuppositional, that is, determiners in ST' do nOI 

anaphorically anchor the referent of an NP into the domain of discourse by triggering 

the presupposition that the descriptive content of the NP is part of the common ground. 

The syntax of a given DP at LF. thus, universally, determines the anaphoric relations it 

can enter into. 
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The Semantic Significance of Syntactic Identity 

Robert Fiengo & Robert May 

Introduction 

Pooh. staring at a bowl of his favorite food, says "Honey is delicious." Christopher 

Robin. in agreement with his favorite bear, then says "You're right. Honey is 

delicious." Given what Pooh and Christopher Robin have uttered. we are quite 

naturally inclined to agree that they have said the same thing, that they have each 

uttered the sam.e sentence, although of course their utterances of that sentence are 

distinct. This much seems to be just plain common sense. 

This dictate of common sense finds itself expressed in many places. To take an 

example, here is a passage from Strawson's essay "On Referring": 

Consider again the sentence. 'The King of France is wise'.  It is easy to 
imagine that this sentence was uttered at various times from, say, the 
beginning of the seventeenth century onwards, during the reigns of each 
successive French monarch; and easy to imagine that it was also uttered 
during the subsequent periods in which France was not a monarchy. 
Notice that it was natural for me to speak of 'the sentence' or 'this 
sentence' being uttered at various times during this period: or, in other 
words. that it would be natural and correct to speak of one and Ihe 
same sentence being uttered on all these various occasions. It is in the 
sense in which it would be correct to speak of one and the same 
sentence being uttered on all these various occasions that I want to use 
the expression ' a  sentence' .  

The point might be extended. It might be claimed that i t  i s  natural to speak o f  

someone's utterance of "Aristotle was a Greek," referring t o  the philosopher. and 

someone's utterance of "Aristotle was a Greek" in reference to the shipping magnate, 

as utterances of one and the same sentence. and the same might be said of utterances 

of the sentence "He was a Greek." Now from such examples a moral has been drawn. 
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of which Strawson' s essay is the locus classicus: if there is only one sentence in the 
cases discussed, a notion of "utterance-meaning" would appear to follow. Since we 
have sentences which arc themselves semantically indeterminate, their meanings must 

be completed with respect to their context of utterance, which supplies a completing 
semantic value: in the cases at hand, appropriate referents. 

In fact. this common sense assumption about sentence individuation has been used 
as a springboard to even broader implications about understanding language. as 
examples can be found in which not only is the sentence the same, but so is its 
(determinate) meaning, yet a distinction must still be made. This has been a lesson 
drawn from Kripke's "Paderewski" puzzle. Max incorrectly believes there are two 
people, each named "Paderewski." A speaker may then say "Max believes Padercwski 
is a genius" and "Max doesn't believe Paderewski is a genius" without contradiction, 
even though the embedded clauses appear to be syntactically and semantically 
indistinguishable. That is, not only do we appear to have the same sentence, but the 
semantic values of the constituents, in particular, the references of the two occurrences 
of "Paderewski," are the same. But then, the reasoning goes, the difference which 
makes it possible to make the above reports must be a distinction which resides 
outside of language, the most popular option being to locate the difference in differing 
ways of conceiving of Paderewski, for example, as either a famous pianist, or as a 

distinguished statesman. I 
But the sort of intuition which seemed so plain above conflicts with another 

intuition that strikes us as just as plain. It is the intuition that if an expression is 
repeated, then it is repeated with its meaning unaltered; otherwise, it would not be 

a repetition. So, consider the discourse in ( 1 ) :  

( I ) Max went to the flea market. Max bought some antiques there. 

Suppose we ask a logician to give a formalization of ( 1) .  His view would certainly 

be that we have first a sentence of the form P(a) , and then a sentence of the form 

Q(a). and that their conjunction entails ax (P(x) A Q(x» . That is. the occurrences of 

.. Max � are understood by the logician to corefer, as two occurrences of a constant 

term. The logician's view leads us to the issue which is our central concern here: 
How can we tell, in the general case, whether we have the same sentence or not, that 

Among those who have taken some form of this approach are Salmon ( 1985), Recanati ( 1993) and 

Crimmins ( 1992), although the paniculars of their implementation widely differ. For a critique of those 

and olher approaches to the "mode of presentation" problem. see Schiffer ( 1990). 
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it is  indeed the case that we have one sentence uttered twice. rather than utterances 

of two sentences. albeit sentences which are of superficially similar form? For is it 

so clear - as a matter of common sense - that we have the same sentence in the 

reports of Max's beliefs about Paderewski, or that we don't have different sentences 

in the case of ( I)? Is it really as clear as Strawson. for instance, would have us 

believe that we have "one of the same sentence, uttered at various times"? 

Let us see what the issue is here. The question as we have posed it  is one of the 

criteria for linguistic/orm identity, so that the issue is one which falls squarely within 

the province of linguistic theory. After all. it is the job of linguistic theory to give 

definitions of the central notions of linguistic form. foremost among them being the 

notion of "sentence. � Now. it might be argued that we have indeed presupposed a 

sort of linguistic theory, one which, as a matter of fact, comports with our common 

sense. It is this: If the words of uttered sentences are pronounced the same. then they 

are utterances of the same sentence - if they sound (look) the same, they are the 

same. Who. after all, would doubt that Pooh and Christopher Robin had each uttered 

the very same words? But is this really the right way to view the question? This 

theory, whatever its appeal to common sense may be, is surely not one which would 

impress anyone versed in linguistic theory. And the linguists would be right not to be 

impressed, for it has been a consistent lesson of linguistic theory that pronunciation 

is in no way a reliable guide to form identity, and that there is nothing particularly 

obvious or common sensical about a definition of syntactic identity based solely on 

pronunciation. 

Given that we do not take it as obvious on the face of it that in any of the cases 

mentioned there are utterances of the very same sentence. our first task then is to 

present an appropriate concept of form identity. We place this within the context of 

the broader issue of the characterization of syntactic identity within linguistic theory: 

the issue. in linguistic terms, of characterizing the notion of "syntactic copy" or 

"reconstruction. � We will then tum our attention to a puzzle about identitY statements 

which, by its analysis, will illuminate most clearly our main ideas about the relation 

of grammatical identity to how language can be used meaningfully in the service of 

the expression of our beliefs.  We thus place our theory within the context of broader 

semiotic questions as to the nature of linguistic communication. We will conclude 

with some reflections on the consequences of our approach for "modes of 

presentation" and the cognitive significance of language. 
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2 Indexing and syntactJc identity 

The question which faces us then is: what are the criteria for the individuation of 

linguistic expressions? In this section we will sketch out an essential part of the 

characterization of that notion which we developed in detail in our book Indices and 

Identity, focusing on those aspects of the criteria which are relevant to the puzzles of 

identity. The central notion we will explore are indices and expressions; we will do 

so with some care, as it is important to understand our use of these concepts so that 

they are not confused with other notions. 

We defme an expression as an ordered pair composed of a noun phrase and an 

index. It is traditional to indicate the index of an expression by appending a numeral 

to a node, so, for example. we will have expressions such as "[NP Maxh". This 

notation reflects an approach to the derivation of syntactic structures which assumes 

that the grammar generates a set of what we call index trees, ordered graphs whose 

nodes are oceurrences of indices. represented by numerals. and constrained by a set 

of well-formedness conditions specifying proper arrays of indexical occurrences. 

Index trees are realized relative to a morpho-syntactic interpretation, specifying the 

categorial and word structure of the index tree, such that coindexed nodes will receive 

the same interpretation. non-coindexed nodes different interpretations. We call an 

interpreted index tree a phrase-marker. The set of expressions of a language is then 

to be identified with the set of realizations of the constituents of index trees of the 

language. Put otherwise. an expression is a morpho-syntactic interpretation of an 

index; the ordered pairing of an NP and an index indicating the specific interpretation 

of that index. Thus, when we write the expression " [NP Max] . "  we indicate that the 

interpretation of the index " \ " is as a noun phrase with the terminal element "Max" ,  

and there may b e  any number o f  oceurrences o f  this expression i n  a discourse (set of 

sentences). 2 

A central linguistic issue on this conception is the place of Binding Theory . As far as we can see, 

all approaches to binding theory can be cast in the form of theories which regUlate the distribulion of 

expressions, although there is an issue whether it is to be cast as fixing the well-formedness of arrays 

of indexical occurrences directly over the index trees themselves, or as pan of the morpho-syntactic 

realization of the trees . Most current thinking would place it in the laller role. given that the binding 

rules arc stated in terms of morphological and syntartic predicates. For our current purposes. however. 

we allow ourselves the assumption that all relevant issues of formalization of binding theory have been 

resolved, as all cases we will eonsider will be uncontroversially consistent with all versions of binding 

theory of which we are aware. 
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The reason we choose the notation of numerals can perhaps be most easily 

gleaned from the following example. Suppose one were presenting a formal logic. 

Among the things which would be specified would be a stock of variables, x, y. Z, 
etc. One would give the variables in this way because it would be perfectly clear in 

virtue of their formal shape when there are many occurrences of the same variable, 

as opposed to occurrences of different variables. "3X (P(x) 1\ Q(x))" is a different 

formula than "3X (P(x) 1\ Q(y))" in that the latter contains a variable free, where the 

former does not. Now. if one is being careful in giving this logic. it would not be 

appropriate to use x, y. Z, etc. to notate the variables, since this would limit the 

number of variables available. Rather, one would notate the variables as XI' X2' xJ' 
. . . ,  since this would insure unrestricted resources - no matter how many variables 

one had used, there would always be further unused variables. Such resources would 

be available, however. while still being able to distinguish variables on the same 

grounds as before. since the numerical subscripts - the indices, if you will - will 

provide a precise characterization of same and different variable in terms of their 

shape. Thus, numerals provide exactly the propenies we want from a system of 

indexing: to be able to fonnally characterize occurrences of expressions without any 

limitations on the resources whereby we make such differentiations. 

This illustration also illuminates the second major property of form or "shape" 

identity we are seeking to capture. This is that in virtue of being identical with 

respect to shape, the variables will have the same valuation (under an assignment) -

each of the variables in "P(x) 1\ Q(x)" have the same value, for any assignment to 

x. To take another example which perhaps shows this in even greater relief, there are 

clearly two occurrences of "2" in "2 + 2 =4" .  each of which refers to the same 

number; it takes no further calculation to determine this. On the other hand, there is 

only one occurrence of "2" in "6/3 + 2 =4" , and the fact that "2" and "6/3" refer 

to the same number is not something which follows simply from having two 

occurrences of the numeral "2". Thus, in these logical and mathematical examples. 

coreference follows directly from shape identity; it is our contention that this is also 

a property of natural languages. 

Turning then to natural language, the thesis that we will be exploring is a simple 

one. It is just this: formally identical occurrences of expression are coindexed, and 
formally distinct occurrences Of expressions are not coindexed. In this regard. it will 

be sufficient for occurrences of expressions to count as different occurrences of 

expressions if they bear different indices: .. [NP Max] I" ,  as it occurs in a syntactic 

structure, is an occurrence of a different expression from "INp Maxh".  Since indices 

are, by hypothesis, pan of the formal structure of expressions, occurrences of 
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expressions which bear different indices will constitute different occurrences of 
expCl!-�ions, just as variables bearing different indices constitute different variables. 
On the other hand, occurrences of expressions which are coindexed will constitute 
occurrences of the same expression, in virtue of being of the same shape. Now, of 
course. the operant notion of shape identity will be one which is invariant under 
certain sorts of shape transformations. So, for instance, we would wish to say that 
there are two occurrences of the same numeral in "2 + 2 = 4" even thQugh they are 

in different type faces. The trick. of course, is ultimately to get the invariance 
principles right, and this is a much more complicated problem for natural language 
than for logic or mathematics. A central case which raises immediate difficulties of 
analysis are pronouns. We treat pronouns at some length in Indices and Identity, 
where we argue that when taken at an appropriate level of abstraction. coindexed 
names and pronouns. for instance. can be taken as occurrences of the same 
expressions in our sense. (This effect is referred to as "vehicle change. ") In the cases 
we will consider here. however, we will be controlling for various possible sorts of 
linguistic differences so as to be able to focus directly on the role played by indices. 
as we conceive of them. in the definition of syntactic identity. 

Now, returning to our observations regarding shape identity and valuation, we 
have the immediate consequence that coindexed occurrences of expressions corefer, 
if they refer at all. In fact, we have at hand a stronger and more important result, 
which can be simply stated as follows: For coindexed occu"ences of expressions, the 
grammar determines coreference. That is. since coindexed expressions are of the same 
shape. and this shape identity is determined by grammatical rule, it follows d irectly 
from the grammar that coindexed expressions corefer, if they refer at all. In contrast, 
for non-coindexed expressions, we have the inverse result: For non-coindexed 

expressions, the grammnr does not determine corejerence. That is, since non
coindexed expressions are not, by definition, shape identical, nothing follows from 
the grammar about their referential relations. Thus, non-COindexing of expressions is 
compatible with their being either coreferential or non-coreferential. Note that since 
the grammar is silent regarding coreference of non-coindexed expressions, if they are 
coreferential, this will depend on the reference associated with the expressions. Only 
because it so happens that the expressions refer to one and the same thing will it 
follow that they corefer, so that reference is "prior" to coreference in this case. This 
difference between the two routes to coreference should be borne carefully in mind, 
as it will play a central role in the analysis we will present below. 

We can now see that in (1)  above we actually have two possible cases, (2a) and 
(2b): 
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(2) a [NpMax] . went to the flea market. [NpMax]. bought some antiques there. 

b (NpMax]1 went to the flea market. (NPMaxjz bought some antiques there. 

In (2a), we have two occurrences of one expression, while in (2b), there are single 

occurrences of two different expressions. It is with respect to (2a) that the intuition 

reported above is realized, that when an expression is truly repeated. then so too is 

its meaning. In the terms that we have now introduced. there is coreference in (2a) 

as determined by the grammar. but this does not obtain in (2b). As we shall see 

below. the indexical contrast in (2) bears on the use of sentences by speakers and 

their communicative intentions. 

From a formal perspective. we can characterize the essential character of indices. 

and their relation to interpretation as follows. With respect to a universe of objects 

U. let 0 be a family of discourses, such that each D E 0 is a triple < S. I. C> . 

where S is an (ordered) set of sentences, I the set of indices which show in S, and C 

a subset of U. specified under an assignment g mapping from I to C. Moreover, we 

say that for any D, D' E D, D is discourse-equivalent to D '  iff D and D '  differ in at 

most a one-to-om: permutation of the indices I of D onto the indices of D ', S and C 

remaining constant. With respect to this characterization, there are a number of things 

to be pointed out. First is that an indexical distribution holds with respect to a 

discourse. conceived of as a set of sentences. Thus, the relation between coindexed 

occurrences when they occur in a single sentence is the same as when they occur in 

different sentences of a discourse, vis-a-vis syntactic identity. Second, the valuation 

of expressions with respect to a context can be, so to speak. run off the indices. That 

is. we can specify contextual points as pairings of indices and values, such that 

coindexed expressions will always "pic� out" the same contextual point, necessarily . 

while non-coindexed expressions will always pick out different points. although the 

values associated with the points may be the same. Finally. given the definition of 

discourse equivalence, it follows that discourses . which differ only in the numerical 

"values" of the indices are equivalent. Thus, it maners not just which numerals are 

employed. What matters is only the pattern of the indices in the discourse, the 

projected array of same and different. 

We are now in a position to clarify and amplify our notion of indexing. primarily 

by way of contrast. First off. expressions which are coindexed arc not to be thought 

of as "chained" or "linked" or "roped" together. To think of matters this way would 

be highly misleading. as it would imply that there is some relation which fixes some 

referential relation between distinct occurrences of expressions. Thus, just think of 

the absurdity of drawing an arrow between the occurrences of "2" in "2 + 2 = 4" 
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in order to indicate that they refer to the same number. Rather. this is determined by 

their very shape. and once it is established that they are of the same shape. no 

external indication of their referential relation is necessary or appropriate. At this 

point. we part company with Evans ( 1980) and those such as Higginbotham ( 1983. 

1 985) who follow him in this regard. To reiterate. the fundamental notion in which 

indices are pressed into service is syntactic identity - what we have called "shape 

identity . "  Any anaphoric relations in which coindexed expressions stand flows from 

this relation. and not from any external marking of anaphora. Technically speaking, 

there is no theory of anaphora; rather there is a theory which deals in sameness or 

difference of expressions and their occurrences. 

A second point to emphasize is that when we say that for coindexed expressions 

the grammar determines coreference. we mean just that. It does not determine any 

weaker relation, such as " intended coreference. "  The point here can be seen from an 

analogy. Suppose A were to commit a premeditated murder. doing the deed by 

shooting B with a revolver. By shooting B, A carries out his intention to kill him; but 

it is immaterial to his intention that the cylinder moved in the revolver. or that the 

hammer cocked and then struck the bullet. etc. The only relation the revolver has to 

A . s intention to murder B is that it is the tool whereby he could transform his 

intentions into actions; but A does not stand in any particular intentional relation to 

the way the tool functions so as to carry out his general homicidal intentions. One's 

intentions to act do not normally distribute down to the workings of the tools by 

which the intentions are tranSformed into actions. They simply work however they 

work. in terms of whatever "rules" govern their functioning. To take an example 

closer to our topic, suppose you are asked to utter the word "cat." and that you 

comply. thereby satisfying your intention to utter this word so as to fulfill the request. 

Now. to utter this word. it is necessary that there be velar closure; but assuredly it 

would be absurd to say that you. in uttering this word. must intend velar closure. Of 

course a speaker can have such intentions; a speaker can intend coreference. for 

example. if he were to be asked to utter a sentence in which there is coreference. he 

may utter one in which there are coindexed expressions. But this is no different than 

someone who utters "cat" when asked to make an utterance in which there is velar 

closure. or someone who fires a revolver wanting to show how it works. 

Turning now to non-coindexing. we stated that in this case the grammar does not 

determine coreference. We must be careful to distinguish holding this view from 

holding something quite different. namely that with non-coindexing. the grammar 

determines non-corefercnce. This. put in terms of indexing. was the position held by 

Lasnik ( 1 976). which was roundly criticized by Evans ( 1 980). and there are many 
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well-known examples which serve to illustrate the point; see Fiengo and May ( 1994, 

ch. l) .  To take just one, consider the c ircumstance of the masked ball .  A guest enters 

the ball ,  and walking around overhears a conversation in which someone is 

commenting on Oscar's mental health. Later, reporting the conversation, he says: 

"He believes Oscar is crazy. "  Now, given the grammatical structure of the sentence 

uttered it must have the form in (3), in which there is non-coindexing: 

(3) He. thinks that Oscar! is a genius. 

At the end of the evening, as with all masked balls, the guests remove their masks, 

and 10 and behold, the person making the remarks about Oscar was none other than 

Oscar himself. so that in fact the pronoun and the name in the speaker's utterance of 

(3) corefer. Yet, the speaker's utterance was grammatical, true and felicitous, 

properties which we would not expect it to have if non-coindexing meant non

coreference. We would expect it to have these properties on our view of things, since 

this is not what non-co indexing means. As we pointed out, non-coindexing is 

perfectly compatible with coreference. just not with grammatically determined 

coreference. Indeed, (3) is just what the speaker might want to utter, since by uttering 

this sentence he can leave open whether or not the pronoun and the name corefer, an 

appropriate thing to do, given the circumstances of masked balls. 

It is important to understand that indices form part of the syntactic representation 

of expressions. and that such representations are the only things of which they are a 

part. It is thus important to distinguish between a name, a unique lexical item, and 

the various syntactic expressions in which it can occur as a terminal element . It is 

certainly indisputable that there is one and only one "spelling" or "shape" 'm-a-x' .  

But there may be many syntactic expressions containing this name (in a given 

discourse) which differ only in their index, as for instance, in a discourse such as (2b) 

for above, where we have the syntactic expressions .. [ ... .,Max] ... and " [N.,Maxh", each 

containing the same terminal string, namely "Max. "  Qua lexical item. there is only 

one name "Max"; an index is no part of this unique spelling. Names, therefore, are 

to be distinguished from their syntactic expressions in terms of their criteria of 

individuation, and in what follows we will reserve the term name for lexical items. 

to be distinguished from their expression in syntactic structures. 

Our view that there is a one-many relationship between names and the syntactic 

expressions containing them as terminal elements, each distinguished just by its index, 

is to be contrasted with a different view under which the existence of distinct 

expressions is a reflection of there being distinct lexical items. By this view, there are 
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in principle as many homophonous names "Max" as there are people who bear that 

name, each one distinguished by a lexical feature or diacritic. So, on this view, we 

have the lexical items "MaxI'" "Maxl/'" etc. (A particularly clear statement of this 

view is found in Larson and Ludlow (1993); but see Fiengo and May (1997a).) The 

problem with this view is that (4) comes out as false: 

(4) There are many people named "Max. " 

In fact, on this view, there is nobody named "Max . "  Rather, there is someone named 

"Max/" someone named " Maxl/" , and so on. If we then took it that what lies 

between the quotation marks is one of these, (4) would still be false, because there 

is only one person named that. In contrast, on our view, (4) is true. Any number of 

people may be named "Max";  any number of people may bear this one name as their 

given name. 

Now there is an important implication of our point of view which must be pointed 

out here. If names in our sense are lexical items, then names do not refer. While 

lexical items have various linguistic properties through which they are individuated, 

and which determine in part how they may be syntactically expressed, reference is 

not among these properties. Rather, what refer, or more properly, what speakers use 

to refer, are expressions containing names; each expression containing a name can be 

used to refer to an object. The vehicles of reference are indexed noun phrases as they 

occur in syntactic representation - i.e. sentences - as these are what speakers utter. 

Speakers, to be sure, believe names to have particular objects as their values, but they 

can only talk about those values through the utterance of syntactic expressions which 

can be used to refer to those values. The central question we thus arrive at is how can 

a speaker syntactically express the names in his lexicon, given the beliefs he has 

regarding to whom expressions of that name can refer? 

The answer we give to this is the following: In a given discourse, there may be 

as many distinct expressions containing a name as the speaker believes there are 

values bearing that name. Hence, for a given name, the number of distinct indices it 

may bear when syntactically expressed (as an NP) in a speaker's utterances (in a 

given discourse) is equal to the number of distinct values the speaker believes 

expressions containing that name to have. Thus, while in principle the grammar 

provides the resources for an indefinitely large number of distinct expressions 

containing any particular name, this is limited with respect to any particular speaker 

by his beliefs about the number of individuals who bear that name. There are two 

important consequences of this relation of names, expressions and speaker's beliefs 
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to be observed. The first is that non-coindexing will now nonnally implicate non

coreference. If a speaker believes that there are two people, each named "Max, .. then 

he will express this by non-coindexed expressions; his utterances will reflect his 

beliefs that there are two different people. He may or may not be right about this, but 

he will have spoken in accordance with what he takes to be the casco The second is 

that the indices in the utterance of a sentence are nonnally "speaker's indices."  That 

is, they reflect the beliefs of the speaker about the values associated with a name. If  

a speaker uses two distinct expressions of a name - i.e .  expressions which differ just 

in not being coindexed - this reflects his belief that there are two distinct objects 

bearing that name. The association of indices with the speaker, while the nonn, is 

not, however, without exception, as we shall see forthwith. 

By way of concluding this section, let us sketch out our view of communicative 

interaction, as it is this which will play a central role in what follows. Speakers, in 

using their language, util ize the resources it makes available in order to express what 

they wish to say. Nonnally, speakers use those sentences which they believe best 

express what they want to say, and insofar as their utterances are successful, they will 

have fulfilled their communicative intentions via their linguistic acts. The grammar 

which a speaker internalizes defines the resources at the speaker's disposal, the 

sentences he can use. Central to the characterization of those resources is a definition 

of syntactic identity, and from this definition flows a notion of expression occurrence, 

which allows for the cariying on of the reference of that expression. Indices are 

central to this defmition - those expression occurrences which are coindexed are 

syntactically identical, those which are not-coindexed are not identical in the requisite 

sense. Now, a speaker uses his language in a manner consistent with his beliefs, in 

particular with respect to his beliefs about how many values are associated with 

names, understood as a type of lexical item. and this will be reflected by the array 

of indices in the expressions in the sentences (of a discourse) the speaker uses. Thus. 

when a speaker uses a sentence containing an indexed NP. it normally implies that 

he believes that the expression refers to someone; when he uses two different 

expressions, that there are two, and so on. Speakers use distinct expressions of a 

given name because they believe they are referring to distinct objects. and they will 

use (in a given discourse) such distinct expressions up to a limit of how many distinct 

objects they believe bear that name. Now a speaker may be wrong in his beliefs about 

how many values there are for a name, for instance he may believe there are two 

people named "Max" when there is only one. But this does not lead to any 

inconsistency; the indexically distinct expressions he uses reflect his beliefs. but this 

non-coindexing does not entail non-coreferencc. All that could be concluded is that 
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since the speaker is speaking in a way which accords with his beliefs ,  he is not aware 

that he is mistaken, since if he were, he would not make utterances with the indexing 

that he does. 

A hearer, assuming that the speaker is speaking with all due linguistic virtues, will 

take a\l of this to be so: that is, he will take the speaker to be speaking in a way that 

reflects the speaker's beliefs, and insofar as he properly understands what the speaker 

says, he will come to represent the sentences the speaker says as the speaker does. 

That is, the representations of the speaker and hearer will formally match, so that 

with respect to the representation of the production and the representation of the 

perception, expressions will be coindexed, and hence coreferential. The hearer, 

however, may misperceive the speaker, even though the conversation has been 

conducted with all due linguistic virtue. The bounds of this misperception, for p resent 

purposes. is very limited, however - instead of there being coindexing between the 

expressions in the speaker's and hearer's representations. there is some pair of 

expressions which are not coindexed. Such misperception may occur for various 

reasons. For instance, it may be because the participants think, unbeknowst to each 

other. that different people are being talked about, or one may think that one person 

is being talked about consistently throughout a conversation, while the other thinks 

there are two (or more). In such cases, the speaker and hearer will be at some level 

at cross-purposes, since the hearer did not properly understand the speaker, and 

confusion may result. To take an example, suppose that Max and Sally attend recitals 

together, and are fans of a particular pianist. Suppose further that a pianist, as far as 

they know a different one, rents an apartment in their building, and that they find the 

music emanating from his flat quite pleasing. Now, Max says to Sally: "He is a fine 

pianistft,  referring through the use of the pronoun to the pianist they see in concert. 

Sally, however, thinks that he is referring to the pianist in their building, plausibly 

enough, since he made the utterance while passing by his door. What Max said, and 

wanted Sally to understand, was the sentence He! is a fine pianist. What Sally heard, 

however. was the sentence He2 is a fine pianist. Their conversation was at cross 

purposes, since Sally has not understand what Max said; she took him to have said 

something which he did not. Notice that it is at cross-purposes regardless of whether 

the pianist in the recital hall and the one in the apartment are one and the same or 

not: regardless of whether there is. in fact, coreference. Either circumstance is 

consistent with what is said and understood, since coindexing is no bar to 
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coreference. even if i t  implicates. in  a given context, non-coreference. and hence, as 

in the case above, not comprehending what is said.3  

3 A puzzle about identity 

We now have in place a conception of the role of indices. In this section we apply 

this conception to a novel puzzle about identity statements. a problem of central 
concern since Frege's discussion in the opening paragraphs of MOn Sense and 
Reference. " This puzzle has the character that it appears at first glance to hold 

constant both the syntactic and semantic properties of the expressions involved. But, 
we will argue. at least as far as the syntactic properties are concerned, this constancy 

can be seen to be illUSOry. 

We begin with the following scenario. Max is in an unfortunate state. He believes. 

wrongly. that there are two people. a famous pianist and a great statesman, each 

Perry ( \988), remarking about cases like that we have just described, distinguishes between 
"internal" versus "external" coreference relations - while the speaJcer and hearer think they are talking 
about the same thing, they in fact are not. But, for Perry, "When we recognize the internal coreference 
relations in discourse, we are often nol recognizing structural relations between linguistic entities, but 
internal coreference relations in the beliefs and intentions of the speaker." Perry reaches this 
conclusion, since, "internal coreference relations will often be clear though greatly underdetermined 
by the structure of the language used, meaning here by ·structure" the shape of the actual signaI that 
can in principle be perceived independently of recognition of the speaker's intentions. " This conclusion 
does not seem to us warranted. The issue here is the relationship between the representation upon 
which a speaker's production is based and the representation which is the percept of the hearer. There 
is �r1ainly an undcrdctermination of linguistic percept by utterances, but this underdeterminalion itself 
is highly restricte<l, we are arguing, to just two options, in essence, to coinde,.;ing or non·coindexing, 
and if the percept representation does not match the production representation, the hearer will have 
misperceived the speaker. What are not underdctermined, however, given what the speaker has uttered. 
and the hearer has understood, are the "internal coreference" relations. Contrary to Perry, there seems 
to us no reason to think that this is a result of anything other than a relation between linguistic 
structures, regardless of whether they are connected to productions or perceptions. Clearly speakers 
have just as much cognitive access to the representations of what they perceive as to the representations 
of what they uner, nor is access to one sort of representation isolated from the other. Inde,.;ical 
relations Macross a discourseft hold just with respect to those representations that the participants each 
have. While there is an issue about the proper attalysis of such linguistic representations. it is quite a 
different issue as to the causes for someone having such representations. It is with respect to the laller 
that one's beliefs and intentions play a role, as a person's representations will be those which renect 
what he intended to say, and what he believes has been said. 
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named "Paderewski." Max's problem, of course, is not due to any lack of logical 

acumen; he is merely uninformed about the facts. A benevolent and knowledgeable 

speaker, wishing to inform Max of his mistake, utters (5) to him: 

(5) But Max, Paderewski is Paderewski. 

Max takes the point and changes his beliefs, and is thereby relieved of his ignorance, 

now holding, as do the rest of us, that there is only one person named "Paderewski, "  
who is both a pianist and a politician.4 

The puzzle: For all appearances, the speaker's utterance of "Paderewski is 

Paderewski" looks to contain two occurrences of the form "Paderewski, "  and hence 

to be of a sentence of the form fa = a' . But, the speaker's utterance can be 

informative, and can be taken as such by Max; so it must be of a sentence of the 
form fa = b' . How can this sentence be of this form, and hence be used 

informatively? This is the puzzle. 

The answer to the first part of the question is straightforward: The occurrences 

of "Paderewski" bear distinct indices. and hence are occurrences of distinct 

expressions, so it has the structure in (6): 

(6) Paderewskil is Paderewskiz. 

In (6), there are just as much two syntactically distinct expressions as there are in 

"Cicero is Tully " ,  or for that matter in the (false) "Aristotle is Aristotle" . where the 

first refers to the ancient philosopher, and the latter to the shipping magnate. Here 

too the occurrences would be indexically distinguished. As far as the form of the 

sentence uttered is concemed. it is clear that it is of the requisite form so as to be 

non-trivial. 

The second part of the question. how sentence (6) can be used informatively by 

the speaker, is more difficult to answer. however. Recall that the speaker is fully 

apprized of the facts about Paderewski, and hence that there is only such person. This 

speaker would never assert (6) as such, since it implicates something which he does 

not hold, namely that there are two people, each named "Paderewski. "  Rather, he 

4 This scenario is familiar as that found in Kripke (\ 979). in his discussion about belief. The analysis 

we present of identity statements carries over in large measure to the belief cases; see the discussion 

In Fiengo and May (I 997b). 
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would only assert the triviality in (7); since he holds there is only one person. he 

would express the name "Paderewski" with only one index: 

(7) Paderewskil is Paderewskil .  

On the other hand, a speaker such as the benighted Max also would not assert (6), 

since as far as he is concerned. (6) is false. Rather. what he holds is the negation of 

(6). "Paderewski isn't Paderewski " ,  which can be true only if each "Paderewski"

expression denotes a different person, that is, if it  is  of the fonn (8): 

(8) Paderewskil isn't Paderewski2• 

But as we have seen, (6) can be used infonnatively; it can be used in this manner by 

a speaker who would assert just (7), to Max. who would assert just (8). It would 

seem that we face something of a paradox. 

The point to see here is that someone saying "Paderewski is Paderewski" to Max 

can be infonnative just because Max holds that "Paderewski isn't Paderewski". viz. 

(8), is true. What a speaker of (6) does by his utterance is to deny what Max holds 

to be true by stating its negation. He can do this, we can say, by taking Max's very 

sentence and returning it to him - with its indices intact - negated. By doing this 

the speaker says to Max that his beliefs about the association of values with the name 

"Paderewski" are incorrect. and if Max takes the point. he will revise his beliefs 

accordingly. Thus. the speaker of (6) will have been able to make an infonnative 

utterance just because he has not uttered his own sentence. so to speak, but rather 

Max's sentence modified. The speaker has not asserted (6), and the indices in his 

utterance of that sentence are not his, but rather Max's. If they were to be those of 

the speaker, he would have uttered a tautology - to wit (7) - as he would express 

the name "Paderewski" with only one index. 

The communicative interaction which is going on here is thus as follows. What 

the speaker holds to be true is "Paderewskil is Paderewskil " ,  of the fonn r a = a 1 ; 
what Max holds to be true is .. Paderewskil isn't Paderewski2" .  of the fonn r a ¢ b 1 . 
What the speaker then says to Max is: "Paderewski1 is Paderewski2" . that is, (6), a 

sentence of the fonn: ra = b' , thereby uttering the negation of what Max holds. The 

speaker. in uttering (6), denies what Max holds by stating its negation, with its 

indices intact; he has uttered Max's sentence modified, not his own. 

Notice that the expressions used by the speaker in his utterance are not, in a 

sense, his own; the indices can not be the indices of the speaker. as they do not 
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reflect his beliefs,  nor should they be, if the speaker seeks to speak in tenns which 

the hearer will understand. Rather, the expressions are the expressions of the agent, 

of Max; as we have put it, the speaker has uttered Max's sentence negated. The 

indices, therefore, are the "agent's indices";  they are the indices which reflect what 

Max, not the speaker, believes. Thus, the speaker's utterances are not based on what 

he believes about the values associated with the name "Paderewski, " but rather on 

his beliefs about Max's beliefs about the values associated with this name. The 

speaker's utterance is infonnative not in virtue of being uttered based on his beliefs, 

hut rather because it is uttered on the basis of his beliefs about the hearer's beliefs. 

When one speaks in the fonner way, then we have the use of "speaker's indices";  

when one speaks in  the latter way, then we have the use of "agent's indices. " 

This difference between speaker's and agent's indices is important because it is 

the basis of a fundamental difference between the sense in which we can speak of 

"Paderewski is Paderewski" as being informative as opposed to. say, "Cicero is 

Tully".  An utterance of "Paderewski is Paderewski" in the circumstances described 

above is used informatively by the speaker to relieve ignorance, and for this utterance 

to be able to do so it must be of the fonn ra = b' ; if it were not of this fonn. but 

rather of the fonn r a = a 1 • then it could not be used infonnatively as described. But, 

while it can be so used, no one could assert this sentence when of this fonn on the 

basis of what he believes about Paderewski; Le. no one could use this sentence with 

speaker's indices. As noted, the speaker could not, because he believes there is only 

one such person, and the hearer could not, as he believes there are two. On the other 

h�nd, a speaker could perfectly well assen "Cicero is Tully" on the basis of what he 

·believes about the association of names with values - that is. with speaker's indices 

. - and this is regardless of whether it is used to relieve the ignorance of his 

interlocutors. This difference shows that we must distinguish two notions of 

"infonnativeness. " On the one hand, there is a semantic notion which accrues to 

"Cicero is Tully, "  which, given its linguistic nature, must be of the fonn ra = b' , 

but not to "Paderewski is Paderewski" • even when it too is of this fonn. On the other 

hand, there is an epistemological notion, which accrues to "Paderewski is 

Paderewski, .. and insofar as this sentence is used infonnatively in this sense, it will 

be of the fonn fa = b1 . But while " Cicero is Tully" may also be informative in this 

sense, it may (but need not be) uttered so as to relieve ignorance. "Paderewski is 

Paderewski" may never be infonnative in the semantic sense, as it cannot be directly 
asserted by a speaker. 

While there is much more to say about this. we will conclude our remarks here 

with just one funher observation. Suppose that in fact there are two people, each 
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named "Paderewski,"  but that the beliefs of the speaker and hearer are as above, so 

that now the former is wrong, but the latter is right. The speaker may still utter (6), 

but its effect will now no longer be to relieve ignorance; rather, acceptance of (6) by 

the speaker will now just alter his belief to the same incorrect belief as the speaker. 

Note that the speaker may have uttered (6) perfectly well aware that he was wrong, 

in which case his motivation would have been to deceive the hearer; but his 

motivations may also have been perfectly sincere - the speaker may believe he is 

right about Paderewski. Either way, (6) is just as effective in changing the beliefs of 

the speaker as in the original circumstance, in which the speaker was in the right; he 

would just not be, in this case, relieving ignorance. Thus, what comparing these two 

situations shows, modulo the felicity of uttering (6), is that the informativeness of (6) 

is not a matter of the facts on the ground - it is independent of this - but arises 

from the beliefs of the speaker and hearer, and in the intention of the speaker to bring 

the beliefs of the hearer in line with his. 

Before continuing, we need to contrast the example we are considering with one 

which, while superficial1y similar, is really of a rather different nature. So, consider 

a speaker who is, as before, fully aware that there is one and only one person 

Paderewski. He makes the following utterance: 

(9) That guy is that guy. 

pointing first to Paderewski as he plays the piano in the concert hall, and then 

pointing to him on the political rostrum. S Now the structure we assign to (9) is just 

the same as that in (6): 

(10) That guYI is that guY2' 

so that it too is of the form fa = b1 . But here, unlike in (6), the indices are the 

speaker's, not the agent's; (10) is a sentence which the speaker is perfectly willing 

to assert on the basis of his own beliefs. Yet, it obviously must not imply that the 

s This example is modeled on an example of Kaplan's ( 1 989). Of course, accomplishing such an 
ullerance may lake some considerable time, so as to allow Paderewski to change his location. but this 
is not necessary for an ullerance of 17101 guy is lhat guy to be informative. Imagine that onc seeks to 
deny that someone has been instantaneously replaced by his doppelganger: then onc can uller Ihis 
sentence in normal time while demonstrating the person in question as he stands rigidly before the 
interlocutors. 
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speaker believes he is referring to two different people, for the speaker believes he 

is uttering a truth. Why the difference between these cases? 

The immediate observation about (10) is that it contains demonstrative 

expressions. What is different about such expressions as compared to names is that 

while the relation of names to their syntactic expression is mediated just by the 

correspondence of indices to the values a speaker believes that name to have, with 

demonstratives, there is another factor at work. This is that demonstratives are 

matched to values with respect to dated, located, oriented uses, so that, roughly 

speaking, for such expressions indexing is in terms of beliefs about how many 

demonstrations of the value there are. The result of this is that any demonstratives 

that a speaker takes to be associated with demonstrations will all be, in a given 

discourse. non-coindexed. This simply follows from the uniqueness of demonstrations 

made in real time. Differently dated demonstratives, even of the same form and used 

(intentionally) t.o refer to the same individual repeatedly, will thus be distinct 

expressions. bearing distinct indices. Now, applying this to ( 10), because the speaker 

believes he has made two distinct demonstrations of Paderewski, ( 10) will have the 

indexing that it does. and hence be of the form ra = b1 . Since this indexing directly 

reflects the speaker's beliefs. it can be assened as such. with speaker's indices. (and. 

note. regardless of whether the speaker has the name "Paderewski" in his lexicon). 

While it is demonstrative expressions which are canonically backed by 

demonstrative reference - in the sense that indices project onto syntactic expressions 

in the manner described - demonstrative reference caD back up the use of other sorts 

of expressions. Thus, we can have "quasi-demonstratives" as in "That Paderewski 

is that Paderewski ."  or. and this is the imponant case. we can also use. in the 

circumstances described, names, as in "Paderewski is Paderewski,"  with the first 

occurrence of .. Paderewski" uttered accompanied by ostension to Paderewski playing 

the piano, and the second occurrence accompanied by ostension to him giving a 

political speech. But, this instance of "Paderewski is Paderewski." while having the 

same linguistic form as (6) - the occurrences of "Paderewski" not being coindexed 

- is to be carefully distinguished from (6). As the names are used demonstratively 

in this latter case, the sentence is assenable by the speaker, and will be comparable. 

at least in this regard. to "Cicero is Tully. "  Again, there is much more to say about 

this. but we leave this for another time, noting here that we have (just) two principles 
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for syntactically projecting indices - they reflect either beliefs about values, or 

beliefs about demonstrations of values.6 

Now there is an interesting contrast to be drawn between the puzzle we have been 

considering and a sort of reverse puzzle, in which we tum the tables and suppose that 

the speaker believes, let us assume correctly (although this is not necessary - see 

above), that there are two people, one a pianist, one a statesman, each named "Pader

ewski, "  but that Max holds that there is just one person named "Paderewski ,  H who 

is both a pianist and statesman. What could the speaker say to Max so as get 

sufficient information across to him that he will conclude that "Paderewski isn't 

Paderewski" is true? Well, there are certain things which one can't say and expect 

to achieve this result. For instance, making an utterance to this person intending to 

directly disconfirm what he already holds would be ludicrous. All he holds is that 

"Paderewski is Paderewski" is true, something of the form fa = a1 • Certainly 

uttering its negation, "Paderewski isn't Paderewski" ,  now of the form ra � al ,  
won't do the trick of getting him to make a distinction where he holds none to obtain. 

(Except perhaps in a roundabout manner, by reasoning from: why would someone say , 
something so stupid to me?) Apparently, then, for someone who holds incorrectly that 
there is but a single value when there are two, and hence holds only a logical truth, 

something not subject to empirical revision, there is no way to relieve him of his 

ignorance by use of the name "Paderewski" and identity, at least not in the direct 

way that uttering (6) as the negation of "Paderewski isn't Paderewski" achieves this 

result in the standard case. 

This is not to say, however. that Max cannot be relieved of his ignorance by some 

other sort of utterance. What one needs to find is something Max holds which could 

be false; that is, subject to empirical revision. Two options are available at this point. 

One is to give up using identity; in this case, uttering "There are two people named 

'Paderewskr " ,  directly attacking his assumption about how many people answer to 

the name .. Paderewski", should get the job done. The second would be to give up 

using names, and take to other referential devices. For instance, something that would 

work would be utterances of "That guy isn't that guy" or "That Paderewski isn't that 

Paderewski, "  either one uttered while first pointing to the person on the concert 

stage, and then to the person on the political rostrum. These would be informative to 

Max, because they would negate, and hence disconfirm, something which Max holds 

6 For instance. we must be careful to distinguish the case in which "Paderewski is Paderewski" is 

uttered with each occurrence of Ihe name accompanied by ostension from the following case. It is 

possible 10 say "That planet is Ihal planet-. poinling first to Venus in the evening. and then 10 Venus 

in the morning. BUI it would not be informative to say ·Venus is Venus· in the same way. 
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to be true, namely "That guy is that guy" or "That Paderewski is that Paderewski, "  

where in all these cases, since we have demonstratives, there is non-coindexing o f  the 

phrases flanking "be. " Thus, through the use of demonstratives.7 it is possible to be 
infonnative in circumstances where using names fails to give rise to an infonnative 

identity statement. so that there is an asymmetry between the standard case and the 
reverse case. In either case, demonstratives can be utilized, but only in the standard 

case can names also be employed as well. But when they are, it can only be in 
utterances in which there are occurrences of what we have called "agent's indices. "  

and the utterance itself has a special status, as it is an infonnative utterance which is 
non-assertive, as opposed to those cases in which there are demonstratives. 

To this point we have considered cases in which a speaker makes an utterance to 

a hearer with the purpose of altering the hearer's beliefs, and in this regard we have 

considered two sorts of cases, the nonnal and the reversed, observing where they 

diverge. There is another way in which they differ - only in the reverse case is it 

possible to report the antecedent belief of the hearer by a belief-ascription whose thal

clause has the fonn of an identity statement. For suppose there are a speaker and a 

hearer. each of whom believes there are two people. speaking of an agent who 
believes there is only one. It would make perfect sense for one of them to utter ( 1 1 )  
to the other: 

( I I)  Max believes Paderewski is Paderewski. 

The structure of ( 1 1) ,  in the circumstance given. is as in ( 12): 

( 1 2) Max believes Paderewski. is Paderewski2• 

The puzzle here is what is being attributed to Max? As discussed above, it cannot be 

that he believes "Paderewski. is Paderewski2" is true, because no one can believe 
this; for the reasons discussed above. someone who holds that there are two people 

each named "Paderewski" would only hold "Paderewski isn't Paderewski. "  But if not 
this. what is it that the speaker is saying about Max? 

Or descriptions. Thus. we could also say to Max "The statesman (Paderewski) is the pianist 

(Paderewski)" and achieve the desired result. (so long as Max would describe Paderewski in these 

ways.) Notice that .here is an interesting observation here that in the epistemological context we have 

described. demonstratives cluster with descriptions. apparently in contrast with names. This is to be 
compared 10 modal contexts. in which demonstratives cluster with names. as opposed to descriptions. 

as devices of rigid (or direct) designation. 
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What the speaker is saying by the attribution in (12) is that the agent believes 

there is only one person. whereas the speaker believes there are two people named 

"Paderewski" .  He can say this by ( 12) because there are occurrences of distinct 

" Paderewski" -expressions which bear indices of the speaker (and hearer). It is he who 

believes that there are two people. each bearing the name "Paderewski" .  (so that the 
"Paderewski" -expressions are not believed to be coreferential).  but there is no 

entailment that the agent shares this belief (and no implication that the agent knows 

the name " Paderewski"). That is. there is no implication that the indices are agent's 
indices. The identity sign. the verb "be " .  then contributes that the individuals that the 

speaker distinguishes are equated by the agent. The speaker is saying what the agent 

believes. but in terms which are relating back to the speaker and hearer's beliefs. 

making an implicit comparison between their beliefs and the agents. We thus have 

here an instance in which the sentence which follows believe is not itself the object 

of belief. but rather a sentence from which one can derive. at least conditionally. 

something which the agent would believe, if he had any beliefs about valuC$ 

associated with the name "Paderewski" . 
Notice that there is no comparable belief attribution which can be made in the 

normal case, the one in which the speaker believes there is one person, and the agent 

believes there are two. In this case, the that-cilluse of the relevant belief attribution 
- "Max believes Paderewski. isn't Paderewski2" - does report something which 

Max does believe (de dicto), with the indices construed as agent's indices, so that the 

embedded clause is something which the agent would assert, as opposed to the 

embedded clause in (12), which he would not. If this attribution is true, it of course 
follows that Max believes there are two people named "Paderewski" (although clearly 
the speaker would have done better justice to his communicative intentions by just 

saying that Max believes there are two people named "Paderewski"). But this 

attribution is not to the same effect as ( 12), since it does not provide the implicit 

comparison of the agent's beliefs with those of the speaker. This is because the 

attribution is not given in the speaker's terms, with his indices, for with speaker's 
indices, the utterance could only have the form of attributing something logically 

false. Thus, we find an interesting paradigm. In the normal case. an unembedded 

identity statement cannot be asserted, but an embedded one can, and the 
corresponding belief report is de dicto, in the sense that the expressions used in the 

report are those of the agent, with his indices. On the other hand, in the reverse case, 
it is the unembedded statement which can be asserted. and the embedded which 

cannot. Hence. the belief report is de reo and the expressions used are the speaker's. 
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with speaker's indices, so that the that-clause does not itself specify directly what it 
is that Max believes. 

To summarize, the analysis we have presented is based on two distinct theses, one 

about linguistic fonn. the other about linguistic use. The first is that linguistic 
expressions can be individuated through fonnal identity conditions defined over 
indices: coindexed occurrences are the "same" ;  non-coindexed occurrences 
"different" .  although difference of ind�x is no bar to identity of reference. The 
second is that speakers may use expressions as they believe an agent would use them, 
with "agent's indices. "  In this case, expressions are individuated as the agent would, 
and not as the speaker would. It is in this sense that our utterances may be of our 
own sentences, or the sentences (uttered or not) of others, modified in some way or 

other, inClusive of their indices. The indices in our utterances, therefore, while 

nonnally those of the speaker, need not be; they may be those of others, (who may 
or may nor be directly involved in the conversation). This capacity, bear in mind, is 

pragmatic - we use someone else's words with the import they assign to them - and 

not semantic. We do not take it as part of the meaning of an expression as used by 
a speaker that it is someone else's expression. These theses, we have argued, allow 

us to account for the puzzle of identity. They are also the foundation of our account 
of puzzle of beliefs, but that is another matter. 

5 Concluding remarks 

We began this paper with a story about Pooh and Christopher Robin, and we asked 
whether they had each uttered the same sentence in their remarks about honey. Well, 

they probably did, but it is very much less certain that Strawson's speakers did when 

they uttered "The King of France is wise , "  and it is surely the case that the speaker 
attributing beliefs about Paderewski didn't. As we remarked, this last case has been 
taken to argue that something independent of language itself, of its syntax or 
semantics, is needed as part of the analysis of language understanding, that some sort 

of conceptual analysis is needed, and someone swayed by this argument would be just 

as inclined to draw the same conclusion from the puzzle about identity we have been 
discussing here. But given our analysis of these cases, which turns on syntactic 
considerations of expression identity accompanied by a theory of use which 
distinguishes between when a speaker uses his expressions on the basis of his own 

beliefs about the relationship of names and values, so-called "speaker's indices, " and 
when he uses expressions on the basis of his beliefs about an agent's beliefs about 
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such relationships. so-called "agent's indices,"  we obviously very much doubt that 

any such conclusion is warranted. 

Put roughly, from this alternative point of view, the identity puzzle would be 

analyzed by maintaining that the agent associates with the person Paderewski two 

different modes of presentation. Such modes are usually understood as describing or 

specifying the concepts that an agent associates with an individual, but there is 

nothing which requires that the agent realize that two qualitatively distinct descriptions 

may be, in fact. of the same person. While this basic line of analysis can take many 

twists and tu� so as to take on a more "Fregean" or more "RusselIian" tone, the 

basic underlying idea remains the same: it is because the agent has distinct concepts 

of Paderewski, which he takes to be concepts of different people, that it is possible 

for "Paderewski is Paderewski" to be informative. The puzzle, on this view, is 

ultimately about the modes of presentation of objects, the cognitive significance of the 

identity statement resulting from there being different modes presenting a single 

individual, viz. Paderewski. 

There is much, we believe, to criticize in this perspective on the identity puzzle, 

especially when one considers the full range of puzzling cases, but we shall not 

undertake this task here. Rather, we wish only to briefly remark on how given this 

way of thinking about the puzzles, our analysis to be taken. The first question to be 
asked is what are the modes of presentation? Or, to put the question better, as 

Schiffer (1990) puts it, what plays the role of modes of presentation in our theory? 

Put thus in a functional way - by which the modes of presentation are whatever it 

is in a theory from which it follows that an agent can both rationally believe and

disbelieve the same "proposition", so long as whatever plays this role can be defined 

non-circularly - the answer to the question is that the modes of presentation are the 

indexed expressions. It is by their use that the speaker can report, for instance, that 

an agent "{which may be the speaker himself) both believes and doesn't believe, for 

instance. that Paderewski is a genius, and it is for such an agent that an utterance of 

"Paderewski is Paderewski" will be informative, for it is he who believes that 

Paderewski isn't Paderewski. The virtue of indexed expressions as modes of 

presentation is that there are precise, independent syntactic criteria by which they may 

be individuated, criteria which we have outlined above and which are developed more 

fully in Indices and Identity. Our theory thus meets a challenge put by Schiffer 

(1990:257) that "words" can't play the role of modes of presentation "until we are 

given the intended method of word individuation" without .. appeal to word 

meanings. "  
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Now what of cognitive significance? If capturing the modes of presentation. 

however conceived, is what constitutes cognitive significance. that aspect of the 
thought of speakers such that they can make the sorts of distinction forced by the 

puzzles of identity. then we have put forth a case that language. with respect to the 
formal syntactic structure of (indexed) expressions. is cognitively significant. This 

result is perhaps not particularly surprising; its epistemological status is no different 

from saying that the difference between a phrase being a noun phrase or a verb 
phrase is cognitively significant to speakers, at least in the sense that grammatical 

properties are tacitly known to speakers of a language. But there is something more 

to the cognitive significance of indexed expressions. since, we have argued, they 
reflect beliefs concerning how agents use different expressions derived from the same 

name. believing that there are two different people with the same name. These beliefs 

are by no means tacit, but are consciously known. and can be reported by speakers. 

But where our theory stops short is that nothing further follows about why someone 

might hold these beliefs, his particular grounds or causes for holding that a particular 

name is associated with some number of values. 

Notice that nothing in the functional way of understanding the question of what 

modes of presentation are presupposes that they are conceptual. and on our theory 

they are not, nor, on our view. should they be. It would not, for instance. fall within 

our view to liken indices to footnote markers, where the footnotes themselves 

describe how an agent conceives of an individual, (which seems to be what is 

envisaged in Bilgrami. 1992). We. of course, are not denying that agents have 
concepts of individuals. Indeed among the groundS an agent may have for his beliefs 

as to the values associated with names may be the concepts he associates with 

individuals. Insofar as individuals are sufficiently intimate with the agent. such 

concepts may be sufficient to uniquely identify those individuals. but they are surely 
not necessary. For instance. with historical figures, an agent may associate a set of 

conventionally determined concepts which amount in reality to nothing more than a 

good yam, and it may be that in many cases people just rely on a primitive view that 

different names normally are of different people. But be this as it may. the point is 

that this is not at all relevant; what is relevant, on our point of view, are the agent's 
beliefs as to how many values are associated with a name - the particular grounds 

he may have for those beliefs is not germane. To put this another way. however an 

agent may conceive of an individual. it is not a mode of presentation in our theory. 
To conclude. it is our view that a primary lesson to be learned from the puzzle 

about identity is one about the nature of syntactic identity, about what constitutes the 

same or different expression. and ultimately what constitutes the same or different 
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logical form. Thus, by our account, the identity puzzle is first and foremost a puzzle 

about the sentential forms through which an informative identity statement can be 

uttered. The distinctions which need to be made are, in our view, ones which are 

made linguistically; once this point is taken, one ends up with a rather different view 

of the role of syntax and semantics in language understanding and communication as 

this relates to how people conceive of objects. In this paper, we have been able to 

only give the barest sketch of these consequences; our goal has been only to develop 

the initial linguistic and philosophical plausibility of our approach. I� full 

development must wait for another occasion. 
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Pronouns and Agreement: 
Systems Interaction in the Coding of Reference 

Zygmunt Frajzyngier 

The problems· 

The assumption that a category pronoun. with cross-linguistically homogeneous 

features exists does not explain the very significant differences in the properties of 

pronouns across languages. The first problem is that the pronominal subjects of 

embedded clauses have different binding properties. Consider complements of verbs of � 
saying. In English ( 1 ). the pronoun she is coreferential with the subject of the matrix 

clause. 

( I ) because I\Sall 'said shM 'like a " ! !G\uinness you slee# (LL corpus») 

I would like to thank Aaron Broadwell for comments and constructive criticism of the: previous 

version of this paper. Work on this paper was supponed by an NSF grant Grammars of Gidar. Mina. 

Lete, and East Danglil. Data on Lele were gathered as pan of an NEH supported work on Complex 

Sentence in Chadic. 

I Whenever possible the data for analyses are drawn from corpora of natural discourse. In ca�e of 

less familiar languages. elicited sentences are sometimes used in order to facilitate the understanding of 

the phenomena involved. 

In certain cases, corpus data may contradict the elicited judgments of speakers. In such cases the 

corpus dala are laken to represent the usage. The study of why the elicited judgment of speakers differs 

from their usage is beyond the scope of the present paper. What the speakers say they do with respect 

to language is quite often different from what they actually do. Such contradictions are of course nOI 
limited to language alone. 

The quoted material is given in the transcription used in the source. The material quoled later from 

Nitsch ( 196) is given in slightly modified transcription. 
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In Polish the situation is quite different. The pronoun wuni '3MPL' in the 

embedded clause of (2) encodes switch reference with respect to the subject of the 

matrix clause. 

(2) A wuni muvjili. ie wuni maju 

A.CONJ 3PL say:PAST:3PL COMP 3PL have:PRES:3PL 

dosydi iyvnosci kedy xlebam stsylaju 

enough food when bread:INSTR shoot:PRES:3PL 

'And they I said that then have enough food if then use bread for 

shooting.' (Nitsch 1960:245) 

In Mupun in example (3) the pronominal subjects of the embedded clauses can only be 

coreferential: 

(3) wuJwalmo sat n3 ta ai/ae/au aee n-jos 

he/shelthey say COMP stop he/shelthey stay PREP-Jos 

'Hel/ShelffheY I said that he I IsheI/they I stopped over in Jos.' 

(Mupun. Frajzyngier 1993 : 1 08) 

In Mupun in example (4) the pronominal subjects of the embedded clause can only be 

switch reference: 

(4) wulwalmo sat n3 wulwalmo ta aee n-jos 

helshelthey say COMP helshelthey stop stay PREP-Jos 

'Hei/SheilTheYI said that he2lshe2/theY2 stopped over in Jos.' 

(Frajzyngier 1 993: 1 08) 

The morpheme she in the embedded clause of ( I )  is considered a pronoun. Sentences 

(2) through (4) have exactly the same structure. hence there is no syntactic reason to 

consider the forms occurring there to be anything but pronouns as well. All of these 

pronouns, and also those that occupy the position of the subject of the matrix clause. 

share the property of coding person. gender, and number, but they vary in their binding 

properties. Thus instead of postulating a homogeneous grammatical category 

'pronoun;..,it is necessary to differentiate among several categories of pronouns. 
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The traditional approach to pronouns cannot explain the differences in the 

interpretation of sentences (5) and (6): 

(5) yaa-du na bOy-du k6jo kO-t6 

say-3F CaMP break-3F hoe GEN-3F 

'Shel said that she2 broke herll2 hoe.' 

(6) yaa-du na du bOy k6jo ko-t6 

say-3F CaMP 3F break hoe GEN-3F 

'Shel said that shel broke hefJl2 hoe.' 

(Lele, East Chadic, Frajzyngier in progress) 

The second problem is that the traditional approach to pronouns cannot explain why 

in the following sentence the second person masculine pronoun is used despite the fact 

that the language has a choice between second person masculine and second person 

feminine: 

(7) gaskiya. get 

truly (H.) past 

ba da rno 

NEG PAST 3PL 

kadan ka 
if (H.) 2M 

pa 
PREP 

ka 

with 

Sal 
marry 

aak 
pregnancy 

d'ik n-ka 

PREP-2m 

Be 

CONS 

'Truly, in the past if you were pregnant they wouldn't marry you.' 

(Mupun, Central Chadic. Frajzyngier 1993:88) 

The third problem is whether there is a connection between the binding properties 

of pronouns and (a) the type of constructions in which they occur and (b) other 

reference coding means available in the language. 

2 The goal and scope 

The main goal of the present paper is to reanalyze the category pronoun as commonly 

understood in most syntactic theories. As a result of this reanalysis several types of 

pronouns are proposed for a taxonomy of pronouns. The paper presents two main 

hypotheses and several auxiliary ones: ( I )  The category pronoun in cross-linguistic 

typology consists of different types of morphemes, varying in their binding properties 

and in their functions. (2) The category pronoun is just one of several means of 
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encoding reference in language. The various coding means are complementary in that 

the functions encoded by one system are different from the functions encoded by 

another system. 

The analysis is limited to four types of languages: languages without a system of 

coding arguments on the verb (agreement) and with only one set of pronouns. such as 

English; languages without an agreement system but with several sets of pronouns. 

such as Mupun: languages with one set of pronouns but with a rich agreement system 

(Polish): and language with one set of pronouns. with a split agreement system. and in 

which the agreement system and some pronouns are mutually exclusive within the same 

clause. such as Lele. The core of the argumentation is an analysis of the means of 

coding switch reference and coreference for third person arguments in complements of 

verbs of saying and in discourse. These two syntactic environments have been chosen 

because potentially they are the most opaque with respect to the reference of pronominal 

participants. In order to draw generalizations. it will be necessary to examine also other 

grammatical constructions. 

The system of coding coreference and switch reference interacts in an interesting 

way with other functions performed by reference system. In the present paper I discuss 

the interaction with the coding of the de dicto domain. 

The auxiliary hypotheses are as follows: ( 1 )  With respect to complements of verbs 

of saying. though not necessarily other constructions. which are potentially less 

opaque. I propose that if a language encodes the distinction between coreference and 

switch reference through a system of pronouns.2 the following principle holds in 

complements of verbs of saying: If a language has a pronominal form encoding 

antecedent. the same form in the same syntactic position is deployed to code switch 

reference. A different form examples (2-4) or a different syntactic position examples (5-

6) are deployed to code coreference. The importance of this hypothesis is that it  

provides a partial account for two elements of the taxonomy of pronouns: pronouns 

that are bound within a sentence and pronouns that are not bound within a sentence. It 

also provides an explanation for difference between sentences (5) and (6). This 

hypothesis contradicts the central intuition of Fiengo & May ( 1994) according to which 

'if an expression is repeated. it follows that the two occurrences have the same semantic 

value. in the cases at hand. its reference. (Fiengo & May 1995:794). 

2 Languages may encode the distinction between cross-reference and switch reference through means 

other than pronouns. In Hua (Papuan) the means of encoding switch reference is through affixes to the 

verb (cf. Haiman 1983). cf. also Broadwell (this volume). The present paper is nOI concerned with 

these other mechanisms Ihal languages may deploy. 
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There is a hierarchy of structures where the means of coding switch reference and 

coreference are deployed: first in clausal complements of verbs of saying, then in 

complements of cognitive verbs, and finally in conjoined sentences. Consistent with the 

proposed hypothesis, simple sentences in discourse may also be marked for switch 

reference. 

The second hypothesis has to do with other coding means available in language: 

(2) If the verb encodes the subject of the clause (agreement). there exists a functional 

differentiation between the pronouns and the argument coding on the verb. 

Determination of which coding means carries which functions must be made for 

individual languages. In some languages pronouns carry pragmatic functions, one of 

which is switch reference (cf. (2» .3 The coding of the subject (and other arguments) 

on the verb indicates referentiality. definiteness. and possibly other functions in the 

general domain of pragmatics. But it is theoretically possible that the distribution of 

functions between the coding on the verb and pronouns is different. and that pronouns 

encode coreferentiality within a sentence whereas coding on the verb encodes switch� 
reference as in (5-6). Hence in addition to the taxonomy of pronouns we mllst have a 

taxonomy of head coding, in particular. a taxonomy of argument coding on the verb. 

Therefore, both taxonomies are proposed in the present paper. 

The following are case studies organized according to the various functions the 

pronouns have with respect to cross-reference and disjoint reference coding. 

3 Nondifferentiated pronouns 

English has only one set of pronouns. Subject coreference is indicated in many 

constructions through the omission of subject pronouns, e.g.: 

(8) 4_7_0 <765 b> and his "wife 'ran a"wVay# -

4_7_0 <766 b> and "had a 'child by an:other blloke# -(LLC) 

The agreement system is limited to only one tense and one person. Sentential 

complements of verbs of saying must always have a subject; hence subject omission is 

not a viable means of encoding coreferencc. Omitting the embedded subject from the 

following sentence would result in an ungrammatical construction: 

3 The faci Ihal pronouns in such languages carry a pragmatic function was already noted by Meillel 

( 1 937). cr. also Dik ( 1 989). 
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(9) (and» I said I havent used a "sewing-machine fori ! !y\ears# (LLC) 

There have been some claims that pronominal subjects of an embedded clause are 

potentially ambiguous and could refer to the subject of the matrix clause, the addressee 

of the matrix clause. or a non-participant in the conversation. and the distinction 

between various types of binding is coded through prosodic means. Clements 

( 1975: 147) quoting work of Cantrall ( 1 975) and Cooper ( 1 976) points out that stress is 

not a reliable indicator of coreference, but that duration may be. 

My own perusal of the London-Lund corpus of spoken English shows that in all 

cases where the third person pronominal subject of the embedded clause shares the 

features gender and number with the subject of the matrix clause, coreference is the 

norm. Here are some of the examples drawn from that corpus: 

( 10) the "president said she had :g\athered# "from my - - "some of my 

re:marks over :IVunch that [@m] I "wouldn't want to !I\ive - - in the 

dollege# 

In most cases the pronominal subject of the embedded clause is coreferential with the 
subject of the matrix clause if they agree in gender and number, e.g.: 

( I I ) 1_4_0 <1094 B> but ""h\alf of them had rlead it# 

1_4_0 <1095 B> and the "others 'said they 'wanted :me to !t\alk a'bout it# 

( 12) 1_4_0 <1 1 12 B> *« yeah» at the ""Iast* 'faculty of \arts meeting# 

1 _4_0 < 1 1 13 B> they "said they'd !\ask the _provost# 

( 1 3) 1_5_0 <919 A> "and my p\arents were 'so fed 'up with mel 

1_5_0 <920 A> that they said "hey were 'fed up of supp/orting you# 

( 14 )  1_6_0 <725 B> I "didn't s\ee him «en/ough#» 

1_6_0 <726 B> but "Gloria said she saw . was "t\alking to 'him# 

( 15) 1_6_0 <1 1 36 B> "said to 'me lonce# -

1_6_0 <1 1 37 B> that he ""f/elt# 

1_6_0 < 1 138 B> that "['?)if - 'Doc :M\iddleton# . 

1_6_0 < 1 1 39 B> «was» "coming " :dVown the 'stairs# 
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( 1 6) 1_8_0 <373 A> Awell Ahes just l\eft ( the Askirting b\oard#} 

( when he Al\inished#}# 
1_8_0 <374 A> he Asaid he !c\ouldilt 'do an'other 'five hlours -

I which is Aail it nJeeds#}# -

( 17) 1_9_0 <952 A> (laughs - ) Athey 'said they !werent ( s\ure I of 

( 1 8) 6_8_0 < 1 1 7  B> +ycs+ well «the girl» said that she was very 

worried about his *« scveral sylls» * the :l\ind 'spot' . 

( 1 9) well ANightingaie :said that he . he :might want tol 
:get a:way from . Lower N\etherhall you slee 

(20) 5_8_0 <570 b> and [@m] - . she Ajust said _well she just . 

" !didn't 'think she could 'make it on 'Friday n/ight# 

(2 1 )  6_8_0 < 107 B >  they said that this they do [?]anyway they have a 

lot of time together and they always have all theirl 

meals together - and they talk about all sorts of things -

(22) 8_4_9 <586 A> and Athey !said _theyd 'written it :dVown *but#* 

(23) 9_2_2 <173 A> Adoes he {kn\ow } :Doctor S\owerbam# -

9_2_2 <174 B> A[j @ ? w) Ay\eS# 

9_2_2 <175 B> Ahe !said he :d\id# 

1 2 1  

The third person embedded clause subject pronoun that shares the features gender 

and number with the matrix clause subject encodes switch reference only if it is in direct 

speech, which may be signaled by a number of prosodic or syntactic devices. Here is 

an example: 

(24) 4_7_0 <541 a> so the Aman said ! !w\el1# . 

4_7_0 <542 a> he was Adigging 'up !my rl\oses# 

A perusal of the Brown corpus of written English indicates virtually the sam( 

property. The third person pronoun of the embedded clause is coreferential with thl 

subject of the matrix clause if they agree in gender and number. e.g.: 

(25) The jury said it did find that many of Georgia's registration . . .  

(26) The jurors said they realize "a proportionate distribution 

of these funds might disable this program in our less populous counties". 

(27) Ratcliff said he expects to tell home folks in Dallas why he thinks 

Berry's proposed constitutional amendment should be rejected. 
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One of the systematic means to encode switch reference in the LL corpus is to use a 

ful l  noun phrase. as in the following: 

(28) Alec had to ring me about examin:\ation _business#/ this AmVoming# 

and Ahe said he Ahappened to ! mention that Oscar wa<; a:way for a 

couple of :dVays# - . Abut will be !back [@;m) on :M\onday 

« I or therea"b\outs# 1#» . 

(29) I mean* "this . (@]  AMallet said "Mallct was (@]  Asaid something 

a!bout (@] you know he 'fell it would be a good thing if [@:] . if 

Oscar :w\ent# 

(30) 6_7_0 <678 a> remember Brockhouse had said that Frank Jones made 

a great mistake in not retiring from politics at the end of the 

First World War 

In the whole LL corpus there are vcry few examples where the ' agreeing' 

pronominal subject of the embedded clause must be construed as disjoint reference. 

One is where the pronoun of the embedded clause encodes the topic of the paragraph 

and the matrix clause preceding it, is a parenthetical remark: 

(3 1 )  10_1_0 <75 1 ra> and h e  Anever looked h\appy# 

10_1_0 <752 ra> he Anever looked con:t=ent# . 

10_1_0 <753 fa> "and as :Norman :Yardley said he :spent his :time 

playing b\ack# -

1 0_1_0 <754 ra> and "paid the !penalty in the lIend# - - -

Based on this sample only. one could say that if the pronominal subject of the 

embedded clause shares the features of gender and number with the subject of the 

matrix clause. the third person pronoun of the embedded clause encodes coreference 

with the subject of the matrix clause. But written English, especially artistic prose, 

contains data in which a subject pronoun must be construed as encoding switch 

reference. Compare the following fragment, which occurs at the beginning of a 

paragraph. In the second sentence of the fragment, the two pronouns 'he' have 

different referents: 
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(32) As an archer he was without equal. My grandfather said he could hit a 

moving buck at 1 50 yards, adding that he would not have liked to expose 

any part of himself in battle to a Bushman archer under 1 50 yard's range 

But he not only hunted with bow and arrow. 

(van der Post 1 986: 10) 

The conclusion for English is that there is no differentiation in the pronominal system 

or in the coding on the verb for encoding the distinction between switch reference and 

coreference. The absence of differentiation in the pronominal system and the absence of 

other means of coding reference explains the very frequent usage of direct speech to 

assure proper interpretation in conversational English. as represented by the LL corpus. 

4 Logophorlc pronouns: the sentence as a binding domain 

The following terms are necessary for understanding the argumentation: A pronominal · '  

antecedent is a pronoun that occurs in the matrix clause i n  a complex sentence or i n  a 

preceding clause in discourse. A logophoric pronoun is a pronoun that is bound by an 

argument of the matrix verb of saying (this formulation is more restrictive than the one 

found in Hagege 1 974). This argument may be the subject or the addressee of the 

matrix clause; hence a clause may contain a logophoric subject or a logophoric 

addressee (Frajzyngier 1 985, 1 989). 

In many languages from different famiJies the logophoric pronouns have a different 

form from that of the matrix pronouns. The pronouns identical with the matrix 

pronouns are used to encode switch reference. Compare the following data from 

Ubangi languages spoken in the Central African Republic (data from Cloarec-Heiss 

1 969:61 ff) with terminology as presently understood): 

Table I 

Lansu!!iIe Matrix Eronoun Losoehoric Switch reference 

Banda Ce ane ce 
Ngbaka xC:: Xl xc 

Gbandili xu XI xli 
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In Ewe (Kwa branch, Niger-Congo) the antecedent third person pronoun is e. The 

logophoric pronoun is ye (Clements 1 975: 142). 

In Igbo (Niger-Congo) the antecedent third person is 65 and the logophoric is ya. 
In Gokana (Cross-River, Benue-Ccingo, Niger-Congo) the antecedent is ae preceding 

the verb, and the logophoric marker is E suffixed to the verb (Hyman & Comrie 

198 1 :69). 

Mupun (West Chadic), an SVO language, does not have a system of argument 

coding on the verb. In Mupun there exist two series of logophoric pronouns, one 

bound by the subject of the matrix clause and the other by the addressee of the matrix 

clause. Both types of logophoric pronouns have different forms from that of 

antecedents. If the complement clause pronouns are identical with the antecedent, they 

are not bound by the antecedent. The following table gives the form of logophoric and 

switch reference pronouns in Mupun: 

Table 2 

Person Antecedent Log. Antecedent Log. Switch 

subject subject addressee addressee reference 

3M wi.! d'l wilr gwar wu 

3F wa ae war paa wa 

3PL mo 11'0 mo nOwii rna 

Examples (tones unmarked): 

(33) wulwalmo sat na fa Qilae/au aee n-jos 

helshelthey say COMP stop helshelthey stay PREP-Jos 

'HeI/She,ffheYI said that he [/she,/they [ stopped over in Jos.' 

(34) wu/walmo sat na wulwalmo ta ace n-jos 

helshelthey say COMP helshe/they stop stay PREP-Jos 

'He,/ShelffheYI said that he2/she2/theY2 stopped over in Jos.' 

(Frajzyngier 1993: lOS) 

Examples of coding logophoric and switch reference addressees: 
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(35) n-sat n-wur na gwar ji 

I SG-say PREP-3SG COMP 3SG come 

'I told him I that he I should come. ' 

(36) n- sat n- wur na wur ji 

ISG-say PREP-3SG COMP 3sG come 

'I told him l that he2 should come.' (Frajzyngier 1993: 1 12) 

The two sets of pronouns in Mupun are deployed mainly in complements of verbs of 

saying. In other environments, including complements of other verbs, only the 

pronouns from the antecedent set are used and consequently the grammatical system 

allows for ambiguous interpretation. The ambiguity must be resolved by the context. as 

in the following sentences: 

(37) amma kat ba me mat ta tok k.i mo kas 

but (H.) when NEG QUANT woman fall greet CONJ 3PL NEG 

cfll\) mo seet dak Se mo n-dam teT a yil 

then 3PL depart just CONS 3PL FUT-go spend the night PREP bush 

'But if there is no woman who comes across and greets them they will just 

go and spend the night in the bush.' (Frajzyngier 1993:509) 

(38) kat wur naa ngo cfa ba wur Sal kas 

when 3M see man REL NEG 3M strong NEG 

Be wur dam pe mana ka wur put cfi 

CONS 3M go place ANAPH COMP 3M leave COMP 

'When it [the leopard] sees a man who is not strong then it goes in that 

direction so that it can get out.' (Frajzyngier 1993:51 1 )  

The facts presented by languages with logophoric pronouns indicate that two types 

of pronouns exist. one bound within a sentence and the other not and that the 

antecedent is bound within the discourse. 

5 Switch reference pronouns and the function of agreement 

Polish has subject pronouns differentiated for three persons and three genders in the 

singular and three persons and two genders in the plural. The past tense of the verb 
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differentiat{:s among three persons and three genders in the singular and three persons 
and two genders in the plural. The present and the future forms encode person and 

number but not gender. Because there is such a rich system of coding on the verb, 

subject pronouns can be deployed for other functions. I propose that one of these 

functions is switch reference. Here is an illustration and the evidence for the 

hypothesis. 

The following sentence has a subject pronoun before the embedded clause verb in 

Ihe future tense. If the pronoun were omitted, the subject of the embedded clause would 

be identical with the subject of the matrix clause: 

(39) Ocec m6vi, ze ne ve, 

father say:3SG:PRES COMP NEG know:3SG:PRES 

cy uona prystane. 

whether 3F agree:3SG:FUT 
'The father) says that he I does not know whether she will agree.'  

(Nitsch 1 960: 1 38) 

In the following sentence, the third person subject in the apodosis clause is marked by 

the third person plural pronoun wuni. The context clearly indicates that this pronoun 

encodes a subject different from-the third person plural subject of the protasis clause: 

(40) To bylo tutaj j ak Sfydy vojovali, 

it was here when Swede:PL fight:3PL:PAST 

to wuni lam sanec wusypali 

DEM 3PL there rampart pour:PAsT:3PL:M 

'It was here, when Swedes ( 1 )  were fighting, they (2) built a 

rampart over there.' 

In the following sentence, all clauses except the last one have the same subject. The 

nominal subject is present in the first clause but is coded on the verb in the remaining 

clauses, except for the relative clause, where the subject is different and is marked by 

Ihe noun Slydy 'Swedes' :  
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ji p'jekaie po-vyskrobyvali s korytuf 

CONJ bakers PL-scrape:FREQ:PAST:3PL:M from trough:PL:GEN 

ji wup'jekli xlip ji vystselili tam gdzie 

CONJ bake:PAST:3PL:M bread CONJ shoot:PAST:3PL:M there where 

te Sfydy mieli ten wobus 

DEMSwedes have:PAST:3PL:M OEM camp.4 

'bakers scraped the troughs clean, baked the bread [from the scraps), and 

shot [the bread) in the direction where the Swedes had their camp.' 

The above sentence is followed in the text by the following sentences whose third 

person subject is the pronoun wuni. The use of this pronoun is motivated by the fact 

that there is again a change of subject from the preceding sentence. The embedded 

clause also has the third person plural wuni because again there is a change of subject 

In the third clause there is no pronoun because the subject is coreferential with the<1 
subject of the preceding clause: 

< 

(42) A wuni muvjili. wuni maju 

A.CONJ 3PL say:PAST:3PL COMP 3PL have:PRES:3PL 

dosydz iyvnosci kedy xlebam stsylaju 

enough food when bread:INSTR shoot:PRES:3PL 
• And they 1 said that then have enough food if then use bread for 

shooting.' (Nitsch 1 960:245) 

In the following fragment. the first sentence has third person plural subject. In the 

second sentence there is a switch of subject to third person masculine singular, and 

accordingly this is done with the third person pronoun: 

4 Demonstratives (OEM) in this and other non-literary telllS mark previous mention in discourse. the 

function similar to that of the English definite marker. 
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(43) Se drudzy napili ji zaro posnyli, 

(44) 

REFL other:PL drink:PAST:PL:M CON] soon fall asleep:PAsT:PL:M 
nic wo nicym ne vedzieli. 

COMP nothing about nothing NEG know:PAsT:PL:M 

'Those others drank, and soon fell asleep, not knowing anything around 

them.' 
A wun cisnuw te kosycysko, . . .  

A.eON] 3M throw:PAST:3:M OEM basket 

'And he threw away that ba<;ket . .  .' (Nitsch 1960:242) 

Consider now a fragment of text consisting of two sentences. The first sentence has 

three clauses, each with different subject. The subject of the first clauses is coded only 

on the verb, and it is coreferential with a preceding subject. The second clause has the 

subject batog 'whip'. The third clause has the subject xtoi. 'somebody' . The second 

sentence has the subject identical with the subjcct of the first clause. But since there was 

another subject in between, the subject of the third clause is marked by the pronoun on: 

'3M ,SG' : 

(45) jak vysot s kOSc6la jUl 

CON) when leave:PAST:3MSG from church already 

batoga ni hylo, xtoi ukrat. 

whip:GEN NEG be:3N somebody steal:PAST:3MSG 

'When he left the church, the whip was not there. Somebody stole it.' 

I on l.aklon: 

CONJ 3M curse:PAST:3MSG 

'And he cursed.' (Nitsch 1960: 145) 

Omission of on in the above sentence would result in an interpretation whereby the 

person who stole the whip was also the person who cursed. The interpretation resulting 

from the omission of the pronoun is the evidence for the switch reference function of 

the pronoun. 

A perusal of spoken texts in Nitsch ( 1 960) shows that every usage of third person 

pronouns 011 '3MSO' ,  ona '3FSG' one '3FPL' and oni '3MPL' before a verb is a 

case of subject switch reference. The same switch reference function of pronouns can 

be observed in contemporary literary Polish: 
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tak zrobi!by kazdy z nas, ale to jest 

so do:3M:HYP each PREP I PL but this is 
za proste. On wola! stantle do raportu. 

100 simple. 3SG:M prefer:PAsT:3SG:M stand:INF to report 

'Each of us would have behaved like that. But that is 100 simple. He 

preferred to report for reprimand' (Sources}5 
(47) kiedy ja st� wyjad�, on b¢zie mia! . . . 

when lSG from:here leave:FUT: l SG 3SGM FUT:3SG have:3SG:M 

'When I leave, he will have . . .  ' (Sources) 
(48) Wy m6wcie, a on �e stucha! 

2PL speak CONJ 3MSG FUT:3SG listen:3SG:M 

'you speak, and he will listen' (Szpotatlski, Poe mal 0 Szmaciaku) 

129 

The third person pronoun does not necessarily encode switch reference with respect 

to the subject of the preceding clause. It may encode switch reference with respect to 

the potential antecedent. Thus the pronoun may be used to disambiguate between the 

third person masculine and the third person feminine antecedent, as in the following 

example: 

5 Literary Polish examples are taken from samples used in preparation of Kurcz et al. ( 1990). 

SJ(JIvnik frekwencyjny polsZCZ)'zny wspO/czesnej. The electronic media through which I had access to 

the material. courtesy of Zygmunt Saloni. do not allow identification of the source of every sample. 

These examples are later identified as Sources. I had access to Szpotanski's poem also through the 

electronic media; hence no publisher or page references are indicated. Because of understandable space 

limitations the number of examples in this paper is kept to a bare minilllulll. 
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odkaltd jednak kierownik skupu Bolek Domagala 

since 

zostat 

however manager acquisition:GEN B. D. 

oficjalnym narzeczonym Stasi Roston poczut 

become:3M:PAST formal fiance S. R.-GEN feel:PAST:3MSG 

sip talc pewnie, ze 

REFL so sure COMP 

przed ludimi. jak 

in front people:INSTR how 

gtupich u�dnik6w. 

stupid:PL:ACC c1erk:PL:ACC 

jawnie przechwalat sip 

overtly boast:PAST3MSG REFL 

011 to nabiera 

3M OEM cheat:PREs:3sG 

'When the manager of acquisitions B.D. became the formal fiance of 

S.R.. he openly boasted of how he hoodwinks stupid clerks.' (Sources) 

We can now compare the English and the Polish coding systems with respect to 

reference in the same syntactic constructions. In Polish. argument coding on the verb 

indicates coreference with the preceding subject. The subject pronoun preceding the 

verb encodes switch reference. In spoken English the subject pronoun preceding the 

verb encodes coreference. Switch reference in spoken English is coded through the use 

of a full noun or through the deployment of direct speech. The use of pronouns in 

English corresponds thus to the coding on the verb in Polish rather than to the use of 

pronouns in Polish. 

6 Split-agreement system and syntactic coding of logophoricity 

!..ele is an East Chadic, SVO language spoken in the Kelo district, Chad Republic.6 The 

language has an interesting split-pronominal system whereby the first and second 

person pronouns in matrix or independent clauses occur before the verb but the third 

person masculine, feminine, and plural pronouns occur after the verb. The following 

table illustrates pronominal marking on the verb e 'go': 

6 All data on l.ele are from my own tieldnotes and work in progress. The published work on Lele 

(Weibegue 1992 amI Weibegue & Palayer 1982) docs nol address the problems of the binding of 

pronouns. 
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Table 3 

Sinsular Examl!le Plural Examl!le 
- ,  nt INCL nJ-e 0 - oe 

2M gt- gte ngii ngii-e 

2F me- me e  

3M -dt e-dr -ge e-ge 

3F -dti e-du Indefinite ge e 
human ge 

If the verb begins with a consonant, the first and second person pronouns are not 

pretixed to the verb but occur as separate words. The pronouns following the verb are 

suffixes and therefore can be considered to be a system of coding on the verb, 

'agreement' in traditional terminology. The interest of Lele is first, that it provides,' 

evidence that the pronominal coding on the verb is not an agreement system in the sellS!t: 

of an element in the clause triggering the presence of some formal characteristics on,." 

another element, and second, it encodes logophoricity through syntactic and not 

morphological means. 

6 .  1 Coding on the verb is not an agreement system 

Natural discourse in Lele provides evidence that the coding on the verb is not an 

agreement system. The third person singular pronouns are not used in the same clause 

in which an overt nominal subject is used, e.g.: 

(50) gllkfnfn e suk 

Gilkinin go market yesterday 

'Gilkinin went to the market yesterday.'  

In the texts gathered there is no single third person subject suffix occurring in the same 

clause in which there is an overt nominal subject. Attempts to insert a pronominal 

subject in clauses occurring in natural discourse resulted in ungrammatical 

constructions. In the following sentence, taken from a narrative, there is no third 

person subject pronoun: 
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(5 1 )  kunnbaIo ne be ge kiiyii m:i3ni tu 

king do BEN 3PL thing so all (Fr) 

'The king made things so for them: (i.e. as they asked) 

(52) *kunnbaIo nc-dr be ge kiiyii nuilinl til 

king do-3M BEN 3PL thing so all (Fr) 

'The king made things so for them.' ( i .e. as they asked) 

Even when an elicited sentence was situated within a natural discourse. it was not 

acceptable with a nominal subject and with a subject pronoun: 

(53) teren-di ne bC-ge kiiyii maaru til 
daughter-3M do BEN-3PL thing so all (Fr) 

'His daughter made things so for them. ' (i.e. as they asked) 

(54) *tere-n-di ne-dli be ge kiiyii rrui.ani tu 

daughter-3M do-3F BEN 3PL thing so all (Fr) 

'His daughter made things so for them . .  (i.e. as they asked) 

So the coding on the verb of the third person singular masculine and feminine subject in 

Lele provides powerful evidence for the independence of this coding means. It is not 

triggered in any way by the nominal subject present in the clause.7 The coding of the 

subject on the verb is not an agreement system. This poses a natura! question about the 

function of the coding on the verb. We have already seen in Polish that the subject 

marking on the verb encodes coreference with the immediately preceding subject, either 

within the same clause or in a preceding clause. Given this fact and similar facts in 

other IE languages. one would expect that marking of the subject on the verb also 

encodes coreference. But that is not the case for third person singular subjects. The 

7 In data obtained through elicitation. a clause with " nominal subjcct may optionally also have the 

third person subject suffix added to the verb. e.g.: 

( i )  

( i i )  

canlg!! iim-di liinmbii 

canige domesticate-3M horse 

'Canige broke a horse.' 

gilkfnfn kasugu 

Gilkinin go-3F market (local) yesterday 

'Gilkinin went to the market yesterday.' 

The,,, two !>entenccs are examples of elicited data being "ifferent from the ones found in a cotJlus. 
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third person plural suffix on the verb may. however. cooccur with the third person 

nominal subject. This fact will be explained later in this paper. 

6 . 2 Logophorlcity in Lele 

Complements of verbs of saying in Lcle provide the evidence that the third person 

singular pronoun when coded on the verb cannot be bound within a sentence. That is 

most clearly evident when the subjects of the matrix and the emhedded clause are 
different. e.g.: 

(55) IJ-Y/lli ml. bOy-du k6jo ko-to 

ISG-say COMP break-3f hoe GEN-3F 

'I said that she broke her hoe.' 
(56) !)-yaa ml. boy-df kojo ke-i 

I SG-say COMP break -3M hoe GEN-3M 

'I said that he broke his hoe: 

When the subject pronouns of the complement of the verb of saying follow the verb. 

i.e., when they have the same syntactic position as pronominal antecedents. they 

encode switch reference as in (5). If the pronominal subjects of the complement clause 

precede the verb. they encode coreference as in (6). Thus the coding in Lele supports 

the hypothesis that different means are deployed to code coreference and the same 

means are deployed to code switch reference. In addition to examples (5-6). which 

were elicited. compare the following examples. taken from natural discourse:8 

(57) tormo-o na du 

girl-DEF COMP 3F 

SI! kiil e-ge 

Ode 

go 

na 

ml. ba-to ac 
CON) father-3F NEG 

kamda siibii 

got up pass go-3PL CON) wives three 
The girl said that she would not go with her father. she passed [from 

her father to the man] and he went with three wives.' 

(lit. 'they went with three wives')  

8 In Lete. a� in many Chadic languages (c f. Frajzyngicr 1996) the verb of saying is most often 

omitted in natural discourse. The complementizcr or an auxiliary is the evidence that the predicate of 

the clause is a verb of saying. 
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ntOormo na du 6de nu ba-tOo cfe 

girl COMP 3F leave CONJ father-3F NEG 
se e mi bayndi-o 

INCEPT go CONJ man-DEF 

'The girl refused to go with her father and instead went with the man . •  

(lit. 'the girl (said) that she would not go with her father . . .  ' 

The third person pronoun may not occur before the verb except to code logophoricity. 

The position before the verb results in an ungrammatical sentence if logophoricity is 

ruled out: 

(59) *g-yaa na du bOy kojo ka-to 

I SG-say COMP 3F hreak hoe CfEN-3F 

'I said that she broke her hoe.' 

(60) *g-yaa mi. ill boy kojo ke-i 

I SG-say COMP 3M break IlIlI! GEN-3M 

'I said that he broke his hoe.' 

The third person masculine logophoric pronoun is I rather than di and like the third 

feminine it precedes the verb; it is cliticizcd to the preceding complementizcr, e.g.: 

(6 1 )  dai Ie gol kamdll-l siibil tu ne gO lay. wi! 

3M also see wives-3M three all COP REL beautiful very 

na-i bee ' -I tama maru pina cfe 
COMP-3M give.FUT-3M(DAT) wife ANAPH one NEG 
'He himself saw that all his three wives were very beautiful, and said 

that he would not give one of them to him.' 

7 Reference system in the de dido domain 

The purpose of the present section is to demonstrate ( I )  that there exists a connection 

between logophoricity and hypothetical mood and (2) that languages make a systematic 

distinction between de re and dicto addressees (ef. Frajzyngier 1 99 1 ). Taken together 

the two hypotheses indicate that one must also takc into consideration, whether the 
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reference is in the domain de re or domain de dicto. as well as the syntactic and 

discourse domains of binding. The evidence for ( I )  is provided hy the fact that in 

languages in which there exists a formal distinction between logophoric and 

nonlogophoric coding. the means deployed for Jogophoric reference are also deployed 

for the coding of hypothetical. The explanation for this fact is that if a reference is 

logophoric. it is to an entity that exists in the domain of discourse. not necessarily in the 

domain of reality. The hypothetical modality is never in the domain of reality. I 

illustrate the connection between the means of encoding logophoricity and hypothetical 

coding in two languages in which the means are formally different: Mupun and Lele. 

7 .  I Logophoriclty and the hypothetical in Mupun 

Although most of the logophoric pronouns in Mupun occur in the embedded clause 

when the main clause has a verb of saying. there are exanlples of sentences in which 

the main verb is not a verb of saying but that have logophoric pronouns in th�. ' 

embedded clause: 

(62) 

(63) 

kat puun la reep na mo cin ko aun mba sin 

when parent girl DEF 3PL do as 3PL.L FUT give 

la reep na n-kenken kas 

girl DEF PREP-very fast NEG 
• If the parents of the girl act as if they will not give away the girl fast . . . • 

kat la reep Seer am kaa la mis Be la mis na man na 

if girl pour water on boy CONS boy DEF know COMP 

paa pa dem ain mana 

3F.L PREP like 3M.L then 

'If a girl pours water on the young man, then he knows that she loves him.' 

(Frajzyngier 1993: 1 17) 

In the two examples above, and in other similar ones, the main clause represents a 

hypothetical event. And the hypothetical event is treated as an event that belongs to the 

domain de dicto rather than de re; hence the participants are referred to through 

logophoric pronouns. 
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7 . 2  Logophoricity and the hypothetical in Lele 

Coding of the third person plural subject on the verb through suffixation in Lele 

indicates a known. referential subject. e.g.: 

(64) han e-ge dawu-ge mi klimda so 

when go-3PL gather-3PL CONJ women two 

'When they went it was a group with two wives.' 

Third person plural is coded by the suffix ge. In the second verb in the sentence the 

subject marker is omitted. e.g.: 

(65) deena noju-to kinye se om'-ge to go bill 

then relative-3F DEM-PL INCEPT catch-3PL goat REL castrated 

ne ob mi 
HABIT ask ASSOC people 

'Then. her relatives caught a large castrated goat and challenged the 

people. '  

(66) dll tugt! t61J nl kara kondire kOsl-ge sitbu 

LOC village certain LOC people young men body-3PL three 

'In a village there were three young men.' 

(67) ya-ge na 

say-3PL COMP 

'They said thus:' 

(68) caan! bayndi-n 

go-3PL bush man-DEF 

kalo sC yfr-l 

snake got up bite-3M 

'When they went into the bush. a snake bit him.' (the man) 

The presence of the two types of configuration in Lele allows the encoding of the 

indefinite human subject (Frajzyngier 1 982). equivalent of English tirey, French on • 
German man. and Spanish third person plural coding on the verb. The coding of the 

hypothetical is achieved through the position of the third person plural pronoun ge 

before the verb. e.g.: 
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kurmbMo Uima-i 
3M 

ba 
DEM CONTR COMP INDEF give-3M chief wife-3M 

na-l wei O4i Dndo hl'l 

CON) caMP-3M sleep CON) 3F till 

na ge dlgr-l not kolo liimii.dii-l 

kur na wei 

place CaMP day 

o;i d'arfnlo d'e 
CaMP INDEF kill-3M CON) rea�on death-3M CON) anger-3M NEG 
'The first one said that if he is given the chiefs wife to sleep with till the 

daybreak. then he can be killed. because death does not worry him.' 

(70) ge ya be kurmblilo 
INDEF tell BFN chief 

'The chief was informed.' 

(7 1 )  ge digrl-ge so 

INDEF kill-3PL two 

'Two were killed.' 

(72) dai gO siJbiJ ge digre-i e wei ml kiJrmbMo tarrui-l 

3M REL three INDEF kill:FUT-3M go sleep CON) chief wife-3M 

The third One, who was going to be killed. went to sleep with the chiefs 

wife.' 

The logophoric reference and the hypothetical are both elements of the de dicto 

domain (Frajzyngier 199 1 ). Compared to the domain of reality. the de dicto domain has 

often fewer semantic distinctions. Thus if a language has a gender distinction in the 

domain of reality it might not have a gender distinction in the domain de dicto. This is 

the case in Polish and Lele. and it explains why in example (7) in Mupun. where 

instead of the biologically expected second person feminine. the narrator (who was a 

woman) used the second person masculine. 

8 Implications 

The proposed analyses reveal that the category pronoun has different binding 

properties across languages. These properties arc in a complementary relationship with 

other coding means available in �e language. The proposed analyses call for a 

taxonomy of pronouns based on their binding domains. Along with a taxonomy of 

pronouns we must have a taxonomy of other means of coding reference in the 

language. Case studies in the present paper suggest a taxonomy that contains the 
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following elements: pronouns that are bound within a sentence but not within a clause 

(Iogophoric pronouns); switch reference pronouns. which are bound by an antecedent 

in discourse but not by the immediately preceding antecedent (spoken. nonliterary 

Polish); and pronouns that may be bound either within the same sentence or by an 

immediately preceding antecedent in discourse (English). 

Another major implication of the analyses is that what is commonly called 

'agreement' is a coding means with a number of functions. One of these functions is 

the coding of coreference with the immediately preceding subject. But there are also 

split 'agreement' systems, in which some pronouns encode coreference and others 

encode switch reference. 

In order to fully understand the binding of pronouns or lack thereof, one must take 

into consideration the semantic modalities encoded in the grammatical structure of the 

language. In the present paper only two modalities have been discussed. the de dicto 

and de re modality. But it is conceivable that some languages may have other 

distinctions. 
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Logophoric 
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Binding Theory on Minimalist Assumptions 

Robert Freidin 

The Minimalist Program proposed in Chomsky ( 1 995) radically alters the 

foundations of syntactic theory by reformulating several fundamental theoretical 

constructs (e.g. involving phrase structure and transformations) as well as placing 

severe methodological restrictions on what tools and mechanisms might be employed in 
the construction of syntactic analyses. To a large extent, the reformulation of constructs 

is driven by methodological requirements - especially the assumption that all constructs 

must meet a criterion of conceptual necessity, the Ockham's razor of the Minimali$!.: 
Program. This paper attempts to sketch the ramifications of this and other assumptio� 
of the Minimalist Program as they apply to a theory of binding. In particular, the 

discussion will focus on the effects of minimalist assumptions on the standard version 

of Binding Theory within the Principles and Parameters framework (Chomsky 1 98 1 ;  

Chomsky & Lasnik 1 993; Freidin 1994). As in other areas of syntactic investigation, 

minimalist assumptions lead to a radical revision of the standard theory that has been in 

use for over a decade. 

To begin, let us briefly review the standard theory in broad outline. It consisl� of 

the following three principles.! 

( 1 ) a An anaphor must be bound within a local domain. 

b A pronoun cannot be bound within a local domain. 

c An r-expression cannot be bound. 

The relation bound is defined in terms of c-command and coindexation: one expression 

binds another if it c-commands the other and carries the same index. As formulated, the 

The usual formulation says iliat a pronoun must be free in a local domain anti an r·expression musl 

be lree. Nothing of substance changes with the formulation given in ( I ) given that free means 'nol 

bountl· .  Following standard practice. we will refer to principles ( la·c) as Principle A. B. and ( 

respect; vely. 
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binding principles operate as output conditions (i.e. conditions on representations). 

Thus binding theory must specify to which level(s) of representation the binding 

principles apply. It must also define 'local domain' for Principles A and B. A 

subsidiary question arises as to whether this definition is the same for both principles 

(cf. Chomsky & Lasnik 1 993) or different (cf. Freidin 1986). Furthermore, binding 

theory must account for the fact that the three principles appear to be instantiated 

somewhat differently crosslinguistically. In the case of Principles A and B this may be 

due to parametric variation affecting the definition of local domain (see Yang 1 983, 

Freidin 1992). Even for Principle C there appears to be some cross linguistic variation 

which involves distinguishing domains in which the principle applies from those in 

which it does not (see Lasnik 1 99 1 ). 

The minimalist assumption that theoretical constructs must meet a criterion of 

conceptual necessity has a profound effect on the binding theory sketched above. The 

prime example discussed in Chomsky ( 1 993) concerns levels of representation. The 

conceptual argument is crystal clear. The interface levels of Phonetic Form (PF) and 

Logical Form (LF) are required to account for how the computational system of human 

language CHI.. connects with other systems of the mindlbrain involved in the production 

and perception of the physical signals of speech (including sign language) and in the 

translation of thought to language as well as language to thought. However, there is no 

such motivation for levels of D-structure and S-structure as characterized in previous 

work. Therefore, the postulation of such levels of representation is, under the 

Minimalist Program, illegitimate? This creates an immediate problem for any version 

of binding theory that proposes the application of binding principles at either level. 

Consider for example the empirical argument discussed in Chomsky ( 1 993) that 

Principle C applies at S-structure. The argument is based on the following evidence 

[Chomsky's (23a-c)]. 

(2) 

2 

a You said he liked (the pictures that John took). 

b [How many pictures that John took) did you say he liked t .  

c Who [1 said he liked [a how many pictures that John took)). 

Although Chomsky allows that the empirical properties of language might force the postulation of 

constructs that depan from the criterion of conceptual necessity ( 1995:3 1 8. fn.7). the preference for 

conceptual arguments over empirical arguments. which lies at the hean of the Minimalist Program. 

renders this option extremely unlikely (see Freidin 1997). 
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[n (2a), because he c-commands John, the pronoun cannot take the name as its 

antecedent. In contrast, the pronoun in (2b) does not c-command the name and 

therefore the name may be interpreted as its antecedent. While the interpretation of (2c) 

is straightforward (the pronoun cannot take the name as its antecedent), its analysis is 

not. (2c) contains two wh-phrases, only one of which has moved from its grammatical 

function position to create the required quantifier/variable structure. Given the 

prohibition against vacuous quantification, the second wh-phrase must also move 

covertly at LF to create a quantifier/variable structure. If the entire phrase n adjoins to 

who, then in the resulting structure the name and pronoun will be in the same relation 

as in (2b). Since the name in (2c) cannot be interpreted as the antecedent of the pronoun 

as it can in (2b), this demonstrates that Principle C cannot apply at LF. However, there 

is another LF analysis for (2c) that doesn't lead to this conclusion - namely, that only 

the quantifier how many gets fronted at LF. In this case the structural relation between 

the pronoun and the name remains at LF as we see it in (2c); hence there is no need to 

postulate a special level of S-structure at which Principle C can apply. 

In the development of the Minimalist Program in chapter 4 of Chomsky ( 1995), thilli 
line of analysis is motivated on economy grounds. Basically, since what drives 

movement is feature checking, it is assumed that what is being moved is a set of formal 

features. Overt movement involves pied piping of categories. for reasons that are not 

entirely clear. However. if economy requires that operations be minimal, then covert 

movement should apply only to features. Thus the covert quantificational movement of 

how many at LF would involve only the features on the quantifier. and not the 

remainder of the phrase n. The criterion of conceptual necessity argues in favor of this 

analysis over the alternative that requires the postulation of S-structure. In pursuing it, 

we discover that the alternative involved an unmotivated assumption - namely, that 

covert movement must involve categories. 

The elimination of D-structure and S-structure as levels of representation has a 

salutary effect for a theory of binding. Without these levels, there is no possibility that 

either the three binding principles could apply at .different levels within a single 

language or one or more principles could apply at different levels in different 

languages. Neither possibility was precluded in earlier versions of binding theory. 

Therefore the fact that they do not arise would have to be established via empirical 

argument, which as we have seen may be subject to unwarranted assumptions. The 

optimal situation given the minimalist perspective is when empirical arguments support 

conceptual arguments. 
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Limiting the application of binding principles to LF representations appears to 

require the adoption of the copy theory of movement transformations. In (3). for 

example. the pronoun cannot take the name as antecedent even though it does not c

command the name. 

(3) [How many pictures of Alice) did she really like t .  

Assuming that Principle C is operative in such constructions. so that the antecedent 

relation in (3) is blocked for the same reason that it is blocked in (4). we are led to 

postulate an LF representation of (3) in which the pronoun c-commands the name. 

(4) She really liked four pictures of Alice. 

The copying theory of movement would give us (5). which presumably would be 

translated into an LF representation along the lines of (6).
3 

(5) [How many pictures of Alice] did she really like [how many pictures 

of Alice]. 

(6) [How many x )  did she really like [x pictures of Alice). 

Without this kind of LF derivation. (3) might easily be construed as evidence that 

Principle C applies at a level of D-structure. 

It is worth noting here that given the copy theory of movement operations in 

conjunction with the kind of deletion required to derive (6) from (5).  one could still 

maintain that Move Category (i.e. Move tt) applies covertly in (2c) but that the required 

deletion provides the same result as the Move Feature analysis. Therefore examples like 

(2c) do not provide empirical evidence for the Move Feature analysis as we might have 

otherwise expected. 

Although the copying analysis is required if binding principles apply only al LF. it 

raises a potentially difficult problem for examples like (2b) where the moved wh-phrase 

includes a relative clause. Thus compare (7) to (3). 

(7 )  [How many pictures that Alice bought) did she really like t . 

� This follows the analysis of Chomsky & Lasnik ( 1 993). Cf. their ( 1 05). 
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In (7) the name Alice may be construed as the antecedent of the pronoun, in contrast to 

(3) where it cannot. This requires that in the LF representation of (7), the relative clause 

does not show up in the position of the trace. Exactly how this to be achieved is not 

clear. nor is it clear exactly what LF representation of (7) would be. Under the copying 

analysis (7) could involve (8). 

(8) [How many pictures that Alice bought] did she really like [how many 

pictures that Alice bought]. 

The derivation of the LF representation for (7) would involve some deletions -

presumably pictures in the moved phrase-and the quantifier how many in the copy. If 

we treat (7) on a par with (3) then the relative clause would be deleted in the moved 

phrase as well - yielding the wrong structure since Alice may be interpreted as the 
antecedent of the pronoun. This shows that there is an apparent asymmetry in th� , 
behavior of relative clauses and complements with respect to binding principles (cf;< 
Freidin 1 986. 1 992. 1 994; Lebeaux 1 988). How this is to be captured in an LF 
representation (7) seems problematic. Taking (6) as a model. (7) would presumably 

appear at LF as (9). 

(9) [How many x that Alice bought] did you say she really liked [x pictures] .  

The problem with (9) is  that x is  a variable ranging over integers whereas the relative 

clause modifies pictures not an integer.
4 

Rather than pursue this analysis further, let us consider a related set of facts that 

suggest that a Principle C analysis of these constructions is perhaps on the wrong track. 

If we substitute a copy of the name in (3) and (7) for the pronoun, we should 

presumably get the same results with respect to Principle C since it is the binding of the 

name that is at issue. Perhaps surprisingly. this turns out lIot to be the casc. 

( 10) [How many pictures of Alice] did Alice really like t . 

( I I ) [How many pictures that Alice bought] did Alice really like r .  

4 Note lhal this problem arises even if we adopt a l..ebeaux slyle analysis in which the relative clause 

is adjoined 10 Ihe wh-phrase afler il is moved so Ihat the wrong binding configuration between the 

name and Ihe pronoun never occurs, 
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In both ( 1 0) and ( I I )  it is possible to interpret the two instances of the name Alice as 

referring to Ihe same person. This is expected for ( 1 1 )  given that its LF representation 

is like that of (7) where the relative clause is not reconstructed in object position. The 

coreferential interpretation of ( 10) is. however. completely unexpected given Ihat its LF 

representation would be parallel to thai of (3) - i.e. (6). hence ( 1 2). 

( 1 2) CHow many x )  did Alice really like Cx pictures of Alice). 

Under Ihe standard theory. the two names on the coreferential reading are in a binding 

relation which should be prohibited by Principle C. In ( 1 3) where no overt movement 

is involved this binding relation is prohibited. 

( 13 )  Alice really liked four pictures of  Alice. 

The natural interpretation of ( 1 3) requires that there be two people named Alice. 

The contrast between (3) and ( 10) is unexplained and apparently unexplainable 

under the standard theory. Moreover. the standard theory makes the wrong prediction 

for the interpretation of ( 10). Separating the pronoun/name case from the name/name 

case along the lines of Lasnik ( 1 99 1  ). where Principle C is split into several conditions 

depending on the status of the binder. one of which states that an r-expression is 

pronoun-free (i.e. cannot be bound by a pronoun), eliminates the problem of having a 

principle apply in one case but fail  to apply in a structurally identical case. However. 

we are still left with a serious problem for the residue of Principle C since it predicts the 

wrong interpretation for ( 10).5 

So far we have been discussing the application the standard binding theory. 

specifically Principle C. at LF because that is where it would have to apply given the 

minimalist assumption that the only two levels of representation are the interface levels 

PF and LF. It can't  apply at PF given the further assumption that PF contains no 

structural information. "PF is a representation in universal phonetics. with no indication 

of syntactic elements or relations among them (X-bar structure. binding. government, 

5 Another condition would prohibit an r-expression bound by another r-expression. As Lasnik 

shows. this condition is subject to parametric variation whereas the other is nol. Note that the 

interpretation of ( 10) could be accounted for if the condition on pairs of r-e_l'ressions held at S
Structure rather than LF. On minimalist assumptions we would want to avoid Ihis conclusion if 

possible. See below for discussion on excluding the condition on pairs of r-expressions from binding 

theory altogether. 
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etc.)" (Chomsky ( 1 993: 1 94». Therefore, binding principles can only apply to LF 
representations. However, it is not clear that under minimalist assumptions the 
formulation of the binding principles in the standard theory is in fact conceptually 
motivated. 

Consider first that fact that under the standard theory the definition of 'bound' 
involves two nominal expressions in a c-command relation that are coindexed. Under 
minimalist assumptions, however, indices and similar devices are not available. 
Chomsky takes it as a natural condition "that outputs consist of nothing beyond 
propenies of items of the lexicon (lexical features); in other words, that the interface 
levels consist of nothing more than arrangements of lexical features" (Chomsky 
1995:225), thereby meeting a condition of inclusiveness.6 Funhermore, he claims that: 

"A theoretical apparatus that takes indices seriously as entities, allowing them to 
figure in operations (percolation, matching, etc.), is questionable on more 
general grounds. Indices are basically the expression of a relationship, not 
entities in their own right. They should be replaceablc without loss by a 
structural account of the relation they annotate." (Chomsky I 993:fn.53 ) 

Obviously if we eliminate indices as a grammatical device, then binding theory must 
be recast in some other way since the standard theory is to a large cxtent a theory about 
the assignment of indices. 7 

The alternative proposed in Chomsky & Lasnik ( 1 993) (and adopted in Chomsky 
( l 993)) involves replacing indexing procedures with interpretive procedures. As 
Chomsky & Lasnik note, the indexing procedures of the standard theory require 
interpretive procedures as well. By recasting the binding principles as interpretive 
procedures it is possible to dispense with the indexing procedures. Thus the binding 

6 A hhough the footnote to this passage allows that violations of inclusiveness might be forced by 

empirical considerations. no indication is given as to what might actually count in that direction. 

7 

"Note that considerations of this nature can be invoked only within a fairly disciplined 

minimalist approach. Thus with sufficiently rich formal devices (say. set theory). 

counterparts to any object (nodes. bars. indices. etc.) can readily be constructed from 

features. There is no essential difference. then. between admitting new kinds of objects 

and allowing richer use of formal devices: we assume that these (basically equivalent) 

options arc permitted only when forced by empirical properties of language." ( I 995:fn.7) 

See for example the discussion of the standard theory in § 1 .4.2 of Chomsky & Lasnik ( 1 993). 
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principles in ( l )  become the interpretive procedures of ( 1 4), where D stands for the 

relevant local domain in which the procedure applies. 

( 14) a If 0; is an anaphor. interpret it as corefcrential 

with a c-commanding phrase in D. 

b If 0; is a pronoun, interpret it as disjoint 

from every c-commanding phrase in D. 
c If 0; is an r-expression, interpret it as disjoint 

from every c-commanding phrase. 

Under this proposal. the principles of binding are not conditions on representations. 

Rather. they assign certain interpretative relations among nominal expressions. and are 

thereby derivational in nature. Thus ( 1 4a) as an interpretive procedure does nol account 

for cases where the interpretation cannot apply. e.g. ( 15). 

( 1 5) a *Herself is clever. 

b *Mary thinks that herself is clever. 

c *Mary expects that John will like herself. 

d *Mary expects John to like herself. 

That is, we need a further statement ( 1 6) to account for ( I S). 

( 1 6) An anaphor must be interpreted as coreferential 

with an appropriate antecedent. 

If ( l 4a) is the only interpretive rule for anaphors. then the only possible antecedent will 

be a c-commanding phrase in 0.8 In the case of ( l 4b). we need no further condition to 

process the disjoint reference interpretation for pronouns. However, if ( 14h) is the only 

While ( 1 6) is required to account for ( I 5a·b), there is a way of interpreting ( l 4a) so that ( 1 6) would 

not be required to account for ( 15c-d). If ( 1 4a) interprets the anaphor herself as coreferenlial with Johtl. 

then the deviance of ( 1 5c·d) would come from the failure of agreement of gender features which the 

cnreference relation would surely entail. In other words, ( l 4a) simply marks some c-commanding 

nominal expression in 0 as the antecedent of the anaphor (in 0). When ( 1 4a) fails 10 apply, as in ( 1 5a

h), the result is excluded by ( 1 6). This account treats both ( l 5a) and ( l Sb) in lhe same way. Cf. 

Chomsky & Lasnik ( 1993) where ( 1 5a) requires a different analysis from ( l 5b) with respect to their 

interpretation of ( 14a). 
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rule of pronoun interpretation in binding theory, then CHL does not account for the fact 

that sentences like ( 1 7) are ambiguous. 

( 1 7) Mary thinks that she is clever. 

The pronoun and the name will not be interpreted as disjoint in reference by ( 14b), but 

that does not say whether they are coreferential or not. Thus we have returned in 

essence to Lasnik's 1 976 theory of pronominal coreference where the corcference 

possibility in ( 17) is not given by any rule of grammar. 

Principle C of the interpretive theory ( I 4c) does not fare any better than the standard 

theory version ( Ie) with respect to ( 1 0). It makes the same wrong prediction with 

respect to ( 1 2), the putative LF representation of ( 10). Moreover. the existence of such 

a rule of interpretation (or alternatively a condition on representations like ( Ic» ought to 

be suspect
'
on conceptual grounds. While both anaphors and pronouns act as anaphorie 

expressions - i.e. they stand in for some other nominal expression, r-expressions do 

not. Thus it seems inappropriate for that reason to treat them as if they could behave as 

anaphoric expressions and therefore must be interpreted as disjoint from c-commanding 

nominals .9 If we restrict our attention to the issue of antecedents for anaphorie 

expressions. then Principle C would be restricted to covering just examples like ( 1 8). 

9 Higginbotham ( t 983) proposes an alternative to standard binding theory which also precludes . 

treating r-expressions as anaphoric in nature. His analysis is based on the claim that "the interpretation 

of an expression can be given in one and only one way" (his (26». which is characterized as an 

informal condition. The basic idea is that an r-expression gets its interpretation from its lexical content 

and therefore cannot get an interpretation in another way - i.e. by Linking to an expression construed as 

an antecedent. As Lasnik & Uriagereka (t 988) note. there are serious problems with this approach 

involving the interpretation of pronominal epithets. which have their own lexical interpretation 

internally and yet can be externally linked to an antecedent. Furthermore:. as they also note. even 

anaphoric expressions (pronouns, reflexives. and reciprocals) have specific interpretations based on 

inherent lexical features (i.e. $-features) and therefore legitimate linking configurations would 

apparently constitute a violation of this informal condition. 

Reinhart ( 1986: 1 46) proposes to replace Principle C with a pair of pragmatic strategies. one for 

speakers and another for hearers, The speaker's strategy is to employ bound anaphora when the structure 

being used allows it and coreference is intended. unless the speaker has some reason to avoid bound 

anaphora. The hearer' s strategy is to assume that if the speaker avoids the bound anaphora option 

available for the structure. then coreference was not intended. unless the hearer knows the speaker had 

reasons for avoiding bound anaphora. Thus the structure ( I .a) satisfies the pragmatic conditions. 
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( 1 8) a He likes Max. 

ROBERT FREIDIN 

b He thinks that Max is clever. 

If so. then Principle C might be reformulated as the interpretive rule ( 19). 

( 19) If ex is a pronoun. then interpret it as disjoint from every r-expression 

it c-commands. 

( 19) is equivalent to the Lasnik ( 199 1 )  principle that r-expressions be pronoun-free. but 

without reference to 'bound r-expressions ·. which ] am suggesting should be 

illegitimate on conceptual grounds. With the elimination of indexing. the issue of 

coreference between r-expressions should disappear. Presumably there is no need for a 

special grammatical mechanism to check pairs of r-expressions to determine whether 

they corefer or not. 

At this point we still have no account for the fact that when two r-expressions are 
phonetically identical. there exists an interpretive option to treat them as having the 

same reference - which does not entail that one is anaphoric on the other. 
10 

In some 

cases this option is realized (e.g. ( 1 0) and ( I I ) above). in others it is prohibited (e.g. 

( 1 3» . The fact that the difference depends on whether a c-command relation holds 

between the two r-expressions is suggestive that binding theory is somehow really 

involved. even though it is unclear how this could be achieved if binding theory is 

limited solely to anaphoric relations within sentences. where one expression stands in 

whereas (i.b-c) both fail. (Coindexing indicates bound IInaphora. italics indicates intended corcference. 

and /I marks pragmatic inappropriateness). 

(i) n Johni read hisi book. 

b IIHe read John 's book. 

c #John read John's book. 

One problem with this alternative is that it does not di�tinguish between (i.b) and (i.e). and therefore 

cannot account for the fact that while intended coreference between the pronoun and the name is 

precluded in (3), intended coreference is possible when the name is substituted for the pronoun as in 

( 1 0). For further critical comments on pragmatic accounts of binding. see Lasnik & Uriagereka 

( 1 988: 166.fn. 1 2). 

1 0  
Note too that we have no account of the facts in Lasnik ( 1991)  which suggcst that a condition on 

the coreference possibility for pairs of r-eltpressions is subject to parametric variation. 
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for another (its antecedent). I I  The same reference option for r-expressions is an 

entirely different type of phenomenon. involving the assignment of reference to r
expressions which is presumably not part of CHL. Anaphoric relations. in contrast. 

concern the assignment of antecedents to anaphoric expressions (bound anaphors. 

pronouns. and pronominal epithets). a purely grammatical phenomenon. 

R-expressions involve word/world relations. while anaphoric expressions involve 

wordlword relations. Thus on conceptual grounds alone it seems natural to separate the 

two cases. 

The picture of binding theory on minimalist assumptions that is beginning to 

emerge seems very different from the standard theory. Instead of three conditions on 

indexing representations involving anaphors. pronouns. and r-expressions. we have 

three rules of interpretation - one for anaphors and two for pronouns - that involve the 

relations between anaphoric expressions and their antecedents. Furthermore. the rule 

for an anaphor specifies when a nominal can be interpreted as its antecedent. while the 

rules for a pronoun specify when a nominal expression cannot be its antecedent. The 

rule for anaphors can fail to apply or apply improperly. yielding deviant structures. The 

rules for pronouns cannot because the only relation CHL specifies for a pronoun is 

disjoint reference and a pronoun. unlike an anaphor. does not require an antecedent in 

the sentence in which it occurs. 

Recasting the principles of binding theory as rules of interpretation instead of 

conditions on representations avoids a potentially serious problem with respect to the 

minimalist assumption that all output conditions are external interface conditions (bare 

output conditions). First. unless parametric variation extends to bare output conditions 

(a totally unmotivated assumption at this point). it would be difficult to explain 

crosslinguistic variation for binding configurations documented in the literature (cf. 

chapters 7 and 8 of Freidin 1992 and Yang 1983). Moreover. it is far from clear how 

standard violations of Principles B and C could be construed in any real sense as 

violations of Full Interpretation (FI). the only candidate we presently have for a bare 

output condition (see Freidin 1997). With bound anaphors. however. it is possible to 

construe the failure of the interpretive rule (e.g. ( l5a-b» as resulting in a violation of 

Fl. if we can assume that an anaphor without an antecedent is aSSigned no referential 
interpretation. If the reference of nominal expressions is assigned outside of CHL• then 

I I  The interpretive rule ( l 4c) which would accomplish this seems in this regard a holdover from the 

standard theory in which coindexing allowed us to treat r-expressions as if they could have an anaphoric 

interpretation. 
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FI will apply externally to CHL as well. This indicates that FI must operate as a bare 

output condition. since the failure to assign a referential interpretation occurs outside 

CHL· 
At the conclusion of his survey of the history of modem binding theory ( 1 989), 

Howard Lasnik writes: 

... . .  the developments explored here can best be seen not as a senes of 

revolutionary upheavals in the study of anaphora, but rather the successive 

refinement of one basic approach, and one that has proven remarkably resilient. 

Given that BT has become the subject of intensive investigation, with new 

phenomena in previously unexplored languages being constantly brought to 

bear. and all this while old problems from familiar languages remain, further 

refinements, or even revolutionary upheavals, are inevitable." (Lasnik 1989:34) 

From the preceding discussion of binding theory on minimalist assumptions it would 

seem that although some revolutionary upheaval may still be off in the future, the 

ground is certainly shifting so that our perspective appears to be undergoing a 

significant change. 
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A Configurational Approach to Thematic Binding 

Jeffrey S. Gruber 

1 Introduction· 

In lhis article, we describe a configurational syntactic lheory of thematic linking and 
show that it provides a unifying account of anaphora and other forms of binding. 

Thematic linking is the association of lhe participants, or lhematic roles, of an 

event or situation with the syntactic arguments of a predicate that expresses it (see 
e.g. ,  Baker 1988, Carter 1988; Gruber 1996b, Jackendoff 1990, Pesetsky 1995). For 

example, sentences may express a simple 'Locational' relation between two 

participants, as in ( la,b): one element of the event is located in relation to another. 

These are called the 'Theme' (labeled 9) and lhe 'Location' (labeled A), respectively. 

However. (la) and (lb) differ in linking: in (a), lhe Theme is linked wilh the subject 

and the Location with an oblique argument, while in (b) the Location is linked with 

lhe subject and the Theme wilh a direct object. 

(1) a the ball (9) lies in the box (A) 
b the box (A) contains the ball (9) 

A configurational theory of lhematic linking (Gruber 1994, 1996a,b. 1997) maintains 

lhat all lhematic roles are determined purely configurationally in a syntactic structure. 

As stated in (2), it further maintains that that structure is represented within the 

syntactic component of grammar. 

• 
This work was supponed by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada grant 

no. 4 1 1 -92-00 1 2  ("La Modularite de la Grammaire: Arguments. Projections, et Variations') and Fonds 

Institutionnels de Recherche (University of Quebec at Monlreal) 10 Anna-Maria Oi Sciullo. 
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(2) Strict Thematic ConfiguraJionality in Syntax 

Every thematic relational distinction is distinctively represented 

configurationally in syntax. 

It is hypothesized that all thematic roles, or 8-roles, are detennined configurationally 

in base-generated syntactic positions. In panicular, as illustrated in (3), an expression 

(XP or YP) is interpreted as Location in the specifier position of a lexical verb phrase 

vp. and Theme in the complement position. Some reasons for this arrangement are 

given below (see also references above). All other O-roles, such as Source, Goal, 

Accompaniment, Agent, or Patient, are based on this primitive relation. 

(3) Locational relation 
vp 

/A 
XP v VI' 

l..ocaticn Thdnc: 
(A) (0) 

We likewise assume a configurational theory of Case (cf. Binner & Hale 1994), in 

which all elements bearing O-roles must acquire Case by movement into 

configurationally distinguished Case positions (Pollock 1989, Chomsky 1 991). Case 

positions detennine argument types, so that this movement constitutes argument 

projection. It also provides the linking between 9-roles and arguments. For example, 

in (lb) the element bearing the Location role moves to subject position while the one 

bearing the Theme role moves to object position. Movement from a basic position to 

a Case position fonns an Argument-Chain (A-Chain), the relation between these 

positions being that of an anaphor and its antecedent (Choms!..), 1986a,b). Thematic 

linking is therefore a relation of anaphoric binding, and B-role 'assignment' involves 

'O-binding' ,  as in Williams ( 1989). Unlike Williams however. all anaphoric binding 

must involve identification from a Case position. 

Of panicular relevance to binding is B-role 'colinking' ,  where more than one (}

role is linked to a single argument. It always involves referential identification of 0-
roles from distinct sUbevenls, each consisting of its own set of 8-roles. As shown in 

the paraphrases in (4), a SMASH event is analyzed as consisting of HIT and BREAK 

subevents. of which HIT has explicit roles of Theme (9) and Goal (r) while BREAK 

has the explicit role of Theme (9). The Theme of BREAK is colinked with the Theme 

of HIT in the subject in (4a). and with the Goal of HIT in the object in (4b). 
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(4) a the stone smashed against the wall 
(the stone (9) hit the wall (r) and the stone (9) broke) 

b the stone smashed the wall 

(the stone (9) hit the wall (I') and the wall (9) broke) 

We hypothesize that 8-role colinking results from the properties of a fonn of 
conjunction that relates subevents in a complex event with a sense of sequence or 
consequence (Gruber & Collins 1997). This is schematized in (5) for the sentences 

in (4). The conjunction phrase CjP interpreted as the event SMASH is asymmetric, 
consisting of specifier and complement. interpreted, respectively, as precedent 
subevent HIT and consequent subevent BREAK, themselves possibly complex verbal 
structures I VP I . 

(5) 
SMASH IVPi 

L:S: 
BREAX 

HIT 

The conjunction phrase has the property that 8-role-bearing elements from each 
subevent must be referentially identified. This occurs in the course of their 

movement for Case, effectively integrating their A-Chains. Hence they acquire Case 
in the same position and are colinked in a Single argument. 

Just as the Chain integrative property of sequential conjunction leads to colinking, 

a similar property of distributive conjunction, as in (6a), accounts for referential 

identification in binding in general (6b-d). 

(6) a A. B. and C each hit a tree 
b each particle hit the other 

c the particles touched each other 
d the rope touched itself 

Distributive conjunction thus provides for both antecedent-anaphor A(rgument)

binding relations (6c,d), and operator-variable (nonargument) A'-binding relations 
(6a.b). Differences in binding type depend on the stage at Which a distributive 

conjunction phrase occurs in a derivation. In A-binding, distributive conjunction is 
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derivationally prior to the achievement of a Case position by the binding element. In 

A' -binding, it is derivationally later. 

Derivations demonstrating the Case-8 relation for thematically simple sentences 

are shown in section 2. Section 3 shows this for thematically complex sentences with 

colinIdng, involving the integrative property of conjunction phrases. In section 4 we 

discuss the relation between distributive conjunction and binding. In section 5 the 

formal mechanisms necessitated in colinking arc extended to account for distributive 

predications and anaphora. Reciprocal distributives and independent-argument 

anaphora are treated in section 6, and valency-reducing anaphora in section 7.  

2 The Ca.se-8 relation and binding 

In this section we show for thematically Simple sentences how derivations involving 

the Case-8 binding relation works, and discuss further ramifications of this relation. 

Derivations of sentences expressing simple Locational events, such as (1 a, b) are given 

in (7a.b). The thematic VP is specified for a conceptual field or dimension over 

which thematic relations generalize, here a dimension of physical Position PST. Three 

configurationally distinguished functional positions extend the VP, corresponding to 

the three Case/argument (or agreement) types, subject. object, and oblique, labeled 

AgrS, AgrO, or AgrK. 

(7) a b 

\he ball Ii .. in \he box tho box contains tho ball 
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Derivations are from bottom to top (Chomsky 1995). from the composition of a 

thematic verb phrase VP. to its functional extension followed by movement. Thematic 

and functional heads move to conflate into a single predicate. 8-role elements 

(Location A and Theme 6) compete for argument positions. The latter seek to 

optimize Chain formation (Gruber 1994).  either by reaching a structural Case position 

of maximal number of links or a semantic Case position of one link. marked ' . '  in 

(7). The links are SUbject to a 'minimal link condition' (Chomsky 1993. 1995), 

meaning effectively that elements may hop over at most one specifier position. 

producing a 'leap-frog ' movement. 

Uniform functional extension (Grimshaw 1991. Demuth & Gruber 1995) is 

essential. Case positions always extend a position with referential properties TP. the 
highest in (7) being that for finite tense. Each TP in tum may be an extension of a 

lexical phrase, the lowest being the thematic VP. We leave open as to whether Agr 

or T are full phrasal or multiple specifier extensions (Chomsky 1995). To simplify 

tree structures, however. separate specifiers or phrasal projections for T and Agr are 

not shown (AgrS/TP = AgrSP extending TP. etc.). Nevertheless. the sequence is " 
always followed: 

(8) 

T(P) is always active. and must be moved into. The Case function of Agr is present 

only where argument projection is optimal. The presence of precisely three TP 

positions in a Locational predication is essential. This accounts for linking 

asymmetries. Thus we have the argument patterns in (7). but cannot derive a simple 

Locational predication with Location as object (9a) or Theme as oblique argument 

(9b). 
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(9) a b 

Agsrrp 
A \::/·/"x 

\. 1'/ // ApK./TP 

./ vp 
WilhH' / / '-.. 

, A  PST (,) 
'.- b< /thc boll 

lhe hox 
'=111. box i. wi"''''. ban (in il) 

These derivations violate the minimal link condition, and are excluded. Occupy does 

not exemplify (9a). but means roughly 'the ball is in the box. filling it' , where the 

Object is also a Theme. With does not exemplify (9b). but is a small clause 

complementizer. 

The prediction of this asymmetry shows that Location must be the specifier and 

Theme the complement of the thematic phrase. Given the sequence of functional 

extension. the opposite configuration would predict the opposite asymmetry: Location 

as object and Theme as oblique. 

It is conjectured that movement into a Case position is necessary only for 

referentially specific argument.�. A nonspecific nominal does not itself move for Case. 

Rather a formal pan of it does. determiner features [D) (Chomsky 1 995). This part 

is referentially specific. and can appear in the Case position as an expletive. The 

nonspecific nominal then appears in a lower position, as in Dutch (cf. Koster 1 994. 

ZWart 1 993). For example. a specific Theme (9) (de bal) projecled as subject or 

object ( l Oai. ii) is above an assertive or negative particle (wellniet) . [n contrast. a 

nonspecific Theme (een bal) is below the panicle (wellg-) ( lOb) . The particle itself 

is below the Case position of the expletive element [D]-er in subject (bi) and </> (null) 

in object position (bii) (Gruber & Jaspers 1 994) . 

( 1 0) a dat ("'well*niet) de bal (wel/niet) in de doos (en) ligt 

that (*50/*not) the ball (9) (so/not) in the box l ies 

ii dat die doos ("'niet (NO FOCUS» de bal (niet) (en) bevat 

that the box (*nol) the ball (8) (not) contains 

b dat er (wel/g-) een bal (?wel/nicl) in de doos (en) ligl 

that there (so/not) a ball (9) ('1so/not) in the hox lies 

ii dat die doos </> (wel/g-) een bal bevat 

that the box </> (so/not) a ball (8) contains 
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That Case is necessary only for referentially specific B-role-bearing elements suggests 

that Case is the licensing of argumenthood by this interpretation. Taking referential 

specificness to mean referential distinctness in some domain leads to the hypothesis. 

akin to the True Binarity Principle of Seuren (1989) and the Disjoint Agreement 

Principle of Pica (1994). Pica & Snyder (1995). that arguments in this domain have 

disjoint reference.' This essentially asserts principle B of the Binding Theory 

(Chomsky 1986b): pronominals. in fact all arguments are basically disjoint in 
reference in this domain. Anaphora or the referential identification of B-role elements 

will be attained only by their projection as a single argument. i.e. their achievement 

of Case in the same position. or 'colinking' .  This conception will be explored in 

subsequent sections. 

The domain of disjoint reference is defined thematically, rather than predicatively. 

It is that of a single thematic function, less than a B-domain or the complete functional 

complex (1986a) of Chomsky's Binding Theory. A thematic function is either 

Locational, comprising the roles of Theme (e) and Location (A). as in (1) .  or 

'Motional' .  illustrated in ( 1 1). comprising the roles of Theme (e). Source (E), Goal 

(f) and possibly Accompaniment and Path. 

( 1 1 )  the ball (e) rolled from the bush (E) to the tree (r) 

A pronominal must not bear a B-role of the same thematic function as a B-role of its 

antecedent; Le. it must be 'cofunctionally free' (Gruber 1990). Thus a pronominal 

cannot appear, as in (12a). bearing an Accompaniment role (Ae) whose antecedent 

is of the same 'Positional' Motional function. It can however appear, as in (12b). 

bearing an Accompaniment role whose antecedent is simply Agent (AG). which is of 

a distinct 'Causational' function. But a pronoun cannot appear expressing Goal ( 1 2c) 

if the subject Agent is col inked with Source cofunctional with Goal. Subjects and 

objects are cofunctional. bearing Agent and Patient (PT) roles both of a Causational 

function. and so pronominal objects are not cofunctionally free ( l2d). Anaphors can 

of course occur in all these instances to express coreference. licensed by a kind of 

co linking of argument positions (sections 5-7). 

( l2) a *John slid the rope; (e) beside it; (AC) 

b John; (AG) slid the rope beside him; (AC) 

c *John, (AG. E) threw the boomerang to him; (r) 
d *John; (AG) slid him; (PT, e) beside the cart 
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That the domain of disjoint reference is defined in terms of basic B-role positions 

means that they represent the very objects of reference in event structure. Distinct, 

and hence specific. reference is the relation of an element in a logical expression. i.e. 

in a Case or argument position. with elements in the representation of an event, i.e. 

with basic 8-role positions. We may say that Case is the aChievement of a relation of 

distinct reference for a set of colinked B-roles. If any of the B-roles 'referred to' by 

a pair of distinct arguments are in the same thematic function, the arguments. i.e. 

their sets of 8-roles, will necessarily be disjoint in reference. I 

3 Thematic structure and obligatory thematic colinking 

In this section we show the derivation of thematically complex sentences involving 

8-role eolinking. and propose the derivational mechanism of colinking. 

Colinking of B-roles in a single argument, as exemplified in (4a,b), is evident 

throughout the event structure of sentences. It is also obligatory: B-roles of subevents 

joined in an event structure must be colinked. It is sometimes explicit, as in 'object 

sharing' in serial verb constructions (13).  

(13) okUta gM ogiri fQ (Yoruba) 

stone hit wall break 

(the stone (9) hit the wall <n and the wall (9) broke) 

'the stone smashed the wall' 2 

In (4) and (13) the subevents are Motional thematic functions in a relation of 

consequence, forming a resultative predication. These are ordered iconically in (13) ,  

with the precedent subevent head preceding the consequent one. Normally any role 

of the precedent subevent is colinked only with just the Theme of the consequent 

What is relevant is the set of /I-roles achieving Case in an argument. A raised or ECM argument 

must in this context be said to achieve Case, hence reference, for ilSdf and the clause out of which it 

arises. The latter would be cofunctional with the subject of the main clause, with which a raiscd/ECM 

pronominal is therefore referentially disjoint. A nonraised argument achieves Case independently and 

so is cofunctionally free with the subject of the main clause. J have henefited from discussion with 

Chris Tancredi. 

( 1 3) is in fact ambiguous and can have the meaning of Theme· Theme colinking 'the stone smashed 

against the wall' . 
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subevent. 3 Colinking of precedent Goal or Theme with consequent Theme is 

illustrated in (4) and ( 13) .  Co linking of Source (1:) with Theme is illustrated in (14). 

( 14) the jar spilled empty of jam 

(jam (9) spillt:d out o(the jar (1:) and the jar (9) became empty) 

At a deeper level of event structure. a Motional predication is analyzed as two 

Locational subfunctions in a relation of temporal sequence. as in ( 1Sa). The precedent 

Location (A) is configurationally the Source (1:) while the consequent Location (A) 
is Goal (r). These are also represented by separate verbs in a serial verb construction 
( ISb). again ordered iconically. In a Motional predication the Themes. and only the 

Themes. of each Locational subpredication are obligatorily colinked. 

(15) a the ball rolled from the tree into the road 

(the ball (9) at the tree (A=r) precedes the ball (9) in the road (A= 1:» 
b ooolu ti ibi igi yi si oju OM 

ball go. from place tree roll go.to top road 

The iconic ordering in (13) and (lSb) is a property of asymmetric conjunction 

expressing event sequences (16a). but not nonsequential conjunction ( 16b). (l6a1bi) 

shows that obligatory colinking is also a property of just such conjunctions: the 

subject of the second clause must be null and identified with that of the flf5t. 

( 16) a i Johni hit the wall and (*hei) broke it 

ii *John broke the wall and hit it 

b John; ate the rice and (he/Mary) drank the milk 

ii Maryj drank the milk and (she/Bill) ate the rice 

We hypothesize that conjunction fonns the basis for combining subevents with 

obligatory colinking generally. Subpredications are combined in the specifier and 

complement of an asy�etric conjunction phrase expressing sequence or 

consequence. Thematic 'atoms' of eaeh of these subevents must then be co linked , Le. 

projected as a single argument. 

An exception may be the Goal in a double object construction. which appears to be the 'affected 

object" (Tenny 1989) and therefore colinlced with the precedent Patient role (see Jackendoff 1990). 
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( 1 7) shows the derivation of Motional predications. These consist of two 

Locational subevent representations combined through an asymmetric conjunction 

phrase expressing temporal sequence CjP-TMP. Each Locational subevent has the roles 

of Theme and Location. but in the precedent subevent. in the specifier of CjP-TMP. 

the Location is configurationally determined as Source (1;). while in the consequent 

one, in the complement of CjP-TMP. Location is Goal (r). The two Themes (9) are 

necessarily colinked. The conceptual dimensions of the combined Locational 

subevents are also necessarily identical. PST (Positional) for the go predication ( 17a). 

and err (Contact) for the hit predication (l7b). 

Note that the configurational determination of Source and Goal implies that one 

cannot exist without the other. They may be implicit however. In ( I 7a) for a verb like 

go, both are explicitly projected semantically (in AgrKPs), while in ( l 7b) for a verb 

like hit. the Source is implicit ([1;] in brackets) and the Goal is projected explicitly 

as direct object (in AgrOP). 

The principle of uniform functional extension is reflected in precisely two TP 

positions extending each thematic VP and Cjp. with a third. for finite tense 

(AgrS/TP) extending the matrix CjP only. This is again necessary to account for 

linking patterns. 4 

(17) a 
nQ - Tar:p:n.l 
.. ·nco 
, �. 
r -<lOll 
. e... 

b 

We hypothesize that the 8-role elements determined as colinked are those moving 

through the speCifier or the lowest TP in the functional extension of each conjoined 

4 See note 6.  
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subevent representation, labeled ' ; '  in ( 1 7). As can be seen by the exclusion of (9b), 

the first move of any Theme element must always be to this position, TP-VP (the TP 

immediately dominating VP), in the extension of the thematic VP.s The Themes of 

Locational subevents in both (17a) and ( 17b) are thus colinked. Given that elements 

in TP-VP are identified, their movement constitutes a single Chain and therefore they 
do not necessarily both move to a Case position, They move across-the-board, for 

example, only in ( I 7a), where Source and Goal are projected semantically in the 

lowest position. In ( l 7b) only the precedent Theme moves to the Case position, that 

of subject AgrSP. The consequent Theme is prevented from moving beyond its 

colinking position by the movement of the Goal to a higher position for structural 

Case, that of object in AgrOP.6 

Configurationally similar colinking positions are involved in the derivation of a 

resultative predication (18) in which Goal and Theme are colinked. The derivation 

consists of two Motional subevent representations combined through an asymmetric 

conjunction phrase expressing consequence CjP-csQ. 

Thus there is colinking on two levels, The precedent Motional subevent is one of\ 1  

Contact (CTI), like that of  hit, the Themes of  its component Locational subevents 

colinked by moving into the lowest TP extending them, TP-VP-crrs, labeled ' ; ' ,  The 

consequent Motional subevent is one of change-of-State (STE), like break, its Themes 

colinked in the similar positions TP-VP-STE. The Goal of the STE subevent is 

explicitly expressed by apart. semantically (inherently) Case-marked in AgrKP. 

6 
The notation ",.(3 refers to the ", immediately above (locally dominating or commanding) (3. 
Movement for Case out of the highest active speCifier position ill the spccifier of Cj P is presumed 

to be permissible in vinue of its being ' (..marked' (Chomsky 1986a). Movement across this position 
is impermissible however, perhaps by conditions on the direction of concomilJlDt bead-movement 

(Chomsky 1 993. 1995). The derivation of simple Motional predications is thus sharply constrained to 
just three possibilities: the two in ( 1 7) with subject Theme and either oblique or dircct object Goal , and 

a third with Source SUbject and Theme object ('the tree drops fruit'), constituting an important linking 

asymmetry (Gruber 1 994, 1996a,b, 1997). 
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CSQ -"""'
err-"""", 

On the higher level the colinking positions are again the lowest TPs in the functional 

extension of the conjoined subevents. These are now the Motional subevents headed 
by Cj-TMP, with colinking positions TP-CjP-TMP. In (18) the Theme(s) (9) of the STE 
Motional subevent move (across-the-board) into the consequent TP-CjP-TMP above 

each VP-STE. In the CIT Motional subevent however it is the Goal (r) which moves 

into the precedent TP-CjP-TMP above each VP-CTT. Goal of the CIT subevent is thus 

colinked with Theme of the STE subevent. 

Note that among these colinked 8-role elements only the Theme of the STE 
subevent moves to a Cac;e position. AgrOP. the err Goal remaining in its colinking 

position while the CIT Theme moves to the subject Case position. As stated. 8-role 

elements identified by colinking constitute a single Chain, and must achieve Case in 

one position, either by across-the-board movement or movement of only one of the 
elements.' 

, The derivation of resullatives with Theme-Theme col inking, e.g. (4a), and Source·Theme 

colinking, e.g. ( 14), are similar. involving only modification of movements for Case originating in the 

precedent Motional subevent. 
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Let us call the element that moves into the col inking positions TP-VP/CjP the 

'thematic topic' of the subevent representation it extends. Obligatory colinking is then 

the identification of thematic topks to form coherent event structures, requiring 

subevents to be about the same entity. It is a functional property of the superordinate 

CjP that combines the subevents. We would then expect it to be licensed in the 

superordinate Cjp, or its functional extension, TP-CjP-TMP for Motional predicates 

and TP-CjP-CSQ for resultatives. This however cannot be by movement of thematic 

topics into the superordinate TP-CjP. since across-the-board movement cannot always 

occur. Rather it must be by movement of functional heads into T-CjP (the head of 

TP-CjP). Identification in colinking positions is then the interpretation of the 

adjunction structure formed by functional heads arising from these positions and 

conflating into the superordinate T -CjP. In particular, we propose that obligatory 

thematic co linking results from a property of CjP to reduce head-adjunction structure 

under an interpretation of identity. 

Observe that under CjP-TMP there is, besides colinking, another condition of 

identity between conceptual dimensions. For example, each of the VPs in the 

Motional predication in (17a) is Positional, VP-PST, while in (17b) they are of a 
Contact dimension, VP-ClT. Suppose that at any T-CjP-TMP the head-adjunction 

structure conflating into it must be reduced in conceprual dimension specifications 

under a condition of identity. The complement adjunction structure first moves into 

T -CjP-TMP; only part of the adjunction structure from the specifier then subsequently 

adjoins or adds to this structure, some of it being eliminated under interpretation of 

identity with corresponding parts from the complement. Thus. the conceprual 

dimension specification of the VP in the specifier of CjP-TMP. e.g.  VP-PST in (17a). 

would be eliminated under interpretation of identity with that in the complement of 

CjP-TMP. Given that this reduction must occur. both VPs under CjP-TMP will have 

identical conceprual dimension specifications. as observed. 

By the operation of this mechanism in obligatory colinking. we can derive the 

generalization that the consequent colinked role is always the Theme. Given the 

positions determining colinking. in a Motional predication like (17a.b), only the 

Themes of each Locational subpredication can be colinked, since. as noted, the 

Themes must always first move into TP-VP. In a resultative predication. as in (18).  

, the precedent colinked role is the role of whatever element moves into the precedent 

TP-CjP-TMP. This is Goal in (18),  but it could also be Theme or Source. as 

exemplified in (1 3a) and ( 14). The role with which it is colinked however is always 

the Theme. Suppose each T-VPfCjP has a 'topic' fearure checked with the element, 

the 'thematic topic' .  that has moved into its specifier. Each T-VP/CjP incorporates 
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into the head adjunction structure and moves to the T-CjP above it. There they are 

reduced to one under interpretation of identity of their checked topics. Since 

movement from the specifier follows movement from the complement, it is always 

the adjunction structure out of the specifier of CjP, the precedent subevent. that is 

reduced, while that out of the complement, the consequent subevent. persists. 

Therefore the consequent colinked role is always determined as the Theme of the 

most consequent subevent in the deepest complement of CjP. 

In this way asymmetric conjunction has Chain integrative properties. 

'Identification' through reduction at CjP essentially means integration of the A-Chains 

of B-role elements in subordinate thematic topic positions. so that they achieve Case 

in the same position. and are projected as a single argument. The Case-B binding 

relation then implies that they are coreferential . The Case-position binds as an 

argument (A-binds) the set of colinked basic B-role positions, each of which is an 

anaphor. Chain integration with concomitant colinking is thus derivational in 

character. The event of deletion in the relevant structures induces the interpretation 

of referential identity in derivationally related structures.8 In the following sections 

we extend the account of obligatory thematic colinking to anaphora in general and 

other kinds of binding. 

4 Distributive predications 

The involvement of a conjunction phrase in determining an anaphoric relation between 

B-role positions is also evident in distributive conjunction, plurality and reciprocal and 

reflexive anaphora. There are clear lexical relationships among these forms indicating 

thematic. and hence configurational, similarity. Consider the paradigms in (19) and 

(20). 

8 This derivational mechanism of reduction in conjunctions with across-the-board effects contrasts 

with the representational 'cofactoring' procedure of Williams (1978). 
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( 19) Goal anaphors (20) 
a.i each of A, B, and C hit a tree 

! A, B, and C each hit a tree 

. ii each of the stones hit a tree 

!the stones each hit a tree 

b. i  eaeh of A, B, and C hit the other 

.ii each particle touchedlhit the other 

c . i  A. B. and C touchedlhit each other 

. ii the particles touched each other 

· iii the dust touched itself/-each other 

· iv the rope touched itself!· each other 

d.i A, B. and C coalesced (with each 

other/-themselves) I . . .  collide. gather, 

mix. merge, converge. come together 

.ii the particles coalesced (with each 

othernthemselves) 

.iii the sand coalesced (with itselfl*eat:h 

other) I . .  condense, compress, collapse, 

fuse together 

· iv the stone coalesced (1with itself! 

·each other 

Source anaphors 

a.i each of A. B, and C slid away from a tree 

IA. B, and
'
C each slid away from a tree 

. ii each of the stones slid away from a tree 

Ithe stones each slid away from a tree 

b.i each of A. B, and C slid away from the other 

.Ii each particle separated/spun away from the other 

c.i A, B, and C separated/slid away from each other 

.iI the particles spun away from each other 
. iii the dust blew away from itself/-each other 

. iv the rope stretched away from itself/- each other 

d.i A, B. and C dissociated (from each otherl 

*themselves) I . . .  separate, seatter, spread out. 

disperse, come apart 

.iI the particles dissociated (from each otherl 

?themselves) 

.iii the sand dissociated (from itseIfl-each other) 

I . . .  disintegrate. break apart 

.iv the stone dissociated (1from itself/*each other) 

(l9/20a.b) illustrate distributive operators (or 'bound variable anaphora'), while 

(19/2Oc,d) show coreferential anaphora, with antecedents varying in the manifestation 

of number (i-iv). The ordinary distributive predications in (a) have either a conjoint 

(a.i) or plural (a. ii) subject. If unique meaning is associated with derivational 

configurations, distributive quantification with plurals must be derivationally similar 

to distributive conjunction. The reciprocal operator each . . .  the other in (b) would also 

be derivationally similar. since besides using the quantifier each. it has a distributive 

sense and occurs with plural or conjoint subject. These in a fundamental way must 

be similar to reciprocal anaphors (c.i,ii), which in turn must be similar to reflexive 

anaphors (c. iii,iv): whether the reciprocal (each other) or reflexive (itself) appears 

depends on whether the antecedent is plural (either morphological or conjoint) or 

singular (either uncountable or countable). The paradigm in (d) is similar to that in 

(c) . but involves items which are lexically specified for anaphora as part of their 

particular meaning. That a single lexical item covers a range of types is evidence for 

the derivational similarity of those types. 

The unifying factor among these types is the integrative function of distributive 

conjunction. This is relatively overt in the examples of (19/20) with conjoint or p lural 

operators or antecedents. In the case of uncountable or countable singular antecedents 
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in the anaphoric relations (l9/2Oc/d.iii,iv), the integration must involve 8-role-bearing 

elements that denote parts of that denoted by the lexical item serving as antecedent. 

They are spelled-out as a single argument, as indeed is the case in obligatory thematic 

colinking. Thus anaphoric relations involve thematic sub-argumental 'atoms' and 

processes that are derivationally 'pre-argumental' ,  before the achievement of Case or 

'argumenthood' by B-role elements. 

Distributive operators, like operators in general, however, involve movement 

derivationally subsequent to achieving Case. Thus a distinguished formative (each) 
is associated with the binder only in operator relations ( 19/20a,b), reflecting the 

operator property needed to drive movement after argument projection. Operator 

relations cannot involve sub-argumental atomicity. excluding singular operator binders 

(21a) .  Also, a reciprocal operator is impossible with a verb (gather, scatter) or 

particle (together, apart) lexically specified as anaphoric (2Ib). 

(21) a i *each rice stuck to a place in the pot ( ¢  each grain of rice) 

ii *each rice stuck to the other 

b *the particles each gathered/rolled together with the other 

ii *the particles each scattered/spun apart from the other 

The distinction between operator and anaphoric binding relations then depends on 

whether the distributive conjunction phrase is above or below the agreement phrase 

in which the binding constituent is projected. Subsequent sections will explore this 

conception in the derivation of binding relations. 

5 Distributive operators and anapbora 

Distributive predications necessarily include a referentially nonspecific constituent 

(underlined in (22» that is token distinguished. but type identified, in each of its 

implied multiple instances. If such a constituent is absent (b) it must be inferred. In 

a collective predication, however, (c) there is no such requirement, and any 

constituent may be interpreted as constant in reference relative to instances of the 

subject. 

(22) a the boys were each by af*the tree 

b the boys were each by the tree (at a different time) 

c the boys were both by the/a tree 
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The token-distinguished nonspecific element in a distributive predication is a bound 

position, with the integrated (subject) position its binder: each distinct token in the set 

named by the subject is associated with a distinct token of the set or type named by 

the nonspecific element. 

We hypothesize that distributive predications involve a distributive conjunction 

phrase CjP-DST, with the property of requiring integration of elements from two 

positions simultaneously in each of a set of conjoined subpredications. This is 

accomplished by the movement of elements into the functional extension of CjP-DST. 

The elements achieving Case in the higher position move as a phrase and form the 

binding constituent; the elements achieving Case in a lower position move beyond that 

position as a clitic and form the bound constituent. 9 
As observed, a nonspecific constituent does not itself move for Case but rather 

an inner expletive element raising out of it does (section 2). In the distributive 

predications of (22a) , this occurs in each subpredication conjoined by CjP-DST. Each 

nonspecific constituent is a distinct argument position and so token-distinguished. The 

integration of expletive elements then occurs simultaneously with the integration of 

elements from a higher position in each subpredication, forming the bound and 
binding constituents. Distributive conjunction thus relates. via the expletives. a token

distinguished element with each element of the binding constituent. 

We assume the expletive element in distributive predication has the property of 
an anaphor or bound-variable requiring interpretation in a distributive conjunction 

phrase CjP-DST (Le. in its functional extension) as related to some binder element. 

As in obligatory thematic colinking, the interpretation is effected through reduction 

of structure. 

In accordance with this conception, the expletive element [0] encliticizes after it 

achieves Case, adjoining to the verbal head structure. ultimately to be licensed by 

reduction in T(P)-CjP-DST. Derivations are shown in (23) for distributive predicates 

of the type in (22a) expressing simple Locational relations (see 7a,b). Integrating 

binder elements move across-the-board into TP-CjP-DST, while clidc elements from 

the token-distinguished bound position move to T-CjP-DST. Integration occurs in TP

CjP-DST, which is therefore also the position of binding. marked ' : ' .  This position is 

above the point (AgrSP) where the antecedent binder. here subject, achieves Case. 

Hence it is reached by (nonargument) A'-movement (dotted lines): the antecedent 

binder must be an operator and the movement 'operator-driven' .  

9 Chomsky ( 1993) seeks a similar account for anaphora as movement of a clitic, arguing for a 

reialionally interpretive account of coreference rather than one using referential indices. 
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(23) a. each A is by a B 

TP --' A..........., 
b. cach B contains an A 

If conjunction phrases are involved in operator-variable relations generally. their 

necessary nesting predict island and crossover constraints. Thus the barring of the 
distributive interpretation in (24a) with respect to 'a dog' is parallel to the wh-island 

effects in (b). 

(24) a i John and Bill each like the woman who bought a dog 
ii John and Bill each wondered whether Mary saw a dog 

b *who do they like the woman who saw t 

ii *who did they wonder whether/how Mary saw t 

We also predict the bijection principle (Koopman & Sportiche 1982), covering 

examples like (25), that every variable is bound by one nearest quantifier/operator, 
and every quantifier/operator is the nearest binder for one and only one variable. If 

a variable is the position of an element that has moved to a Cj for integration under 

identification, then the isomorphism and locality necessarily holds, since everything 

except what is integrated in Cj must be token-identical. 10 

(25) a ?*whoj does hisj mother love Ij 
b ?*hisj mother loves everyonej 

(weak crossover) 

10 Similarly. problems of reciprocilY Irealed by Heim. Lasnik & May ( 1991)  seem to be immediately 

explicable by Ihe application of distributive conjunction licensing anaphoric relations at distinguishable 

positions in the derivation. 
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Reciprocals can be either operator-variable A'-binding relations ( l9/20b) or 

antecedent-anaphor A-binding relations (19I2Oc). A-binding (26a.i), but not A'

binding (26a.ii), must be within a complete O-domain or functional complex, while 

the laller is constrained by island effects (26b.ii). 

(26) a *they said that Mary saw each other 

ii they each said that Mary saw the other 

b *the men like the woman who spoke to each other. 

ii *the men each like the woman who spoke to the other 

Distributive predications, like reciprocals, can also be of either the operator or 

anaphoric type. Thus, besides the operator type of distributive predication above, with 

each syntactically associated with the antecedent (27a. i  = 19a), we have the anaphoric 

type (27b.i) with each syntactically associated with the nonspecific constituent. 

(27) a each of the stones hit a tree 

ii each of the men saw the stone hit a tree 

b the stones hit a tree each 

ii *the men saw the stone hit a tree each 

(b. ii) is unacceptable because the subject and anaphor must be within a single 0-
domain, typical of A-binding, while in (a.ii) there is no such constraint, indicating 

A' -binding between operator and variable. 

(28) shows 'argument-driven' anaphoric distributive predication, in contrast with 

operator-driven (23). 

(28) a the As are by a B each b the Bs contain an A each 

1\ B o 
,I II 
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Here movement is only Case- or argument-driven since Case is achieved by the 

subject antecedent above the integration position TP-CjP-DST. Because CjP-DST 

immediately dominates the highest 'Tense' TP position, it carries the properties of 

this position and assigns nominative Case in the AgrP extending it, effectively AgrSP. 

We can now see how in argument-driven distributive predication the relation 

bet\teen antecedent and bourul element must be constrained to a 8-domain or complete 

functional complex, thereby deriving the essentials of principle A of the Binding 

Theory (Chomsky I 986b). A 8-domain is the domain in which arguments of a 

thematic event complex are projected, which includes the domain of contlation or 

inc<Y.pOration of thematic and asymmetric conjunction heads into an adjunction 

structure. The anaphoric relation will naturally be contained within a 6-domain if the 

clitic element moves only as one of the elements of the thematic head adjunction 

structure that includes its projection position. It can then move only to a Cj in the 

donuin of head contlation and hence can license only an antecedent originating in that 

donuin, i.e. at or below the highest argument position (subject) in its 8-domain. In 

contrast, in the operator relation the clitic element must move independently of the 
head adjunction structure. Hence it may 'climb' to a Cj above the highest argument 

position in its 6-domain. The domain of operator binding is therefore not so 

constrained. 

Distributive conjunction. or plurality, morphologically marked on or by the 

predJcation, has the property of being restricted to 6-domains. hence argument-driven. 

As observed by Frajzyngier (1985), it associates plurality only with Patient (= 
Thene) antecedents. serving as objects or subjects of intransitives. Examples are 

foun:! in ¢ HOii. (Gruber 1975) in the form of a regular prefix to predicates (kf-) and 

in le:<icaUy specific forms: 1 1  

(29) a i I/ka'a-sl 'a ki 1'6ii-qa za b /'a 

thing be P tree-PL side 'seat one' 

'the thing is by the trees' 

ii IlkA'a-/kli'a 'a ki " 6ii-qa ki-za ii " c-lIkli 

things be P ttee-PL DST-side 'seat many' 

'the things are by a tree each' 

The thematic restrictions on morphological distributive predications follow if the 

distributive conjunction phrase is predication internal , extending the second TP 

I I  A Khoisan language in Bolswana. 
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position, as in (30). This blocks any 8-role element except Theme from moving into 
CjP-DST. Thus a distributive predication would be possible for an elemental Theme

subject intransitive (30a), but not a Location-subject transitive (b). 

(30) a b 

6 Reciprocals and independent-argument anapbora 

A simple extension of the analysis of operator- and Case- or argument-driven 

distributive conjunction provides an account for the A' -binding relation in reciprocal 

distributives (each . . .  the other) and the A-binding relation in reciprocal and reflexive 

anaphora (each other, it/him/herself), (l9/20b) and (c) respectively. Independent

argument anaphors, such as the English pronoun type, do not affect valency, in 
contrast with valency-reducing anaphors such as the French clitic se, considered in 

section 7. 

In ordinary distributive conjunction, the element in the bound position remains 

distinct in type from the integrated binder element. However, in reciprocal 

distributive conjunction, the element in the bound position, signaled by other. while 
still loken-distinguished, is type-identified with the binder element. The moving clitic 

part with anaphoric properties must then include the type-identifying features of the 

argument in the bound position. 12 Features of this part, [D,PI), move to T-CjP where 

integration of the antecedent into a set of individuals occurs with reductive type

identification of the bound position with the binder. 

12 These might be identified as the plural panitivc nominal in a construction that denotes a set of 

IDdlviduals (c.g. in 'a flock of birds'). 
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The operator-driven reciprocal form is derived by A'-movement (3 1 ) .  the 

distributive conjunction phrase being above the projection position of the operator 

binder. Argument-driven anaphoric reciprocals are derived, as in (32), by A

movement in which the distributive conjunction phrase is below the position of 
argument projection of the antecedent binder. 

(3 1)  a each A is  by the other 

(of the set of As) 

TP 

(32) a the As are by each other 

(of the set of As) 

b each B contains the other 

(of the set of Bs) 

b the Bs contain each other 

(of the set of Bs) 

AgrSITP 

The clitic element [D,PI) in (31132) excorporatcs from the bound position. the 

projection position of the token-distinguished element, since, as referentially distinct. 

that part must achieve Case independently. 

As noted in connection with examples ( l9/2Oc/d). reflexive anaphora is like 

reciprocal anaphora. except that the antecedent integrates into a singular nominal. Its 
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clitic elements must then carry features [D,Sg) such that they relate to the antecedent 
elements as a single BODY/SELF whose pans are integrated in T-CjP-OST. 13 The sense 

is that parts of SELF interact with other parts of SELF. This accords with the 
observation of Pica ( 1994) that reflexive anaphora involves only a pan of the whole 
denoted by an argument, another pan remaining disjoint in reference. 14 Reflexive 
independent-argument anaphora is then derived as in (33): 

(33) a A lies beside itself (a pan of A 

lies beside another pan of A) 

7 Valency-reducing anapbora 

b B contains itself (a part of B 

contains another pan of B) 

Thematic colinking (section 3) is, in a sense, valency reducing, inasmuch as elements 

of each subpredication are integrated in a conjunction phrase and projected as a single 
argument. Independent argument anaphors, such as English each other and 

it/him/herself, do not reduce valency despite such integration of B-role-bearing 
elements, because, like simple distributive predications, only a pan of the (J

role-bearing element in the bound position encliticizes. That pan moves with the 

13 Languages commonly have only one anaphor for both reflexives and reciprocals. in which case 
its clitic pan would be characterized as simply {OJ, together with an indication of its integrative 

propenies. lIS form may be that of a reflexive. as in the case of the French clitic se (section 7). so that 

in lexical spell-out the reflexive seems to be the default categ0l)'. hence to be underspecified as just 

(OJ. This accords with only Pl. and not Sg. as a specificatol)' categol)' (Gruber 1976). 

14 Seuren ( 1989) accommodates disjoint reference (denotation) amongst arguments in a single 

predication by claiming that all reflexives are in essence valency-reducing. The claim here is that 

independent-argument reflexives are possible because the bound position of the reflexive is loken

distinguished from the antecedent. 
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thematic head to be licensed and identified by the conjunction phrase; however, its 

erstwhile Case- or argument-position, a position of disjoint reference. remains. 

As observed by Pica ( 1994). independent-argument anaphors are typically 

bimorphemic, reflecting these distinct functional parts. Monomorphemic anaphoric 

clitics. such as French se, are commonly valency-reducing. For example the reflexive 

of an erstwhile transitive verb. as in (35) becomes syntactically intransitive with a 

single argument, as shown by auxiliary selection of BE in the perfect. 

(34) Jean s' est photographic (Kayne 1992) 

J. self be photographed 

>John has photographed himself' 

Valency-reducing anaphoric relations are similar to obligatory thematic colinking, 

licensing the achievement of Case by an entire argument element in the same place 

as another, hence leaving its erstwhile argument, i .e. Case, position inen, reducing 

valency. That is, an entire argument encliticizes to be integrated with another 

argument through a distributive conjunction head. (35) shows such a derivation for 

a generalized erstwhile transitive sentence. As would usually be the case, the thematic 

structure is complex, headed by some CjP-TMP/CSQ conjoining thematic VPs. 

(35) i\j:Jsrrp 

We have seen that for obligatory thematic colinking the interpretation of integration 

as a single Chain occurs by reduction and Chain integration at TP-CjP-TMP/CSQ. If 

an entire argument is an anaphoric clitic then it will not need to move to an 

independent argument position and 'excorporate' into the thematic head-adjunction 

structure. Instead, as shown in (35).  the Chain integration point of thematic colinking 

at TP-CjP-TMP/CSQ provides a position for excorporation. It then moves with the 
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thematic head-adjunction structure to T-CjP-DST to be licensed and integrated with the 

antecedent elements. 

This valency-reducing property follows directly from the integrative property of 

the clitic and Cj-DST. The internal logical object OBJ. driven for Case. moves into 

TP-CjP. The internal logical subject S8l is also driven to move for Case. If it 

required independent Case it could not be licensed by moving into TP-Cjp. but would 

move independently to subject position AgrSP. However. as an anaphoric c1itic with 

integrative properties, it can, and must. move to T-CjP. whereby it will achieve Case 

through Chain integration or colinking with the object, also in TP-CjP. We assume 

the clitic moves as a phrase to TP-CjP and adjoins as a head to T -CjP whereby 

integration through reduction occurs. The integrated Chain then moves to the subject 

position as the single argument of an intransitive verb. Valency reducing anaphora 

thus differs from that of independent-argument anaphora primarily in the position at 

which the bound element enters the thematic head-adjunction structure. 

Note that it must be the erstwhile subject, not the object, that is the anaphoric 

cJitic. since otherwise the erstwhile subject could not move to TP-CjP. If the object 

had the anaphoric clitic property and not the subject. although the object would be 

driven to move into TP-CjP for Case, and could in principle satisfy its integrative 

property there, the subject would not be able to achieve Case by doing so, since it has 
no integrative property that can be satisfied there. Moreover, since the integrative 

property of the object would then not be satisfied the derivation will crash. As in the 

case of obligatory thematic colinking. the identified eliminated element arises from 

the specifier, i .e.  the subject. 

Thus derivational considerations relative to the configurations involved necessitate 

what has been observed for Romance clitics in Kayne (1992), drawing on Bouchard 

( 1984). etc . :  the element in subject position in valency-reducing c1itic constructions 

is the erstwhile object, while the colinked element with anaphoric properties is the 

erstwhile subject. Standard evidence that this is so is the fact that en-cliticization out 

of a quantifier phrase can only come from an internal object position. Since se can 

cooccur with en-cliticization (36), the en arising out of the object implies that se 

arises out of the subject. 

(36) iI s' en est lave beaucoup 

there self of:them is washed many 

'many of them have washed themselves' 
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We can see that valency-reducing anaphora. unlike independent-argument anaphora. 

would be limited to direct or structurally Case-marked arguments. excluding 

semantically Case-marked arguments. since only a structural argument could pass 

through TP-CjP-TMP/CSQ. In French the clitic anaphor seems constrained to structural 

arguments. For semantically Case-marked oblique arguments the periphrastic lui 

mime (himself). etc . .  must be used. 

It would also be predicted that valency-reducing anaphora could not occur with 

transitive verbs that express simple Locational relations. since these involve no CjP

TMP/csQ. necessary to provide a subChain termination point for the clitic to 

excorporate without constituting an independent argument. This may account for the 

impossibility of the use of se with certain verbs in French that seem to be of this 

minimal sort. as observed by Pica & Snyder (in press) in such examples as (37). 

(37) a *Jean se connait 

'John knows (is acquainted with) himself 

b Jean connait Marie 

• John (A) knows Mary (8)' 

The elemental structure with Location subject and object Theme is suggested by the 

paraphrase 'be acquainted with ' .  in  which with often indicates the Theme role. The 

use of a valency-reducing anaphor is excluded because there is no CjP in the event 

structure of such verbs by which it can be interpreted. 
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A Plea for Implicit Anaphora 

James Higginbotham 

1 Introduction" 

The subject matter of binding theory has in recent years been transformed. This theory 

was originally concerned with the syntactic distribution and the semantic interpretation 

of the reflexive and reciprocal anaphora of English, and the distribution of anaphoric 

pronominals, these constituting the 'atoms' of anaphora in the sense of the conference 

to which a preliminary version of this article was presented. The anaphoric forms are 

observed to be at least very nearly in complementary distribution with ordinary 

pronominal anaphora, a fact that calls for explanation. Binding theory assumed a 

greater importance following the theoretical proposal that NP-trace is an anaphor, a 

proposal that was underwritten by the thesis that NP-trace could not occur in a position 
from which anaphora were excluded, and pronominals permitted; and also following 

the interpretation of PRO in Chomsky ( 1981 )  as a species of 'anaphoric pronominal.' 

Chomsky ( 1 98 1 )  and other work assumed that linguistic structures represented 

anaphoric dependence explicitly by coindexing, so that the syntactic aspect of binding 

theory consisted in the conditions, both language-particular and universal, on the 

distribution of indices that could be assigned to anaphors and antecedents in syntactic 

structures. 

All of the above elements of binding theory have been superseded or challenged in 

work of the last tcn years or so, and the available data, both syntactic and semantic, 

have expanded in several directions. In this article, attending especially to Williams 

( 1994), but also to other work as described below, I consider and promote a further 

expansion of binding theory, which I believe will preserve it nevertheless as a unified 

• 
Material from which this article is excerpted was presented at the Leiden Workshop, and later at the 

LF Reading Group. MIT. at the University of Arizona. and at the University of Oxford. I am grateful 

to the audiences for comments and suggestions. and to Mario Montalbetti and Andrew Barss for 

substantial discussion. I am also indebted \0 Robert Fiengo and to the editors for extensive comments. 
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module of syntactic and semantic study. Under the expansion, binding theory is 

allowed to relate, either as anaphor or as antecedent, open positions in 9-grids, which I 

here call implicit anaplwra. 

Implicit anaphora contrast with explicit anaplzora, relating linguistic formatives 

(including empty categories), and also with mixed anaphora, wherein one element is a 

linguistic formative, and the other a o-position. For a simple example of how control 

might be understood as implicit anaphora, consider ( I ): 

( I )  John tried [PRO to go to London). 

In binding theory as restricted to relations between formatives, the obligatory anaphoric 

relation between PRO and the matrix subject was established by coindexing these 

expressions, or as in Higginbotham ( 1 983) by linking the anaphor, PRO, to its 

antecedent, John. The semantics interprets the anaphoric relation as inheritance of 

reference by PRO of the reference of the subject, and so gives the cross-reference that 

is explicit in (2): 

(2) For x=John, x tried ["x go to London) 1 

We can conceive instead, however, that an anaphoric relation is established, as part of 

the syntax. between the external 9-position of the embedded clause and the external 0-
position of the V try. so that the cross-referential aspect of interpretation is fixed 

independently of lexical insertion. Then the formatives need not be linked or coindexed, 

but the effect on interpretation is as before. The possibilities for lexical insertion will be 

influenced, and in the case of the PRO of ( I )  determined, by the anaphoric relation 

independently established. 

The basis for anaphora just conjectured for ( 1 )  applies to cases where there are no 
formatives at all to bear the anaphorie relations in question. Perhaps the simplest 

examples, discussed further in section 3 below. arc those of anaphor-incorporarion. as 

in (3): 

(3) self-starting (motor) 

I use the carat 'IV for intensional abstraction. Notice that the semantics shown requires PRO to be 
taken de re; for discussion see Higginbotham ( 1989a) and references cited there. 
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In (3) the V start O-marks neither an internal nor an external argument; nevertheless, the 

argument positions may stand in an anaphoric relation, since a self-starting motor, on 

one interpretation, is a motor x such that x starts x. In another reading, (3) will apply 

truly to a motor x such that x starts without the intervention of any cause external to x. 
In either case, we must understand (3) as involving implicit anaphora. 

The two cases just given, of control and of anaphor-incorporation, will figure 

below in my plea for implicit anaphora. A number of examples of mixed anaphora are 

known. particularly those discussed in Mitchell ( 1986) and Partee ( 1989), where a 

word is understood as containing a 8-position related to a formative. The simplest are 

those where the position lies within a relational noun, as in (4): 

(4) Every participant had to defeat an enemy. 

A salient meaning of (4) is that each participant x had to defeat someone who was an 

enemy of x. Representing the pertinent elements of the 8-grid of enemy as <1 ,2>, with 4< 
2 the position for the internal argument, we conceive of the syntax as linking that 

position to the quantified DP every participant (or, in a bolder step, to the external B
position of defeat, making (4) a case of implicit, rather than mixed, anaphora). 

lmplicit-anaphora examples go together with cases featuring ordinary pronouns, 

both showing a weak crossover effect. Thus we have data as in (5): 

(5) a Every participant had to defeat an enemy (of his). 

b ? An enemy (of his) had to defeat every participant. 

c How many participants had to defeat an enemy (of theirs). 

d ??How many participants did an enemy (of theirs) have to defeat? 

It is natural to suggest, therefore, that binding theory should treat these in the same 

way. As far as (5) goes, it may be proposed that the examples without pronominal!! 

arise by some process of deletion. But other examples show that there may be no 

grammatical source for such deletion: 

(6) Every participant had to defeat yesterday'S enemy's father. 

In (6) we have the interpretation that every participant is an x such that x had to defeat 

the father of the person who yesterday was an enemy of x; but insertion of a 

pronominal is not possible: 
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(7) Every participant had to defeat yesterday's enemy ("'of his)'s father. 

I will therefore assume that (4) and similar examples represent mixed anaphora. 

Can mixed anaphord go in the other direction, from formative to 8--posilion? This 

question is much harder to answer, since the 6-position will have to be discharged 

somehow in the semantics (or else the sentence will not be closed), and the means of 

eliminating it might itself provide an antecedent for the formative. Partee ( 1 989) 

observes that pronominals cannol in general freely take implicit antecedents. Consider 

(8): 

(8) Many [murderers <1 ,2» know them beforehand. 

(8) cannot mean: many murderers know their victims beforehand. On the other hand, 

we have notorious examples such as (9): 

(9) John buttered the toa.,t, but he didn't do it in the bathroom. 

Here the antecedent of it is understood to be John's action of buttering the toast, 

represented by the event-argument or E-position of the head V butter. This position is 

not discharged by e-marking, and in standard accounts appears as bound by an 

existential quantifier. So for the first clause we have the interpretation shown in ( 10): 

( 1 0) (3 e) butter (John,the toast,e) 

However, it could be conjectured that it is the implicit quantification. taking sentential 

scope, that licenses the pronominal anaphora. In what follows I will leave the mixed 

cases to one side, with the exception of a brief critical discussion of Culicover & 

Jackendoff ( 1995). 

My discussion in the sections following will concern control phenomena (section 

2); anaphor-incorporation (section 3); and a mixed-anaphora analysis of the anaphoric 

character of the word else, contrasting it with the views of Culicover & Jackendoff. To 

the extent that the views defended here are on the right track. they may give substance 

to the plea that forms my title. 
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2 Implicit arguments and control 

2 .  I Preliminary data 
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In a terminology familiar from the coinage of Roeper ( 1 987). an 'implicit argument' is 

seen in an example like ( I I ) (due to M. Rita Manzini). where the understood subject of 

si"k controls PRO: 

( I I )  The boat was sunk (in order) (PRO to collect the insurance]. 

That it is the presence of the implicit argument. and not merely common-sense 

understanding, that licenses ( I I ) is supported by the contrast between ( I I ) and 

examples where an element is understood in a discourse. but not present in the thematic 

structure of the predicative head. and so not available as a controller of PRO. The 

examples are somewhat delicate. because for me and some other speakers PRO without 

any controller, explicit or implicit, is acceptable in a dialogue like ( 12): 

( 1 2) Q: Why is the boat at the bottom of the sea? 
A: To collect the insurance. 

where the interpretation is that whoever is responsible for getting the boat to the bottom 

of the sea intends to collect the insurance.2 Still, in ( 13) such an interpretation is quite 

marginal: 

( 13)  ?The boat is  at the bottom of the sea [PRO to collect the insurance J .  

Manzini's and similar examples provide evidence that a 9-position discharged 

merely through existential closure is in some way visible to the syntax, and in particular 

may be the antecedent of a formative, in this case PRO. Other examples include ( 1 4), 

examined in Epstein ( 1 984): 

( 14) [PRO playing chess] is enjoyable. 

2 The dialogue is perhaps still more nearly acceptable if the respondent himself is the one who 

intends 10 collect the insurance. and so supplies the reference for PRO. 
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The unique meaning of ( 14) is: for x to play chess is enjoyable for x (for any x of the 

right sort). We conclude. therefore. that the expcriencer argument of enjoyable controls 

PRO. just as it does in ( 1 5): 

( 1 5) [PRO playing chess) is enjoyable for me. 

But in ( 1 3) the experiencer argument of enjoyable is discharged by universal closure, 

not 9-marking.3 More elaborate cases of the type of ( 14) include ( 16): 

( 1 6) Friends are fun [0 [PRO to be with r)). 

which can be interpreted as shown in ( 1 7): 

( 1 7) If x is friend of y, then it is fun for y for y to be with x, for any x and y4 

A classical problem in the theory of control and anaphora is that of the understood 

subject of NP, which can behave as though controlled, and also act as antecedent for 

other elements. Consider ( 1 8): 

3 The interpretation of ( 14) is necessarily generic, because of the properties of the English bare 

present in construction with indefinite arguments. In the past tense, as in (i). the interpretation need not 

be generic (universal): 

(i) PRO playing chess (yesterday) was enjoyable. 

But the remarks in the text still apply, since it is the implicit argument of enjoyable, anchored in 

context, that serves as the antecedent of PRO. 

Notice that it is the binary character of the predicate friend that l icenses the construction, by 

revealing two distinct argument positions. Thus it would be wrong to replace 'x is friend of y' by 'x 

and J are friends' in (7), since that would allow (i) with a meaning like that given for (7), while 

omitting (ii) in that meaning: 

(i) UJvers are fun to be with. 

(ii) Mothers are fun to be with. 

But (i) only means that if x and )' are lovers, then it is fun for any z for z to he with x and y: whereas 

(ii), whose head is a truly relational N, can mean that if x is mother of y then it is fun for ), for ), to be 

with x. The latter example, incidentally, also shows that we cannot interchange 'x' and 'f in the 

consequent of ( 17). 
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( 18)  My instruction to look at  each other wa<; unheeded. 

The unique meaning is as indicated in ( 1 9): 

1 89 

( 1 9) The instruction from me to x. that x should look at each other. was 

unheedcd by x. 

for whatever people x are in question. The syntax shows PRO as subject of the clause 

to look at each other. and acting as the antecedent of the reciprocal. The controller of 

PRO is the implicit second object of instruction. which is in tum controlled by the 

implicit argument of ul/heeded. which derived from the agent argument of the root 

heed.S The chain of control must go as stated. For example we cannot pass over the 

understood second object of instructio1l: 

(20) *My instruction to Mary to look at each other was unheeded. 

2 . 2  Conceptions of implicitness 

To this point I have been using the notion 'implicit argument' to mean: an open position 

(a 9-position) in a 9-grid.6 But this notion can be used purely descriptively. to signify 

/}-positions that are not realized overtly by (obvious) 6-marking (Roeper ( 1987) seems 

to me to shift between the descriptive sense and the more technical one). 

The phenomenon of implicit arguments. taken in the purely descriptive sense. is 

evident from examples like (20) above. and also from what Roberts ( 1987) calls 

'implicit subjects' of verbal passives. illustrated by (2 1 ): 

5 Thus unheeded i. m.e ""i"/ulbited and similar words in allowing a by. phrase: bUI no corresponding 

active form; for discussion see Fie:ngo ( 1977). 

6 Not all open positions are 8-positions in the classical sense; i.e., positions that must be 

di.charged by 8-marking. or assigned 10 arguments. in accordance with the 6-crilerion. The E
position. for e�ample. is an open position that is never assigned to an argument. and the open 

positions of some derived nominals apparently need not be assigned to arguments. their overt 

realization being in this sense: optional. For simplicity, however, 1 will here use 'open position' and 

'9-position' interchange:ably. Note particularly that no substantial account of 8-roles is required for the 

IIpplications pursued here: it will be enough that open positions are enumerated and distinguished from 

one another as pan of le�ical infonnation. 
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(21 )  The books were thrown away intentionally. 

The understood subject of the adverb is linked to the understood agent of the passive 

form. Assuming that the adverb has exactly the a-grid of the transitive adjective 

intentional. from which is it derived. we may render the semantics schematically as in 

(22) (see Higginbotham ( 1 989b) for more detail): 

(22) (3x) (3 e) [threw away(x.the books,e) & e was intentional of xl 

The 8-pOsition marked by 'x' in (22) is an implicit argument of the adverb. It does not 

yet follow. however. that (22) is a case of implicit, rather than mixed, anaphora; 

indeed, Roberts' s  view is that the passive affix -en may in fact be the suppressed 

external argument of the main V, serving as the antecedent for the adverbial position. 

Below I shall give some reasons for questioning this analysis; but in principle the case 

could go either way. 

Brody & Manzini ( 1987) understand implicit arguments in a sense that appears to 

conform to the technical usage suggested here; i.e., 9-pOsitions not discharged by 6-
marking. They defend implicit argument control tor cases like ( I I ) ;  but any such 

defense must consider various problematic examples. to which we now tum. 

2 _ 3  Contexts disallowing control 

Howard Lasnik (in discussion with the author. from some years back) has observed 

that a number of cases superficially similar to canonical examples such as ( 1 1 ) 

nevertheless fail to allow control, giving as a representative example (23): 

(23) *The boat was sunk (in order) [PRO to become a hero}. 

which contrasts with (24): 

(24) ?The boat was sunk by the sailor (in order) (PRO to become a hero}. 

These cases are problematic for an account such as Roberts ( 1987), since on his view 

an antecedent, namely the passive affix, is equally linguistically present for both (23) 

and (24). But they are problematic also for an account of control in terms of implicit 
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arguments, unless indeed an appropriate distinction can be made out between cases that 

do and cases that do not require the syntactic realization of a controller. Following the 

typology of Faraci ( 1 974), we distinguish between the purpose clause (PC), which 

may show both control and a 'gap' (assumed syntactically to be a chain consisting of an 

empty operator and a trace, as proposed in Chomsky ( 1977» . and the rationale clause 

(RC), optionally preceded by a head like in order, so as, etc .• which shows control. but 

no gap. The contrast is exemplified in (25)-(26): 

(25) I bought the violin ( ·in order) [0 [PRO to play sonatas on In. 

(26) 1 bought the violin (in order) [PRO to play sonatas on it]. 

1 will suppose following Whelpton ( 1995) that in (26) the subject of the adjunct is the 

event of buying the violin, and the RC is its internal argument, the object of in, or in 

order. The head itself expresses a relation between an event (here, buying the violin) 

and the content of an intention that its agent tried to fulfill by bringing the event to pass 

(here, playing sonatas on it). The head may not be overt, but constitutes the 'nexus' in 

the sense of Jespersen, mediating between the main clause and the RC. For the PC, I 

assume that the nexus is triadic, expressing a relation between an object (the violin). an 

event (possessing the violin in consequence of buying it), and the property expressed 
by the PC by taking 0 to express A.-abstraction over the position marked by t (here, "u 
(I play sonatas on x»; see Whelpton ( 1995) for further details, not relevant here. 

PC. it appears, regularly show control by an implicit argument. as in (27): 

(27) The bones were bought [0 [PRO to give I to the dog)).7 

In fact we do understand ( 1 1 )  (minus in order) as a PC. although it has no syntactic 

gap: for it is clear that it is the insurance on the boal that is to be collected. Inversely. 

infinitival adjuncts like that in (23). but with a manifest syntactic gap, are more 
acceptable than (23) itself. There is a clear contrast, for instance, between (28a) and 

(2gb): 

7 The controller. the understood buyer of the bones, need not be tbe one who puts them in position 

for the dog to eat, and in that sense need not be the 'giver' of the bones: I can, at least with license, 

truly say that th� bones were bought by me 10 give to the dog even if I intend someone else actually to 

hand Ihem over to the animal. But the same is true where the antecedent of PRO is explicit. as in (i): 

(i) I bought the bones yesterday (0 (PRO to give r to the dog)). 
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(28) a ?The boat was sunk (0 (PRO to become a hero for [PRO having sunk I]]). 

b *The boat was sunk [PRO to become a hero for having won the battle]. 

If so, then we can lay the relative un acceptability of (23) to the difficulty of taking it as 

a PC. and the relative acceptability uf Manzini's original example ( I I )  to the 

availability, through the internal argument of the derived nominal insurance. of an 

element that makes it construable as a Pc. 

What can be said about the RC construal, with in order? As a syntactic matter an 

RC cannot contain a gap; but it cenainly can contain a pronominal referring back to an 

element of the main clause (apart from the agent. which always controls PRO). Thus 

we may conjecture that an implicit argument in ( 1 1 ) (the object of insurance) facilitates 

the perception of control by removing a potential controller. the surface subject. from 

consideration. 

We have. then. a partial although incomplete response to Lasnik's observations. PC 

show control by implicit arguments; but both PC and RC are the more acceptable with 

implicit argument control in proponion as an implicit argument is supplied whose 

antecedent is the surface subject. as in ( I I ). Predicates like Lasnik's become a hero are 

low on the scale. since they do not supply implicit arguments. Hence their use as RC 

biases control toward the surface subject. semantic absurdity notwithstanding. thus 

generating typical contrasts such as (29)-(30) and (3 1 )-(32): 

(29) I studied the book [in order [pRO to be well-educated]]. 

(30) The book was studied [in order [PRO to be well-educated)). 

(3 1 )  The book was put o n  the shelf [in order [PRO t o  be consulted I as the need 

should arise]]. 

(32) I put the book on the shelf [in order [PRO to be consulted I as the need 

should arise. 

In all of these examples. the on}y accessible controller of PRO is the subject. 

Supposing now that both dontroller and controlled may be realized only implicitly, 

as in the cases we have given, we may consider a theory according to which PRO is a 

syntactic reflex of control. rather than the controlled element itself; that is. PRO is 

sclected to occur in cenain configurations where control has already been established. 

The syntactic restrictions on the occurrence of PRO remain in force, but anaphora into 

positions other than those in which PRO can occlir can remain at the level of the implicit 

argument. 
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In fact we may go farther. Suppose that, control or contextual anchoring of an 

implicit argument having been established, that argument must be realized, for 

independent reasons. There are two cases of this, namely (i) where the implicit 

arguments of the head must be discharged by 9-marking, and (ii) where a position must 

be syntactically realized on independent grounds. The former case is that of the B
positions of the head that interact with the 9-criterion; and the latter is that of the subject 

of a clause, the cases that fall under the Extended Projection Principle. In case (i) PRO 

is excluded except from an ungoverned subject position, and by (ii) something must be 

realized in such a position. Hence, if no other expression can fulfill its role, as appears 

to be the case in English, PRO occurs where, and exactly where, it can. Control itself, 

however, is indifferent to its occurrence. 

Fiengo & Higginbotham ( 198 1 )  gave examples of control into the external

argument position of N, as in (33): 

(33) Bets against him don' t  bother John. 

Our observation was that anaphora between him and John imply that it is not John who 

is betting. 8 In (34), where control is obligatory, anaphora are not possible: 

(34) [pRO betting against himj doesn't bother John. 

The data suggest that the only difference between the cases stems from the fact that 

control is not required in (33). As many people have observed, positing PRO in (33) 

and the like is hard to defend: not only does the subject seem complete by itself, but it 

can even be supplemented with a genitive (yesterday's bets against John), without 

disturbing the control relation. Moreover, if PRO were present in (33) there is no 

evident reason why control should not be as obligatory, as it is in (34). On the present 

view, as in Williams ( 1994), these issues do not arise. 

8 More simply. nominals like bels agai/isl him show the same condition B effect as simple 

sentences N P bel agai/lst him. 
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3 Incorporated anaphora 

Consider examples such as: self-inflicted (wound), other-regarding (action), different

sounding (syllables), same-looking (cars). In these the semantics must be done through 

communication between implicit arguments. They represent a kind of head

incorporation, but are evidently (in the case of the latter three), or arguably (in the case 

of se(f-, as discussed below), not themselves capable of discharging a e-position. The 

constructions are of variable productivity, panly for elementary semantic reasons, but 

invite comparison with N-incorporation and an analysis of the general basis for the 

semantics that they receive. 

It has long been observed that some cases of self-incorporation carry the obvious 

retlexive meaning. Consider again (3), expanded below as (35): 

(35) a self-starting motor 

One can say that a motor x is self-starting if it is such that x starts x, and the 

construction so understood is synonymous with motor that starts itself. The Adjective 

self-starting combines with the head Noun by unification or e-identification, and the 

morpheme self has the effect of identifying the internal with the external implicit 

argument of starting. I will represent this syntactic transaction and the resulting 

semantic interpretation as shown in (36): 

(36) a self-starting motor 

a ([self-starting,<l ,2>,2= I ]  [motor <3>],<3>, 1=3] 

an x such that motor(x) & x starts x 

As above, the 8-positions are shown within angled brackets. Identification of 8-

positions is shown by equations whose left side is the modifier and whose right side is 

the modified, an arbitrary convention to this point. Thus self-starting contains two 8-

positions, which are identified, and these in turn are identified, as shown by the 

annotation ' I  =3'.  with the sole e-position 3 of motor. 

Chomsky ( 1 972). in the course of arguing in favor of the lexicalist hypothesis, and 

against the suggestive evidence for a transformational derivation of constructions like 

(35), considered a number of cases of self-incorporation. I discuss thelle examples, and 

others, below. For the moment, let us consider how the 8-positions in self-
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incorporation are identified, a question left open by the neutral notation '2= I '  in (36) 

above. 

It is straightforward to verify that when a N incorporates into an A=V+ing, then it 

fills the internal argument position of V. and that N-incorporation into A=V+en, formed 

with the participial affix, fills instead the position that would be external in the active 

form of V. Thus contrast (37)(a)-(b): 

(37) a a Wall Street-sustaining enterprise 

b a Wall Street-sustained enterprise 

These have the interpretations in (38)(a)-(b), respectively: 

(38) a an enterprise x such that x sustains Wall Street 

b an enterprise x such that Wall Street sustains x9 

Taking a cue from these data, we conclude that the self morpheme when 

incorporated acts in a specific direction. so as to identify an internal 6-position with the 

external one (in the case of -ing), or to identify the external position with an internal one 

(the case of -en). Let us say that the morpheme targets a position n, and identifies it 

with position m. If so, then we should not regard the direction of 9-identification with 

indifference, but endow it with a significance reflected in the notation for (36) and other 

examples. 

Our question whether there is a direction of 6-identification arises also for the 

simpler case of modifier-head relations: are these symmetric or asymmetric? It is 

natural to suppose that they proceed from the modifier to the head; that is. that 6-

identification targets a position of the modifier and identifies it with a position of the 

head. We shall make this assumption in what follows. 

In place of the equations seen in the third line of (36) we now put assignments of 

target n with identified position m. signaled by the notation: 'n=>m' .  Thus (36) is 

replaced by (39): 

(39) a self-starting motor 

a [[self-starting,<I ,2>,2=> I ]  [motor <3>],<3>, 1=>3] 

an x such that motor(x) & x starts x 

9 or: x is sustained by Wall Street. 
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Because of the reflexivity of self-. we can represent the semantics in (39) without 

assigning that morpheme any meaning other than that of triggering the anaphora. But 

consider reciprocal examples. as in (40); 

(40) an other-regarding action 

an x such that action(x) & the agent y of.t hao; regard for some ,;ex 

or examples with different. as in (4 1 ); 

(4 1 )  different-sounding syllables 

syllables x each of which is different from the others in x 

In these cases the semantics must be mediated by the meanings of other and different 

themselves. For the case of other. we shall want a 6-grid (other.< 1 .2>1. which will 

combine with (regarding.<3.4» , by identifying 2 with 4; and similarly for different. 

and for that matter same. Illustrating with reference to (40). we shall have (42). where 

the nominal carries a position for the agent: 

(42) an other-regarding action 

an [ [[other. < 1 .2>] [regarding. <3.4» , < 1 ,3.4>. 2=>4] [action. <5. 6>]. 

< 1 .5.6>. 3=>5. 1 =>61 

But now we may propose that self, itself, contributes a meaning. namely identity. 10 

In general. the forms .�elf+gerund have quite regular interpretations. as indicated for 

instance by examples like those in (43): 

(43) a self-canning beer 

b self-seeking man 

c self-breaking chinaware 

10 There are of course intimate relations between the conception thus arrived at and recent discussions 

of retleKives that have them incorporate into verbal heads; but I puss over these issues here for lack of 

space. 
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(43a) evidently means: beer that puts itself in a can; (43c) refers to chinaware that 

breaks of its own accord (with inchoative break). or alternatively to chinaware that 

breaks itself (with causative break); (43b) is not generally understood to mean man who 

seeks lIimself. but rather selfisll man. or perhaps man who seeks tllings (only) for 

himself: but it is clear on reflection that it lias the purely reflexive meaning, usage 

notwithstanding. The last remark goes also for examples like (44a-b). of which the first 

is discussed in Chomsky ( 1 972): 

(44) a self-fulfilling prophecy 

b self-standing statue 

Chomsky ( 1 972:57-58) writes that (44a) "does not. strictly speaking, mean that the 

prophecy fulfills the prophecy. which is senseless. but rather than it led to a state of 

affairs that fulfilled the prophecy." This characterization of the common meaning can. I 

think, be improved: (44a) is a clever coinage. applying to acts of prophecy having the 

property that making them causes the fulfillment of their contents. In any case, the 

crucial question for the status of (44a) in the grammar is whether the 'senseless' 

meaning is in fact available. It seems to me that it is. 

The example (44b) raises a different set of issues. As illustrated above with respect 

to (43c). inchoatives may allow self-incorporation. and (44b) is acceptable with the 

meaning slatue Illat stands by itself (williout the aid of props). The pattern is not, 

however. generalizeable: thus we do not have *self-lying rug. *self-sitting doll. etc., or 

examples like self-walking dog except with causative walk. 

Turning now to the panicipial and derived nominal forms. we find a regular pattern 

overlain with special usages, and a possibility that does not obtain with the gerund. of 

identifying an agent, extraneous to the 6-grid of the head. with a position in the 6-grid. 

Recall that examples like (37b) show that an incorporated N identifies its 6-position 

with the external argument position of a paniciple. and that self- incorporation 

consequently works 'downwards.' from the external position to an internal one. 

Examples such as those (45) then have the expected meanings shown: 

(45) a self-canned beer = beer which the beer itself puts in the can 

b self-sought man = man who he himself seeks 

But (45a) has another interpretation as well, namely beer that is call1led by Ihe olle who 

made il. Similar remarks go for the examples in (46): 
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(46) self-addressed envelope, self-decorated house, self-derived conclusion 

Finally, examples with derived nominals show both the 'regular' (often silly in 

practice) interpretations, as well as scattered available readings that reflect the 

importation of an outside agent, as in (47): 

(47) self-storage facility, self-discovery, self-service machine, 

Thus a self-storage facility can be a facility where one stores oneself, but (in a non

cryogenic age) is used just to mean a facility where one stores one's belongings by 

oneself; self-discovery refers to the act of discovering one's 'true self;' and a self

service machine (in British English) is one that serves goods after the insertion of coins 

(but can be interpreted to mean a machine that serves itself). 

Summing up, the self-incorporated forms diverge from what is made available by 

ordinary reflexive contexts, but contain the meanings given by those contexts as special 

cases, even where usage assigns them other salient meanings. The gerundives come 

closest to exhibiting regular behavior; the participles, even where regular, do not follow 

the lines of syntactic reflexivization, since they target an internal argument, identifying 

it with the external, whereas syntactic reflexives must follow the reverse pattern; 

participles and derived nominals allow the importation of agents not given in the 9-

grids of the heads; and there is a (limited) variety of special cases. These data are 

consistent with Chomsky's support for a lexicalist position with respect to self-, and 

more generally anaphor-, incorporation, but show at the same time a systematic 

character that can be expressed only at the level of implicit anaphora. 

4 Else 

Culicover & lackendoff ( 1995) have discussed anaphora with (something) else, as seen 

for instance in (48). 

(48) Everyone loves someone else. 

in the meaning: everyone is an x such that x loves someone other than x. Since they 

regard the expression else, or the containing nominal, as itself anaphoric, they conclude 
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on the basis of clause-bound anaphora as in (48) and longer-distance anaphora as in 

(49) that someone else has the distribution of both anaphors and pronominals. 

(49) Everyone thought that I saw someone else. 

In fact. they go so far as to suggest that these anaphora violate condition (C). citing 

(50): 

(50) Someone else wrote Shakespeare's plays. 

Of course. thcse conclusions are induced only by the assumed formalism of 

cosubscripting elements as wholes. The consequences for the theory of explicit 

anaphora are sufficiently drastic that the alternative suggests itself. that these anaphora 

are triggered by the specific meaning and the argument structure of the anaphoric 

element else. and so engage the semantics at the level of implicit arguments. 

Let us return to the point that someone else evidently means some person y other 

than persoll x. where the value of 'x' is determined contextually. or else the position it 

occupies is that of a bound variable; and similarly for no one/anyone/everyone else. We 

may take it that else. despite its limited distribution. effectively means other than. and 

combines with the head, one as illustrated by (5 1):  

(5 1) ([one,< I>J [else.<2,3>J.<1 .3>,2=> I J  

where 3 i s  anaphoric, in  the case of  (50) to Shakespeare. " 

The alternative just sketched responds at once to the suggestion of Culicover & 

lackendoff. that the anaphoric properties of else will have to be specified at some level 

other than those recognized by customary syntax. They write in ( 1995:272) that the 

construction X el.�e should be 'decomposed ' as 'x other than a. where a is an 

anaphoric element.' where a is 'not present in the syntax at all: But thematic structure 

is present in the syntax. and if we allow. as it appears we must on independent 

grounds. that o-positions can themselves participate in anaphoric relations, then their 

conclusion is not warranted. 

1 1 The head expression nced not be ont'. since. e.g. e�'el)' mall else and similar constructions are 

allested. On the other hand. the quantifier (in the count system) must apparently be either universal or 

existential. since we do not have "moll), men else and the like; but for the mass system cf. litlle else. 

mlldl elst'. 
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There are in fact other reasons for supposing that else-anaphora arc syntactically 

represented. Contrary to the judgements of Culicover & Jackendoff ( 1 995:226-227), I 

find that else-anaphora obey the crossover conditions : 1 2  

(52) It was everyone else that everyone met. 

(53) It wa� everyone that everyone else met. 

(52) can mean that everyone is an x such that x met everyone )' other than x; but (53) 

cannot mean that everyone is an x such that everyone )' other than x met x. The cases 

are parallel to (54)-(55): 

(54) It was everyone other than him that e\'eryone met. 

(55) nit was el'eryone that everyone other than him met. 

But I suggest that no decomposition of anything is called for ; rather, we should 

recognize in the structure of the word else itself the possibility of anaphora, and apply 

weak crossover conditions to the relation between the position marked 3 in (42) above 

and the quantificational antecedent everyolle in (52)-(53). In support of th is hypothesis 

are the considerations below, 

Higginbotham ( l989a:92,96) advanced thc generalization that both PRO and 

understood subjects always show what was there called covariallce with their 

antecedents under a�sociation with focus and VP-deletion. Covariance in the latter case 
( 'sloppy identi ty ' )  shows up with else-anaphora as well. Thus (56). in contrast to (57), 

does not admit a 'strict' or invariant reading: 

(56) Shakespeare liked someone else's plays, but Marlowe didn't. 

(57) Shakespeare liked the plays of someone other than him. 

(Shakespeare). but Marlowe didn't. 

Similarly. for the case of association with focus, compare (58) to (59): 

(58) Only Shakespeare likes someone else's plays. 

(59) Only Shakespeare likes p lays by someone other than him, 

1 2  In fact. Culicover & Jackendoff vacillate on this point. since in ( 1995:262) they suggest that such 

wnditions are in effect. 
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The example (58) is ambiguous in the usual way, between the invariant (60) and the 

covariant (6 1 ): 

(60) Only Shakespeare is an x such that x likes plays by someone other than 

Shakespeare. 

(6 1 )  Only Shakespeare is an x such that x likes plays by someone other than x. 

But the invariant or strict interpretation is unavailable for (58). These data suggest that 

Culicover & lackendoffs recourse to decomposition is not only unnecessary but as it 

stands misleading, since the result of restoring an argument for else cannot, unlike 

pronominals, show strict identity interpretations. 

I have suggested that else means other than, and carries two implicit arguments. 

This thesis is supported independently by the free occurrence of else with disjunction. 

The addition of else forces an extra dimension of interpretation in (62): 

(62) You must go, or (else) you will be late. 

(62) invites a conditional interpretation, 'If you do not go,' i.e., ' if  you do otherwise 

than go, you will be late' for the second disjunct. In one natural interpretation of (63), 

the 'free-choice' interpretation discussed in Higginbotham ( 199 1). the addition of else 
implicates that one and only one alternative is permitted: 

(63) You are allowed to play chess or (else) checkers here. 

Furthermore, in contexts that escape tautology through Gricean implicature, as in (64) 

said in response to the question whether one will be at the party, the addition of else 
creates anomaly: 

(64) I may go, or I may not. 

(65) ?I may go, or else I may not. 

We thus have. from within the contemporary language, ample evidence that else 
involves the concept other than as pan of its thematic structure. 
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5 Concluding Remarks 

The selected cases discussed here are evidence that the general theory of anaphoric 

relations in syntax should be extended to include implicit anaphora. not at a hypothetical 

level of the representation of full discourse and communication, but at the classic level, 

where syntactic structures and the form and meaning of lexical items impose their own 

conditions on possible interpretations. Besides these cases there are a number of others. 

including for example tense-agreement phenomena and sequence of tense. which 

limitations of space have precluded discussing here. If so, then the question arises what 

lexical items are permitted to bear the anaphoric relations in question. It can be no 

accident, for example, that the incorporated anaphora over and over employ the notions 

of identity and non-identity, or that words like else, another, and different appear in this 

connection. But for this point a wider cross-linguistic survey is needed. 
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Sloppy Identity and Principle B 

Hajime Hoji 

Introduction: two conceptions of Binding Principle B* 

The marked degradation of examples like (1) ,  in contrast to (2), under the 

interpretations as indicated, has been attributed to a principle that is sensitive to the 

structural closeness of the two nominal expressions at issue. 

( 1) a *[{No/That} software company], recommended it, for that project. 

b *[{No/That} software company] , claims it, to be the most suitable for that 

project. 

(2) a [{No/That} software company], recommended its, subsidiary for that 

project. 

This is a modified version of "Sloppy Identity and Bound Variable Anaphora, "  presented at the 

Workshop on 'Atomism' and Binding at Leiden University, February 1 5-17 ,  1996. Most of the 

developments subsequem lo the workshop. such as those presenled in the spring 1997 seminar at USC. 

are in general not included in this paper. My forthcoming work Formal Dependency and Organization 

of Gr(lJ7lmar (MIT Press) will contain a substantially more comprehensive and more articulated view 

of the proposal. part of which this paper is an interim report of. I am much indebted to Ayumi Ueyama 

for her cl(lensive commems and suggestions on earlier versions of this paper. I also wish 10 thank Yuki 

Takubo for his comments on an earlier version of this paper. I have also benefited from discussions 

with and/or comments from Andy Barss, James Higginbo,ham. Ai Kawazoe. Satoshi Kinsui. Audrey 

Li. Ann Lobeck. Yuki Matsuda. Robert May, Keiko Miyagawa. Barry Schein. Caroline Scher7.er. 

Daniel Seely, Karina Wilkinson. as well as the students in my USC syntax courses and the audiences 

at University of Arizona, Kyushu U!liversity, Kanda University of International Studies and University 

of Tokyo. where portions of this work have been presented. This work has been supported in part by 

Monbusho (Education Ministry of Japan) International Scientific Research Program: Joint Research. 

Gram No.08044009. Comparative Syntax of Japanese, Korean. Chinese and English. 
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b [{No/That} software company). claims that itl is the most suitable for that 

project. 

The principle is called Binding Principle B. 

This paper is concerned with the question of what formal relations Principle B is 

to restrict. There are two representative views on this. One regards the principle as 

regulating coindexation, a symmetrical relation, as in Chomsky ( 1 981),  or its 

modified versions such as Reinhart (1983 : Ch. 7), where its application is in effect 

restricted to the cases of bound variable anaphora. The other considers this principle 

to restrict an asymmetrical relation, dependency/linking, as in Higginbotham ( 1983); 

cf. also Evans ( 1980). In this paper, I argue. in support of the second approach. that 

Principle B must be understood as a condition on a formal relation of dependency, 

which shall be called Formal Dependency, while maintaining the conclusion in Hoji 

( 1 995) that Principle B does not regulate coreferential relations among nominals, as 

argued in Reinhart (1983: Ch. 7). 1  

In section 2 .  I will present initial evidence that Principle B is on Formal 

Dependency. rather than on coindexation. In section 3 ,  further evidence for this 

conclusion will be provided. based on certain types of interpretive possibilities 

involving a sloppy identity reading. In section 4, I will suggest an account of why it 

recommended it in English does not allow coreference while its Japanese counterpart 

does. The proposed account is an attempt to solve the long-standing problem of how 

to deal with "coreference residue of Principle B� under the view that Principle B is 

a condition on Formal Dependency or on bound variable anaphora. 

As in Hoji (l997b). I assume the follOWing three necessary conditions for the establishment of 

Formal Dependency between A and B. FD(A.B). 

(i) If FD(A.B). then 

a. B is a ,s-occurrence in the sense of Fiengo & May ( 1994) 

(stated slightly differently in Hoji ( I  99Th» 

b. A c-comrnands B. and 

c. A is not in the local domain of B.  

FD(A.B) is  a formal relation. which is  part of the LF representation. I thus maintain. as in  Hoji 

( I 997b). that FD itself is a legitimate LF object. I furtber assume. also as in Hoji (1997b). that the 

establishment of an FD is a necessary condition for bound variable construal . The following 

presentation. however. is mostly based on works prior to Hoji ( l 997b); see note 28. 

I 
I 
I 

! 
1 
I 
1 

1 I 
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2 Principle B and Formal Dependency 

207 

It is concluded in Hoji (1995) that soko 'it/that place' is singular-denoting based on 

the observation that it cannot allow split antecedence. in contrast to they in English, 

and karera in Japanese. which is generally translated as human 'they' .  

(3) *Toyotal-ga Nissanz-ni 

Toyota-NOM Nissan-DAT 

[cp CIA-ga sokol+z-o 

sirabeteiru tol tugeta. 

is:investigating that told 

CIA-NOM it-ACC 

(based on Hojj 1995. (16» 
'Toyota I told Nissanz that the CIA was investigating itl +z • •  

Despite this. soko can be anaphorically related with a conjoined N P  as is indicated 

in (4) .  

(4) [Toyota to Nissan (to)1 t-ga Mazda-ni IcP CIA-ga sokol-o 

Toyota and Nissan-NOM Mazda-OAT CIA-NOM it-ACC 

sirabeteiru to] tugeta. 

is: investigating that told (based on Hojj 1995. (17» 
'[Each of [Toyota and Nissan])1 told Mazda that the CIA was investigating 

it • . •  

Given the singular-denoting nature of soko. the anaphoric relation between soko and 

the conjoined NP in (4) cannot be that of coreference; it seems natural to assume that 

it involves bound variable anaphora.2 The contrast between (5) and (6) is then as 

expected, provided that the distribution of bound variable anapbora is regulated by 

Principle B. 1 

2 Given that the anaphoric relation between soko and a conjoined NP has to be an instance of bound 

variable anaphora. as we are assuming here. and given that bound variable anaphora is subject to the 

standard c-command requirement. we expect Weak Crossover effects when soko is not c-commanded 

by (the trace of) the conjoined NP (at the relevant level of representalion). Hoji ( 1 995: ( 1 8a» observes 

that this is indeed a correct prediction; see also Hoji ( I997b: sec. 2.2). 

3 As discussed and analyzed in some depth in Ueyama ( 1997a. 1997b). there are some factors. 

which I do not discuss in this paper. that affect the availability of what appear to be the bound variable 

readings under discussion. Much of the complications in (5) and (6) are invoked in an auempt to show 

the intended contrast more clearly than otherwise. by controlling such factors. without explicitly 

providing their analyses here. 
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(5) 

(6) 

HAJIME HOJI 

a (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurootositeita) 

was:trying:to:spy:on) 

[sokol-no 

(that meeting-GEN development-ACC 

tyoosain-wa [ [Toyota to NissanJt-ga 

investigator-TOP Toyota and Nissan-NoM it-GEN 

sitauke]-o suisensuru]-no-o mite odoroita. 

subsidiary-Acc recommend -Ace saw:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see [(each of Toyota and Nissan], recommend 

its, subsidiary] . '  

b (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurootositeita) 

(that meeting-GEN development-ACc was:trying:to:spy:on) 

tyoosain-wa ([Toyota to Nissan1 t-ga b FBI-ga sokol-o 

investigator-TOP Toyota and Nissan-NOM FBI-NOM it -ACC 

sirabeteiru to) happyoosuru]-no-o kiite odoroita. 

is: investigating that announce -ACC heard:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to hear [ [each of Toyota and Nissan]I announce 

that the FBI was investigating itd . '  

c (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurootositeita) 

a 

(that meeting-GEN development -ACC was: trying:to: spy:on) 

tyoosain-wa [iintyoo-ga [Toyota to Nissan)l-ni 

investigator-TOP chairperson-NoM Toyota and Nissan-DAT 

sokOl-no atarasii bengosi-o suisensuru) no-o mite odoroita. 

it-GEN new attorney-Acc recommend -ACC saw:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see [the chairperson recommend to [each of 

Toyota and Nissan)l itsl new attorney]. ' 

*(Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o 

(that meeting-GEN development -ACC 

tyoosain-wa [[Toyota to Nissan] l-ga 

investigator-ToP Toyota and Nissan-NoM 

suisensuru) -no-o mite odoroita. 

sagurootositeita) 

was:trying:to:spy:on) 

[soko,-o 

it-ACC 

recommend -ACC saw:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see ([each of Toyota and Nissan]1 recommend 

itl]· • 
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b *(Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurootositeita) 

(that meeting-GEN development -Ace was:trying:to:spy:on) 

tyoosain-wa (iintyoo-ga [Toyota to Nissan),-ni 

investigator-TOP chairperson-NOM Toyota and Nissan-DAT 

soko,-o suisensuru) no-o mite odoroita. 

it-ACe recommend -Ace saw:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see [the chairperson recommend to [each of 

Toyota and Nissan), it,}. '4 

Note that the structural relation between the conjoined NP and soko is local in (6), 

while it is not in (5). Hence the bound variable anaphora is disallowed in (6), in 

accordance with Principle B.  The contrast also obtains in examples with other 

quantificational NPs such as Toyota sae 'even Toyota' ,  Toyota dake 'only Toyota' ,  

Toyota toka Nissan taka 'Toyota, Nissan and so on' and kanarinokazu-no N ' a  good 

number of N',  although the relevant examples are not supplied here for reasons of 

space. 

If Toyota 10 Nissan is replaced by Toyota and soko by osoko in (5) and (6), the 

coreference possibility does not seem to be affected by the relevant locality. 5 

(7) a (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurooto siteita) tyoosain-wa 

[Toyota,-ga asoko.-no sitauke-o suisensuru]-no-o mite odoroita. 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see Toyota, recommend its, subsidiary . '  

b (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurooto siteita) tyoosain-wa [iintyoo-ga 

Toyota,-ni asoko,-no raibaru gaisya-o suisensuru)-no-o mite odoroita. 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see the chairperson recommend to Toyota, its, 

rival company. ' 

4 The English translation here is meant to remind the reader that the ni·marked argument 

c-commands the o-marked argument in examples like (Sc). (6b) and (8b). 

S As is well known. the availability of coreference is. in general, affected by a number of syntactic 

as well as non-syntactic factors. I do not therefore claim Ihat the coreference as indicated is readily 

available in (7) and (8) for any speaker. I do claim. however. thai if one accepts the coreference 

possibility in (7). then the availability of the coreference option is not affected in (8) in the same way 

that the possibility of the anaphoric reI a' ion in (5) becomes significantly reduced in (6). 
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(8) a (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurooto siteita) tyoosain-wa 

[Toyotal-ga asokol-o suisensuru]-no-o mite odoroita. 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see Toyotal recommend itl . '  
b (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurooto siteita) tyoosain-wa 

[iintyoo-ga Toyotal-ni asokol-o suisensuru]-no-o mite odoroita. 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see the chairperson recommend to Toyotal itl . '  

Given the assumption, made in Hoji ( 1995, 1 997b), that the establishment of Formal 

Dependency (FD) is a necessary condition for bound variable anaphora. the status of 

(6) in contrast to that of (4), (5), (7) and (8). can be accounted for if Principle B is 

a condition on the establishment of FD. 6 This can, however, be accounted for also 

under the assumption that Principle B is a condition on coindexation, if its application 

is. as in Reinhart ( 1983: Ch.7). restricted to cases of bound variable anaphora. 

Now. consider the examples in (9).7 

6 One may objecl !hal if Principle B is a condilion on !he establishmenl of Formal Dependency 

ralher Ihan on coindeulion. !here should nOI be any!hing wrong. in principle. with coreference in 
examples like he recommended him and it recommended it. I will return 10 Ihis in section 3. 

7 The observation in (9). which can be made also wi!h other quanlificalional NPs, has been inspired 

by Heim's ( 1992) discussion of analogous English examples such as (i), which, accordinll to her. are 
acceptable only in certain contexts in which • slructured meanings' matter. Higginbo!ham (\ 992: 

seclion 4.2) also contains discussion of much relevance. 

(i) (based on Htim 1992: (20» 
Everyone said !hal what he had in common wi!h his siblings was Ihal his siSler admired 

him. his brother admired him. and he (himself) admired him. 

Unlike Iheir English counterpans, examples like (9) allow the bound reading wi!hout any special 

contexts. This is not surprising, given the sharp contrast between (ii-a) and (ii-b). 

(ii) a *It, recommended it,. 

b Soko,-ga soko" o suisensita. 

'II recommended it.' 

My conclusion in this paper. however. differs from Heim's (1992). I claim in this paper that Principle 

8 consists solely of !he inviolable pan of Heim's Principle B. i.e. that pan of the principle lhal 
regulates dependency, excluding the other part of her Principle B, i.e. that pan of her Principle 8 that 

regulates codetermination. which is violable due to her -Exceptional Colndexing Rule.-
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(9) a (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurootositeita) 

(that meeting-GEN development -ACC was:trying:to:spy:on) 

tyoosain-wa [Toyota to Nissanll-ga b sokol-ga sokol-o 

investigator-TOP Toyota and Nissan-NOM it-NOM it-ACC 

suisensita to] happyoosuru no-o mite odoroita. 

recommended that announce -ACC saw:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see [each of Toyota and Nissan) l announce that 

itl had recommended itl . '  

b (Sono kaigi-no dookoo-o sagurootositeita) tyoosain-wa 

(that meeting-GEN developmentAcc was: trying:to:spy: on) investigator-TOP 

[iintyoo-ga [Toyota to Nissankni [cp sokol-ga sokol-o 

chairperson-NoM Toyota and Nissan-OAT it-NOM it-ACC 

suisensu-ru bekida to] tutaeru no-o mite odoroita. 

recommend should that tell -Ace saw:and was:surprised 

'The investigator (who was trying to spy on the development of that 

meeting) was surprised to see the chairperson tell [each of Toyota and 

Nissan] I that itl should recommend it • .  ' 

The intended interpretations of the relevant clause in (9) are as in (10). 

(10) a for all x.  x E {Toyota. Nissan} , x announce that x had recommended x 

b for all x, x E  {Toyota. Nissan}, the chairperson tell x that x should 

recommend x 

Given the co indexation-based view of Principle B, even if its application is restricted 

to the distribution of bound variable anaphora, (9) should fail  to yield the reading 

indicated in (10). Note that the embedded object soko would be locally bound (by the 

embedded subject soko). If Principle B is a condition on the establishment of Fonnal 

Dependency, on the other hand, the availability of reading ( 10) for (9) is not 

unexpected since both occurrences of soko can Formally Depend upon (the trace of) 

Toyota to Nissan 'Toyota and Nissan' . and such Formal Dependencies are not locally 

established. Note that, if Formal Dependency has to be established locally as in (6), 

the bound reading is not possible. 
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3 Principle B effects in the sloppy identity contexts 

In section 2, I have argued that Principle B is a condition on the establishment of 

Formal Dependency. If Formal Dependency is a necessary condition for (certain 

types) of sloppy identity readings, it follows that the distribution of such readings is 

constrained by Principle B. In this section. I will argue that such is indeed the case. 

3. 1 Mix readings 

Ficngo & May ( 1994) (henceforth F&M) provides a detailed account of the following 

observations made in Dahl (1974) and discussed in Sag ( 1976) and Dalrymple, 

Shieber. & Pereira ( 1991): ( 1 1 )  allows the readings in ( l 3a,b.c) but not the one in 

( l 3d). while ( 12) allows all of the four readings in ( 14) .8  

( I I )  Max said he saw his mother; Oscar did too. 

( 12) Max said his mother saw him; Oscar did too. 

( 13) a MaxI said hel saw his I mother; Oscar2 said hel saw hisl mother 

b MaXI said hel saw hisl mother; Oscarz said hel saw hisz mother 

c Max, said hel saw hisl mother; Oscar2 said he2 saw his, mother (Mix 1)  

d Max. said hel saw his, mother; Oscar2 said hel saw hisz mother (Mix 2) 

( 14) a MaXI said his! mother saw him!; Oscar2 said his! mother saw him! 

b Max! said his I mother saw him!;  Oscarl said hisl mother saw himz 

c MaXI said his! mother saw him,; Oscar2 said hiSz mother saw himl 

(Mix 1 )  

d Max! said his! mother saw him!; Oscarz said his! mother saw himz 

(Mix 2) 

For ease of exposition. I will call the third and the fourth readings Mix 1 and Mix 

2, respectively. F&M argues that these interpretive poSSibilities follow from their 

Dependency Theory . The aspect of their Dependency Theory that is crucial to our 

discussion at the moment is that a necessary condition for a sloppy identity reading 

(SR) is the use of a �-occurrence. i .e .  a dependent occurrence of a nominal 

expression. 

Fox ( 1995) also contains discussion of much relevance in regard to the nature and the analysis of 
mix readings. 
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It is  pointed out in Hoji ( 1 990), and funher argued in Hoji ( 1 998) that 

comparative ellipsis (CE) in Japanese provides a syntactic context akin to VP el1ipsis 

(and CE) in English, in regard to the distribution of sloppy and strict identity 

readings. Japanese CE examples with soko exhibit the same interpretive possibilities 

as noted for ( I I )  and ( 12) above.9• IO 

( 15) a Seihu-ga UA-sya-ni yori) sakini] [vp B-sya-ni 

government-NOM A-companY-DAT than early B-companY-DAT 

[ep soko-ga soko-no komonbengosi-o uttaela to] iw]-ase-ta (koto) 

it-NOM it-GEN attorneY-ACc sued that say-cause-PAsT 

'The government made Company B say that it had sued its attorney, 

earlier than (the government made) Company A (say that it had sued its 

attorney). ' 

b Seihu-ga [[A-sya-ni yori] sakinil [vp B-sya-ni 

government-NOM A-companY-DAT than early B-companY-DAT 

[ep soko-no komonbengosi-ga soko-o uttaela to] iw]-ase-ta (koto). 

it-GEN attorney-NoM it-ACC sued that say-cause-PAST 

'The government made Company B say that its attorney had sued it ,earlier 

than (the government made) Company A (say that its attorney had sued it)' 

9 Two points of clarification are in order. First, whether or not there is a pause after the adverbial 

following yori 'than' phrase, e.g. /A-sya ni yori] sOOni 'earlier than Company A' in (IS),  seems to 

affect the relevant interpretive possibilities of ( lS) and other comparative ellipsis examples. For this 

reason, it should be understood henceforth that the pause immediately after . . . )'ori sakini is intended 

in the relevant examples. In some of the examples below, . . . )'ori jakin; is placed before the matrix 

subject, so as to avoid the possible complication. Second, rno can be attached to yor;, and its presence 

can be considered optional for the purposes of the present discussion. 

1D The relevant judgments on the Japanese examples reponed in this paper, especially those in this 

section can be qUite subtle. As pointed out in note 3, there arc some fat:tors, which I do not address 

in this paper, that affect the availability of what appears to be bound variable readings. Ueyama 

(l991a, 1991b) discusses and analyzes them in some depth. While it is not yet entirely clear how such 

fat:tors can be fully controlled, there are ways in which we can (partially) control them. I have in fact 

tried to do so by invoking certain complications in examples like (5) and (6) above. We can similarly 

improve on the examples in this section so that the relevant contrasts may come to be felt more clearly. 

But the i ntroduction of such complicatiOns in tum can make the processing of the relevant examples 

Significantly more difficult, thereby making the relevant judgments more difficull. [ have thus decided 

to present the cxamph:s in lhis section as they appear below, without invoking the complications of the 

son introduced in (5) and (6). In my forthcoming works, I make an allempt to present a more 

comprehensive discussion of the relevant empirical materials and hence of the relevant factors at issue 

and their analyses. 
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( 1Sa) allows the two across-the-board readings and Mix I .  but not Mix 2. ( l Sb). on 

the other hand. allows all of the four readings. The four readings for ( ISa) and ( lSb) 

are given in ( 16) and ( 17). 

( 16) The readings for (J5a) ("* " indicates unavailability) 

a the government made Company B, say that it, had sued its, attorney. 

earlier than the government made Company A2 say that it, had sued its, 

attorney 

b the government made Company B, say that it, had sued its, attorney. 

earlier than the government made Company A2 say that it2 had sued its2 

attorney 

c the government made Company B, say that itl had sued its, attorney. 

earlier than the government made Company A2 say that il2 had sued its, 

attorney (Mix 1 )  

d *the government made Company B, say that itl had sued its, attorney. 

earlier than the government made Company A2 say that it, had sued i1Sz 

attorney (Mix 2) 

( 17) The readings for (J 5b) (all readings are available) 

a the government made Company BI say that its, attorney sued it, •  earlier 

than the government made Company A2 say that its, attorney sued itl 

b the government made Company B, say that its I attorney sued itl• earlier 

than the government made Company A2 say that itSz attorney sued it2 

c the government made Company B, say that itsl attorney sued it,. earlier 

than the government made Company Az say that i1Sz attorney sued itl 

(Mix 1) 

d the government made Company B, say that its I attorney sued itl • earlier 

than the government made Company A2 say that itsl attorney sued il2 

(Mix 2) 

One may not find this result particularly surprising, given the parallelism between VP 

ellipsis in English and CE in Japanese, as noted in Hoji ( 1998). and given the fact 

that soko can be construed as a bound variable. It is noteworthy. however. that the 

same interpretive possibilities are also observed with kare. despite the well-known 
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generalization that kare cannot be construed as a bound variable; see Hoji ( 1991 )  and 

the references therein. I I  

\ I As noted in Hoji ( 1 991), i t  seems possible for kare t o  be anaphorically related to a dono'phrase, 

such as dono gakusei 'which student' .  

(i) a (Hoji 1991: (4()c)) 

?'?Oono hito,-ga [Mary-ga karc,-o bUlla to) ilia no 

which person-NoM Mary-NoM him-Acc hit that said 

'Which person, said that Mary had hit him,?' 

b ?Dono gakusei-ga kare,-no sensei-o bUlla no 

which student-NOM him-GEN teacher-Acc hit 

'Which student, hit his, teacher?' 

[n examples like (ii-a), in contrast to (ii-b), however, it seems more difficult to have the anaphoric 

relation between the dono-phrase and kare. 

(ii) a *?IDono isya,-ga (ilU) kare,-no kanzya-o misute-temo) 

which doctor-NOM (when) he -GEN patient -ACC abandon-if 

husigi dewanai (zyookyoo-nj naueita). 

wonder is:not (circumstance-OAT became) 

'(It has come to the point where) it would not be surprising no mailer which doctor, 

abandons his, patient (any time). '  

b (?)[Oono isya,.ga (itu) soitu,-no kanzya-o misute-temol husigi dewanai (zyookyoo-ni 

naUeita). 

'(\t has come to the point where) it would not be surprising no mailer which doctor, 

abandons his, palient (any time).' 

The relevant judgments on examples like (i) and (ii) vary a great deal among speakers. (Some speakers 

a1[ow the anaphoric relation not only between dono-phrase and kare but also between dare 'who' and 

kare.) The unstable status of kare is not unexpected, however, given how its modern usage developed, 

as discussed in Takubo (1996). On the other band, we seem to detect a clear difference between kare 

and soko in examples like the following. 

(iii) a *[Jobn to BiIIJ,-ga kare,-no tomodati-o scmeta. 

John and BiIl·NOM he-OEN friend-ACC accused 

'(Eacb of John and BiIIl, accused his, friend. ' 

b [Toyota to Nissanl,-ga soko,-no torihikisaki-o semeta. 

Toyota and Nissan-NOM it-GEN business:panner-ACC accused 

'(Each of Toyota and Nissanl, accused its, business panner.' 

(iv) a *[John-sael,-ga kare,-no tomodati-o semcta. 

John-even-NoM he-oEN friend-Acc accused 

'[ Even John) , accused his, friend.' 

b [Toyota-sae) ,-ga soko,-no torihikisaki-o semeta. 

Toyota-even-NoM it-GEN business:panner-ACC accused 

'[Even Toyota), accused its, business panner.' 
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( 1 8) Sensei-wa John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni [kare-ga kare-no 

teacher-ToP John-OAT than early Bill-OAT he-NOM he-GEN 

ruumumeito-o nagutta koto)-o mitome-sase-ta. 

roommate-ACC hit fact-ACC admit-cause-past 

'The teacher made Bill admit [that he had hit his roommate) earlier than 

John(-OAT). ' 

( 1 9) Sensei-wa John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni [kare-no 

teaCher-TOP John-OAT than early Bill-OAT he-GEN 

ruumumeito-ga kare-o nagutta koto)-o mitome-sase-ta. 

roommate-NOM he-ACC hit fact-Ace admit-cause-past 

'The teacher made Bill admit [that his roommate had hit him) earlier than 

John( -OAT). '  

The four readings for (18) and (19) are given in (20) and (21), respectively. 

(20) The readings for (18) (""' '' indicates unavailability) 

a the teacher made BiII! admit that he, had hit his, roommate earlier than the 

teacher made John2 admit that he! had hit his! roommate 

b the teacher made Bill! admit that he, had hit his, roommate earlier than the 

leacher made John2 admit that hez had hit hisz roommate 

c the teacher made Bill, admit that he, had hit his! roommate earlier than the 

teacher made JOhn2 admit that hez had hit his, roommate (Mix 1 )  

d "'the teacher made Bill! admit that he! had hit his. roommate earlier than 

the teacher made JOhn2 admit that he, had hit hisz roommate (Mix 2) 

(2 1)  The readings /or (19) (all readings are available) 

a the teacher made Bill, admit that his, roommate had hit him. earlier than 

the teacher made John2 admit that his, roommate had hit him, 

b Ihe teacher made Bill ,  admit that his, roommate had hit him, earlier than 

the teacher made John2 admit that his2 roommate had hit him2 

c the teacher made Bill, admit that his, roommate had hit him, earlier than 

the teacher made John2 admit that his2 roommate had hit him. (Mix 1 )  

d the teacher made Bill, admit that his, roommate had hit him. earlier than 

the teacher made JOhn2 admit that his! roommate had hit him2 (Mix 2) 

II we consider the relevant anaphoric relations above to be all instances of bound variable anaphora. 

it follows that the generalization that kllre cannot be construed as a bound variable needs qualification. 

In Ihe exposition below. however, I will suppress such complications and, simplislically, keep 10 the 

assumplion thaI kllre cannot be conslrued a� a bound variable. 
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A s  noted, i t  is crucial on F&M's account o f  the contrast between ( I I ) and ( 12) that 

pronouns in English can be /3-occurrences. Let us assume that Fonnal Dependency 

is a necessary condition for Mix readings; see note I .  We can then take the patterns 

of interpretive possibilities observed in ( 18) and ( 19) as indicating not only (i) that CE 

in Japanese is analogous to VP ellipsis in English, as independently concluded in Hoji 

(1990, 1 998), but also (ii) that kare can be a j3-occurrence hence can Fonnally 

Depend upon another category. The fact that kare can be a /3-occurrence, giving rise 

to Mix readings, while being unable to be construed as a bound variable. thus 

provides support for F&M's (p. 108) conclusion that "the conditions on bound 

variable anaphora are not coextensive with those on sloppy identity. "  12 

3.2 Principle B effects 

Let us assume that not only Mix readings but also SRs in general are based on 

Fonnal Dependency. Given that Principle B is a condition on Fonnal Dependency, 

we then predict that the distribution of SR is constrained by Principle B even when 

there is no quantificational antecedent involved. This indeed seems to be a correct 

prediction. as illustrated below. 

(22) a A-sya-ni yori mo sakini seihu-ga 

A-company-DAT than early government-NoM 

B-sya-ni soko-o suisens-aseta (koto). 

B-companY-DAT it-ACC recommend-caused 

'The government made Company B recommend it earlier than Company 

A-OAT. '  (SR highly marginal to impossible) 

b A-sya-ni yori mo sakini seihu-ga 

A-companY-DAT than early government-NoM 

B-sya-ni soko-o suisensita (koto). 

B-companY-DAT it -ACC recommended 

'The government recommended Company B-DAT it-ACC earlier than 

Company A-OAT. '  (SR highly marginal to  impossible) 

The examples in (22) must be compared with those in ( 15) above and (23) below. 

While the SRs in the fonner seem highly marginal to impossible. those in the latter 

seem quite acceptable. 

1 2  See. however. note 22. 
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(23) a A-sya-ni yori mo sakini seihu-ga B-sya-ni (soko-no bengosiJ-o 

suisens-ase-ta (koto). 

'The government made Company B recommend its attorney earlier than 

Company A-OAT. • (SR possible) 

b A-sya-ni yori mo sakini seihu-ga 

A-company-oAT than early government-NoM 

B-sya-ni soko-no bengosi-o suisensita 

B-companY-OAT it-GEN attomeY-Acc recommended 

(koto). 

'The government recommended Company B-OAT its attomey-Acc earlier 

than Company A-DAT . ·  (SR possible) 

c A-sya-ni yori mo sakini Tanaka-ga B-sya-ni 

A-company-oAT than early Tanaka-NOM B-companY-OAT 

fcp GM-ga soko-o hihansita to] tutaeta (koto). 

GM-NOM it -ACC criticized that told (fact) 

'Tanaka told Company B-OAT that GM had criticized it earlier than 

Company A-OAT. ' (SR possible) 

This observation is significant since examples like (24) allow coreference. unlike their 

English counterparts. 1 3  

(24) a Sokol-ga sokol-o suisensita. 

'It. recommended itl ' 

b Seihu-ga B-syal-ni sokol-o suisensaseta. 

'The government made Company B. reconunend itl '  

I n  fact. (22a) allows the strict reading o n  which the value o f  soko is Company B. 

We observe essentially the same paradigms with kare. 

(25) a Mary-ga John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni kare-o suisens-aseta (koto). 

'Mary made BiII(-OAT) recommend him(-ACC) earlier than John(-OAT). ·  

(SR highly marginal 10 impossible) 

b Mary-ga John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni [kare-no hon]-o suisens-aseta. 

'Mary made Bill(-DAT) recommend his book earlier than John(-DAT). '  

(SR possible) 

1 3  I will relum 10 .he contrasl belween Japanese and English in seclion 4 .  
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Thus (25a) does not seem to allow SR, unlike (18) ,  (19) and (25b), despite the fact 

that examples like (26) allow coreference. 

(26) a Bi1I}-ga kare}-o suisensita. 

'Bill} recommended him\ . '  

b Mary-ga Bill\-ni karel-o suisens-aseta. 

'Mary made BiJJl recommend him\ . '  

Just as  in  the case of  (22), (25) allows the strict reading on  which the value of  kare 

is Bill. 

Given the assumption that SRs require the Formal Dependency of a nominal upon 

another, such as soko depending on B-sya 'Company B' in (22) and (23), and kare 

depending upon Bill in (25), the local disjointness effects observed in (22) and (25a) 

can be taken as confrrming evidence for the claim that Principle B is a condition on 

Formal Dependency, rather than on coindexation. The local disjointness effects in 

(25a) provide panicularly compelling confirmation for this claim, since (i) kare does 

not exhibit local disjointness effects in contexts other than the sloppy identity context, 

as indicated in (26), and (ij) kare cannot be construed as a bound variable. 

The claim that Principle B is a condition on Formal Dependency, rather than on 

coindexation can be supponed also by the following observations in English. First, 

the SR seems possible in (27), i.e. the "I wanted you to vote for your husband" 

reading. 

(27) 1 voted for my husband, and 1 wanted you to [vp ec 1 (too). 

By contrast, (28) does not seem to allow the SR, i.e. the "I wanted you to vote for 

you" reading. 

(28) I voted for me, and 1 wanted you to [vp ec 1 (too). 
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Crucially. the examples in (29) below are acceptable. suggesting that the two 

occurrences of the first person pronoun or those of the second person pronoun can 

be "coreferential . "  as they in fact must. due to their lexical properties. 14 

(29) a I voted for me. 

b I wanted you to vote for you. 

Given the assumption that SRs must be based on Formal Dependency. IS and given 

that the establishment of Formal Dependency is subject to Principle B. we can 

therefore account for the contrast between (27) and (28) in the same way that we have 
accounted for the contrast between (25a) and (25b) in Japanese. The examples in (29) 

are acceptable. just as those in (26) are. The relevant anaphoric relation in these 

examples is that of coreference. hence it does not require the establishment of Formal 

Dependency. Given that coreference possibilities are not regulated by Principle B. the 

absence of the local disjointness in (29) and (26) are not unexpected. 

3.3 Principle B effects and mix readings 

As discussed above. as well as in Hoji ( I 997a). the SR involved in Mix readings 

MUST be based on Formal Dependency. More specifically. when ( 1 1) .  repeated 

14 Unlike (29). the examples in (i) are fell to be significantly less acceptable. 

(i) a -I consoled me. 

b *r wanted you to console you. 

I will tum to the contrast between (29) and (i) in section 4. 

15 It is not quite the case that the SRs are always based on Formal Dependency. As pointed out in 

Hoji ( 1997a, 1997c). SRs do arise witllOut involving Formal Dependency. Two types of SRs, one type 

that is based on Formal Dependency and the other that is not, can, however, be clearly distinguisbed, 

as discussed in Hoj i  ( I 997a, 1997c). In the laller. but not in the former, Principle B effects as well as 

other effects associated with necessary conditions for the establishment of Formal Dependency (see note 

1 above) are Iypically missing. For example, it is noted in Hoji ( I  997c) that not only is (i·a) compatible 

with the situation depicted in (ii·a) bUI (i·b) is also compatible with the siluation depicted in (ii-b); see 
also Hoji ( 1997a: sec. 4). 

(i) a I voted for my husband; and I wanted you to do the same thing. 

b I voted for me; and I wanted you 10 do Ihe same tbing. 

(ii) a I wanted you to vole for your husband. 

h I wanted you to vole for you. 
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below. yields the Mix 1 reading, the representation of its first conjunct must be such 

that he is Fonnally Dependent upon Max. t6 

( 1 1)  Max said he saw his mother; Oscar did too. 

In Hoji (1998), CE is contrasted with another comparative construction in Japanese, 
referred to there as comparative deletion (CD). The difference between CE and CD 

is that while the predicate in the yori-clause/phrase is missing in CE, it is not in 

CD . 17 Thus while CE has the structure of the fonn [XP-ni yon1, for example, CD has 
the structure of the fonn [XP-ni V-/NFL yonl . One of the differences between CE and 
CD noted in Hoji ( 1998) is that the former yields (genuine) SRs, while the latter does 
not, as indicated by the contrast in (30). 

(30) a [Kanarinokazu-no nihonzin huuhu-ni yori mo] sakini 

a:good:number-GEN Japanese couple-OAT than early 

iintyoo-ga nankumika-no amerikazin huuhu-ni 
chairperson-NoM some-GEN American couple-DA T 
otagai-o nagusame-saseta (koto). 
each:other-ACC console-caused 
'The chairperson made some American couples console each other earlier 
than a good number of Japanese couples. ' 

16 In the lenns of F&M, Ibis means that he muSI be a tI-occurrence and, roughly, il musl b1: part of 

the Indexical Dependency of which Max is also a part. 

17 The following remarks in the leXI on thc differcncc bClwcen CE and CD arc based on Hoji ( 1 998), 

where a more eXlensive discussion and Ibe relevanl references are provided. Hayashishila ( 1996) also 

conlains discussion on the differences between the Japanese CE and CD. The choice of Ihe lerrns 

comparative ellipsis (CE) and comparative deletion (CD) here is intended 10 hinl at some parallelism 

between these Japanese constructions and the constructions in English which have been so named in 

Bach, Bresnan & Wasow (1974). They observe that while CE as in (i) allows an SR, CD as in (ii) 

does not. 

(i) (=Bach, Bresnan & Wasow 1974:29) 
Comparative Ellipsis Jack likes more of his children than Bill does. 

(ii) (=Bach. Bresnan & Wasow 1974:30) 
Comparative Deletion J;u:k likes more of his children than Bill likes. 

Bath. Bresnan & Wasow thus observe that CE does, but CD does not, behave on a par with 

VP·Deletion in regard to the possibility of SR, just as the contrast we observe �tween CE and CD 

in Japanese. as discussed in Hoji ( 1998). 
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b [Kanarinokazu-no nihonzin huuhu-ni ec nagusame-saseru-yori m01 
a:good:number-OEN Japanese couple-OAT console-cause-than 
sakini iintyoo-ga nankumika-no amerikazin huuhu-ni 
early chairperson-NoM some-OEN American couple-OAT 

otagai-o nagusame-saseta (kOlO). 

each:other-Acc console-caused 
'The chairperson made some American couples console each other earlier 
than (be) made many Japanese couples console ec. ' 

The SR. that is. the reading "the chairperson made some American couples console 
each other earlier than {he/she} made a good number of Japanese couple console each 
other (i.e. the reciprocal consoling by the husband and the wife for each couple)" is 
possible for (30a). but not for (30b). Based on this and other observations. it is 
concluded in Hoji (1998) that CE does, but CD does not, yield (genuine) SRs. tS 

According to the proposal there, the SR in (31) below is due to the coreference 

between A-syal and eel ' and has nothing to do with Formal Dependency. 19 

(31) Seihu-ga [A-sya\-ni eel suisens-ase-ru yori mo sakini1 B-syaz-ni sokoz-o 
suisens-ase-ta (koto). 
'The government made Company � recommend itz earlier than (the 
government) made Company AI recommend eel . ' 

18  The English rendition given for otagai in (30) is just for the ease of exposition. Hoji (l997d) 

argues. contrary to the widely-held assumption. that otagai is not a local reciprocal anaphor, based on 

the observations that can be characterized roughly as follows: 

a The "antecedent" of otagai need not be in the local domain of the latter; 

b Otago; need not be c-commanded by ilS "antecedent;"  

c Split antecedence is possible for otagai; 

d Familiar Weak Crossover (WCO) effects are observed when bound variable anaphora is at 

slJlke; 

e WCO effects are observed in the sloppy identity context. 

19 Not all instances of SRs in a CD can be regarded as being due to coreference. The instances of 

SRs in CD that are NOT due to coreference are, in the terms of Hoji ( 1998). based on the concept use. 

rather than the referential use, of a null argument. Crucially, however, no instances of SRs in CDs are 
based on Formal Dependency. In our present discussion. we discuss only the SRs in a CD based on 

the referential use of a null argument. This, however. does not affect the point of contention here in 

any crucial way. Hoji ( 1997a) also contains relevant discussion. 
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The SR in (31) is due to the coreference between A-syol and eCI on the one hand. and 

that between B-syaz and sokOl on the other. Since Fonnal Dependency is not inVOlved. 

Principle B is not violated here. 

Given that the SR involved in Mix readings must be based on Fonnal 

Dependency, and given that the SRs found in CDs, such as (3 1). are not based on 

Fonnal Dependency. we predict that CD examples do not give rise to Mix readings. 

This is a correcl prediction, as indicated by the unavailability of the Mix readings in 

(32) and (33). 

(32) Seihu-ga [A-sya-ni ec happyoos-ase-ruJ-yori mo sakini B-sya-ni soko-ga 

soko-no syalyoo-no siyuubulU-da to happyoos-ase-ta (koto). 

'The government made Company B announce that it is its president's 

private possession earlier than (the government) made Company A-OAT 

announce ec. ' 

(33) Mary-ga [John-ni ec iw-ase-ruJ-yori mo sakini Bill-ni kare-ga kare-no 

titioya-no kookeisya-da to iw-ase-ta (kOlO). 

'Mary made BiII(-OAT) declare that he is his father's successor earlier than 

(Mary) made lohn(-OAT) declare ec. ' 

Recall that I have reponed in section 3 .2 that the SR in (22) and (25a) are highly 

marginal to impossible, hinting that it might be felt to be not totally impossible. I 

suggest that such marginal acceptability of the SR is, at least in part, due to the 

marginal possibility of analyzing a CE as an instance of CD, despite the absence of 

the overtly realized predicate in the complement clause of yori 'than';  see note 10. 

For example, to the extent thal the SR in (22a) is felt to be marginally possible, I 

suggest that it is in part due to the marginal possibility of "reanalyzing" (22a) as (31 ) .  

I repeat (22a) and (31) ,  for convenience. 

(22) a Seihu-ga A-sya-ni yori mo sakini B-sya-ni soko-o suisens-ase-ta (koto). 

'The government made Company B recommend it earlier than Company 

A-OAT. ' (SR highly marginal to impossible) 

(3 1) Seihu-ga [A-syal-ni eCI suisens-ase-ru yori mo sakiniJ B-syaz-ni sokoz-o 

suisens-ase-ta (kolo). 

'The government made Company B2 recommend it2 earlier than (the 

government) made Company AI recommend eel . '  
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We have observed that CDs do not give rise to Mix readings. Given that the marginal 
possibility of the SR in the CE in (22a) is due to its "reanalysis" as a CD as in (31), 
it  follows that, if we impose a Mix reading on our CE examples. we can preclude the 
possibility of the "reanalysis" of a CE as a CD. thereby forcing the relevant SR to 
be based on Formal Dependency. Since Formal Dependency is subject of Principle 
B. we therefore predict that Mix readings are not possible in CE examples in which 
the relevant Formal Dependency is local. 

This indeed seems to be a correct prediction, as indicated by the unavailability of 
the Mix readings in (34) and (35), cf. (22a) and (25a).20 

(34) Seihu-ga A-sya-ni yori mo sakini B-sya-ni soko-o soko-no syatyoo-no 
siyuubutu-da to happyoos-ase-ta (koto). 
'The government made Company B announce it to be its president's 
private possession earlier than Company A-OAT. ' 

(35) Mary-ga John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni kare-o kare-no titioya-no 
kookeisya-da to iw-ase-ta (koto). 
'Mary made Bill(-OAT) declare him(-AcC) to be his father's successor 
earlier than John(-DAT) . '  

I n  order for (34) and (35) to yield the Mix 1 reading. soko-o and kare-o must be 
Formally Dependent upon B-sya-ni and Bill-ni, respectively; but such dependency 
would be local. violating Principle B.  

As expected, if the relevant locality is  removed, as  in  (36) and (37), the Mix 1 
reading becomes available; see also ( 1 5a) and (18) given earlier. 

20 I assume Ihal lhe possibililY of (34). for example, to have Ihe across-the-board sloppy reading (in 
arldilion 10 Ihe across-the-board sirici reading). depends upon Ihe possibility of the -reanalysis" of (34) 

as an instance of a CD as in (i). and upon Ihe possibility of the across-Ihe-board sloppy reading for (i). 

( i)  Seihu-ga I IA-sya-ni ec happyoos-aserul yoril mo sakini B-sya-ni soko-o sok<rno 

syalyoo-no siyuubutu-da 10 happyoos-ase-ta (kolo) .  

'The governmenl made Company B announce it 10 be ils president 's personal propeny 

earlier than (the government) malie Company A announce ec. ' 

The across-the-board sloppy rearling for (i) can be considered as analogous, Ihough not quite identical, 

10 the across-the-board sloppy reading for (ii). 

(ii) John claimed that he had cleaned his room: and Bill claimed the same thing. 

See Hoji ( l 997a) for further discussion. 
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(36) Seihu-ga A-sya-ni yori mo sakini B-sya-ni [soko-ga soko-no syatyoo-no 

siyuubutl1-da to) happyoos-ase-ta (koto). 

'The government made Company B announce that it is its president's 

private possession) earlier than Company A-OAT. ' 

(37) Mary-ga John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni [kare-ga kare-no titioya-no 

kookeisya-da to) iw-ase-ta (koto). 

'Mary made BiII( -OAT) declare that he is his father's successor earlier than 

John(-DAT). ' 

Here, in hannony with the interpretive patterns observed in section 3. 1 ,  only the Mix 

1, but not Mix 2, reading seems possible.21 If we embed the first instance of sokn in 

21 Due to space limitation, it is not possible to present bere a fuller discussion of tbe nature and tbe 
account of the Mix readings. Sag's ( 1 976: 137ff) aceount of the unavailability of Mix 2 readings in 

( I I ), repeated below as (i), in effect makes a erucial reference to the fact that he c-<XImmands his. In 

example ( 1 2).  repeated below as (ii), this c-cornmand relation is removed. As noted earlier. (ii) allows 

both Mix I and Mix 2 readings. 

(i) Max said he saw his mother; Oscar did too. 
(ii) Max said his mother saw him; Oscar did too. 

F&M's account of the relevant interpretive possibilities, in effect. also makes crucial use of the 
c-cornmand relation. although their Dependency Theory does not make an explicit reference to it. 

Given that Formal Dependency is establisbed based on c·cornmand. the SR in (iii) below. which F&M 

lakes as crucial evidence for dissociating the structural conditions on the distribution of bound variable 
anaphora and those on the distribution of sloppy identity readings. cannol be based on Formal 

Dependency. as is in fact suggested in Hoji ( 1 998: sec. 4.2); see also Tomioka ( 1 996) for much 

relevant discussion on the nature of the SR in examples like (iii). 

(iii) (F&M p. \08, "adapted from examples due 10 M. Wescoat ,  cited in Dalrymple. Shieber. 

& Pereira 199 1 ") 
The policeman who arrested John read him his rights, and the one who arrested Bill did 

too. 

Hence we predict that examples of the structure as in (iv) do not give rise to Mix readings. 

(iv) The policeman who arrested John said that he had hit his roommate; and the one who 

arrested Bill did too. 

The demonstration of how Ihis prediction is borne out will have to be a lopic of a separate work. bUI 

mosl speakers seem to find Mix I in (iv) much more difficull than that in (v), if nOI simply impossible. 

(v) John said Ihat he had his roommate; and Bill did 100. 

The relevant Japanese data also confirm that c-command is a necessary condition for the establishment 
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(36) and kare in (37), then, again in hannony with the interpretive patterns observed 

in section 3 . 1 ,  both Mix 1 and Mix 2 readings seems to become available, as in the 

case of ( 15b) and (19). Similarly the "removal" of c-command in (35), as in (38), 

seems to make both Mix readings possible. 

(38) Mary-ga John-ni yori mo sakini Bill-ni kare-no sinyuu-o kare-no titioya-no 

kookeisya-da to iw-ase-ta (koto). 

'Mary made BiII(-OAT) declare his best friend to be his father's successor 

earlier than John(-DAT). ' 

Suppose that the CEs in (34) and (35) are "reanalyzed" as CDs as in (39) and (40), 
respectively. 

(39) Seihu-ga (A-sya-ni ec happyoos-aseru yori] mo sakini B-sya-ni soko-o 

soko-no syatyoo-no siyuubutu-da to iw-ase-ta (koto). 

'The government made Company B announce it to be its president's 

private possession earlier than Company A-DAT. '  

(40) Mary-ga (John-ni ec iw-ase-ru yori] mo sakini Bill-ni kare-o kare-no 

titioya-no kookeisya-da to iw-ase-ta (koto). 

'Mary made BiII(-DAT) declare him(-ACC) to be his father's successor 

earlier than John(-DAT). '  

These C D  examples allow the strict readings, for example, with B-sya-ni and Bill-ni 

being coreferential with soko-o and kare-o, respectively; see note 20. Note that the 

of Formal Dependency and hence for the availability of Mix readings. The examples in (vi) thus do 
not seem to yield Mix readings, in contrast to (37) for example. 

(vi) a Sensei-wa lI"p lIP ec John-o osiela) hito]-ni yori mo sakini) I". lIP ec BiII-o 

teacher-TOP John·Ace taught person-oAT than early Bill-ACC 

osieta) hito)-ni Ikare-ga kate-no roommate-o naguna 10) milome-sase-Ia. 

laught person-oAT he-NOM he·GEN roommate'ACC hit thaI admit-cause·past 

'The teacher made (the person who taught Bill) admit (that he had hit his roommate) 

eatlier than (the person who taught JOhn)(-OAT).' 

b Sensei-wa ([w (,p ec John·o osietaJ hito)-ni yon mo sakiniJ INP (,p ec BiII-o 

leacher-TOP John·ACC taught person-oAT than early Bill-ACC 

oSietaJ hito)·ni [k;m:·no roommate-ga kare-o nagutta 10) mito�·sase·ta. 

taught person·OAT he-GEN roommate-SOM he-ACC hit thaI admit-cause-pasl 

'The leacher made Jlhe person who taught Bill) admit Jthat his roommate had hit him) 

earlier than [the person who laughl John)(-oAT). ·  
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representations that correspond to such readings do not violate Principle B since 

Formal Dependency is not involved. just as in the CD example in (3 1) above. Mix 

readings. by contrast. are not possible in (39) and (40), as expected. The 

unavailability of the Mix readings in the CD examples in (39) and (40), on the other 

hand. is due to the properties of CDs. rather than being due to Principle B. Recall 

that the CD counterparts of (36) and (37). as given in (32) and (33) above. also 

cannot yield Mix readings.  despite the absence of the relevant locality there. 

To summarize, given the conclusion in Hoji (1998), in terms of the discussion 

here. that the SR in CD cannot be based on Formal Dependency. it follows that the 

CD examples cannot give rise to Mix readings. since Mix readings require an SR that 

is based on Formal Dependency. Hence, by exclusively considering the availability 

of Mix readings, we can ensure that we are checking the availability of the SR that 

is based on Fonnal Dependency. not the SR that is based on coreference. In other 

words. by exclusively considering the availability of Mix readings, we can preclude 

the marginal possibility of the "reanalysis" of a CE as a CD, thereby making it 

possible to conduct a more reliable experiment that is intended to examine the effects 

of Principle B in the CE examples; see note 10. We have in fact observed that 

Principle B effects are clearly detected (more clearly than in (22) and (25a» if we 

impose Mix readings on the relevant examples; see (34) and (35). I take the 

observations in this subsection as confirming evidence that Principle B is a condition 

on Formal Dependency. 

3.4 Summary 

In section 3. 1 .  it was demonstrated that sloppy identity readings (SRs) obtain not only 

with soko. which can be construed as a bound variable. but also with kare. which. 

as it is generally understood, fails to be construed as a bound variable. This suggests 

that the conditions on the distribution of bound variable anaphora and those on the 

distribution of SRs are not coextensive, confirming the claim made in F&M.22 In 

section 3.2. evidence was presented indicating that Principle B restricts the 

22 It should be noted, however. that the argument put forth in F&M and the one presented above for 

the claim that the conditions on the distribution of bound variable anaphora and those on the 

distribution of SRs are not coextensive are of different types. F&M's evidence for dissociating bound 

variable anaphora and SRs has to do with the structural relations berween the bindee and the binder. 

as the terms ·bindees� and ·binders� are customarily understood in the discussion of bound variable 

anaphora and SRs. The evidence presented above. on the other hand. has to do with (presumably. the 

content 00 the relevant nominals that are crucial in obtaining bound variable construal or an SR. 
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distribution of SRs not only in examples with soko but also in those with kare. Recall 

the conclusion in sc:ction 2 that Principle B is a condition on the establishment of 

Formal Dependency . Given that the distribution of SRs is regulated by Principle B, 

it seems reasonable to conclude that Formal Dependency is a necessary condition not 

only for bound variable anaphora but also for (certain types of) SRs. The fact that 

kare fails to be construed as a bound variable and yet can yield SRs, as long as it 

does not violate Principle B, supports this conclusion. Recall that examples like 

kare-ga kare-o suisensita 'he recommended him' readily allow coreference; see Hoji 

( 1 995) and the references cited there. The observations in section 3.2 therefore 

constitute further evidence for the claim that Principle B is a condition on Formal 

Dependency. rather than on coindexation, irrespective of whether coindexation is 

necessarily interpreted as bound variable anaphora. Confirming evidence for this 

claim was given in section 3 .3 ,  where Principle B effects in the context of Mix 

readings are considered. 

4 "Coreference residue of Principle B" 

I have argued that Principle B is a condition on Formal Dependency and, as argued 

in Reinhart (1983: Ch. 7). does not regulate the possibilities of coreference. Given 

that coreference possibilities are not regulated by Principle B, the question arises as 
to why coreference in (41) is strongly disallowed, in contrast to its Japanese analogue 

in (42), which readily allows coreference; cf. Hoji ( 1995) and the references given 

there. 

(4 1 )  It recommended it. 

(42) SOko-ga soko-o suisensita. 

One might attribute the impossibility of the coreference in (4 1 )  to factors other than 

Principle B .  Reinhart's ( 1983) pragmatic account, which may be considered as the 

representative of such an approach. faces problems of various sons, as discussed in 

Higginbotham ( 1 985) and Lasnik ( 1 989). 

Let us thus pursue the possibility that the impossibility of coreference in (4 1 )  is 

indeed due to Principle B, as argued in Hoji ( 1995). Principle B is argued to be on 

Fonnal Dependency and the input to the Fonnal Dependency System is assumed to 

be generated by operations that are based on fonnal agreement features (in addition 

to the concatenation operation "Merge"). i .e .  the operations in the Computational 
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System in the sense of Chomsky's recent works. This in tum, given that the 

impossibility of coreference in (41 )  is indeed due to Principle B, means that in the LF 

representation of (4 1),  unlike in the case of (42), Formal Dependency must be 

"forced" as the result of the presence of formal agreement features, thereby violating 

Principle B. In the terms of the present discussion, we can rephrase the suggestion 

made in Hoji ( 1 995) as follows. The formal agreement features have to be licensed 

in some way in the Computational System, such as by being raised to appropriate 

positions. If a nominal consists solely of formal agreement features, then this 

operation results in a structure that in effect "forces� Formal Dependency in the local 

domain in the case of the derivation of the LF representation such as for (41 ) ,  for 

reasons yet to be understood.23 Given that soko does not consist solely of fonnal 

agreement features, as I argued elsewhere (Hoji 1 995, 1997a, 1997b), the LF 

representation of (42) does not "force" Formal Dependency, thereby not making it 

subject to Principle B. This account of the contrast between (41 )  and (42) fits nicely 

in the organization of grammar given below, proposed in Hoji ( 1 997a, 1997b), 

although serious questions still remain. 24 

r-------.---------, ........................................... . 
Computational Formal Other "systems" 
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_=_=_>---I .. ;.��;;;;;.�;;��.�.� .... I 
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"meanings" 

It is also argued in Hoji (1995) that the status of (43a) and (44a) has nothing to do 

with Principle B.25 

23 The relevant process involved here may be closely related, if not identical, to that involved in the 

case of cliticization, as suggested to me by Joseph Emonds (p.c. 1990). 

24 Some remarks for clarification are in order. First of all . .. �ystems" are not meanl 10 be levels. 

Rather. a ·system" here is meant to be a certain set of operations. More specifically. Merge and 

Agreement·induced operations constitute the Computational System and the establishment of Formal 

Dependency, Quantifier Raising (or possibly. Constituent Raising) constitute the Formal Dependency 

System: sec also note I .  I assume an LF representation to be a P·marker. derived by Merge and other 

operations in the Computational System and the Formal Dependency System. plus FDs (Formal 

Dependencies) . 

25 I maintain. as in Hoji  ( l 997a. 1997b). Ihal lhc contrasl between (i·a) and (i·b) is 10 be accounted 

for in the same way as the contrasts in (43) and in (44). 

(i) a *J consoled me. 

II I voted for me. 
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(43) a *Karel-ga karel-o nagusameta (koto). 
'Hel consoled himl . '  

b ?Karel-ga kare\-o eranda (koto). 
'Hel elected him\. ' 

(44) a *Johnl-ga John\-o nagusameta (koto). 
'John 1 consoled Johnl . •  

b ?John\-ga Johnl-o eranda (koto). 
'John 1 elected Johnl " 

It is funher argued there that the coreference is possible in (45) because HIM consists 
not only of grammatical </I-features (Le. instanCes of fonnal agreement features) but 
also of some content under N, which presumably has to do with demonstration of 
some sort, and hence does not undergo the process described above.26 

(45) John\ recommended HIM, .  

When Fonnal Dependency is  required as  in  (46a) under the interpretation in  which 
HIM is construed as bound to no linguist. Principle B is violated. even when the 
Computational System does not "feed" the relevant Fonna! Dependency . 

(46) a *No linguist, recommended HIM, for that lucrative project. 
b No linguist, recommended HIS, student for that lucrative project. 

Principle B effects in Japanese observed in (6), for example. are then analogous to 
Principle B effects observed in (46a). 

To summarize. local disjointness effects that have been considered in various 
works in the literature as effects of Binding Principle B must be understood as arising 
from different sources. The local disjointness effects in (41 )  is. so to speak. due to 

26 
In Hoj i ( 1995: sec 3) it is suggested, drawing in pan from Postal ( 1 969), that the internal 

Slructures for il. HIM and soko are as in (i). 

(i) a it: lop [D F IJI (or simply [DP F I ]) (FI =tj)-fealures) 

b HIM: [op [0 F l )  (N. F2)) (Fl  = ¢-features. F2=lhe features relevant for 

slress/focus/elc. ) 

c soko: I .... (Il<m. so) (N koJl 

Hoji ( 1995: sec. 3) also contains some discussion on the differences in the relevant respect among il. 
·;m. him and HIM. 
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the conspiracy between the Computational System and Formal Dependency System. 

The local disjointness effects in (46a) as well as in the relevant Japanese examples 

that exhibit Principle B effects are due to Formal Dependency System. Finally, the 

local disjointness effects in (43a) and (44a) are due to factors outside the two formal 

systems of the human language faculty. 

We thus account not only for the contrast between English examples of the form 

in (41) and their Japanese counterparts such as (42), plus many empirical materials 

surrounding this contrast, but also for the differences in the degrees of robustness in 

the speakers' judgments on examples of the forms in (47), (48) and (49). 

(47) a "'it, V-ed it, 

b "'he, V-ed 'im, 

(48) a "'Q-NP, V-ed HIM, 

b *Q-NP,-ga soko,-o V 

(49) a He, voted for HIM,.  

b ·He, consoled HIM,. 

c John,-ga John,-o suisensita. 

'John, elected John, . '  

d Soko,-ga soko,-o eranda. 

'It, recommended it, . '  

e ·John,-ga John,-o nagusameta. 

'John, consoled John,. '  

The judgments o n  the coreference possibility i n  examples like (49) fluctuate widely, 

from perfect to highly marginal, and are affected a great deal by the choice of the 

predicate as well as pragmatic contexts in which they are used; see Hoji (1995). By 

contrast, the judgements on the local disjointness effects in (47) and (48) are much 

more uniform and robust. 

5 Conclusion 

I have presented arguments that Principle B is a condition on Formal Dependency. 

The initial argument for it, given in section 2, is based on the availability of bound 

variable construal in the local context, as in (9), in contrast to (6). Further argument 

is provided in section 3, based on the observation that " local disjointness effects" are 
observed in the sloppy identity context. The observation there is significant for two 
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reasons. First, as indicated in Hoji (1995), coreference relations are not subject to the 

"local disjointness," confirming Reinhan's conclusion that Principle B is nOl a 

condition on coreference. Second. the "local disjointness effects" in the sloppy 

identity context are observed in examples with kare, despite the fact that kare in 

general fails to be construed as a bound variable. Note that such "local disjointness 

effects" could not be accounted for if Principle B were understood as a condition on 

the distribution of coindexation, even with its application being restricted, as in 

Reinhan ( 1983 : Ch. 7), to cases of bound variable anaphora. 

Given that Principle B is a condition on Formal Dependency, hence not regulating 

coreference, the recurrent problem arises, as has plagued any version of Reinhan's 

( 1983: Ch. 7) view of Principle B, namely, how to account for the "coreference 

residue of Condition B. " In section 4, I have argued that such effects observed in 
English are crucially related to the fact that English personal pronouns consist solely 

of grammatical <ii-features (i.e. instances of formal agreement features) and that the 

relevant contrast between English and Japanese can be attributed to the Japanese 

nominals such as kare and soko not consisting solely of grammatical <ii-features, 

unlike English personal pronouns. This account can be regarded as an immediate 

consequence. if we accept, as I in fact do, the essentials of the proposals made in 

Fukui ( l986) and Kuroda ( 1 988), namely, that Japanese does not have formal 

agreement features; see Hoj i ( 1996: sec. 3).27 The absence of formal agreement 

features in Japanese has been argued to account for the absence of a wide range of 

propenies in Japanese, including the (oven) WH-movement, subject-verb agreement 

and the uniqueness of the subject of a clause. Given the account suggested in section 

4, we can now add to this list a seemingly quite unrelated property in Japanese, 

namely that it does not. unlike English, exhibit the Principle B effects induced in pan 

by an operation having to do with formal agreement features. 28 

27 Fukui ( 1986) expresses this essential idea in terms of the absence of functional categories and 
Kuroda ( 1988) in terms of the optionality of Agreement. 

28 Hoji ( 1997b) presents a slightly more articulated version of the analysis here of the three sources 

of local disjointness and discusses some of its problems. Hoji (forthcoming) IS to offer a more 
comprehensive view of the general proposal that underlies the research presented here. The relations 

among Formal Dependency, H igginbotham·s ( 1983. 1985) Linking and Fiengo & May's (1994) 

Indexical Dependency will also be addressed in that work. 
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Anaphora and the Uniformity of Grammar 

Jan Koster 

1 Introduction 

Modem generative grammar has a tradition of at least 40 years. Within this tradition. 

emphasis and focus have not always been the same. As a result of the introduction 

of trace theory in Chomsky ( 1973). for instance. many linguists sought to explain 

"movement" constructions and phenomena of bound anaphora in terms of the same 

concepts. This perspective is still present in the Pisa lectures (Chomsky 1981),  where 

bound anaphors such as himself and the traces of NP-movement obey the same 

principle A of the classical binding theory: 

(1)  A An anaphor is  bound in its governing category. 

B A pronoun is free in its governing category. 

C An R-expression is free. 

This theory presupposes a taxonomy of NPs, according to which both English 

reflexives and the traces of NP-movement are assigned the same status as anaphors. 

From the point of view in question, the principles of grammar are relatively uniform 

across the various kinds of grammatical dependencies. This uniformity idea has been 

further developed and emphasized in Koster ( 1 978) and (1987), where the notion of 

movement rules is entirely given up in favor of more abstract principles that govern 

both anaphoric constructions and movement constructions. Apart from certain 

similarities in properties, the uniformity hypothesis has been inspired by the idea of 

structure-preservingness, as it has been developed since Emonds ( 1970). 

Take a typical class of movements, such as in the constructions involving 

Wh-movement (see Chomsky 1 977). Wh-movement moves an XP to the Spec of CP 

and leaves a trace, forming a link of a chain that way. Movement seems entirely 
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superfluous to create such a link. because it has always been possible (abstracting 

away from earlier terminology) to fill Specs on the basis of X-bar schemas only. It 

would be odd to make a special exception for the Spec of CPs. by preventing them 

to be filled before movement. �imilarly. assuming that traces are just empty 

categories. they are available for free by making category expansion and Icxicalization 

optional. a necessary assumption anyway. Needless to say, a special chain formation 

algorithm (as some kind of notational variant of movement) would be entirely 

superfluous. Assuming that local property sharing between categories is the essence 

of grammatical relations (as described in Koster 1 987). a "trace" is sharing (lexical) 

content with its antecedent in exactly the same way as a reflexive shares referential. 

and possibly other. properties with its antecedent. 

It is unfortunate from the present perspective. that the . uniformity ideal of 

Chomsky ( 1973) is given up in recent studies such as Chomsky ( 1995). I have not 

been able to find a single convincing argument for the distinction between "merge" 

and "move" .  Movement. in my view. remains as superfluous as it has always been. 

Particularly, the impossibility to formulate structure-preservingness in the framework 

of Chomsky ( 1995: chA) seems a questionable feature of the theory in question. 

Apart from head movement, for which I made an exception in Koster ( 1978), moving 

maximal projections (no matter how defined) seem to land just as much in positions 

definable by "merge" (or X-bar theory. or whatever) as before. 

Another feature of the framework sketched in Chomsky ( 1995: ch.4) is the 

tendency to relegate most or even all aspects of anaphora to the interfaces. This is a 

further step away from the uniformity hypothesis and therefore undesirable on general 

grounds (assuming that we want to conform to the normal scientific practice to 

maximize the scope of principles and laws) . 

So. in this article I will assume the archconservative position that the uniformity 

perspective of Chomsky ( 1981 )  (and Koster 1978 and 1 987) is the correct approach 

and that the anaphoric systems of most languages share certain core properties with 

movement constructions. This is not to deny. of course. that anaphoric systems pose 

certain problems to a purely configurational approach. J will nevertheless assume that 

certain core properties (certain forms of prominence. like c-command. and locality) 

are largely uniform across the domains of anaphoric and movement constructions. 

According to the most popular alternatives, anaphoric relations are a matter of 

argument structure or theta role relations. That kind of approach is also problematic 

because it makes the configurational similarities with movement accidental. not unlike 

what happens in Chomsky's approach. in which movement (instead of anaphora) is 

dropped from the uniformity perspective. It seems to me that the classical arguments 
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against argument-based chain fonnations apply just as well to anaphoric chains. 

According to the classical arguments, movement is not a matter of argument structure 

because there are chains of elements that have no relation in terms of argument 

structure: 

(2) a They seem [ t to go] . 

b John was believed [ t to go] . 

In neither case, the moved elements are co-arguments of their traces. Antecedent

anaphor combinations are found in very similar structures: 

(3) a They seem to each other [ t to go). 

b John believes [himself to go] . 

Like in (2), these examples involve chains of elements that are not co-arguments. 

Primo facie at least, such examples form a powerful argument against an approach 

of anaphora solely in terms of argument structure. The only way out for such 

approaches, as far as I know, is to assume that antecedent and anaphor in (3) are co

arguments of the complex predicates seem-lo-go and believe-Io-go. Such an approach 

strikes me as being very artificial and empirically wrong. The subject of seem in (3a) 

is not an argument position at all. Similarly, there is plenty of evidence that the 

embedded subject position is not an inherent argument position, and therefore not an 

inherent co-argument either: 

(4) a John wants [it to snow). 

b Mary believed [there to be a man in the yard). 

Example (4a) involves the unique weather it, which is hardly an argument and never 

a co-argument. Sentence (4b) has the 1l01l-argumem there as subject. In shon, such 

examples are just anomalies for an argument-structure-based theory of anaphora. 

Since there are also problems for a purely configurational theory of anaphora. the best 

approach, ultimately. would be to see the properties of anapbora as the intersection 

of a configurational core theory and certain interface theories (in the sense of 

Chomsky 1995). 
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Due to a lack of space, before I move on to a specific new idea, I will only give a 

brief summary of my further background assumptions, referring the reader to Koster 

( 1987). 

The main core properties shared by movement chains and anaphoric chains are 
prominence of the anteeedent (c-command) and locality. Although c-command will 

do for many anaphoric configurations, there are certain well-known anomalies, which 

I will not go into here. As for locality principles, I assume the following: 

(5) Locality 

a [8 ' "  6 ' "  

b [R ' "  '" • • •  6 . . .  

The locality condition for movement has the domain definition as given in (Sa) . It 

says that a dependent element 6 (a trace in this case) must be bound in domain fJ (fJ 
being a maximal projection) . This is the Bounding Condition replacing Subjacency 

in Koster ( 1 978, 1987), related to certain later formulations of the ECP and the 
blocking categories of Chomsky ( 1 986). 

For anaphoric relations, this basic locality domain only has to be minimally 

modified, namely by adding the opacity factor ", (like Subject or Tense). Seen from 

this perspective, the locality l."Ondition for anaphora is a more permissive variant of 

the basic locality condition for movement (see Koster 1987 for further details). 

A next assumption I am making here is the one introduced above: 

(6) Thesis of Grammatical Unifonnity 

Movement chains and anaphoric chains have the same core properties. 

This is further substantiated by what I assume is the core rule of grammar (see Koster 

1 987 for a more elaborate account): 

(7) Core Rule of Grammar 

In a local domain, dependent elements and their antecedents may share 

any property necessary. 
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This rule entails that chain fonnation for anaphors and traces works exactly the 

same. J In both cases, it is a manifestation of the general property sharing allowed in 

local contexts. By way of illustration, consider the following examples: 

(8) a Whom did you see t ? 

b Mary was arrested t. 

c John saw himself. 

In (Sa) and (8b), the argument status assigned to the trace position is "shared" with 

the lexical content of the antecedents. In (Sc), the reflexive himself shares its 

referential properties with the antecedent John. All these structures can be base

generated (by "merge" ,  if you like) and optional expansion (Iexicalization). I do not 

know of any good reasons to deviate from these simple assumptions by invoking 

complicated extra machinery like movement rules. Chain formation is just an instance 

of the much more general property sharing mechanism (1). 

2 Some problems of the standard binding tbeory 

Apart from the general properties of a configurational approach to anaphora. there 

are some more specific problems with the standard binding theory (1). both of a 

conceptual nature (9) and of an empirical nature ( 10): 

(9) Conceptual: 

a principle A near superfluous (given (7» 

b principle B: negative principles unusual 

(10) Empirical: 

a overlap anaphors and pronomimals in local domain 

b differences among languages 

c short vs. long fonns 

"Share property" means that in a syntactic dependency relation, all features of the dependent 

clement are available for the antecedent and the other way around. Old-fashioned agreement rules are 
an instantiation of this. but also "movement" (sharing of lexical properties between head and tail of a 

chain) and anaphora (sharing of intended coreference). In the lIllIIIMked case, the local domain is just 

the minimal XP containing the dependency. In cenain cases, marked extensions are possible. such as 

the opacity factor "tense" for anaphora (see Koster 1987 for details). 
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Since in general. according to (7). a dependent element (like an anaphor or a trace) 

can only be saved by a local antecedent to share the missing properties with. a 

specific binding condition like principle A seems superfluous. I will assume here 

without further discussion that. apart from the definition of local domain. the general 

property sharing schema (7) can do the work of principle A. 

Principle B. which has been subject to much more critical discussion. is suspect 

in the sense that it is a negative condition. A standard rule says that something must 

have an antecedent. not that an antecedent must be absent (as implied by the notion 

"free").  In what follows. I will give an alternative for principle B (and by implication. 

also for principle C). The upshot of this discussion will be that. apart from a lexical 

classification of NPs and slight domain parametrization. there are no special binding 

conditions. Most propenies seem to follow from more general conditions. which also 

apply to movement and numerous other constructions (see Koster 1987). A specific 

binding theory is just as undesirable and superfluous as a specific theory of 

movement. 2 
In ( 10). a selection is given of the numerous empirical problems facing the 

classical binding theory ( I ) . Example ( 1 1 )  shows the well-known occurrence of bound 

pronominals in a local domain. which seems to be excluded by principle B: 

( 1 1 )  John saw a snake near him. 

That there is no immediate universal solution to this problem is suggested by the fact 

that Dutch can have both anaphors and pronominals in this context: 

( 1 2) Jan zag een slang naast zichlhem. 

John saw a snake near self/him 

German shows a third variant. in which a morphologically marked reflexive is the 

only option in this context: 

( 1 3) Johann sah eine Schlange neben sichl*ihm. 

John saw a snake near sclf/him 

An anonymous reviewer has raised the question why. given the variation in anaphoric systems and 

given my reduction of anaphoric dependency and movement to the same principle. one does not lind 

the same variation among movement rules. This criticism is beside the point because the core rule of 

grammar (7) applies in conjunction with the lexical propenies of the various dependent elements (see 
below). The variation is due to the lexicon. not to the core rule of propcny sharing. 
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Other languages. like Frisian. show an even more pervasive use of bound pronouns 

in local domains. We do not only find bound pronouns in the same context as in 

English ( l4b). but even in direct object position ( I 4a): 

( 14) a lelle wasket him. 

Jelle washes him 

'Jelle washes. '  

b Jelle seach in njirre njonken him. 

Jelle saw a viper near him 

Frisian. like many other languages. does nol seem to have morphologically marked 

reflexives distinct from pronominals, thereby forming a problem for the standard 

binding theory (1) .  

Middle English was similar in this respect. as shown by example ( 1 5) (from Faltz 

1977): 

( 15) lie c1adde hym. 

he dressed him 

'He dressed . •  

Even in modem English there are residual bound pronouns in indirect object position. 

Thus, according to Faltz ( 1977). many speakers of English accept ( 16) (limited, by 

and large. to benefactives, for many speakers with a preference for the first and 

second person): 

(16) John bought him a new car. 

Many similar and also other problems are met when we consider the anaphoric 

systems of a wider range of languages. 

A last problem that I would like to mention here is the occurrence of long and 

short reflexives in many languages. often in complementary distribution. Dutch. for 

instance. can only have the short form zich (himself) in ( 17a). while ( 1 7b) only allows 

the long form zichzelj: 

( 17) a Jan vergist zich(*zelf) . 

John errs 
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b Jan baat Zich*(zelj). 

John hates himself 

3 A non-binding theory of anaphora 

Since the traditional binding theory is problematic on both conceptual and empirical 

grounds. we would like to replace it by something else. The challenge, in my 

opinion, is not the fonnulation of an alternative binding theory (for instance. along 

the lines of Reinhart and Reuland (1993» , but to account for anaphoric phenomena 

on the basis of theoretical principles that also apply to other construction types. An 
alternative. in other words, should not only be an improvement over the existing 

binding theory in empirical terms, but preferrably, also a theory that is in accordance 

with the uniformity principle and the general insight of generative research of the past 

twenty years that grammatical constructions can be accounted for by principles that 
are themselves not construction-specific. 

It seems to me that such an alternative is available. The theory I have in mind 
starts from the assumption that Case plays a central role in the classification of 

anaphoric forms. This idea, first proposed by Martin Everaert, was further developed 

at the university of Groningen in work by Eric Reuland, Jelly de Jong (1996), Anko 

Wiegel ( 1996). and myself (1994). 

The role of Case can be demonstrated with the following examples from Dutch 

(from Koster 1 985): 

( 18) a Jan sprak urenlang over hemzelj (ziehzelj). 

John talked for hours about himself 

b Jan zag een slang naast hem (zieh).  

John saw a snake near him 

c Jan sprak namens hemzelj (zichze/j). 

John talked on behalf of himself 

( 19) * Jan baat hemzelj (ok: ziehzelf). 

Jan hates himself 

Consider first example ( 19). Dutch has a specialized reflexive form zich (zelj), which 

is obligatory under conditions of local binding in accusative contexts (as in ( 19». In 
oblique contexts. however. zich(zelf) is not obligatory for many speakers and may be 

replaced by the pronominal fonn hem(zelj), as is illustrated in ( 18). 
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Modem High German no longer allows this alternation and only has the 

specialized anaphoric form sich. In older German texts, this specialized form is often 

limited to accusative contexts. In dative contexts, one often fmds the non-specialized 

form ihm, which can be used both as a bound anaphor and as a free pronoun: 

(20) a Gon schuf den Menschen ihm zum Bilde. 

God created the men him to the image 

' God created man in his image. '  

b Andem hat er geholfen, und er kan ihm seIber nicht helfen. 

others had he helped and he can him self not help 

'He has helped others and caMot help himself. ' 

(21) a Er hat nicht mehr Mitleiden in ihm als ein Hund. 

he had not more sympathy in him than a dog 

'There was no more sympathy in him than in a dog. ' 

b Wer harte gedacht, dass der aIle Mann so viel Blut in ihm gehabt bane. 

who had thought that the old man so much blood in him had had 

'Who had expected that the old man would have had such vigor. ' 

In other words, specialized anaphoric forms are in the cases discussed only defined 

for the accusative. In dative contexts, the same form may be used for local binding 

and for free pronominal reference. Not only Dutch has residues of that, also English, 

as is clear from examples like (16). Modem Frisian (14) and Middle English did not 

have any specialized anaphoric forms at all. In those languages, pronouns may also 

be used anaphorically. 

This state of affairs is a clear indication that the Binding Theory (in conjunction 

with the standard classification of NPs), in part at least, only reflects accidental 

lexical properties of Modem English. It is not at all the case that pronouns must be 

universally free in local contexts. It all depends on the accidental lexical presence of 

a specialized anaphor: if a language has a specialized anaphor. like German sieh, this 

form can normally not be replaced by a pronoun under conditions of local binding. 

If a language hicks specialized anaphors, like Frisian, pronouns are perfectly 

acceptable under conditions of local binding. As was shown by the German examples 

(see Wiegel (1996», specialized anaphors were originally only found in accusative 

contexts. 

Lexical specialization for local binding is not only determined by Case but also 

by person. Many languages, like Modem Dutch and French, limit the special 

anaphoric form only to the third person. 
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The theory of anaphoric binding that I would like to propose has the following 

properties: 

(22) There is no anaphora-specific or language-specific binding theory: 

a Principle A follows from the general rule of local property sharing 

b Principle B follows from a general markedness principle 

II Differences among languages are lexical (NP classification) 

a Morphological marking (German: sich vs. ihn) 

b Structural Case (English: himself) 

In this article, I will mainly focus on the markedness principle mentioned in Ib and 

the lexical classifications implied by II. The idea that Principle A of the traditional 

binding is an instance of a more general locality condition on grammatical 

dependencies has been discussed above and elsewhere (Koster 1987). 

But also Principle B of the Binding Theory can be fruitfully replaced by a 

principle of more general scope. The principle I have in mind is the following: 

(23) Principle of Maximal Specialization 

In a grammatical dependency relation R, select the most specialized form. 

The notion "most specialized form" can be defined as follows: 

(24) a form A is more specialized than B if A can fulfil fewer functions than B 

This notion is related to the traditional structuralist notion of functional load: the 

more specialized a form. the less its functional load. In general. it seems to me, if a 

grammar can choose between two forms, the more specialized form is the preferred 

one. This principle explains the ungrammaticality of Principle B violations like: 

(25) *John washes him. 

According to principII: (23), this sentence must be rejected (at least in the unmarked 

case) because him can be replaced by the more specialized form himself. The fonn 

himself is more specialized here because it can only be used as a locally bound 

reflexive in this context. The form him can also be used deictically here, i .e. without 

being bound by John. 
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It is by no means necessary for a language to have a specialized form for local 

binding. Thus. in Frisian such forms are lacking. hence the grammaticality of: 

(26) a. Jelle wasket him. 

Jelle washes him 

'Jelle washes. '  

If classical Binding Principle B were a universal principle. this sentence would be 

ruled out. Hoo,yever. in Frisian. Middle English. and many other languages, such 

locally bound pronouns are entirely acceptable. contrary to what Principle B predicts. 

It seems to me that this is a simple and accidental lexical fact: the languages in 

question lack a more specialized form for a local binding. 

In modem High German. specialized reflexive forms (like sicll) must be used 

throughout a local binding domain. In earlier stages of German. however. the 

specialized forms were limited to structural accusative positions. i.e . •  forms like sich 

were lexically marked as accusative. In oblique positions. therefore. the pronominal 

ihm was the correct form. as was illustrated above. 

In standard Dutch, as we saw. specialized forms like zich are only obligatory in 

structural accusative positions. In oblique positions. pronominals like hem are also 

possible. Since this locally bound hem is slightly substandard. we have an indication 

that two different lexical classifications are possible in Dutch. Standard Dutch. like 

modem High German. lexically defmes the specialized reflexive form for all Case 

positions. while in an alternative and substandard classification. the specialized form 

is only defined for structural accusative positions. like in older stages of German. 

Modem English also allows bound pronouns in oblique . positions. as we saw 

above. One such usage is residual, as in the somewhat marginal (27): 

(27) John bought him a new car. 

Indirect object positions in English are perhaps on their way to become strucrural 

object positions. In the oblique complement positions of PSt however. specialized 

reflexive forms are not defined for English. hence the grammaticality of (28), with 

its bound pronominal him: 

(28) John saw a snake near him. 
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Traditionally. such sentences have been considered a problem for the standard 

Binding Theory. 3 There are, however. few reasons to assume that we need a special 

Binding Theory. In a great number of languages. anaphoric binding seems to be 

completely accounted for by principles that are not construction specific and an 

appropriate lexical classification. 

4 Conclusion: the unifonnity of grammar 

A standard approach to the empirical and conceptual inadequacies of the Binding 

Theory has been the search for a modified or even an alternative Binding Theory 

(like. for instance. Reinhart and Reuland 1993). It seems to me. however, that this 
approach is ilI-conceived. A special Binding Theory is a construction-specific device. 

Historically speaking. generative grammar has been most successful in eliminating 

such construction-specific rules and principles. In tune with this general trend. it can 
be assumed that we do not need a Binding Theory. neither a (modified) standard one. 

nor an alternative one. 

Binding Principle A can be seen as a variant of srandard property sharing in local 

contexts. Conceived this way. local binding is no longer a construction-specific rule. 

Similarly. Principle B (and also Principle C) can be successfully replaced by the non

construction-specific Principle of Maximal Specialization (23). This principle is not 
only more general. but also more empirically adequate. as we have seen. 

Most important from the preseot perspective is that the Principle of Maximal 

Specialization is not anaphora specific but also applicable in other domains of 

grammar. particularly in movement constructions. Thus. the trace in (29a) cannot be 

replaced by a reflexive (29b) or a pronoun (29c); 

(29) a Who did you see t ?  

b ·Who did you see himself ? 

c ·Who did you see him? 

[ +  Case checking] 

r + Case checking. + free] 

An anonymous reviewer has pointed out that the proposal presented here would incorrectly rule 

in -John taiked about him (John and him corefcrential). Note. however. that there are good reasons 
to classify prepositional objects as structural accusatives rather than as oblique Cases. Clear evidente 

for this view can be found in the fact that English prepositional objects undergo passive (pseudo

passivization). For structural accusatives. English has specialized anaphors like himself. 
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One might say that this fact is explained by the application of movement rules: 

movement leaves a trace and not a reflexive or a pronoun. However, there are 

reasons to assume that this is not the right explanation. The ungrammaticality of (29b) 

and (29c) is also explained by the Principle of Maximal Specialization (23). 

According to (23), an empty category (a trace) must be selected in (29) because it is 

the most specialized form to serve the purpose of chain formation. Selection of a 

reflexive or a pronoun in a Wb-chain would involve less specialized forms, because 

lexical reflexives and pronouns also fulfil another role, namely satisfaction of the 

Case requirements of the position in question. Both lexical elements can also fulfil 

other roles, such as the free use of the pronoun him. This extra functional load is 

indicated between the square brackets following the examples (29b) and (29c). 

If both the movement hypothesis and the Principle of Maximal Specialization are 

empirically adequate in contexts like (29). the interesting questions arises whether 

there are contexts which favor one of these hypotheses over the other. It seems to me 

that such crucial evidence exists. namely in cases' where resumptive pronouns are 

possible or even required. Recall that the Principle of Maximal Specialization only 

describes the unmarked Casco In more complex cases, it may be overruled by other 

requirements. Take for instance the following example (from Reinhart (1983»: 

(30) I know what Mary and Bill have in common. 

Mary adores him and Bill adores him too. 

As Reinhart points out, there are contexts (like this one) in which a locally bound 

pronoun is appropriate. contrary to what one might expect under Principle B. The 

Principle of Maximum Specialization. in contrast. only indicates which lexical choice 

. represents the default case. This type of situation is much more common in grammar 

than usually assumed. Thus. if Wh-chains involve island violations. a resumptive 

pronoun is often possible: 

(31) a ?Which book did you wonder who said he had read if! 

b ?We/k boek zei hij dat hij niet meer wist wanneer hij her gelezen had? 

which book said he that he not anymore knew when he it read had 

Both the English example (31a) and the Dutch example (3Ib) involve a Wh-island 

violation and both examples allow a resumptive pronoun instead of a trace. There are 
Swedish cases (from Elisabet Engdahl. cited by Cinque 1990:62) which also involve 

island violations and in which a resumptive pronoun is even required: 
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(32) Vilket ord visste ingen hur det/*t stavas? 

which word knew nq one how it is spelled 

Assuming that there is no anti-cyclical post-movement lexical insertion, such 
examples are a serious problem for the hypothesis that Wh-chains are formed by 

movement. Under the alternative assumption that chains are formed by base rules 
("merge" only) and that a principle like (23) determines the unmarked case. lexical 

items instead of traces are possible in principle .  Under this alternative, empty NPs, 
being the most specialized forms possible, only are the least marked forms possible 
in the positions in question. In complex sentences with their specific processing 
problems, lexical forms seem to be possible to facilitate processing. 

There are several other instances of the Principle of Maximal Specialization. such 
as the Avoid Pronoun Principle of Chomsky (1981).  In the following example, the 
pronoun his is preferrably interpreted as not being bound by John. Again, a more 

specialized form seems available for this context, namely PRO. The pronoun his has 
a heavier functional load because. unlike PRO, it can also be free (as a deictic 
pronoun) in this context. 

(33) John would much prefer [his going to the movie1 . [ +  free] 

The Principle of Maximal Specialization also solves a problem in Frisian. discussed 

by J. Hoekstra (1994). In Frisian accusative contexts. both the pronoun harren and 
the pronoun se can be used. as in (34). 

(34) Hy narre harrenlse. 

he teased them 

(J. Hoekstra 1994) 

The pronoun se can also be used in the nominative "and is therefore less specialized. 
The Principle of Maximal Spedalization (23) predicts that in dependencies, such as 
local binding, only the pronoun harren can be used. This prediction happens to be 

correct: 

(35) a Hja waskje harren. 

they wash themselves 
b *Hja waskje se. [ + nominative) 
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A very similar observation can be made in Dutch. In Dutch oblique contexts, 3rd 

person singular feminine, both the fonns ze and d', (reduced fonn of Iraar 'her') can 

be used: 

(36) Ik woon bij ze/d ',. 
I live with her 

Like in Frisian, the pronoun ze (she) can also be used in the nominative, thereby 

entailing a heavier functional load (less specialization). Once more, the Principle of 

Maximal Specialization makes the correct prediction. Only the pronoun d 'r can be 

used in local dependencies: 

(37) a ZeI*D 'r wooot bij me. 

She lives with me 

b Marie had haar tas niet bij d',I*ze. 

Mary had her bag not with her 

'Mary didn't have her bag with her. ' 

[ze = +nominative] 

More predictions are made, but I will leave it at this. The Principle of Maximal 

Specialization seems superior to Binding Principle B in a number of respects. It 

accounts for the standard principle B facts, but, in conjunction with morphological 

definition of anaphors in terms of case, also for several exceptions to Principle B 

(occurrence of locally hound pronouns in oblique contexts in English). As an 

indication of the unmarked case. it also explains the occurrence of bound pronouns 

in marked cases (such as (30» . Unlike Principle B, it also allows the systematic use 

of locally bound pronouns in the many languages like Frisian. which lack the relevant 

lexical specializations. 

Most important of all from a theoretical perspective is that the Principle of Maximal 

Specialization is not anaphora specific but also applicable in many other constructions. 

including movement constructions. All in all. the Principle of Maximal Specialization 

is not only an empirical improvement over Principle B, but also a contribution to the 

uniformity of grammar. the leading idea that all local dependencies, movements and 

non-movements alike, are governed by similar grammatical principles. This outcome 

confirms the theoretical tenets of Chomsky ( 1981 )  and casts serious doubt on later 

attempts to dissociate movements from other constructions, which would be a step 

away from the uniformity of grammar. 
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Levels of Representation and the Elements of 

Anaphora 

Howard Lasnik 

One of the most fascinating, and most enduring, topics in the generative investigation 
of anaphora is the question of levels of representation relevant to the detennination of 
anaphoric connection.· In terms of the influential theory of anaphora of Chomsky 
( 1981).  with its three binding conditions. the question concerns the level or levels of 
representation that must satisfy those condition... Over the years. a variety of 
technological proposals have been put forward. none of them conceptually very 
satisfactory. Recent 'minimalist' characterizations of the general form of syntactic 
theory render most of those proposals not just unsatisfactory but unstatable, since the 
proposals crucially rely on a level of representation. S-structure, which is claimed not 
to exist. 1 will consider the quite strong evidence motivating those early proposals and 
ultimately suggest a way of capturing the apparent S-structure effects without direct 
appeal to S-structure, thus responding to a potentially powerful counter-argument to 
a major tenet of minimalism. 

The fact that anaphora has obvious semantic aspects has always suggested that its 
syntax, the binding conditions, should be determined at LF, the syntax-semantics 

interface level. However, early on. difficulties with such a theory were recognized. 

Discussing the following examples. Chomsky (198 1 : 196-197) argues that Condition 
C must apply at S-structure: 

(1) Which book that John, read did hei like? 

(2) *He, liked every book that John; read. 

(3) *1 don't remember who thinks that he; read which book that John; likes. 

• This research was supponed in pan by NSF grant SBR·9S 1088. I would like 10 acknowledge the 

very helpful suggestions of Zeljko Bolkovic and those of a reviewer. 
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Chomsky's point is that following QR, the LF of (2) would be structurally parallel 

to the S-structure (and LF) of (1) ,  where John is outside the c-command domain of 

he. Thus. as in (1) .  there should be no Condition C effect if LF is the level relevant 

to that condition. Similarly for (3) following LF wh-movement. Contrary to the 

prediction of the LF theory, in both instances the hypothesized LF movement, unlike 

the overt movement creating (1) ,  has no effect on binding possibilities. This strongly 

suggests Chomsky's conclusion: that Condition C is specifically a requirement on S

structure. 

The preceding argument is based on what might be termed unexpected 

ungrammaticality. Chomsky also offers an argument, to the same conclusion, based 

on unexpected grammaticality. Chomsky proposes that (4) is the target of an LF rule 

of focus movement. 

(4) John said that Bill had seen HIM. 

When HIM raises. it leaves behind a variable, which. according to Chomsky's 

account of strong crossover, must be A-free as dictated by Condition C. Since in the 

postulated LF, the variable would be bound by John on the relevant (and possible) 

reading, we have an additional argument that Condition C is sensitive to properties 

of S-structure rather than of LF. 

Barss ( 1986) draws the same conclusion for Condition A, based on examples like 

the following: 

(5) John; wonders which picture of himself; Mary showed to Susan. 

(6) *John; wonders who showed which picture of himself; to Susan. 

(5) shows that an anaphor within the embedded CP Spec can be licensed by an 
antecedent in the matrix subject position. Given this fact. the ungrammaticality of (6) 

is surprising if anaphors can be licensed by virtue of their LF positions. On the then 

standard theory, in LF, the WH-phrase in situ, which picture of himself. moves to the 

embedded CP Spec position, where it takes scope. Thus. at LF, the configurational 

relation between himself and its antecedent is virtually identical in (5) and (6). Hence, 

the ungrammaticality of (6) shows that anaphors must be licensed at a level prior to 

LF. e.g. , S-structure (and possibly at LF as well). (6) is ruled out because the 

reflexive fails to be licensed at that level. 

Chomsky (1981) explores another phenomenon with potential implications for the 

issues under discussion here. Assuming that expletive there is co indexed with its 
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associate. Chomsky observes that a perfectly grammatical example like (7) incorrectly 

constitutes an apparent violation of Condition C. 

(7) There is a man in the room. 

The proposal of Chomsky (1981) is that the coindexing between expletive and 

associate is of a different sort than that involved in Binding Theory (in particular. co

superscripting as opposed to co-subscripting). Chomsky (1986a) reconsiders the 

phenomenon. and presents a more attractive account: that in the LF component, the 

associate A-moves to the position of the expletive, as illustrated in (8). 

(8) A man is I in the room. 

Since t is here the trace of A-movement, it does not fall under Condition C, so the 

example is correctly let in. It is significant that this account crucially depends on the 

rejection of the Chomsky (1981) argument. If S-structure must satisfy Condition C,  

!hen later movement will be of no benefit. As I will discuss at length below, 

independent of the status of the Chomsky (1986a) argument, the same problem arises 

within the Minimalist Program of Chomsky (1995), since that program denies S

structure any significant status. 

Uriagereka (1988), as part of an extensive discussion of binding theory and levels 

of representation, pursues the Chomsky (1986a) expletive replacement proposal 

further. Based on the acceptability of (9), Uriagereka proposes that anaphors need not 

be licensed at S-structure, reasoning that the required c-command relation between 

two knights and each other holds at LF (10) but not at S-structure (9) . 1  

(9) There arrived two knights on each other's horses. 

( 10) Two knights arrived t on each other's horses. 

Actually, according to the specific analysis of expletive-argument pairs in Chomsky (1986a), (9) 

would straight-forwardly satisfy the binding requirement of the anaphor at S-structure, since Chomsky 

claimed that throughout the derivation expletives are coindexed with their associated arguments. But 

see Lasnik ( 1 992a) for arguments against this position. 
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This interesting argument is actually independent of expletive replacement per se, 
since, as discussed in some detail by Lasnik and Saito (1991), even direct objects of 
transitive verbs generally seem to c-command certain adjuncts:2  

( 1 1 )  I saw two men on each other's birthdays. 

In certain versions of Case theory, for example one proposed by Chomsky ( 1991), 

and examined further by Lasnik and Saito (1991) and Lasnik (1993), in the LF 

component a direct object raises to Spec of Agro, where its Case is licensed. On 

standard assumptions about phrase structure, ( 1 1) might then be a further example of 
successful licensing of an anaphor at LF (via A-movement) remedying failure in overt 

syntax. Below, I will have much more to say about examples like (9) and (1 1). For 
the moment, I simply point out the contradiction between this phenomenon and the 

Chomsky ( 1981 )lBarss (1986) argument that binding conditions must be satisfied at 

S-structure. 

As noted in Lasnik (1993), one way to resolve the contradiction is to reject the 
existence of the LF operations that Chomsky (1981) was assuming. A somewhat less 
far reaching alternative, also mentioned in Lasnik (1993), is to limit the operation of 
such rules as QR and LF wh-movement so that only the quantificational head moves, 
and not the entire expression, as proposed by Hornstein and Weinberg (1990).3 Thus, 

the generalization put forward by Chomsky ( 1981)  might be captured as a property 

specifically of A'-movement, without Chomsky's conclusion that the binding 
conditions hold of S-structure: 

Such examples indicate that syntactic [overt] movement and movement in the 

LF-component have quite different effects with respect to the binding theory. 
This theory applies properly after syntactic movement, but each rule of the LF 
component converts S-structures to which the binding theory applies correctly 
to LF-representation to which it applies incorrectly. (Chomsky 198 1 :  197) 

2 I don't give a minimal pair here. such as "I saw two knights on each other's horses" becallse of 

the possibility of taking 1M material after the verb as an NP. "two knights on each other's horses". 

No such possibility exists for the example in the teu. 

3 II is not illllmdiatelyobvious how 10 extend this to the focus movement CJISe. Also, while it is easy 

10 imagine how scope facts can be handled on the Hornstein and Weinberg theorY (or, for that maller, 

on a theorY with no IF A'-movement at all), one of the major arguments for QR, May's (1985) 

account of antecedent contained deletion, demands that the entire expression move. Sec lasnik (1993), 

Hornstein ( 1994), and wnik (1995a) for discussion. 
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The next question involves LF A-movement, as postulated for (9) and ( 1 1) .  As 

noted above, Uriagereka suggests expletive replacement as an account for the licit 

binding of the reciprocal in (9). However, Lasnik and Saito (1991) and den Dikken 

(1995) show that expletive replacement does not in general create new binding 

possibilities. For example, it is well known that a raised subject can antecede an 

anaphor in the higher clause (the classic argument that D-structure need not obey 

Condition A), but the associate of a raised expletive cannot: 

(12) Some linguists seem to each other [t to have been given good job offers] . 

(13) *There seem to each other [t to have been some linguists given good job 

offers] . 

Other phenomena known to involve A-binding pattern similarly. (14) illustrates this 

for weak crossover. 

(14) a Some defenda.nlt seems to his; lawyer to have been at the scene. 

b *There seems to his; lawyer to have been some defendant; at the scene. 

This set of facts indicates that if LF is the level of representation relevant to the 

licensing of anaphors and bound pronouns, then literal expletive replacement cannot 

be correct. Interestingly, Chomsky (1991) already arrived at the same conclusion 

based on scope properties of existential constructions. Substitution would result in 

identical LFs for (15) and (16). 

(15) A man is likely to be here. 

(16) There is likely to be a man here. 

But the interpretive possibilities diverge. In ( 15), a man can evidently have wide or 

narrow scope with respect to likely, while (16) allows only narrow scope for a man. 

The same sort of interpretive divergence arises with respect to scope of negation: 

(17) Many linguistics students aren't here. 

(18) There aren't many linguistics students here. 

Partly for these reasons, Chomsky (1991) modified his (1986) substitution analysis, 

proposing instead that the associate adjoins to there, the latter being a sort of LF 

clitic. 

') 
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The generalization that emerges from all of this is that the associate of there 

always displays 'low' behavior, while an ovenly moved NP displays 'high' behavior. 

It is perhaps tempting to conclude �t there actually is no movement relation between 

the position of there and that of the associate. However, the standard argument for 
movement is a compelling one: that it provides the basis for an account of the 

familiar superficially bizarre agreement paradigms displayed by these constructions, 

with the verb agreeing with something that is not its formal subject:4 

( 19) a There isf*are a man here. 

b There are/·is men here. 

Hence, I will pursue the problem of low behavior for the associate in another way. 

In panicular, I will explore the naWre of the movement, exactly what moves, and 

how this interacts with the elements of thc theory of anaphora. 

Lasnik and Saito ( 1991 )  show that existential constructions in ECM configurations 

display asymmetries parallel to those seen in subject raising constructions: s  

(20) The DA proved [two men to have been at the scene] during each other's 

trials. 

(21 )  ·The DA proved [there to have been two men at the scene) during each 
other's trials. 

Recall that in connection with Uriagereka's example above 1 noted that direct objects 

of verbs, whether the verbs are unaccusative (9) or transitive (1 I), are able to bind 

into adjuncts. I also noted that under standard assumptions about phrase strucwre, 

those direct objects must be assumed to undergo A-movement to some higher position 

for that binding to take place. However, in a theory of phrase strucwre of the sort 

proposed by Larson ( 1988). there might have been an alternative, since in such a 

theory, adjuncts arc actually base generated lower than complements. 6  It is in this 

This argument depends on the 'minimalist' assumption that the configurations relevant to syntactic 

relations are severely limited, essenlially 10 Spec-head and head-head (via head adjunction). Thus, 

agreement at a distance would nOI be possible, a limitation in descriptive power, all else equal . 

S In examples (20)-(25), the adjunct is to be taken a� modifying the matrix predicate, as indicated 

by the brackets. With the adjunct modifying the embedded predicate, even the there examples are 

acceptable. as expected in parallel to Uriagereka's example. 

6 See also Kayne ( 1994. th.7). 
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connection that the examples examined by Lasnik and Saito become particularly 
significant. since for those examples no Larsonian alternative is even possible. There 

is no way that an adjunct modifying the higher clause can be base generated lower 

than an argument of the lower clause (e. g. , the ECM subject in (20». We are led to 

the conclusion of Lasnik and Saito, and of Postal (1974) before them (and based on 
similar arguments):  that the ECM subject undergoes raising.7 The associate of there 

must then undergo raising of a quite different son. 

It is imponant to note that the asymmetry seen in (20)-(2 1 )  is nOI limited to 

reciprocal licensing. All standard c-command phenomena display the same pattern. 

(22)-(23) illustrate the corresponding weak crossover asymmetry: 

(22) The DA proved [no suspect, to be at the scene of the crime] during his; 

trial. 

(23) *The DA proved [there to be no suspect; at the scene of the crime] during 

his; trial.  

And negative polarity item licensing is shown in (24)-(25). 

(24) The DA proved [noone 10 be at the scene] during any of the trials. 

(25) *The DA proved [there to be noone at the scene] during any of the trials. 

I tum now to possible accounts of the several parallel asymmetries seen above. 

The first possibility is based entirely on Chomsky (1991). Suppose. as hinted above. 
that accusative Case is licensed in the Spec of Agro above the licensing verb. via LF 

A-movement. R If we assume. in the spirit of the Minimalist program. that all of the 

c-command phenomena considered above involve LF, this immediately gives the 
correct results for direct objects. for ECM subjects. and. of course, for overtly raised 

subjects (where there is no relevant difference between the S-structure and the LF). 

Further. the version of expletive replacement espoused in Chomsky ( 1 991) -

7 And. again. short of the Larsonian structure, we arc led to the conclusion that direct objects also 

raise. Postal did nOl arrive at this laller conclusion. primarily because he took the structural 

requirement on binding phenomena to involve command (weaker than c-command in specifying clausal 

nolles only). 

8 Similarly for the Case of the associate of there. given Uriagereka's example above. This is 

expected on the Bcllelli ( 1988) theory, developed further by Lasnik ( 1992b, 1995c), in which be and 

unaccusatives arc Case licensers. The movement to (a position near) there is then not for Case reasons, 

but for agreemenl reasons. as in Martin ( 1 992). and Groat ( 1 995). 
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adjunction to there, rather than substitution for it - potentially makes the necessary 

distinction between NPs with high behavior on the one hand and associates of there 

on the other. The latter will adjoin to there, hence arguably will not be in the 

appropriate position to c-command the anaphors, NPls, etc. in the examples above. 

This is a natural extension of the Chomsky ( 1991)  account of scope facts in existential 

constructions. There are, however, problems with that account. First, as Chomsky 

points out, in his example cited as ( 18) above, repeated as (26), it is not the case that 

there is no scope relation between negation and many linguistics students. 

(26) There aren't many linguistics students here. 

Rather, many linguistics students necessarily has narrow scope. While it is true that 

if that NP were to replace there, it would be expected to have (at least as one 

possibility) wide scope, under the adjunction analysis, according to Chomsky no 

scope relation is established between negation and many linguistics students. Chomsky 

indicates that under this circumstance, the scope of many linguistics students can be 

assumed to be narrow. Chomsky analogizes this situation to that in (27). 

(27) Pictures of many students aren't here. 

However, in (27), there truly is no scope relation between negation and many 

students. The sentence is clearly not synonymous with (28). 

(28) Pictures of few students are here. 

But such synonymy would be expected on the implied account of (26), since that 

example is synonymous with (29). 

(29) There are few linguistics students here. 

In addition to this empirical problem, there is a technical problem. Chomsky 

evidently bascs his argument that no scope relation is established between negation 

and many linguistics students in the LF of (26) on the assumption that there is no c

command relation between those two expressions. However, on the theory of 

adjunction proposed by May (1985), developed in Chomsky (l986b), and assumed 

in all of Chomsky's writings since, there would be a relevant c-command relation in 
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(26). Many linguistics students would c-command negation, just as much as it would 

in (30). 

(30) Many linguistics students aren't here. 

This is so because on May's and Chomsky's theory of adjunction, when O! adjoins to 
fJ, fJ becomes a segmented category, and O! c-commands anything (J did prior to the 

adjunction. Thus, the scope problem that largely motivated the change from expletive 

substitution to expletive adjunction is actually not resolved by that change. This 

indicates that the solution to the asymmetries lies elsewhere. 
Chomsky ( 1995) suggest<; a revised theory of the LF movement involved in 

expletive constructions, as part of a revised theory of LF movement more generally. 

Beginning with the standard Minimalist assumption that all movement is driven by the 

need for formal features to be checked, Chomsky argues that, all else equal, 

movement should then never be of an entire syntactic category, but only of its formal 

features.9 PF requirements will normally force movement of a category containing the 

formal features, via a sort of pied-piping, under the reasonable assumption that a bare 

feature (or set of features) is an ill-formed PF object. For LF movement, on the other 

hand, pied-piping will normally not be necessary, hence, by economy, will not even 

be possible. Only the formal feature.<; will move, and they will move exactly to the 

heads that have matching features. In a standard existential sentence, then, the 

associate does not move to there. Rather. only the formal features move. and only to 

a corresponding functional head (or beads). As observed by Chomsky. the fearure 

movement analysis of existential constructions has the potential to solve the scope 

problem. If in LF, only the formal features of many linguistics students, rather than 

the entire expression. move to a functional head or heads above negation (presumably 

the Agrs head), it is reasonable to conclude that the quantificational properties remain 

below negation. Then, if it is this struCture that determines scope. the desired results 

are obtained.  

The feature movement analysis, being in a sense a mOre extreme version of the 

Hornstein and Weinberg proposal mentioned above, would seem to properly handle 

the anaphora and NPI paradigms in there constructions as well . Recall the reciprocal 

facts of (12)-(13) ,  repeated as (3 1)-(32). 

9 Sec Manin ( 1992) and Groat (1995) for related proposals. 
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(3 1 )  Some linguists seem to each other [t to have been given good job offers] . 
(32) *There seem to each other [t to have been some linguists given good job 

offers1 .  

When the entire N P  has raised, a s  i n  (3 1) ,  whatever propenies o f  the N P  are relevant 
to licensing an anaphor are in the appropriate structural position to do so (both at S
structure and at LF). When, by hypothesis, only the formal features have raised, as 
in (32), it is reasonable to conjecture that the referential propenies relevant to 
licensing an anaphor remain below. 10 Parallel accounts could be provided for NPI 
licensing and WCO, as in (33)a,b vs. (34)a,b. 

(33) a No good linguistic theories seem to any philosophers [t to have been 

formulated]. 
b Some defendant; seems to his; lawyer to have been at the scene. 

(34) a *There seem to any philosophers [t to have been no good linguistic 
theories formulated] . 

b *There seems to his; lawyer to have been some defendant; at the scene. 

On this kind of account, then, the elements of the theory of anaphora are not 
merely formal features. Interestingly, Chomsky (1995) proposes just the opposite: that 
the elements of anaphora are precisely formal features. As far as I can tell, there are 
two bases for Chomsky's position. One to which I will return involves control. The 
other concerns (some of) the Lasnik and Saito ECM facts mentioned above. Recall 
that the ECM subject licenses elements in the higher clause. Further, direct object 
licenses elements that are arguably base generated higher than direct object. In both 

situations, the formal features of the licensing NP are assumed to undergo LF raising 

to Agro. Chomsky thus reasons that "the features adjoined to Agro . . .  have A-position 
propenies, c-commanding and binding in the standard way . "  [p.272] Thus, for all 
purposes (except scope), feature movement is claimed to have the same consequences 
as NP movement. However, we have seen overwhelming evidence that this is not so. 
The (low) associate of there cannot bind a (high) reciprocal or license a (high) NPI 
or a (high) bound pronoun, even though the formal features of the associate raise to 
the appropriate higher position. For the first of these problems, Chomsky offers a 
solution. Assuming the LF anaphor movement analysis of Condition A effects, 

1 0  I do nOI mean 10 deny the relevance of formal agreement features 10 Ihe licensing of anaphors, bul 

merely to claim that more is involved. 

.� 
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Chomsky indicates that the LF structure of the relevant portion of an example like 

(32) would be (35)a or b, where AN is the anaphor, FF is the set of raised fonnal 

features, and a is the XO -complex formed from INFL and the matrix V. 

(35) a [INFL AN [FF (linguists) 01]] 

b [INFL FF (linguists) [AN a]] 

Chomsky concludes that "On reasonable assumptions, neither of these structures 

qualifies as a legitimate binding-theoretic configuration. with AN taking FF (linguists) 

as its antecedent" (Chomsky 1995:275-76). Chomsky does not mention failure of NPI 

licensing and parallel failure of bound pronoun licensing (WCO effects). It is not 

clear that Chomsky's account of anaphora failure would extend to these phenomena, 

particularly in light of the fact that, other than c-command, the relevant structural 

relations are quite different. Further, there is a more fundamental problem with the 

account, While it might correctly distinguish among the subject raising to subject 

position examples, disallowing anaphor binding when it is there that ovenly raises, 

it incorrectly excludes all anaphor binding with 'subject raising to object position' .  

For example, as noted above, Chomsky, following Lasnik and Saito, takes a sentence 

just like (20)a to be acceptable, but (36), the relevant portion of its LF, will be 

indistinguishable from (35). {3 is the XO -complex formed from Agro and the matrix 
V. 

(36) a [ASro AN [FF (two men [ (3 ]J 

b [AEro FF (two men [AN fl)) 

There is. thus, compelling reason for rejecting the idea that the (sole) elements 

of anaphora -are formal features.  Before turning to Chomsky's argument, based on 

contrOl, for the position that I am rejecting, I would like to sketch a theory (perhaps 
the only natural theory) that can handle all of the facts considered so far. Note first 

that overt raising to subject position is unproblematic on any of the accounts. The 
raised NP displays high behavior in all respects, exactly as expected, on the null 

assumption that all properties of the NP are raised with it. Next, the associate of 

there, in simple existential constructions, in subject raising constructions, and in ECM 

constructions always displays low behavior, except for the agreement properties of 
the higher Agr. This is straightforward under the hypotheses that (i) the formal 

features, and only the formal features, of the associate raise; and (ii) that anaphors, 

NPls, and bound pronouns are licensed by properties (plausibly semantic ones) other 

" ,  
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than (or in addition to) formal features. The one remaining problem is the disparity 

between direct objects and ECM subjects, which can license apparently higher items, 

and there in an ECM configuration, which cannot. The latter is unproblematic. The 

associate of there remains low, even if its fonnal features move high, possibly as a 

consequence of featural deficiency of there itself. The former, on the other band, is 

deeply problematic. Under standard Minimalist assumptions, there is movement 

involved in these constructions, movement for Case checking to Agro, but covert 

movement, so only the formal features move. And, as we have seen in detail, features 

do not suffice to license the items under investigation here. Thus, there is a paradox 

on those standard assumptions. The crucial standard assumption can be questioned. 

Koizumi ( 1993, 1995), revising and extending ideas of Johnson (1991), argues that 

accusative Case is checked overtly in English, just like nominative Case. I I The 

accusative NP overtly raises to Spec of Agro (with V raising to a still higher head 

position). 12 If this is correct. the seemingly paradoxical asymmetry is immediately 

reduced to the independent pied-piping asymmetry. In the there construction, the only 

movement is the coven movement of the formal features of the associate to the Agr 

head. For an ECM subject or the object of a transitive or unaccusative verb the 
movement is oven, hence, of the entire NP, with all its semantic/referential properties 

necessary for licensing anaphors, NPIs, and bound pronouns. Interestingly, this 
resolves a paradox discussed by Lasnik and Saito (1991),  as well. Lasnik and Saito 

were concerned to explain how an ECM subject, or a direct object, is high enough 

to c-command all the licensees outlined above. They suggested LF raising to Agro as 

a possibility. However, they also noted the existence of overwhelming evidence that 

many of these licensing effects crucially involve S-structure configuration. The 
present approach, based on Koizumi's analysis, immediately resolves this tension (a 

tension made extreme under the Minima\ist claim that there is no significant level of 

S-structure). The licensing is at LF. but is as if at S-structure. since the only relevant 

I I  See Lasnik ( 1995a,b) for further arguments. And see Vanden Wyngaerd (1989) for what was, as 

far as 1 know. [he earliesl proposal that oven raising to Spec of Agro creates binding possibilities. 

12 A reviewer notes a potential problem for a Koizumi type analysis of English: the Germanic VO 
languages (English. Scandinavian) contrast with the Germanic OV languages (Dutch. German) with 

respect to verb-object adjacency, the lack of adjacency in the latter occasionally explained by oven 

raising to Spec of Agro. Zwan (1993), revised as Zwan (1997), is a major example of sud! aD 
analysis. Interestingly. though. Zwan bases his major arguments for raising [0 Agro in Dutch on 
Vanden Wyngaerd (1989). But Vanden Wyngaerd explicitly, and persuasively. argues that English does 
not differ from Dutch in this regard. The account of the arljacency asymmetry must then lie elsewhere. 
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movement is overt. Covert movement, involving merely formal features, is incapable 

of creating new licensing configurations for anaphora, etc. 

I now must retum to Chomsky's contrary argument that the elements of anaphora 

are indeed formal features. As noted above, there are actually two aspects to the 

argument. The fust, based on the grammatical examples of Lasnik and Saito, is 

entirely theory internal, relying on the assumption that raising to Agro is covert in 

English. Since that approach to the ECM phenomena led to a flat contradiction, I 

rejected it in favor of Koizumi's overt raising account, an account that has 

considerable independent motivation. Chomsky's empirical argument involves control. 

He presents an example suggesting that the associate of there behaves as if it is high, 

in its ability to control PRO in an adjunct: 

(37) There arrived three men (last night) without [PRO) identifying themselves. 

As (38) shows, a typical object cannot control PRO in this construction: 

(38) *1 met three men (last night) without identifying themselves. 

Thus. Chomsky reasons that feature raising. in this instance to Agrs' does create new 

control configurations, and, a fortiori, new binding configurations. Momentarily, I 

will question the generality of the control phenomenon, but even if Chomsky turns 

out to be correct about control, it will not be necessary to draw a broader conclusion 

about binding. There are significant and well known differences between control and 

binding. For example, as discussed by Lasnik (l992a), even languages unlike English 

in having 'subject oriented' anaphors still have structures of 'object control' . 1 3.14 (39)

(40) illustrate this for Polish. 

13 Subject orientation remains a mysterious phenomenon. An intriguing possibility is that it relates 

10 how Case is licensed (as suggested by Lasnik ( I 993». or to when Case is licensed, with coven 

movement of (formal features of) objects to their Case position resulling in inability of those objects 

to license anaphors. At this point, however. this is just wild speculation. 

14 Norvin Richards points out that there is another way to look at this propeny of control on which 

it is less obviously relevant to the point :11 issue: 'Subject orientation' seems to be a propeny of 

panicular anaphors. rather than of languages per sc. Given that perspective, PRO could be regarded 

as a lexical item without that specific propeny. 
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(39) Janj opowiadal MariiJ 0 swoimjJ'j zachowaniu. 
John telling Mary about seWs behavior 
'John was telling Mary about his/*her behavior. ' 

(40) Jail; kazal Mariij [PROjl'j napisac artykull . 
John told Mary write anicle 
'John told Mary to write an article. '  

Further. control has thematic aspects that are lacking i n  other instances of anaphora, 
yet another reason for drawing a distinction. 15 

Before concluding this discussion. I would like to further explore the intriguing 
control phenomenon that Chomsky notes. Chomsky implies that the associate of there 

in (37) is behaving just as an overtly raised subject. as in (41) .  would. 

(41 )  Three men arrived (last night) without PRO identifying themselves. 

Rut already there is some difference. While (41)  is perfect. (37) is somewhat 
degraded for many speakers. 16 This contrast is heightened if the adverbial is fronted: 

(42) Without PRO identifying themselves. three men arrived. 
(43) ?*Without identifying themselves. there arrived three men. 

Further. under raising. the contrast between structures like (37) and (41 )  greatly 
intensifies. In the following examples. the adverbial is intended as being in the higher 
clause. along with the raised subject or there: 

(44) Someone seems to be available without PRO seeming to be eager to get 
the job. 

(45) *There seems to be someone available without PRO seeming to be eager 
to get the job. 

IS See Lasnik ( 1992a) for discussion. 

1 6 Funher. as Bob Fiengo pointed out in the discussion following the oral present3tion of this paper. 

with a slight change in the adverbial. (37) itself degrades substantially: 

(i) ?*There arrived three men without saying hello 
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There is no reason this should be so if raised features of the associate of there can 

control. Finally, while (38) is clearly bad, it is not only complements of unaccusatives 

that are reasonably acceptable as controllers. The following example is considerably 

better than (38), even if not quite as good as (37): 

(46) The news upset John while reading the paper. 

Perhaps thematic properties are involved in control into an adjunct (as they are often 

assumed to be into a complement): the object is a possible controller because the 

subject is too low on the thematic hierarchy. In (37), the subject is not thematic at all. 

In (46), it is low relative to the subject. 

Until this array of facts is sorted out, an interesting typological claim made by 

Chomsky must be held in abeyance. Chomsky indicates that languages with expletives 

of the there type (Le. , with no agreement features of their own) allow control in the 

constructions at issue, while languages with expletives of the it type (with agreement 

features of their own) do not. 17 This is because there will be raising of the features 

of the associate in the former instance but not the latter. Thus, he claims that Italian 

(with its there type expletive) and French contrast: 

(47) Sono entrati tre uomini senza identificarsi. 

(48) (.)1\ est entre trois hommes sans s 'annoncer. 

But again, there is some question about the data. Every French speaker I have 

collected data from fmds control in (48) fairly acceptable or completely 50. 18 Thus, 

it is not so clear that French and English contrast. Resolution of these important 

issues awaits further exploration of control in general and in the Minimalist 

framework in particular. 

The tentative conclusion of this investigation is that for phenomena known to 

involve c-command, LF movement creates no new licensing possibilities. 19 This result 

17 Chomsky indicates that the null subject parameter is also somehow relevant. but according to his 

analysis. thaI factor is orthogonal. A priori. a null subject could be of Ihe there Iype or of the il type. 

and thaI is all that should be relevant on Chomsky's account. 

18 Chomsky in fact notes that · . . .  the French examples . . .  have a more equivocal status than in the 

idealization here. - [p.384) 

19 I postpone for another occasion considerations of 'reconslruClion': essentially. the question of 

wbether there is licensing prior to S·structure. 
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is exactly in accord with that of Chomsky ( 198 1 ). though now for a somewhat 

different reason. Then. it was because. by stipulation. the licensing conditions had to 

be satisfied at S-structure. Such a stipulation is unavailable within the Minimalist 

framework. Instead. there is the independently plausible asymmetry between covert 
movement (strictly of formal features) and overt movement (of an entire category. via 
pied piping). Under the assumption that these licensing phenomena involve referential 

and quantificational properties. and not just formal features. the correct result is 
ohtained.20 For control, a phenomenon that might or might not involve c-command, 
the pattern is apparently different in certain respects. Whether its licensing is as 
expected under LF feature movement remains to be determined. 

20 Another possibility consistent with the facts examined hen: is that what is at issue is not fonnal 

licensing but rather interpretation. Earlier approaches to anaphora, such as RI of Chomsky (1973) and 

the disjoint reference rule of Lasnik ( 1976), utilized interpretive rules rather than syntactic filters or 

licensing conditions. Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) suggcst that such an approach should be resurrected. 
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On the Syntax of Local and Logophoric Control 

Seth A. Minkoff 

1 Introduction: local vs. logopboric control· 

The controllers in (1) - (6) are free to be animate or not so. 1 

( I) a The wind blew little bits of hail all morning, only PRO to calm down later 

in the day. 

b Mary blew little bits of hail all morning, only PRO to calm down later in 

the day. 

(2) a The jell-o fell off the table, (only) PRO to land with a thud on the floor 

below. 

b Mary fell off the table, PRO to land with a thud on the floor below. 

(3) a (By remote control) Mary made the car switch into low gear PRO to get 

over the hill. 

b Mary made John switch into low gear PRO to get over the hill .  

(4) a Mary put the towel in the sun PRO to warm up. 

b Mary put John in the sun PRO to wann up. 

(5) a Mary put the bookcase in the living room PRO to hold her books for her. 

b Mary put her son in the living room PRO to hold her books for her. 

I am grateful to the following people. from whose comments this work has benefil1cd: Noam 

Chomsky. Ken Hale, Marco Havcrkon, Irene Heim. Howard Lasnik, Victor Manfredi. Alec Marantz, 

Shigeru Miyagawa, Carol Neidle. Orin Pereus, David Pesetsky, Eric Reuland, Hiiskuldur Thrainsson, 

and panicipants in the Leiden Workshop on Atomism and Binding. Thanks also 10 Julia Collins and 

Jennifer Horan. 

Italics indicate relations of binding or control . Indices are added for clarity as needed. 
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(6) a Mary sent her shoes to the shop PRO to be treated by a professional. 

b Mary sent her son to the shop PRO to be treated by a professional. 

On the other hand, the controllers in (7) - (10) necessarily are animate; if these are 

made inanimate, as in each of the 'b' cases, the control relation becomes 

unacceptable: 

(7) a Mary made John; move the stoolj onto the floor [OJ PRO, to stand on � ].2 
b *Mary made the air blower, move the stOOl) onto the floor [ OJ PRO, to 

stand on �J. 
(8) a PRO to get washed, Mary sent her son to the shop. 

b *PRO to get washed, Mary sent her car to the shop. 

(cf. Mary sent her car to the shop PRO to get washed.) 

(9) a PRO to wind down, Mary put John in the bathtub. 

b *PRO to wind down, Mary put the alarm clock in the bathtub. 

(cf. Mary put the alarm clock in the bathtub PRO to wind down.) 
(10) a Mary sent the platform; to tile doctor) [ 0, PROj to stand on t; J .  

b *Mary sent the platform, to the house; [ 01 PROj to stand on t; J .  

I will argue that the control relations in (1)  - (6), i.e. those dependencies that do not 

require animacy, are licensed by Condition A. Since Condition A is a purely 

structural principle, no semantic requirement is made of the controller: It is free to 

be animate or not. The control relations in (7) - (10) violate Condition A. This point 

is demonstrated by the necessity of animacy in the antecedents: The acceptability of 
a dependency that satisfies Condition A never would depend upon the semantic 

character of its antecedent. 

Previous authors have used the term 'logophoric' to characterize certain 

dependencies that violate certain locality constraints. For example, Reinhart & 

Reuland (1993). among others. characterize as logophoric certain binding relations 

that violate Condition A;3 And Williams (1992) employs the term to characterize 

certain control relations that violate another principle of locality. Williams' notion of 

'control by direct predication' .  

2 I assume Ihat a control relation holds between the matri:o;·clause Theme and an operator raised 

from Ihe object of the infinitival clause (in Ihc spirit of Chomsky 198 1 ). See note 20. 

3 Cf. also Clements ( 1975); Zribi-Hcn1. ( 1989); Abe ( 1992). 
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As I understand these works, they suggest that certain dependencies that are 
deemed 'Iogophoric' can somehow reach beyond certain local domains if their 
antecedents are, to quote Sells (1987), "the source of [a] report, the person with 
respect to whose consciousness (or 'self) [a] report is made [or] the person from 
whose point of view the report is made [PIVOT]. " 

I believe that logophoric dependencies have been mischaracterized. First, I claim 
that the necessity of animacy characterizes logophoricity more accurately than do the 
narrower criteria advanced by Sells and others. In particular, I assume ( 1 1 ) .  

( 1 1)  All control relations that impose semantic requirements (e.g. animacy) on their 
antecedents fail to he Jicen� by Condition A and are logophoric,4.5 and all 
control relations that do not impose semantic requirements (e.g. animacy) on 
their antecedents are licensed by Condition A.6 

I will employ ( 1 1) to show that control relations are subject to Condition A; 
Condition A itself is reformulated along lines related to those proposed in Minkoff 
(1994). (Also, see that work for arguments that Condition A, properly formulated, 
constrains the binding of SELF-NPs as well as control.) 

Further, I will argue that logophoric control has a structural basis. Such control 
is licensed by certain semantic (or 'thematic') roles on antecedents; these roles are 
produced by the application of a semantic interpretation which is itself constrained by 
abstract syntactic principles. (See Minkoff (1994), where an earlier version of the 
proposals developed here are extended to cases of logophoric binding of SELF-NPs.) 

4 See Minkoff (1994) for discussion of logopboric SELF·NP binding dependencies IlIat impose a 
semantic requirement other than aDimacy on their antecedents. 

5 Obviously, this statement applies only to cases in wbich the semantic requirement follows from 

the character of the dependency in question. For example, the necessity of animacy in (i) - (ii) does 

DOt necessarily imply logophoricity since. in this instance, animacy is selected due to a lexical 

idiosyncracy of the verb. 

(i) MIllY kissed herself. 

(ii) -The rock kissed itself. 

6 In principle, a control relation may be both logophoric and in compliance with Condition A; but 

I will nol pursue this point here. 
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2 Certain semantic relations license logophoric control 

From what I've said so far, one might suspect that logophoric control is licensed by 

the animacy of the antecedent. However, this cannot be correct, because it fails to 
predict the behavior of ( 12) and ( 13), as well as of (7) - ( 10), above: In each of these 
cases, what seems to be required is not animacy per se, but, rather, the presence of 

a semantic role that happens to entail animacy on the part of the antecedent argument. 
In (12a) , where logophoric control is permitted,' the controller, the matrix 

Theme, is understood to go intentionally to the chef. Hence, I refer to this argument 

as a • Volunteer' , which is a species of Theme. In ( 1  2b) , the controller is not 

understood to go to the chef intentionally; hence this argument, though still a Theme. 

and still animate, is not a Volunteer - and, here, the Iogophoric dependency is 
blocked. Thus, the Volunteer role licenses logophoric control. 8 

( 12) a PRO to get a good meal. I sent my son to the chef. 

b *PRO to get a good meal, I sent the chef my son. 

Lest one suspect that the contrast in ( 12) turns on the use of the double-object 

structure independently of the semantic role of the antecedent, the same contrast can 
be discerned in ( 13). 

7 Some speakers seem to reject fronted infInitival clauses of this kind, for reasons having nothing 

to do with logophoricity. What matters for the current discussion is thai speakers who accept (12a) 

nonetheless reject ( l2b). 

8 On closer examination. the Volunteer role involves a property that is broader than the mere 
intention suggested by ( l2a-b). For example, Carol Neidle has pointed out to me the acceptability of 

sentences along the lines of (i). 

(il PRO to get her shots, I brought my cat to the veterinarian. 

On the ordinary reading of this example, my cat does not, in fact, go intentionally to the veterinarian. 

I believe that, in truth, a Theme is a Volunteer just if the entity responsible for causing the event in 
which that Theme participates believes that the Theme's interests could be (seen to be) served by its 

going to the Goal in question. So, for example, (i) is acceptable because I, the Agent, believe tha1 my 
cat's interests could be (seen to be) served by her going to the veterinarian. This point is confirmed 

by the faet that the control relation in (ii). though structurally parallel to that in (i), is unacceptable if 

I believe that my cat is dead and hence without any possible interests. 

(iil "PRO to get buried, I brought my cat to the grave digger. 

See Minkoff ( 1997a) for further discussion of the Volunteer role. 
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(13) a PRO to scrub down, Mary put John in the bathtub. 
b ·PRO to die, Mary put John in the bathtub. 

In (13a), where logophoric control is permitted, the controller, the matrix Theme, is 

understood to go intentionally into the bathtub, with the intention of scrubbing down. 
Hence here, as in (12a), this argument is a 'Volunteer' , a species of Theme. 

On the other hand, given the usual pragmatics, the controller in (13b) is not 

understood to go into the bathtub intentionally; hence this argument, though still a 
Theme, and still animate, is not a Volunteer - and, here, the logophoric dependency 

is blocked. Note that, if one assumes that John in fact intends to get into the bathtub 
to die, then the Theme acquires the Volunteer role and (l3b) becomes perfectly 

acceptable. Thus, it seems clear that the Volunteer role licenses logophoric control. 
The circumstances of (8a) and (9a) are identical to those of (12a) and (13a) in all the 

relevant respects. I leave verification of this point to the reader. 

In (lOa), where logophoric control is permitted, the controller, the matrix Goal, 
is understood to take possession of the platform. I refer to this argument as a 

'Beneficiary' ,  which is a species of Goal.9 While I know of no way to block the 
Beneficiary reading here so as to tease apart the influences of thematic relations and 

animacy, ( l4a-b) seem to make it clear that neither the argument structure of the 

matrix, nor the animacy of the controller itself, makes the Beneficiary reading 
necessary. 

(14) a Mary sent John to the doctor. 

b Mary sent the platform to Chicago. 

Thus, the necessity of the Beneficiary reading in (10) seems to follow because this 

role licenses logophoric control. 

Next, in (7a), where logophoric control is permitted, the controller, the Causer 
of the first embedded clause, must be understood to act intentionally. I refer to this 
argument as an 'Agent', which is a species of Causer. 10 While I know of no way to 

block the Agent reading here so as to tease apart the influences of thematic relations 
and animacy, ( l5a-b) seem to make it clear that neither the argument structure of the 

9 See Minkoff (1997a) for a somewhat expanded discussion of the Beneficiary role. 

10 Note that, since John is not the matrix clause Agent, there is no danger that the obligatory stalus 

of his agency could be due to the purposive nature of the sentence in question. 
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controller's clause, nor the animacy of the controller itself, makes the Agent reading 
necessary. I l f 

( 15) a John moved the stool onto the floor. 
b The wind moved the stool onto the floor. 

Thus, the necessity of the agent reading in (7) seems to follow because this role 

licenses logophoric control . 
Table 1 summarizes what has been shown so far regarding which thematic 

relations license logophoric control. 

Table 1 

AGENT VOLUNTEER BENEFICIARY 

Licenses YES YES YES 

LOGOPHORIC (7a) (12a), (13a) ( lOa) 

CONTROL 

Each logophoric dependency - whether it be control by a Volunteer as in ( 12a) or 

(13a), by a Beneficiary as in ( l Oa), or by an Agent as in (7a) - is licensed by the 
presence of a thematic role that entails animacy in the antecedent. I shall refer to 
these thematic roles - Volunteer, Beneficiary, and Agent - as 'logophoric roles' . 12 

1 1  Note that I take an Agent to be an intentional Causer: The subject of (15a) need not be intetpreted 

as an Agent, since it need not act intentionally. 

12 A reviewer has suggested that perhaps logophoric control is licensed, not by the presence of a 

logophoric role on the antecedent but, instead, by the presence of an Agent role on the controlled PRO. 

On this approach one would assume, for example, that in (\3a) control is licensed by the preseru:e of 

an Agent role on the PRO subjcct of scrub down, rather than by a logophoric role on the antecedent 

John; that in (lOa) control is licensed by Ihe presence of an Agent on the PRO subject of stand on, 

rather than by a logophoric role on the antecedent the doctor; and so on. I believe Ihat (il - (ii) pose 

counter examples to this proposal. 

(i) PRO to get her vaccinations, I bring baby Sarah to the best pediatrician in town. 

(ii) PRO to experience for herself the sensation of internal peace, I sent Ann to thai retreat 
I was telling you about. 

(i) is easily interpreted without baby Sarah functioning as an Agent. Indeed, this would seem the more 
natural reading, as very few babies would get vaccinated deliberately. Also, I believe that (ii) does not 

require Ann to function as an Agent, though this example is admittedly less clear. In addition, it seems 

.'i 
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3 Optionality of logophoric roles 

275 

Now, from the standpoint of the argument structure of the matrix clause, the 

interpretation of a Theme as a logophoric role, i.e. as a Volunteer, or of a Goal as 

a logophoric role, i .e.  as a Beneficiary, or of a Causer as a logophoric role, i .e.  as 

an Agent, seems to be a purely optional matter. For example, consider again the 

sentence ( 1 2a). If this sentence's matrix Theme is released from the burden of 

logophoric control, it can freely be replaced by an inanimate NP as in (16). 

(16) I sent my food to the chef. 

This shows that the 'Volunteer-hood' of this Theme is in truth optional: Volunteer

hood never really was demanded by the argument structure in which the Theme 

participates. 

The circumstances of (8a), (9a) and (13a), are identical to those of (l2a) in all the 

relevant respects; I leave verification of this point to the reader. Similar remarks hold 

of the Goal in (lOa). If this argument is released from the burdens of logophoric 

control, it can freely be replaced by an inanimate NP as in (17). 

(17) Mary sent the platform to the house. 

This shows that the 'Beneficiary-hood' of this Goal is in truth optional :  Beneficiary

hood never really was demanded by the argument structure in which the Goal 

participates. Finally, similar remarks hold of the Causer in (7a). If this argument is 

clear thai the 'backwards' binders of SELF·NPs and reciprocals in (48a-c), discussed briefly in the 

text, olso are nOI Agents. Minkoff (1994) argues that such binders, to succeed, must be interpreted as 

bavlng the logophoric role Beneficiary. That work advances a broader theory of logophoric 

�dencies covering both binding and control. Adoption of the reviewer's proposal apparently would 

require the abandonment of such a theory. 

I believe the reviewer may be responding to an underlying sense of there being a belief that the 

event in the infinitival clause could (be seen 10) serve the interests of the controlling argument. This 

notion of '(presumably served) interests' seems to me to be inherent in each of the logophoric roles 

Volunteer, Beneficiary and Agent. If this is correct then, for example in (i), there is no need for an 

AgCDI role in the controlled PRO; instead, the relevant intuition is captured by the fact that there is a 

belief thai baby Sarah's interests could be (seen to be) served by her gening her vaccinations. See 
MiDkoff ( l997a) for a more detailed exploration of the notion of 'interests' with respect to the 

Volunteer and Beneficiary roles. 
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released from the burden of logophoric control, it can freely be replaced by an 
inanimate NP, as in (18). 

( 18) Mary made the air blower move the stool onto the floor. 

This shows that the 'Agent-hood' of this Causer is in truth optional: Agent-hood 

never really was demanded by the argument structure in which the Causer 

participates. 

The discussion in this section indicates that the Volunteer, Beneficiary and Agent 

roles, which license logophoric control, represtnt optional ways of interpreting the 
broader thematic roles Theme and Goal and Causer. respectively. In other words. the 
Volunteer is an optional subcase of the broader Theme role, the Beneficiary is an 
optional subcase of the broader Goal role, and the Agent is an optional subcase of the 

broader Causer role. Now. following the spirit of Hale & Keyser ( 1991 .  1993, 1994), 

and lackendoff ( 1983 , 1990) before them. I assume that the broader thematic roles 

Theme, Goal and Causer, are themselves entirely the product of syntax. specifically 

of argument structure. 13 This is reasonable since, in each of the cases above, when 

the arguments in question are stripped of the burden of logophoric control, and are 
made inanimate. they still remain obliged to fulfill their respective Theme, Goal. or 

Causer roles. 

In view of these assumptions. the logophoric subcases of the broader thematic 

roles amount to optional subcases generated on configurationally determined roles. 

I propose that these subcases are the output of a single optional stmantic 

interpretation applied to syntax. The relationship between semantic interpretation and 
syntax is as stated in (19) . 14 

( 19) Syntactic configuration generates: 

(a) the sense of Theme-hood. onto which a semantic interpretation 

overlays 'logophoricity' , and hence (here) the sense of VOlunteer-hood; 

(b) the sense of Goal-hood. onto which a semantic interpretation overlays 

' logophoricity' ,  and hence (here) the sense of Beneficiary-hood; 

13 Therefore one might assume, as do Hale and Keyser, that these thematic roles have no independent 

theoretical slatus. 

14 A priori. one might well question whether distinctions between Theme and Volunteer. Goal ami 
Beneficiary, and Causer and Agent, deserve a place within linguistic theory. However. I believe such 
distinctions are vindicated by the current work. (See also Minkoff 1994; in addition. see Lasnik 1988 

for a brief discussion of the quc:stion of Agcnt vs. Causer) 
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(c) the sense of Causer-hood. onto which a semantic interpretation 

overlays ' Iogophoricity· .  and hence (here) the sense of Agent-hood. 

I will continue to refer to Agents. Volunteers and Beneficiaries as ' Iogophoric roles' . 

and as 'species' of the broader 'thematic roles' Causer, Theme and Goal . The term 

'Iogophoric role' is not meant in any way to equate the theoretical status of 

logophoric and thematic roles; it is used only as a shorthand for the product of 

thematic roles, which are a reflex of syntax, and logophoricity, which is overlaid by 

semantic interpretation. 

I argue that the logophoric sense which is generated by the semantic interpretation 

is responsible for the licensing of logopboric control. Since logophoricity is the only 

means by which a control relation can successfully violate Condition A. and since 

logophoricity entails animacy on the part of the antecedent argument. it follows that 

animacy always will be necessary for the rescue of control that violates Condition A, 

and never will called for by control that obeys Condition A. 

In the remainder of this article, I will give an answer to the following two 

questions. in (A) and (B): 

(A) What qualifies as a local domain. i .e . •  what syntactic relation has to hold 

between the controller and controllee in order for the dependency to be in 

compliance with Condition A.  and therefore exempt from the need of any 

logophoric role (and hence exempt from any need of animacy)? 

(B) Where can logophoric roles be generated? In other words. what syntactic 

constraints govern the application of the semantic interpretation responsible for 

logophoric roles? 

4 The local domain 

I assume that branching is limited to binary along the lines proposed in Larson ( 1988) 

(also cf. Kayne 1984). and I also assume the VP-internal subject hypothesis so that. 

for example. (20) has the D-stnlcture shown in (21 ) .  

(20) Mary folded the blanket under the shelf. 
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(21 )  VPI 

N� VI I 
Mary � 

VI 
CAUSE 

VP2 
� 

NP V'2 
the blanket � 

V2 PP 

GO � 
fold P NP 

under the shelf 

In addition I assume, following the spirit of Hale & Keyser, and other authors, that. 
as a result of this syntactic strucrure, the verbal heads of (21 )  acquire the meanings 

expressed in capital letters. So, in other words, the strucrure of (21) generates the 
sense that Mary CAUSES the blanket to GO under the shelf Further, I make what I 

believe to be the inruitively namal assumption that, in a structure such as (21), the 
element� V'I '  V'2• and PP are predicates: and all other elements in (21) are non
predicates. IS Finally. I propose that the minimal non-predicate constitutes a local 

domain for control into infinitival clauses. In other words, Condition A is fonnulated 

as shown in (22). (See Minkoff 1994 for a related version of this proposal that applies 
both to control and to the binding of SELF-NPs.) 

(22) Condition A: Any PRO 'X' can be successfully bound by any NP 'Y', 
provided Y and the minimal infInitival clause dominating X both are 
dominated by the same minimal non-predicate. 

Now, the limitation on control relations with which this article began. namely that 

cenain controllers can be inanimate while others cannot be, will fall out in a natura.I 
way. However. ftrSt I must develop plausible assumptions about where the infinitival 
clause attaches to the matrix: without such assumptions, no interesting claims can be 
made about the narure of locality. I assume that the attachment site of the infinitival 

clause can be discerned by semantic relations that hold between the infinitival and 
matrix clauses. Specifically I assume (23): 

IS I assume that. in any sentence. an clement is a predicate just if it is predicated of some subject. 
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(23) Purpose Attachment Principle: An infinitival clause 'X' is attached within 

a VP 'Y' in D-structure if and only if the event expressed by Y is for the 

purpose expressed by X. 

Now, the logophoricity (and hence animacy) facts about control are as predicted by 

Condition A.  For example, the control relation in (4a) is licensed by Condition A, 

and so it is correctly predicted that control does not need to be "rescued" by a 

logophoric role (nor, hence, animacy) on the controller. (23) holds that the inftnitival 

clause to wann up (the instantiation of 'X') is attached within the VP the towel GOES 

in the sun (the instantiation of 'Y'), since the towel GOES in the sun/or the purpose 

of wanning up. Thus, (4a) is structured as in (24). (For the sake of argument, I 
assume that the infinitival clause adjoins to the relevant VP.)16 

(24) 

VI 
CAUSE 

VP2 

� 
VP2 CP 

� �  
NP V'2 PROj to wann up 

the towel I � 
V2 
GO 
put 

PP 

� 
P NP 
in the sun 

Control complies with Condition A since the infinitival clause and the controller, the 

matrix direct object the towel, both are within the same minimal non-predicate, 

namely VP2• The circulDStances of (Sa) and (6a) are identical to those of (24) ( = 4a), 

as I leave it to the reader to verify. Next, consider the behavior of (25). 

(25) (By remote control) Mary made the car drop its ballast onto the road 

[ PRO to get over the hill ] .  

16 Note thai nothing I will say depends upon adjunction to VP being the precise means of attachment 

- Ihough, of course, the notion of an infmitivalclause's being attached within a constituent must now 

be understood to include the possibility of its being adjoined to it. Also, 'c-command' must be defmed 

so IIlat, for example in (24), the towel c-commands the infinitival clause. 
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Here again, control is licensed by Condition A, and so again it is correctly predicted 

that control need not be rescued by a logophoric role (nor, hence, animacy) on the 

controller. (23) holds that the infinitiyal clause 10 get over the hill ('X') is attached 

within the VP the car CAUSES its ballast to GO onto the road ( 'Y') ,  since the car 

CA USES its ballast to GO onto the road for the purpose of gelling over the hill. At 

the same time note that, in (25), its ballast does not GO onto the road/or the purpose 

0/ (the car's) getting over the hill. 17  Given this fact, it follows by (23) that the 

infinitival clause to get over the hill cannot be attached within the VP the ballast 

GOES onto the road. Thus, (25) must be structured as shown in (26): the only 

possible site of attachment for the infinitival clause is in the VP headed by CAUSE, 

not by GO. 

(26) 

made 

IP 
� 

NP VP2 
the carj � 

VP, CP 
� 

NP V' � 
� 
(in order) PROj to get 

over the hill ti /" ........... 
V2 VP3 

CAUSE � 
NP V') 

its ballast � 
V) PP 

GO � 
P NP 

drop onto the road 

17 Of course, (25) could in fact be used to describe a situation in which Mary indeed intends that the 

ballast should GO onto the road for the purpose of (the car's) gelling over the hill. However, this is 

in no way an entailment of the sentence. In other words, (25) can easily describe a situation in which 

Mary intends that the purpose in question should be served by the act of Mdropping, � but not by the 

ballast's ultimate trajectory. For example, one can take the sentence to mean that in Mary's intentions, 

the car should gain the ability to climb the hill as soon as it has dropped the ballast, well before the 

ballast has acrually GONE onto the road. Note how (25) contrastS in this respect with a case like (24) 

( =  4a), in which Mary has to intend that the towel should acrually GO in the sun for the purpose of 

wanning up. For example, one cannot take (24) to mean that, in Mary's intentions, the towel would 

gain the ability to warm up as soon as she had started to move it, before it actually got into the sun. 
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Here, the control relation complies with Condition A since the infinitival clause and 

the controller, the trace of the embedded subject the car, both are within the same 

minimal non-predicate, namely VP1. [8 The circumstances of (3a) are identical to those 

of (25); I leave verification of this to the reader. 

Finally, consider the behavior of ( l a). Here, once again, control is licensed by 

Condition A, and thus, once again, it is correctly predicted that control need not be 

rescued by a logophoric role (nor, hence, animacy) on the controller. (23a) holds that 

the infinitival clause to calm down later in the day eX') cannot be attachcd within the 

VP the wind blew little bits of hail all morning ( ,Y'), since the wind doesn 't blow 

little bits of hail all morning for the purpose of calming down later in the day. Given 

this fact, the only possible site of attachment for the infinitival is within IP, yielding 

a structure along the lines of (27). 

(27) IP 

I� CP 

� �  
NP VP only PRO, to calm down 

the wind; � later in the day 
I; V'  

� 
V NP 

blew little bits of hail 

Here, control complies with Condition A, since the infinitival and the controller, the 

matrix subject the wind, both are within the same minimal non-predicate, namely the 

matrix IP . 19 The circumstances of (2a) are identical to those of ( 1a). so I omit 

discussion of them here. 

So far, I have shown that control relations are licensed by Condition A in ( I )  -
(6) and in (25), and I have shown how this analysis correctly predicts that no 

logophoric role, nor hence animacy, will be required on the controller. Next I will 

show that Condition A fails to license control relations in (7) - ( 10). and I will show 

how this analysis correctly predicts the necessi� of logophoric roles, and therefore 

of animacy, in the controllers of these sentences. 

18 Obviously, given the VP-intemal subject hypothesis. I must assume that trace (as well as oven NP) 

tan control. 

19 NOle that. if the infinitival clause were allached to VP in (27). the control relation still would 

comply with Condition A. However. in order for the sentence to have this structure. it would have to 

mean that the wind blew lillie bits of hail all morning for the purpose of calming down later in the day. 
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First, Condition A fails to license control in (7a-b). In the acceptable example 

(7a), the infInitival clause 10 stand on is attaChed within the VP lhe SIOO/ GOES onto 

the floor, since Ihe S100/ GOES onto the floor for the purpose of (John 's) standing on 

(it). Therefore, by (23), (7a) is structured along the lines of (28).20 

(28) VPI 

N� V'I 
Mary � 

VI 
CAUSE 
made 

John; 
t; 

V2 
CAUSE 

CP 

� �  
NP V'l [ OJ [PRO; to stand on � ]] 

the stoolj � 
VJ PP 

GO � 
move P NP 

onto the floor 

Here, the infinitival, but not the controller. is within the non-predicate constituent 

VPJ; hence control cannot be licensed by Coruiition A. Consequently. if control is to 

succeed. it must be licensed logophorically (by an Agent role on the controller). From 

this it is correctly predicted that, when the creation of a logophoric role is blocked 

by the substitution of an inanimate NP. as in (7b). the would-be control relation 

becomes unacceptable. 

20 Minkoff ( 1994) argues that the (operator raised from the) object position is controlled in 

compliance with Condition A (and hence need not be animate). In the terms of the current work. this 

follows since the controller and infinitival clause are within the same minimal non-predicate. Indeed. 

one might assume that the raised element is itself a PRO. as in Chomsky 198 1 ;  however, I retain the 

operator notation here. since the current discussion focuses only on control of the subject. (Also. see 
the above cited work for discussion of interactions between control of subject and control of object.) 
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Next, consider (8). Here, the infinitival has been fronted, presumably from a base 
position in which it was adjoined to the lower VP. On the assumption that the fronted 
infinitival attaches to IP, (8a) has the structure shown in (29). 

(29) IP 

C� IP 

PRO; to get washed � 
NP VPI 
Maryk � 

� V' I 

� 
Vi VPz 

CAUSE � 
VPz tj 

N� 'z 

her son; � 
VI PP 

GO � 
send P NP 

to the shop 

Here, again, control is not licensed by Condition A, this time due to the fact that the 
controller, but not the infinitival, is within the non-predicate constituent VPI. As a 
consequence, control can succeed here only if it is licensed 10gophoricaUy (by a 
Volunteer role on the controller).21 From this it is correctly predicted that, when the 
creation of a logophoric role is blocked by the substitution of an inanimate NP, as in 
(8b). the WOUld-be control relation becomes unacceptable. The circumstances of (9a
b) are identical to those of (8a-b), as I leave it to the reader to verify. 

Finally, consider ( 10). In the acceptable example (10a), the infinitival clause to 

stand on is attached within the VP the plat/Om! GOES to Ihe doctor, since the 

plat/om! GOES to the doctor for the purpose of standing on. Hence, (10a) has the 
structure shown in (30). 

21 I do nOI rule OUI the possibility thaI PRO might be controlled in its base position (within vpl) in 

compliance with Condition A. Howevcr, this SlilI leaves PRO with no 'Condition·A-compliant' 

controller at S·struclure, and this evidently is sufficient to create a need for 'rescuc' via logophoric 

control. 
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(30) VPI 

N� V '  I 
Mary � 

VI 
CAUSE 

VPz 

� 
VP2 CP 

� � 
NP V' 2 [ OJ [PRO) to stand on t; ]] 

the platform; � 
Vz PP 

GO � 
send P NP 

to the doctorj 

Here. once again. control (of the embedded subject) is not licensed by Condition A. 

though the reason for this is different from in the other cases. Here. the infinitival 

and its antecedent in fact are within the same minimal non-predicate. namely VPz; 

however. the controller fails to c-command the infinitival clause, and therefore 

control in compliance with Condition A is impossible. So. since the control relation 

in (30) violates Condition A. it is correctly predicted that. when the creation of a 

logophoric role is blocked by the substitution of an inanimate NP. as in (lOb). the 

would-be control relation becomes unacceptable. 

Now I have shown that control relations arc not licensed by Condition A in (7) -

( 1 0). and I have shown how this analysis correctly predicts the necessity of 

logophoric roles. and therefore of animacy. in the controllers of these sentences. 

Overall. the discussion in this section has shown that. when the local domain for 

Condition A is taken to be the minimal non-predicate dominating both the controller 

and the infinitival clause. and given reasonable assumptions about the infinitival 

c1ause's site of attachment. a contrast falls out automatically between those control 

relations that do. and those that do not, require a logophoric role. and hence animacy. 

on the controller. 

5 How the generation of logopboric roles is constrained by syntax 

Now it is clear what constitutes a local domain. And it is clear that. when this local 

domain is overreached. control can be rescued by the presence of a logophoric role 

on the antecedent. Also. it is clear that logophoric roles themselves are produced by 

the application of a semantic interpretation to syntax;  the logophoric role is an 
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interpretive subcase of a broader thematic role that is itself a reflex of syntactic 

configuration. It remains to be shown how this semantic interpretation works. What 

kinds of syntactic configurations can it apply to? How is the generation of logophoric 

roles constrained? I will show that logophoric roles (i.e. the roles that l icense 

logophoric control) are generable only in syntactic positions that satisfy certain 

structu ral criteria. 

I already demonstrated examples of the positions in which logophoric roles can 
be generated. when I detailed the array of roles that can license logophoric control . 

These were summarized in table 1 .  In syntactic terms. table I represents the fact that 

logophoric roles can be generated in the positions listed in (31 ). 

(31 )  Agenr 

the subject of a transitive (e.g.  (7a» 

Volunteer 

the direct object of a transitive with a PP complement (e.g. ( 12a). ( 13a) 

Beneficiary 

the oblique object of a transitive with a PP complement (e.g. (lOa» 

If this information is reorganized according to sentence structure. the possibilities for 

generating logophoric roles are distributed as listed in (32). 

(32) TRANSJTIVE 

subject 

oblique object 

direct object. if there's a PP complement 

Now, reviewing these options. one finds a gap, as stated in (33). 

(33) The generation of a logophoric role has not been demonstrated in the direct 

object of a simple transitive (Le. in the object of a transitive with no PP 

complement). 

It turns out that logophoric roles cannot be generated in this position. This is 

demonstrated by the unacceptability of (34) - (36). 
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(34) *(In order) PRO to get washed, the kidnapper took Mary and John. 

(35) *(In order) PRO to get 
.
washed, Mary got John. 

(36) *(In order) PRO to get washed, Mary moved the creature. 

Note that, in these instances,  the would-be controllers are animate. Thus, the problem 

with these cases seems not to be the lack animacy but, rather, the lack of a 

logophoric role. SpecificallY, all these controllers are Themes, but they lack the 

Volunteer role (which, if it were available here, would be the logophoric subcase of 

the Theme). In other words, for example, one cannot interpret (34) to mean that 

Mary and John intentionally GO to the kidnapper; one cannot interpret (35) to mean 

that John intentionally GOES to Mary; and one cannot interpret (36) to mean that the 

creature intentionally GOES where Mary moves it. 

Furthennore, note that, for each of (34) - (36), additional syntax can be inserted 
so that the Volunteer role becomes pennissible, and then the logophoric dependency 

becomes permissible also, as shown in (37) - (39). 

(37) (In order) PRO to get washed, the kidnapper took Mary and John to the 
lake. 

(38) (In order) PRO to get washed, Mary got John to the lake. 

(39) (In order) PRO to get washed, Mary moved the creature into the 

bathroom. 

I propose that the distribution of positions in whicb logophoric roles can and cannot . �  
be generated is due to the principle stated in (40): 

(40) In order for an argument 'X' to receive a logophoric role, X must occupy the 
highest theta position within a maximal projection. 

(40) correctly predicts that the subject of a transitive can receive a logopboric role, 

since that argument occupies the higbest theta position within the VP. Moreover, if 

the transitive has a PP complement, (40) correctly predicts that its direct object can 

receive a logopboric role, since the direct object then occupies the higbest theta 

position within the lower VP. This can be seen, for example, in (29). Further, if the 
transitive has no PP complement, (40) correctly predicts that its direct object cannot 

receive a logophoric role, since then the direct object does not occupy the highest 

theta position in any maximal projection. This can be seen in (41) .  
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�l) W 

C� IP 

*PROj to get washed � 
NP VP 
Maryt � 

VP � 

�, 
� 

V NP 
took her soD; 

And fmally, if the transitive does have a PP complement, (40) correctly predicts that 

its oblique object also can receive a logopboric role since then that argument occupies 

the highest theta position within the PP. This can be seen, for example, in (30). 

Now let me demonstrate another gap: A logophoric role cannot be generated in 
the direct object of a transitive verb with an adjectival complement, as in (42a-b). 

(42) a *PRO to resist pneumonia, Mary got John warm. 
(Cf. Mary got John warm PRO to resist pneumonia.) 

b * PRO to avoid getting a sunburn, Mary painted John white. 
(Cf. Mary painted John white PRO to avoid getting a sunburn.) 

I assume, following Hale & Keyser, that transitive verbs with adjectival complements 
are strucrured as shown in (43). 

(43) VPI 

N� V ' I  

Mary � 
VI 

CAUSE 
VPz 

� 
NP V 'z 

John � 
Vz AP 

BECOME I 
got A 

warm 

And I assume, following the spirit of Hale & Keyser, that, as a result of this syntactic 

structure, the verbal heads of (43) acquire the meanings expressed in capital letters, 
so that (43) expresses the meaning that Mary CA USED John 10 BECOME wann. 
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Now. on the assumption that the fronted infinitival adjoins to IP. (42a-b) have the 

structure shown in (44). 

(44) IP 

C� IP 

PRO; to resist pneumonia � 
NP 

VI 
CAUSE 

John; 
Vl AP 

BECOME I 
got A 

warm 

Here. the infinitival and the would-be controller John clearly are not within the same 

minimal non-predicate. Therefore. the only possible way this control relation could 

succeed would be logopborically. So, since the control relation is not in fact 

permitted, I conclude that the object of a transitive verb with an adjectival 

complement cannot. in fact. receive a logopboric role. 22.23 

22 Indeed. I believe this result accords with one's intuitions regarding what such sentences can be 

interpreted to mean. Consider. for example. the matrix clauses of (42a·b). given here as (i) and (ii). 

(i) Mary got John warm. 

(ii) Mary painted John white. 

My judgment is that. in these examples. the direct object cannot be interpreted as a Volunteer. In other 

words. (i) cannot mean Ihal John is volitionally becoming warm; and (ii) cannot mean thnl John is 
volilionally becoming white. 

23 A reviewer points out Ihat sentences like (i) - (ii) seem fairly acceptable. in apparent contradiction 

10 claims made in this work. 

(i) PRO 10 get a beller job. the plastic surgeon made Bill handsome. 

(ii) PRO 10 fight insomnia better. Mary got Bill comfortable. 

However. Ihese examples become acceptable to me only when Ihe controller i5 misconstrued as the 

matrix-clause subject . in other words when the plastic surgeon and Mary are the ones who would get 

a bener job and fight insomnia better. respectively. When one is forced to construe the matrix-clause 

objcct as the only possible controller. the sentences seem to become unacceptable as in (iii) - (iv). 
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I propose that the distribution of positions in which logophoric roles can and 

cannot be generated is constrained by the principle stated in (45). 

(45) In order for an argument 'X' to receive a logophoric role, there must be 

another argument within the same minimal non-predicate as X.24 

(45) correctly predicts that the direct object of a transitive with an adjectival 

complement cannot receive a logophoric role, even though this argument does occupy 

the highest theta position within the lower VP. The problem for this argument is that 

there is no other argument also within the same minimal non-predicate, i.e. also 

within the lower VP. The situation of these direct objects of adjectival complement 

sentences contrasts with that of the other kinds of examples I have discussed. For 

example, in a transitive with a PP complement, (45) correctly predicts that the subject 

can receive a logophoric role (and hence serve as a logophoric controller) since, I 

would argue, that argument actually has another argument within its minimal non

predicate: I believe this other argument is the entire lower VP. To see this, consider 

again (7a), whose structure was displayed in (28). In this example, I consider VP3, 

which expresses the proposition the stool GOES onto the floor, to be the argument of 

V1• This makes intuitive sense, since John is the Causer, and the stool 's going onto 

the floor is the thing caused. So, since the controlling SUbject John has another 

argument within its minimal non-predicate, it is able to receive a logophoric role -
and hence can serve as a logophoric controller. 

Also. in a transitive with a PP complement, (45) correctly predicts that the direct 

object can receive a logophoric role (and hence serve as a logophoric controller) since 

that argument has another argument within its minimal non-predicate, namely the 

oblique object. This can be seen in (8a), whose structure was given in (29). Here, the 

direct object Mary 's son and the oblique object the shop both are within the same 

minimal non-predicate, namely the lower VP. The circumstances of (9a) are identical 

to those of (8a) in all relevant respects; I leave verification of this to the reader. 

(iii) ·PRO to gel a betler job for himself. Mary made Dill handsome. 

(Cf. 'Mary made Bill handsome, 10 get a beuer job for himself. ') 

(iv) ·PRO 10 fight his (own) insomnia beuer, Mary gOI Bill comfortable. 

(Cf. 'Mary got Bill comfortable, to fight his (own) insomnia better. ' )  

If these judgments an: as I suggest, then (i) . (ii) pose no problem for the proposals made in  this work. 

24 Note that the 'local domain' at issue here is the minimal non·predicate - the same notion that 

underlies Condition A, stated in (22) in the text. 
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In addition, (45) also correctly predicts that, in a transitive with a PP complement, 

the oblique object can receive a logophoric role (and hence serve as a logophoric 

controller), since that argument has another argument within its minimal non

predicate, namely the direct object. This can be seen in (lOa), whose structure was 

given in (30). Here. the oblique object the doctor and the direct object the platform 

both are within the same minimal non-predicate, the lower VP. 

Now. in (46), I summarize what I have demonstrated so far about syntactic 

constraints on the generation of logophoric roles. 

(46) In order for an argument 'X' to receive a logophoric role, X must occupy the 
highest theta position within a maximal projection, and there must be another 

argument within the same minimal non-predicate as X. 

Finally. let me demonstrate one o r  two more gaps: In a transitive with a PP 

complement. a logophoric role cannot be generated on both the direct and oblique 

objects at the same time. This can be seen in (47a-c) .  though the point requires some 

discussion. 

(47) a *PROj to get a good meal. Mal)' brought [a clone of himselfL to the chef 

b *PROj to get a good meal, Mal)' brought [some clones of themselves); to 
the chefs. 

c **PRO, to get a good meal, Mary brought [some clones of each other1; to 

the chefs. 

First of all, as pointed out in Minkoff (1994), 'backwards' SELF-NP- or reciprocal

binding by the matrix Goal into the (matrix) Theme, as occurs in (48a-c), is licensed 

only if the Goal is interpreted as having the logophoric role Beneficial)'. This is 

demonstrated by the contrast between (48a-c) on the one hand, and (48d-t) on the 
other. 

(48) a Mal)' brought [a picture of himseJjJ, to the ehe/PRO;to serve as a talisman. 

b Mary brought [some pictures of themselves); to the chefs PRO; to serve as 

talismans. 

c Mary brought [some pictures of each other); to the ehefs PRO; to serve as 

talismans. 

d (*)Mary brought [a picture of himselj), to the ehe/ PRO, to dry off in the 
sun. 
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e (*)Mary brought [some pictures of themselves]i to the chej� PRO, to dry off 

in the sun. 

f (*)Mary brought [some pictures of each other}j to the chej� PRO, to dry off 

in the sun. 

In each of (48a-c), the matrix Goal is understood to take possession of the picture. In 

other words, the matrix Goal is a Beneficiary, which is a species of Goal. And, in each 

case. backwards binding is permitted. On the other hand, given the usual pragmatics, 

the matrix Goal in each of (48d-O is not understood to take possession of the picture. 

In other words. the matrix Goal, though still a Goal and still animate, is not a 

Beneficiary. And here. in each case, the backwards binding is blocked. At the same 

time, one could assume that the chefs in (48d-t) in fact are taking possession of the 

pictures. For example, suppose that the chefs have some (admittedly peculiar) desire 

to acquire the pictures in question. and to watch them dry off in the sun. In this case, 

the Goal readily acquires the Beneficiary role, and (48d-O become perfectly 

acceptable. Thus, it seems clear that the Beneficiary role indeed is what licenses the 

backwards binding.25 

Now. the unacceptability of (47a-c) can be explained in a natural way. The 

problem with these sentences is not that a logophoric role has been generated in an 

inherently impossible position (as was the case, for example. in (34-36) and (42-44) 

above). This much is clear since it already has been established that, in a transitive 

with a PP complement, a logophoric role can be generated on the direct object alone, 

as in the acceptable (49). or on the oblique object alone, as in the acceptable (lOa) 
(= 30) and (48a-c), above. 

(49) PRO to get a good meal. Mary brought the clone to the chef. 

Instead. I believe that the problem with (47a-c) is that, due to the co-occurrence of 

the control and backwards-binding dependencies. logophoric roles are being asked to 

do the impossible, namely to be generated in both the direct and oblique objects 

simultaneously. I propose that the distribution of positions in which logophoric roles 

can and cannot be generated is constrained by the principle stated in (50). 

25 Note that my analysis of backwards binding differs crucially from proposals developed by Pesetsky 

(1987). ( 1 995); and Belletti & Rizzi ( 1988). 
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(50) In order for an argument 'X' to receive a logophoric role, the other argument 

in X's minimal non-predicate must not itself receive a logophoric role. 

(50) suggests that logophoricity is a binary relation on arguments within a given 

minimal non-predicate: Given two such arguments, one can have a logophoric role 

if and only if the other does not. 

I now fonnalize the observations I have made concerning where logophoric roles 

can be generated as the l..ogophoric Role Constraint (5 1 ) .  

(5 1 )  Logophoric Role Constraint 
In order for an argument 'X' Lo receive a logophoric role: 

(a) X must occupy the highest theta position within a maximal projection; and 

(b) there must be another argument 'Y' within the same minimal non-predicate 

as X, where Y does not itself receive a logophoric role. 

6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, I have shown that control relations are of two kinds: Those that obey 

Condition A, and those that are logophoric. I have reformulated Condition A, 

establishing the minimal non-predicate as the local domain. This reformulation factors 

out the semantic effects of logophoricity (and therefore of animacy), and in this way 

captures the genuine structural basis of non-Iogophoric contro\. l..ogophoricity, the 

semantic ingredient added to produce logophoric roles, licenses dependencies 

irrespective of distance, and is produced by a semantic interpretation whose 

application is constrained by abstract syntactic prinCiples. 
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Logical Entailment and the Possessive 
Nature of Reflexive Pronouns 

Gertjan Postma 

1 I ntroduction 

In the standard version of Binding Theory, those lexemes that exhibit locality 

restrictions are described as being anaphoric. Such anaphoric lexemes are considered 

syntactically atomic. Their specification as [+ana] is considered a result of a lexical 

process of feature assignment. Recently, some progress has been made in 

distinguishing local anaphors and long-distance anaphors in relation with their 

morphological complexity (Reinhart & Reuland 1994). Similarly, studies in 

grammatiealization report that emphatic reflexives are complex in many languages and 

derive from inalienable possessed nouns, usually bodypans, often quite general ones, 

like 'soul' . For instance Sanskrit alman, Classical Arabic nafs are identical to a body 

part meaning 'soullbreath'. In Moroccan Arabic it is ra:s ( 'head'), cf. ( 1  ). 1 

( I )  a ra?a-a nafs-a-hu fi: l-mir?a:t-i. (Classical Arabic) 

saw-P3SM breath-ACC-him in the-mirror-GEN 

'He saw himself in the mirror.' 

b saf-t ra:s-i: fe-I-mra:ya. 

saw-l head-my in-the-mirror 

'I saw myself in the mirror: 

(Moroccan Arabic) 

In the Creole of Guinea-Bissau, it is kabesa 'head' .  In Hungarian it is mag- « 'body' )  

(cf. Maracz 1989:392). In other languages, this relation i s  more remote and (part 00 the 

anaphor, henceforth SELF, is only etymologically related to a body part. The same is 

true for Dutch zelfand English self which are derived from Ii.f 'body' (cf. Dutch [ijf. 

I The choice of another body part is in principle free. but gives more marked results than those of 

(Ja) and (I b) in the respective dialects. l owe these eltamples to Abdelmajiid lahfa (pers. comm.). 
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Gennan leib 'body') in which a possessive morpheme SE has been incorporated. Other 

languages, like Biblical Hebrew, circumscribe SELF with a body part that is most 

appropriate in the specific context (lev 'heart' ,  i esem 'bones' ,  etc . ;  Renan 

([ 1 858] 1 990:236), Lettinga ( 1992:42). The Haitian creole language circumscribes 

SELF with tet 'head' or kadav 'body' ,  (Green 1988:459). This suggests that heavy 

reflexives have a structure that is similar to that of configurations involving inalienable 

possession (cf. Postma 1 997b). 

Within generative linguistics, Helke, as early as 1973, has argued that reflexives 

like myself are not simplex reflexive pronouns, but restricted possessive noun phrases, 

to be compared my head in I nodded my head. Restricted possessives are locally 

bound, i.e. they are anaphoric in nature. Analogously. SELF has, syntactically, the 

function of a restrictive possessive noun within the reflexive constituent. 

(2) a I saw my/*your-self. 

b I nodded my/*your head. 

The analogy of restrictive possessives and reflexives makes anaphora a configurational 

property, i.e. a property of the predicate + complement DP rather than of a noun phrase 

in isolation. By drawing attention to the anaphoric nature of restrictive possessives, 

Helke has put the problem of the source of anaphora on the generative agenda. 

1 . 1  The syntactic nature of reflexivity 

This issue was addressed on a more general level by Pica ( 1 988). Pica questioned the 

way natural language expresses identity, e.g. in copula constructions and local reflexive 

constructions. Can we, Pica asks, directly predicate in natural language that something 

is identical to something else? Isn't it ruled out by Principle B of the Binding Theory? 

Pica states that predicating identity is not possible. Pica distinguishes identity in (3aJb) 

where the identity is predicated, from cases as in (3c) where identity is not predicated 

but presupposed. 

(3) a Oscarj is the kingj. 

b Oscarj saw himselfj. 

c Oscaq said that hej was tired. 
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According to Pica, the identities expressed in (3ab) are illusions of language. Instead, 

these constructions realize approximations. Considered in their atomic organization, 

they approximate identity through a possessive construction. I will refer to this view of 

identity in language as the Approximation Hypothesis. In order to see what it entails, 

consider (4), which can be viewed as the syntactic structure underlying (3b). 

(4) Oscar saw his X. (with X a dummy possessum) 

(4) represents a possessive structure with an unspecified body part. This structure does 

not violate Principle B in any way: in (4). his is not locally bound by Oscar because the 

minimal domain is the noun phrase. Moreover, if X is a body part, we can explain the 

anaphoric nature of this construction from the general anaphoric nature of inalienable 

possession constructions (cf. Surzio 1986, Gueron 1 985). In view of the 

morphological structure of heavy reflexives, such a possessive analysis is rather 

plausible. Moreover, it is, as we have seen, supported by diachronic evidence. 

1.2 The semantic nature of reflexivity 

Although (4) solves the syntactic problems and the diachronic issues involved in (3b), 

it constitutes a problem from a semantic point of view, since the reflexive himself is not 

any longer synchronically interpreted as a possessive structure. How can the 

possessive semantics of the construction be neutralized? Obviously, the possessive 

analysis of heavy reflexives can only be pursued seriously when the semantic problem 

has been solved. 

At first glance, one might think that the semantic mechanism of approximation is 

not difficult to imagine, given (4). A representation as in (5b) would do the job. (5) 

slates that ' John saw a part of him holds true for any (relevant) part' .  

(5) a John saw himself. 

b For all X. X is a (relevant) part of John: John saw [John's X). 

In order for the semantic formulation (5b) to be implemented in syntactic theory, we 

need the following: 
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(6) Requirements: 

a a mechanism of variable fonnation, which can be applied lu lhe above 

context of part-whole predicates. 

b a mechanism of implicit quantification. 

These mechanisms must be syntactic, not only because of the fact that they interact with 

syntactic phenomena such as locality, but also because Principle B is part of 

(morpho)syntax. Moreover, the mechanism to escape this principle. i.e. compounding 

anaphoric lexemes. is syntactic. Finally. in a variety of languages. object-shielding as a 

way to circumvent principle B, is dependent on the features person and gender (cf. 

Rosen 1 990, and the references found there). 

Even if we assume (Sb) to involve the correct representations of identity. it should 

be clear that the mechanism of 'approximation' in inalienable possession constructions 

such as in (7a) is not always active, since a sentence like (7b) does not mean that x saw 

x .  

(7) a Peter saw himself. 

b Peter has seen his finger. 

x sees x's finger 

x saw x 

* x sees x 

In order for the Approximation Hypothesis to be viable at all, we must give a 

satisfactory answer to the question when this mechanism is activated and when it is 

blocked. It is likely that the mechanism of approximation is related to the fact that the 

possessum either remains abstract, or reduces to the meaningless possessum SELF in 

(Sab). In other words. dummy noun fonnation seems to play a role in the way in which 

the grammar construes the approximation expressed through anaphora 

In this paper. we will address the semantic consequences of the syntactic analysis 

of reflexives as (restricted) possessives. First we will give additional evidence for the 

possessive nature of heavy reflexive pronouns (section 2). In section 3, we discuss the 

mechanisms of variable formation or dummy formation (section 3. 1 ), as well as 

implicit quantification over such syntactic dummies (section 3 .2). Section 4 is the 

essential passage. It describes the logical mechanism how a predicate over a dummy 

possessee can, by entailment, be a predicate over the possessor. 
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2. Additional evidence for reflexives as possessives 

2 . 1 .  Evidence from English 

299 

A synchronic argument for !he possessive nature of reflexives comes from English. 

English has a set of genitive possessive pronouns, as given in (8). The structure of 

these possessive seems to require the overt realization of a dummy possessum, as the 

bracketing in (Se) shows. Significantly, the reflexive pronoun does not have such a 

counterpart (9a). It is realized as a bare reflexive pronoun in predicative position (9b). 

Semantically. the possessive reading of 'having control over· is present both in (8a-e) 

and (9b). This shows that (9b) is both syntactically and semantically parallel (0 (8a-e). 

(8) a You are entirely mine. 

b I am entirely yours. 

c I am entirely hers. 

d You are entirely ours. 

e I am entirely {!heir is]]. 

(9) a *1 am entirely {myself is)]. 

b I am entirely myself. 

The fact that no possessive marker can be added to myself in (9) indicates that myself 

has internal structure. We conclude that the presence of a dummy possessee SELF must 

be visible to !he syntax. 

2 . 2  . Evidence from Dutch 

An additional argument for the possessive nature of the reflexive comes from Dutch. In 
the Dutch dialect of Amsterdam (possibly the Dutch general substrate), the reflexive is 

always realized as the possessive reflexive eigen, comparable to own in English. 

( 1 0) a Jan heeft z' n eigen hoeken nooit herlezen . 

• John has never re-read his own books.' 

b Jan zag z'n eigen in de spiegel. 

John saw his own 0 in the mirror 

. lohn saw himself in the mirror.' 

Alternatively, the reflexive can be expressed with body parts in some fixed 

ex pressions. 
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( I I  ) Je kunt in die gang je kont niet keren.2 

You can in that corridor your ass not tum 

'One cannot tum oneself in that corridor' 

This suggests that the possessive construction l. 'n eigen 'his own' in ( l Ob) contains an 

empty noun. more specifically an empty body part. It is even possible to trace the 

gender of this empty noun. The absence of inflection in ( 1 2) indicates that the empty 

noun is a neuter. 

( 12) We zagen onsl*onze eigen [eel in de spiegel 

We saw our[+NEUTER)1 our[-NEUTER) in the mirror 

It is probably not an accident that the source of the lexical reflexive self < SE + liff is a 
neuter in both Dutch (het /ijf) and German (das Leib). 

2 . 3  Cross-over effects 

There is a third argument in favour of the compositional nature of the heavy reflexive: 

cross-over effects can be observed with simplex focused constituents but not in the case 

of heavy reflexives. 

It is an old observation that focused constituents cannot be coindexed with a c

commanded NP ( 1 3b). in contrast to an unstressed NP ( l 3a). The traditional 

explanation for this fact is that focus is a type of quantification that causes quantifier 

movement at LF. In this way, the strong ungrammaticality in ( l 3b) reduces to the well

known cross-over effect. 

( 13) a ?Dat Ada OSCafj gezien had wist hiji niet. 

that Ada Oscar seen had knew he not 

'That Ada had seen Oscar, he did not know. ' 

Principle C violation 

(weak ungrammaticality) 

b *Dat Ada OSCARj gezien had wist hijj niet. Cross·over effect 

that Ada Oscar seen had knew he not (strong ungrammaticality) 

'That Ada had seen OSCAR, he did not know. '  

2 The turn je kmll A"fell is a negative polarity item. In Dutch. negative polarity is general in 

constructions with taboo words. in this case kOIll 'ass' (cf. Postma 1 996, 1997(1). 
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Significantly, this block on c-command does not hold for heavy reflexives, as 

illustrated in ( 14). 

( 14) a Oscar zag zichzelf. 

b Oscar zag ZICHZELF. 

'Oscar saw himself.' 
no cross-over effect 

The grammaticality of ( I 4b) is on a par with the absence of cross-over effects in  

ordinary possessive constructions ( I 5a). 

( 1 5) a Oscar zag ZUN MOEDER en niet zijn vader. 

'Oscar saw his mother and not his father.' 

b Jani zei dat iei ziek was. 

'John said that he was ill.' 

c o!<Jani zei dat HUi ziek was. 

'John said that he-FOCUS was ill . '  

d Jan zei dat HlJZELF ziek was. 

'John said that he himself was ill. ' 

The absence of strong cross-over is also observed in other pronominals that are 

strengthened with zelf. Whereas ( l Sc) is ungrammatical,3 ( l 5d) with the reflexive 

morpheme used as a focus marker is well-formed. These facts follow if the head of the 

constituent hijzelf is not hij, as is usually assumed, but zelf. i.e. [hij [zelf]]. This 

structure is provided by the possessive analysis. Thc analysis suggests that the 

historical decomposition ofselJas Hlijfhas synchronic validity. 

2 . 4  Dutch mijz.elj as m ij  + s +1/. 

It is a property of English that po.fsessive pronouns occur in the heavy reflexive: my
self, J(I/lr-.�e/f. Dutch and Ihe olher contincntal Germanic languages utilize the object 

pronoun: mijzc/f (i.e. 'me-self).jouzc/f ( 'you-self), etc. English differs from the latter 

in an idiosyncratic way. English differs from these languages in yet another feature: the 

3 This judgment holds for the spoken language. In the wrillen language, the pronoun ie 'he' in ( 1 5h) 

is usually replaced by Ilij 'he'. 
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existence of double possessive structures such as ( 1 6a), where continental Germanic 
languages such as Dutch use the simple possessive construction ( 1 6b). 

( 16) a a house of minelyours. 

b een boek van mij/jou. ('a book of melyou')  
double possessive 
simple possessive 

According to Kayne ( 1 994), these structures derive from an underlying structure with 
an 's -possessive, as in (1 7). 

( 1 7) [cp[a booklk of UP your lsi . . .. [a book]k )] 
l' I 

Given Kayne's analysis of the of -construction as a surface realization of an underlying 
regular possessive 's -construction, and given the fact that English has double 

possessives such as 'of yours'.  one would expect that English also allows for double 
possessives in the direct construction. This leads us to analyze English myself, vis-a

vis Dutch mijzelf('me-self). in a similar way as a double possessive. given that lsi in 
self is a possessive marker both in Dutch and EngliSh. 

( l 8) a your 's If 

b jou 's If 

double possessive 

single possessive 

The parallel between ( 1 8) and ( 1 6) can only drawn if the lsi in self is analyzed as a 

distinct possessive morpheme. not only diachronically but also synchronically. We will 

not go into the question of what the conditions on double possession may be.4 

We conclude, however, that there is syntactic evidence from both diachrony and 

synchrony that reflexives are realized as a possessive construction. The question then 

arises in what way this result also corresponds to a possessive analysis in the semantic 

sense. 

4 Double possessives appear to be possible whenever the possessee is a trace, i.e. a slot which is 

syntactically present but semantically 3 dummy. The same condition might hold in the case of a lexical 

dummy If. 

.... � , 
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3 Variable formation and implicit quantification 

3 ,  1 Zero-semantics and universal quantification 

303 

In the previous section, we discussed the Approximation Hypothesis of identity. We 

hypothesized the existence of dummy bodyparts. which can act as variables. By 

ranging over these variables. identity comes about. 

To treat the phenomenon with sufficient generalization, we will first discuss the 

idea that the lexical meaning of a word can be deactivated as a function of its syntactic 

context. The sentence in ( I b) contains an example of such a deactivation: although Ta: s 

in Arabic has the lexical meaning of 'head'. this meaning is not present at the 

propositional level of ( I  b). Absence of lexical meaning can apparently arise at the 

propositional level. even if the word is specified for a meaning in the lexicon. We call 

this phenomenon 'zero-semantics' (ZS). 
Zero-semantics (ZS) is not limited to the context of reflexives. We give three 

examples of zero-semantics in Dutch: loss of lexical meaning ( 19ab); nonsense-word 

formation in negative polarity contexts ( 19c). and the rise of universal quantification 

under dummy coordination ( 1 9de). 

( 19) a Er was geen kip in de Slad. 

There was no chicken in the town 

'There was nobody in town.' 

c Ik begrijp er geen snars van. 

I understand there no SNARS of 

'I do not understand anything of it.' 

e Het schip verging met man en muis. 

b Jan doet geen vlieg kwaad. 

John does no fly evil 

'John does not hurt anybody.' 

d Jan heeft kind noch kraai. 

John has child nor crow 

'John has nobody at all.' 

The ship went down with man and mouse 

'The ship sank with everyone (on it).' 

The words in italics share the property that they do not receive their original, lexical 

interpretation, which we will call their 'full semantics' (FS). Strictly lexically. ( I 9a) 

should be true in a situation in which there are a lot of people but no chickens, and false 

in a situation in which there are no people but some chickens. Nevertheless, there is a 

reading of ( 1 9a) for which Dutch speakers can apply ( 1 9a) to the latter situation. In this 

reading. ( 1 9a) is true if there is nobody at all. This indicates that words in zero

semantics are those words that do not contribute a lexical meaning to the semantics at 
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the propositional level. Instead of a lexical meaning, the word receives a 

quantificational interpretation corresponding to 'nothing' ,  'nobody'. This suggests that 

the quantificational reading arises at the cost of lexical meaning. These words can retain 

their lexical meaning only in a connotative way. 

We will consider the case in ( 1 ge) in more detail, since it illustrates the emergence 

of quantification at the cost of lexical meaning most clearly. Constructions like ( l ge) 

involve zero-semantics. Moreover, the lexically dummy construction receives a 

univerJ'al quantijicational imerpretarion, as is indicated in the translation of ( 1ge). This 

effect can be stated a� in (20): 

(20) Dummy coordination gives rise to universal quantification. 

Notice first that in the normal case, bare singular count nouns are completely 

impossible in DutCh as illustrated in (21 ). 

(21 )  *Het schip verging met man. 

'The ship sank with man' 

Curiously, the occurrence of bare singular count nouns is not just a possibility in ( l ge). 

but a strict requirement. Only then do these nouns exhibit zero-semantics. If plurals are 

insened, the effects of zero-semantics disappear: the nouns exhibit their ordinary lexical 

meaning in 'full semantics'. The sentences (22abc) show that this is true for all cases of 

ZS illustrated in ( 1 9) .  

(22) a Er liepen geen kippen in de strui. 

There walked no chickens in town 

b Jan doet geen vliegen kwaad. 

John does to no flies evil 

c Jan heeft kinderen noch kraaien. 

John has children nor crows 

(plural; full semantics only) 

(plural; full semantics only) 

(plural; full semantics only) 

Apparently. plural formation blocks zero-semantics. Why is this the case? What is the 

interaction of plural formation and the assignment of lexical semantics? An attractive 

way to look at it is to assume that plural formation is not so much a semantic process 

but rather a purely morphosyntactic process with interpretative effects. The 

interpretative impact of plural formation is that it protects a lexeme from being 
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interpreted quantificationally in ZS. Conversely, if we are dealing with bare nouns, 

these nouns must be interpreted quantificationally in ZS. The plural constructions in 

(22) only give rise to ' full semantics' on the propositional level. which is built up 

compositionally. 

It may be objected that expressions like ( 19) are idiosyncratic. This is partly true. 

However. if these effects were to be attributed solely to the lexicalization of the 

expression, several questions arise immediately. First. why are such bare-singular 

constructions well-formed at all. and why are these purportedly idiosyncratic 

expressions limited to bare singulars? Moreover. why is this type of quantificational 

construction productive in the case of duplication within a PP, as is illustrated in (23a)1 

(23) a Ik vroeg het deur aan deur. 

1 asked it door to door 

'I asked it at every door. ' 

b In de rosse buurt zit raam aan raam een meisje. (wide scope reading) 

in the red-light district sits window to window a girl 

'In the red-light district there is a girl at every window.' 

c In de rosse buurt zit cen meisje raam aan raam. (narrow scope reading) 

in the red-light district sits a girl window to window 

' In the red-light district. one and the same girl is sitting at each window.' 

In this sentence. a quantificational effect is present (distributive universal quantification) 

without a word that can be held lexically responsible for it. Hence. attributing these 

effects exclusively to the lexicon misses the point Moreover, there is evidence that the 

constructions are really quantificational: the emerging quantification observes the usual 

scope effects of quantificational expressions in Dutch (23b-c). In (23b). raam aan raam 

has scope over een meisje. In (23c) on the other hand. the existential een meisje has 

scope over the universal quantification construed by raam aan raam. This gives rise 10 a 

semantically marked reading (a girl would be moving from window to window). 

We must conclude that the lexicon cannot exclusively be held responsible for the 

collective universal quantification present in ( l ge). If syntax is involved. however. it 

does not come as a surprise that the coordinative construction is widely attested. cross

linguistically. and within Dutch. as illustrated in (24). 
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(24) a Zij waren van huls en hoard verdreven. 

they were from house and stove chased 

'they were dispelled from all their possessionslfrom everything they had.' 

b Zij hebben ons met man en macht geholpen. 

They have us with man and might helped 

'They helped us with everything they had. ' 

c Zij hebben zich met hand en tand verzet. 

They have themselves with hand and tooth resisted 

'They resisted with everything (they had),'  

d Ik heb het met huid en hoar opgegeten. 

I have it with skin and hair up-eaten 

'I ate it with all partsl entirely. ' 

e Hij kJaagde steen en been. 

He complained stone and bone 

'He complained extremely/with all his forces.' 

f • Hij kJaagde steen en steen. 

He complained stone and stone 

These constructions represent collective universal quantification. Notice that a 

coordinative structure with a full duplication of the lexeme, as given in (24f), does not 

exist We therefore can make the generalization of (25). 

(25) Interpretation of coordinalive bare singulars 

Let r be a coordinative construction : ( N I Psg & NZPsg ] with N I P  and N2P 

distinct bare singulars. then 'Y is in zero-semantics ((ZS & ZSn, and is 

interpreted as a collective universal quantification ('everyone' , 'everything', 

'entirely', 'extremely'), 

A similar generalization can be made for the (NPI Prep NPI )  constructions of (23). 

Consider some additional duplicative constructions in (26). 

(26) a We stonden bumper aan bumper, 

We stood bumper to bumper 

'Our bumpers touched each other I we were standing with our bumpers 

touching each other.' 
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b De kinderen liepen lumd in hand. 

The children walked hand in hand 

'The children walked with their hands in each other.' 

307 

The construction is productive. Remarkably, the [NPI Prep NP I }  structures in (26) 

receive a quantificational interpretation as well, in this case a distributive universal 

quantification, which is sometimes realized as a reciprocal interpretation, dependent on 

the context. Notice that in a sense, the construction in (26) contains a dummy noun as 

well: one of the nouns is a full copy of the other. The second noun does not contribute 

an independent lexical meaning to the propositional level and it is hence in zero

semantics. Since [deur aan deur) contributes to the propositional level a quantification 

over doors, the other noun must have full lexical semantics (FS). Let us capture the 

inte'1'retation of these sentences in the observational generalization (27). 

(27) Interpretation of duplicated bare singular NP p NP constructions 

Let 0 be a construction [NP p NP) with the NPs identical bare singulars and 

one noun a full copy of the other noun, then 0 is interpreted as involving a 

distributive universal quantification with NP as the restrictive set. 

It is difficult to see how the co-occurrence of zero-semantics and the rise of 

quantification in bare singUlars can be accounted for by a purely lexical approach. 

Instead, it seems much more likely that there exist mechanisms of implicit quantification 

of various sorts. These implicit quantifications operate on open variables, which are 

present in the syntax. In another context, I have worked out the hypothesis that such 

open variables are created by nouns lapsing into zero semantics (Postma 199500). 

3.2  Mechanisms of implicit quantification 

As discussed in Postma ( I  99Sab), there are various mechanisms of implicit 

quantification. In constructions with an open variable, it is the syntactic structure that 

determines the type of quantification, rather than the lexemes themselves. 

A well-known mechanism of implicit quantification that is dependent on the 

syntactic structure is the one first described in Diesing ( 1 992). Diesing argues that the 

domain of existential inte'1'retation is VP ( 'existential closure at VP'). She shows that 

indefinite constituents are not fixed in their interpretation. Indefinite articles are open 
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variables to be interpreted. In (28) the indefinite is interpreted as an existential. whereas 

the same indefinite constituent is interpreted as a generic universal interpretation in (29). 

(28) Er liep een oude man op straat. 

'There walked an old man on the street. ' 
I- Er liep cen man op slraat. 

'There walked a man on the street.' 

(29) Ben man drinkt bier. 

'A man drinks beer: 

I- Een oude man drinkt bier . 

. An old man drinks beer.' 

within VP; upward entailing; 

outside VP: downward entailing 

Existential quantification allows for upward entailment in the restrictive set. as is 

illustrated in (28).6 In (29). on the other hand. we have a context that is downward 

entailing in the restrictive set, just like canonical universal quantifiers. like every. We 

can therefore hold the VP-boundary responsible for the entailment properties of 

indefinites. Upward entailment takes place within Vp, downward entailment outside 

Vp.7 

In these cases, it is the syntactic structure outside the underspecified NP that 

determines the nature of the quantification. If NPs have more internal syntactic 

structure. however. the internal make up of the NP itself defines the nature of the 

implicit quantification. We have discussed these cases briefly in section 3. 1 .  For both 

mechanisms. it is the case that quantification is described in terms of entailments. The 

type of entailment (downward/upward) is tied to the syntactic structure. 

5 When moved from VP to COMP under focus. indefinites retain their existential reading. as in the 

next answer. 

(i) Q: Wie liep er op her plein? 

A: Een oude man liep op het plein. 

J thank Fennd:e Van Dijk for bringing this to my attention. 

6 The symbol I- will be used to indicate entailment between two sentences in the examples. and the 

absence of formal entailments between sentences will be indicated by • t-. 

7 Existential closure at VP is not an isolated phenomenon. Similar effects can be observed with Who 
words which behave like open variables as well (Postma 1994). 
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3 . 3  Application to reflexive constructions 

309 

If reflexives are possessive constructions, the problem arises as to how an individual 

can be represented by its pans or one of it., pans. One way to conceive of this is that an 

individual can be represented by an implicit universal quantification over his parts, i.e. 

as in (30a). 

(30) a you saw yourself = ( \tx X is a body part I ,  you saw [your X] 

b you saw yourself = (3x X is a body pan I ,  you saw [your X] 

Strictly speaking, this is an incorrect representation of facts, as it would mean that one 

must be able to see for instance one's back or buttocks in order to see oneself. 

Universal quantification over all pans is clearly too strong a requirement. This might be 

simply dismissed as a pragmatic effect: the universal quantification simply ranges over 

all 'relevant' parts. The problem is that some module of grammar should give content to 

the notion 'relevant part'. Probably. it must mean something close to 'identifying pan'. 

Only those pans identifying the whole count. However, this line of reasoning relegates 

the essence of our problem to this pragmatic module without solving it. 

Moreover, whereas universal quantification over relevant pans is conceivable in the 

case of John saw himself, the universal quantification approach is completely anificial 

in the case of Jolm hurl himself. In the latter case, one does not want to say that John 

was wounded in all his (relevant) parts. The problem results from a deeper defect of a 

summation approach: it takes as a starting point the incorrect assumption that the whole 

equals the unstructured sum of the parts. This may be true for sets and groups; it is 

certainly inadequate for inalienable parts of experiencer arguments. 

The other option is that the open variable is bound by implicit existential 

quantification as represented in (30b). If so, John hurl himself would mean that John 

hurl something of himself. Whereas this is close to the truth in the case of hurl, it is 

incorrect in the case of John knows himself. John knows a part of himself does not 

mean the same as John knows himself. In general, existential quantification by itself is 

clearly too weak a requirement. As we see, the nature of the quantification depends on 

properties of the construction as a whole. 
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4 The mechanism of approximation: entailment 

Instead of defining the relation between an individual and his parts in terms of 

summation or existence, we can, alternatively, state this relation in terms of entailment. 

The question is then how a predication over a part of n, can imply a predicate over a as 

a whole by entailment. Put differently: what is the mechanism of the pars-pro-toto 

effect? In this section, we will see that the mechanism of entailing from possessum to 

possessee has relevance for the interpretation of reflexives. 

4 . 1 Pars-pro.toto and upward entailment 

Let us first show that specific contexts allow entailments from predications over a 

possessum to a predication over a possessor. Compare the two contexts in (31  a) and 

(3 I b). 

(3 1 )  . a De monnik had zijn vinger bezeerd. 

I- de monnik had zijn hand bezeerd. 

I- De monnik had zich bezeerd. 

b De monnik had zijn vinger verloren. 

* � De monnik had zijn hand verloren. 

* I- De monnik had zichzelf verloren. 

'the monk had hurt his finger.' 
'the monk had hurt his hand.' 

'the monk had hurt himself.' 

'the monk had lost his finger.' 
'the monk had lost his hand.' 

'the monk had lost himself.' 

In (31 a) the context allows for entailment from the possessum upward to the possessor. 

We therefore say, in close analogy to the analysis of quantifier NPs (Ladusaw 1980, 

Zwarts 1 984, Postma 1995ab). that (3 1 a) represents an 'upward entailing possessive 

context'. Upward entailment is not always possible in possessive constructions. A 

necessary requirement for upward entailment is that there is an inclusion relation 

between possessor and possessum. as in (32). 

(32) a The servant damaged the cup's handle. 

I- The servant damaged the cup. 

b The servant damaged the cup. 

*1- The servant damaged the cup's handle. 

Without inclusion. no formal entailments hold at all, neither upward nor downward, as 

is illustrated in (33): 
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(33) a I damaged John's book. 

* f- I damaged John. 

b I damaged John. 

* f- I damaged John's book. 

3 1 1  

But the presence of an inclusion relation is not a sufficient condition for upward 

entailment. Only particular predicates allow for it. The verb paint for instance does not 

create an upward entailing context in the possessive argument (34a). In a specific 

(resultative) reading of paint, it is even downward entailing (34b). This effect is most 

clear when a resultative adjective red is added. 

(34) a The servant painted the cup's handle red. 

* f- The servant painted the cup red. 

b The servant painted the cup red. 

f- The servant painted the cup's handle red. 

It must be noticed that, in considering entailments. we only intend to capture a logical 

distinction between damage and paint in first approximation. We obviously do not 

describe their semantics exhaustively. More fine-grained modifications are necessary. 

Secondly, it must be noted that it is possible to lift any of these entailments, as the non

contradictoriness of (35a) shows. This is entirely analogous to more canonical 

downward entailments such as (35b). 

(35) a The servant painted the cup, but forgot the cup's handle. 

b The servant painted all the cups, but he forgot this one. 

Despite these reservations, we believe that a characterization in terms of entailments 

captures an essential part of the semantics of part - whole constructions. It will give us 

a key to how possessive constructions can produce reflexives. 

4 . 2  Entailment and reflexives 

First, we will give further evidence that possessive entailment considerations are 

relevant for the interpretation of lexical reflexives. A very interesting piece of evidence 

comes from locative reflexives. First, we will examine the now familiar case of 

possessi ve upward entailment in (3 1),  and discuss its syntactic structure. 
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(36) a Marie bezeerde d'r voetlzich aan een spijker. 

Mary BE-hurt her foot/SELF OAT a spike 

'Mary hurt her footlherself on a spike.' 

b Marie be- [ aan  een spijkcr zeer- REFL] 

Mary CAUS (OAT a spike hurt herself) 

As we have seen (cf. 3 1 ), the context of (36a) is upward entailing: if Mary has hurt her 

foot, she has hurt herself. As we claim, reflexives are underlyingly possessives with a 
dummy body part. Hence. the semantics of the reflexive counterpart (36b) can be 

produced by upward entailment from the dummy body part to the whole, i.e. F(x's BP) 
� F(x). 

Consider first the syntactic structure of (36a), represented in (36b). The structure is 

causative. It is identical to a so-called laire-a construction. This type of analytic 

causative constructions has been studied in detail for French (Kayne 1975) and Italian 

(Burzio 1986). Faire-a constructions a re causat ive constructions in which the 

complement predicate has undergone dative shift (also called ergativisation, Den Dikken 

I 992:235fO. This type of causatives occur, with a more limited distribution in Dutch: in 

laten-constructions, e.g. laten zien + Dative, lit. 'let see' ( 'show'). Apart from the 

analytic form (causative verb + dative shifted secundary p redication), laire a 
constructions also exist in synthetic form, with causative be- morpheme as we observe 

in (36b).8 Syntactically speaking. the occurrence of the weak reflexive zich must be due 

to the fact that the reflexive stands in a context of long-distance binding, which allow 

for weak reflexives only (Everaert 1986). Semantically speaking. the weak reflexive 

can be used since the construction is upward entailing (cf. 3 1 ). 

Evidence for the relevance of entailment for the proper use of reflexives comes from 

a construction with an analogous structure. This construction is structurally identical to 

the locative construction in (37). 

(37) a Marie zette de laS voor haar voeten neer. 

Mary put the bag in-front-of her feet down 

'Mary put the bag down in front of her feet.' 

b Marie zette de laS voor zich neer. 

Mary put the bag in-front-of REFL down 

'Mary put the bag down in front of her.' 

8 For the causative nature of be·, see Mulder (1992). 
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Once again. this construction featun:s both long-distance binding and the weak 

reflexive. and in addition it is upward entailing. since (37a) entails (37b). This confirms 

the standard case. Look now at a case where this entailment is more intricate. 

(38) a Marie zette de tas naast haar rechtervoet neer. 

Mary put the bag next-to her right feet down 

b Marie zette de las naast zich neer. 

Mary pUl lhe bag next-to REFL down 

In principle, we might expect the sentence in (38a) to be true in one of the cases in 

figure (39): the bag can stand at location x (the right side of the right leg) or at location 

y (the left side of the right leg). 

(39) 1/\ 
� t?/b oJ 

Significantly, the meaning that the bag is at location x is highly artificial if not absent in 

(38a). The reason for its artificiality is that x is 'next' to the right foot but is not 'next' 

with respect to the person as a whole. Apparently, natural language selects such a 

meaning of next in (38a) which allows for upward entailing. Hence, next to x's body 

part is upward entailing in natural language.9 Because natural language only assigns 

one meaning to next, it assigns meaning to the reflexive in (38b) by entailment. 
Humans can infer from lx 's  body part) -+ x, that is, one creates identity by 

approximation. The absence of one reading in (38a) is directly predicted by the 

entailment approach. I 0 

If, on the other hand. natural language does not allow for upward entailment in a 

specific syntactic context, the reflexive is ruled out. This can be observed in (40). The 

preposition op 'on' does not have the entailment property: 'on one's foot' does not 

entail 'on oneself . 

9 This means: in the case of inalienable possession. 

10 Similarly. Mary pul a dOl ne.tl lo her eye has only one reading: the dot must be at the outer side of 

one of her eyes. rather than between the eyes. l owe this example to Johan Rooryck. 
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(40) a Marie zette het hoedje op haar rechtervoet. 

'Mary put the hat on her right foot. '  

* I- Marie zette het hoedje op zich 

'Mary put the hat on REFI..' 
b ... Marie rette het hoedje op zich. 

'Mary put the hat on REFL.' 

c Marie zelle het hoedje op. 

'Mary put the hat on.' 

Significantly, not the entailment in (4Oa) is ruled out, but the very use of the reflexive 

itself is. The reason is that the structure in (40b) cannot receive an interpretation, 

because upward entailment is not available. Weak reflexives can only be inserted in 

upward entailing contexts. 

As a mirror image, if op 'on' does allow for upward entailment. ac; is the case in irs 

metaphorical use, the weak reflexive is fine. cr. (4 1 ). 

(4 1) Jan nam de verantwoordelijkheid op zijn schouders. 

I- Jan nam de verantwoordelijkheid op zich. 

'John took the responsibility on his shoulders/on himself. '  

This confirms the intimate relation between the use of reflexives and entailment 

properties. 

4 . 3  Weak and strong renexives 

The entailment approach to possession enables us to make a generalization that will be 

of use later. Notice first that the type of construction in (42a) is not just a construction 

of the body pan type. but these possessives express inalienable possession, i.e. they 

occur in predicates that are obligatorily reflexive. In fact. the subject does not represent 

the thematic subject, but rather an experiencer. Example (42a) has a reading in which 

John does not count as the agent of break but as the experiencer. This reading comes 

about by a specific syntactic structure, which resists syntactic transformations such as 

passive formation. His leg was broken by John only has the agentive reading. A 

possible syntactic structure for (42a) is given in (42b). In (42b), there is an inalienable 

secondary predication in the complement of the de-thernatizcd matrix verb break. The 

DP John, which is part of the complement at D-structure. moves to the structural 
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subject position. This type of secondary predication is poorly understood, but it must 

be compared with possessor extraction in Hungarian (Szabolcsi 1981) .  An overt case 

of such an inalienable secondary predicate is given in (42c). 

(42) a John broke his leg. 

b - broke [FP John fO his legJ. 
l' 1 

c I kissed [Mary on her lipsJ. 

In languages that have an opposition between heavy and weak renexives, such as 

standard Dutch, such inalienable constructions are realized with weak reflexives, i.e. 

with zich rather than with zich-zeif(Everaert 1986), or with a definite article instead of 

a possessive pronoun (Gueron 1985). 1 1  

Significantly, these inalienable predicates create a context of upward entailment. For 

instance, bezeren 'hurt' allows for a weak renexive in the non-agentive reading, 

whereas zien 'see' does not. Correlating with this difference, the verb bezeren is 
upward entailing (ef. 3 1 , 43), whereas zien is not (44). 

(43) a De monnik bezeerde zich. (inalienable reading) 

The monk-EXP hurtl REFL 
b De monnik bezeerde ziehzelf. (*inalienable reading! OKalienable reading) 

(44) 

The monk-AG huct2 REA.. 
'The monk hurt himself. ' 

Jan zag zijn voet. 

'John saw his leg' 

* 1- Jan zag zichzelf. 

'John saw himself.' 

I I  The inalienable reading often corresponds with a specific reading of the subject: it is not interpreted 

as the agenl, bUI ralher as the possessor/experiencer. This allernation of readings can also be traced in  

English. Only the alienable reading enters passive formation. 

(i) n John broke his leg (alienable + inalienable) 

b His leg was broken by John (alienable) 

However. this effecl in interpretation of the subject is nol the core effect as it not always there. E.g. in 

zichzelf wassen/ 'himself wash' (alienable) versus zich wassen2 'self wash' (inalienable), both washl 

and wash2 mean '10 wash oneself, bUI only wash I has an alienable reading which allows il iO be used 

with non-reflexive objecls, i.e. 10 'John washed Peter'. 
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If reflexivization is realized with a strong reflexive zich-zeif, no upward entailment 

holds, as in (44). Very often, transitive verbs allow for both the weak and the strong 

reflexive, but the correlations remain: only in the reading which allows for the weak 

reflexive the predicate is upward entailing. 12 These considerations allow us to express 

the choice of the reflexive in tenns of entailments. 

(45) Observational Generalization 

If the entailment x V lx's BP] � xVx holds for any bodypart BP (e.g. 

bezeren "hurt'), then a weak reflexive is used. 

Put differently, standard Dutch ,ieh refer to the possessor as a whole, whereas zichzelJ 

refers to the possessor with all his (relevant) parts. The interpretation of the weak 

reflexive comes about by existential quantification + upward entailment (from parts to 

whole). The interpretation of the strong reflexive is a consequence of universal 

quantification over parts (downward entailment). This generalization relates a typically 

morphosyntactic phenomenon (weak/strong reflexive) to the logical property of 

entailment. This shows that reflexivization and entailments are closely related. 

There is an important logical consequence of (45). In a construction 0. of the shape 

[x V x's BPJ 1, one can distinguish between the meaning of the sentence and its 

entailment x V x, as the reading [ x V x's BP, 1 is in paradigmatic opposition with any 

other construction �: [x V x's BP2]. Although 0. and � share a semantic component 

(the entailment [xVx)) they are mutually distinct. However, if we insert for BP a 

dummy body-part or an empty one, the sole traceable semantic component is [x V xl. 

In other words, we produce a reflexive construction by entailment. We will return to 

the syntactic possibility and necessity of these logical entailment strategies after gaining 

a better understanding of the syntax of entailment. 

1 2 A typical example i� wassen 'wash' ,  which. next to its inalienable use with a weak renexive '1 
allows for constructions such as (i). 

(i) De patient mocht zichzelf wassen. 

'The patient could wash himself 

In this use, the construction has a totality reading 'entirely/all his (relevant) parts', and is, 

consequently. downward entailing. 
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4 . 4  Entailment and syntactic configuration 
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It would be a mistake to think that the upward entailment i n  a particular inalienable 

possession construction is a property of a lexeme, be it the body part or the verb: it is a 

property of the configuration CIS a whole. There are two considerations that may clarify 

this point. 

In the first place. entailment is tied to what has been called Total Affectedness (TA

ness). Upward entailment in an argument domain only holds true if the argument is not 

T A. T A contexts arc typically downward entailing. This can most clearly be seen from 

the locative altemation discussed in Mulder ( 1992). as given in (46). The T A-variant in 

(46a) does not allow for upward entailment in the affected object. Its locative variant 

(46b). on the other hand. allows for upward entailment. 

(46) a Jan beplakte de helft van de muur met foto's. 

John be-stuck half of the wall with pictures. 

'" f- Jan beplakte de muur met foto·s. 

John be-stuck the wall with pictures. 

b Jan plakte foto's op de helft van de muur. 

'John stuck pictures on the half of the wall.' 

f-Jan plakte foto's op de mUllr. 

• John stuck pictures on the wall. '  

In fact. the T A-context in (46b) is downward entailing, as can be seen from (47a). As a 

mirror image. downward entailment is not allowed in the locative variant (47b). 

(47) a Jan beplakte de muur met fOlo·s. 

John be-sluck the wall with pictures. 

f- Jan beplakte de he/ft van de muur met foto·s. 
John be-stuck half of the wall with pictures. 

b Jan plakte foto's op de muur. 

• John stuck pictures on the wall . '  
'" f- Jan plakte foto's op de IIelft van de muur. 

· John stuck pictures on half of the wall.' 

The relation with Aspect ( ' totally affected') docs not come as a surprise. since the 

crucial semantic component of T A-ness is a universal quantification over parts. A 
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universal quantification establishes downward entailment in the restrictive set of the 

object-argument. 1 3 We conclude from the data in (46-47) that the aspectual structure is 

relevant rather than the lexemes involved. 

An analogous effect can be observed in possessive constructions. The constructions 

show, once again, that upward entailment in possessive construction depends neither 

on the verb, nor on the object, but rather on the syntactic structure. The observation is 

that an alienation effect can be observed in the canonical possessive construction (48). 

The alienation is absent in the dative possessive (49). 

(48) 

(49) 

Ik heb Marie's lippen gekust. 

'I have kissed Mary's lips.' 

Ik heb Marie op de Iippen gekust. 

'I have kissed Mary on the lips.' 

* f- Ik heb Marie gekust. 

'I have kissed Mary.' 

f- Ik heb Marie gekust 

'I have kissed Mary.' 

Whereas it is not unusual that lips are involved in the act of kissing. to express the 

object explicitly in a possessive construction, as in (48a), is unusual and causes 

alienation: (48a) expresses that 'I' only kissed the lips, not the person Mary. This 

makes (48a) a semantically deviant construction. In terms of entailment, one may say 

that (48a) is not upward entailing. i.e. (4gb) does not follow from (48a). By contrast, 

(48a) has a totally affected reading. in that the kissing involved every part of the lips 

(without involving the person). Hence, (48a) is downward entailing. If we look at the 

prepositional construction in (49a), the alienation effect is absent. The construction has 

an, in this case felicitous, inalienable reading: the lips are considered an essential part of 

Mary. Put differently, the context upwardly entails (49b). 

The effects in (46-47) and (48-49) are related. It is not difficult to find a paraphrase 

of (48) in terms of an overt TA-verb: bedekken met 'cover with'. 

(50) Jan bedekte Marie'S lippen met kussen. 

'John covered Mary's lips with kisses: 

The alternation in (48-49) must be considered an inalienable possessive variant of the 

locative alternation in (46). 

1 3 We assume that the quantified object scrambles out of the predicate and thus establishes the 

c�nonic bipanite structure. in tent1S of the restrictive set and nuclear scope. 
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4 . 5  The syntactic trigger of entailment properties 
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What is the determining factor of the distinct entailments properties in (48) and (49)7 It 

cannot be pragmatic/semantic or stem from knowledge of the world. Furthennore. the 

determining factor is not the lexemes, nor the verb. nor the complement noun. It 

therefore must be the overall syntactic structure. The nature of the structural trigger can 

be understood in the light of the findings of Diesing ( 1992). As we have discussed in 

section 3.2. the interpretation of indefinites is tied to their position with respect to the 

VP-domain: within VP the existential reading is induced. This means that the VP

domain induces upward entailment in constituents. 

If we now look back to the constructions under scrutiny (46-49). we see that in the 

locative alternation an argument is either realized as a definite direct object (46a. 48). or 

as a prepositional phrase in the locative variant (46b, 49). As PPs remain within the 

predicative domain. Diesing's theory predicts that the possessive PPs will be upward 

entailing. If the same argument is realized as a definite object. however, it obligatorily 

scrambles out of VP and we expect loss of upward entailment. As we have seen. these 

predictions are correct. The position of a possessive with respect to the VP domain 

defines the entailment properties. We conclude that general interpretive prinCiples are 

responsible for the entailment properties in possessive constructions. 

Let us now return to the generalization fonnulated in (45). This generalization states 

that upward entailment in an anaphoric possessive construction is syntactically related 

to the use of weak reflexives. In other words. the (weak reflexive) object may not 

scramble out of VP for Case at SSILF. Compare the constructions given in (5 1). 

(5 1 )  a Jan bezeerde zijn vinger. 

'John hurt his finger: 

b Jan bezeerde zich. 

Jan bezeerde [zich 's � ) 
'John hurt himself.' 

with p an empty possessum 

As we know, such contexts are upward entailing, Le. zijn vinger must remain in VP 

and cannot receive Case in SpecAGRoP. In order to be licensed, it can only be licensed 

under incorporation into the predicate. This is called complex predicate fonnation. 14 

We therefore assume that the possessive DP incorporates into the verb at LF (Kayne 

14 This is also called ·Iense·linking' of inalienable possessives (Guemn 1985). 
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1975, Bunio 1 986). In a similar vein, the zero possessum in (5 I b) must be licensed 

under incorporation into the verb. In both cases, movement out of VP gives rise to loss 

of the inalienable reading, i.e. to loss of the upward entailing property of the 

construction. 

If a reflexive is a true argument, on the other hand. it moves out of VP in order to 

receive Case. Such arguments are realized as heavy reflexives in languages with a 

difference between heavy and weak reflexives. The (heavy) reflexive then resides in the 

IP-domain. This is the domain where universal quantification is possible. as we have 

seen in section 3.2. These are the alienable possessive constructions. 

This view explains the distinction between "-ich and zicltzelJ in Dutch and their 

entailment properties. The zero possessum in ziclt-" must incorporate into the verb: the 

construction can only be interpreted by upward entailment. The structure determines 

this interpretation. but is made visible by lexical means in standard Dutch. In those 

languages that do not have an empty possessum. l ike substandard Dutch and English. 

the same structural configuration must be held responsible for the interpretation. In the 

case of upward entailment the dummy posses sum SELF incorporates into the verb. In 

the other case. the NP is a true argument and receives interpretation outside VP under 

universal quantification over the parts. 

5 Conclusion 

We have proposed a possessive analysis of reflexive pronouns (cf. also Postma 

(forthcoming)). The only binding principle is Principle B. which blocks local binding. 

In reflexive predicates. possession is used as a syntactic way to circumvent Principle B. 

Anaphors are not atomic building blocks of language. but have internal syntactic 

structure. In this way. anaphora is a property of syntactic structure. rather than a 

property of a lexeme. 

In order to neutralize the semantic effect of the possessive construction. 

approximation strategies are followed. There are two options. The first strategy is 

universal quantification over paris of 0. which mounts up to cover 0. The second 

strategy is upward entailment: a configuration is created that allows for inferences from 

a predication over a part of 0 to a predication over Ct. 
These two strategies are made overt in those languages that distinguish heavy and 

wC;lk reflexives. Heavy reflexives are true arguments. and move OUt of VP into the (P

domain where the open variable body part is bound by universal quantification ( 'strong 
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quanti fier' ) .  Weak reflexives are pseudo-arguments and are licensed un der 

incorporation or complex-predicate formation. These stay in the domain of existential 

closure, VP, i.c. the domain where upward entailments are allowed. Upward 

entailment creates reflexivity out of a restrictive possessive construction by inference, 
i.e. inferring from possessum to possessor as a whole. This creates pretlicativc identity 

without requiring all subparts to be involved in the predication. 
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Long Distance ' Binding' In Icelandic: 

Syntax or Discourse? 

Eric Reuland and Sigriour Sigurjonsdottir 

Introduction • 

The anaphor sig in Icelandic has generated considerable interest in l inguistic theory 

ever since it was first discussed in the generative literature by ThrAinsson (1976). As 

outlined in Thrciinsson (1976)1 , sig in Icelandic may take a long distance antecedent 

when the clause that contains sig is infinitive or subjunctive (i.e. the antecedent may 

be beyond the nearest c-commanding subject). However, if sig is contained in an 

indicative clause, it can only refer to the local antecedent. This is exemplified in (1).2 

The authors would like to express their gratitude to Martin Everaen for his extensive and imponant 

comments on previous versions of this article. Eric Reuland also wishes to thank NIAS. and especially 

the SynCom theme group. for providing a very stimulating environment allowing him to complete this 

article. 

See also. Thrciinsson (1979. 1990. 1991). Maling ( 1 984. 1986), Anderson ( 1 986), ROgnvaldsson 

(1986). Sells ( 1 987), Sigurosson (1990), Sigurj6nsd6uir ( 1 992), among others. 

We abstract away from the tWO different verb classes which have different effects on the 

interpretation of sig. With one class of verbs, like the verb rtzka 'shave' exemplified in ( I ), sig can take 

either a local or a long dislance antecedent in the infmitive and subjunctive domain, whereas with the 

other class of verbs, sig can only refer to the long distance antecedent. We will not discuss these facts 

further since the class of verbs only affects the interpretation of sig in the local domain which is not 

the domain that concerns us here. These lexical effects in Icelandic (first noted by Thnlinsson) arc 
described by Hyams and Sigurj6nsd6ttir(l990). Sigurj6nsd6uir(l992). and Sigurj6nsd6uirand Hyams 

(1992). Similar lexical effects have been discussed by Everaen ( 1 986) and Reinhart and Reuland ( 1989. 

199 1 .  1993) for Dutch and by Hellan ( 1 988) for Norwegian. 
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( I )  a Jon, skipaoi Petri, (ao PR01 rak�i.fini'iv'l sig', J" k a hverjum degiJ ,  
John ordered Peter to  shave SIG every day 

b Jonj segir [36 Peturi rakihubju"",ivCI sig', J,'k a hverjum degi) , 
John says that Peter shaves SIG every day 

c Jonj veit [ao Petur; rakar(,nd.ctl;VCI sig;.'J" k  a hverjum degiJ . 
John knows that Peter shaves SIG every day 

Various proposals have been developed in the literature to account for the long 
distance use of sig in sentences like (la) and ( I b).  These proposals can be divided 
into two groups according to their approach to the long distance subjunctive case. One 
group of approaches assumes a unified syntactic analysis of long distance sig in 
subjunctives and infinitives, One such analysis is Anderson's ( 1986) 'Tense
Agreement' account of Icelandic anaphora. Anderson postulates an 'anaphoric 
domain' in which sig has to be bound by a 'superordinate subject, .3 Infinitive 
complements always constitute an anaphoric domain whereas in subjunctives an 
anaphoric domain is established when a rule of 'Tense-Agreement' which copies the 
tense of the matrix clause onto the subjunctive complement has applied. It follows that 
sig can take a long distance antecedent out of infinitives and SUbjunctives, given that 
an anaphoric domain has been established in subjunctives. Thus, the same account, 
stated in terms of an anaphoric domain, is given for long distance sig in infinitives 
and subjunctives,4 Furthermore, both the Parameterized Binding Theory, developed 
in Wexler and Manzini ( 1 987),5 and the movement analysis of anaphors, proposed in 
Pica ( 1 985, 1 987),6 treat long distance sig in subjunctives and infinitives in a parallel 
fashion. Within Wexler and Manzini's ( 1987) Parameterized Binding Theory, the 

Anderson ( 1986:76) gives the following definition of an anaphoric domain: "The ANAPHORIC 

DOMAIN of A is the minimal S or NP containing A, a governor of A. and a subject of either tensed 

S or NP which c-<:ommands A.· 

Note that Anderson's proposal accounts for the fact that in embedded infinitives in Icelandic, sig. 

but (normally) not the pronouns. can take the matrix subject as its antecedent. whereas both sig aruI 
the pronouns can refer to the matrix subject in subjunctives. The obligatoriness of sig in this domain 

in infinitives follows from Anderson's anruysis sinee an infinitive and its matrix clause always 

constitute an anaphoric domain, The rule of Tense-Agreement. on the other hand, optionally applies 

to the subjunctive clause. and hence either an anaphoric domain is established and sig refers to the 

matrix subject or there is no anaphoric domain in which case n pronoun is used to refer to the long 

distance antecedent. An alternative analysis for these facts is proposed in Sigurjonsdollir ( 1 992). 

See ruso Manzini and Weder ( 1 98?), Johnson ( 1984) .  Koster ( 1 984), and Yang ( 1 984). 

6 See also l.cbeaux ( 1 983, 1 985) and Chomsky ( 1 986), 
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governing category for sig is determined by [ +indicative mood] , and thus the 

antecedent possibilities for sig should be the same out of infinitives and subjunctives. 

Similarly, Pica ( 1987) proposes that sig undergoes head movement out of infinitives 

and subjunctives at the level of Logical Form, again predicting parallel antecedent 

possibilities on the two conditions. 

The other approach to long distance anaphora in Icelandic maintains that the long 

distance use of sig out of subjunctives is ruled by discourse factors rather than 

syntactic principles. T1miinsson (1976, 1990, 1991), Maling ( 1984), Sells ( 1987), 

Sigun'isson ( 1990), and Sigurj6nsd6ttir ( 1 992) observe that the antecedent possibilities 

of long distance sig in subjunctives are not constrained by structural conditions such 

as c-command but rathcr by discourse factors such as perspective or point of view. 

Also, as pointed out by Thniinsson ( 1976, 1 990), the presence of a subjunctive 

complement is not enough to license long distance use of sig. Thus, only a certain 

type of subjunctives allow sig to take a long distance antecedent, in particular, 

subjunctives which imply .. . . .  a report from the higher subject's 'point of view' . "  

(Thrainsson, 1976:229). Subjunctives which state a fact about the matrix subject and 

do nOI convey the higher subject's perspective or point of view, on the other hand, 

do not allow sig to be coindexed with the matrix subject. Thus, the long distance use 

of sig is not fully determined by the presence of a subjunctive complement. Rather, 

it seems as if discourse information can only be accessed if there is a SUbjunctive. If 

it can. it still has to be of the 'right kind ' .  

Hagege ( 1 974) and Clements (1975) were the first to relate the use o f  long 

distanr.;e sig in subjunctives to logophoricity. This idea was further pursued in Maling 

(1984). Characteristic of logophoric pronouns is that they are used in 'reportive 

contexts' to refer back to an individual (other than the speaker-narrator) whose 

speech, thought, feeling, or point of view is reported on in the sentence (from Maling 

(1984:21 1 .  23 1 ) . As discussed most extensively by Sigur6sson ( 1 990), this more or 

less sums up the semantic properties of sig when it takes a long distance antecedent 

out of subjunctives. 

These two approaches to long-distance anaphora in Icelanding make different 

predictions regarding the antecedent possibilities of sig. According to the first 

approach. long distancc sig should be subjcct to the same constraints in subjunctive 

and infinitive clauses, i .e.  structural conditions such as c-command and discourse 

factors such as perspective or point of view should play the same role in both 

dumains (for many authors no role, as far as discourse factors are concerned). The 

second approach. on the other hand. predicts that long distance sig in subjunctives and 

infinitives is governed by different factors. Whereas discourse factors should be 
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relevant for the logophor sig in subjuru:tives, such factors should not play a role in 
the infinitive case where the interpretation of sig should only be constrained by 
structural principles. 

Note that, if such a difference between inrmitival and subjunctive domains can 
indced be oberserved, this would not by itself exclude the possibility that strictly 
grammatical factors play a role. For instance, it could be that some grammatical 
factor associated with subjunctives, but not with infinitives, entails that logophoric 
interpretation is in principle admissible, whereas discourse factors determine whether 
the ensuing interpretation is wellformed. We will return to this possibility near the 

end of this article. For the time being we will restrict discussion to the two 
approaches in general. 

In this article, then, we will argue that the Icelandic data provides support for the 

second approach, that is, we will argue that there are consistent differences between 

the antecedent possibilities of sig in subjunctives vs. infinitives. In the literature the 
focus of research has been the subjunctive domain and how it differs from the 

indicative. Much less attention has been paid to the infmitive case and until now the 
different tests for discourse vs. syntactic principles have not been applied 

systematically to the two domains. This calls for a more detailed analysis of the 
mechanisms governing sig in subjunctives and infinitives, and in this article we will 
attempt to give the relevant data for each case. 

2 Subjunctives 

It is by now a well known fact that long distance sig in subjunctives in Icelandic can 
sometimes take as its antecedent a non-c-commanding NP. Thus, as first observed by 

Maling ( 1984), the NP Jon can serve as the antecedent for sig in sentences like (2), 

although it does not c-command the anaphor.7 

(2) a [NP Skooun 16ns;) er lao sig; Ace vanti.uDl hcefileika) . 

Opinion John's is that SIG lacks talents 
'John's opinion is that he lacks talents. '  (cf. Maling, 1984:222) 

7 Nole that sig in Icelandic does nOI have a nominative form (see Everaert, 1 990, for a discussion 

of this fact). Hence, sig can occur in subject position only with those verbs that select a non-nominative 

subject. i.e. with the so-called 'quirky' case verbs in Icelandic . The verb vanIa 'to lack. need' which 

appears in example (2a) is one of these verbs and takes an accusative subject. Quirky subjects in 

Icelandic have been discussed by a number of authors. see. for example. Andrews ( 1976). Thrainsson 

( 1979). BemOdusson ( 1 982), Zaenen. Maling. and Thrainsson ( 1 985). and Sigurosson ( 1 989. 1 992). 
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b [NP Alit J6nsJj virliist [� vera [ao eg hatisl1IIJ sigJ]. 
Belief John's seems be that I hate SIG 

'John's belief seems to be that I hate him ( =John). ' 
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c Bjorn sagoi Petri fra [NP osk Jonsi] urn lao Ari syndisuD, seri viroingu] . 8 

Bjorn told Peter about wish John's about that Ari showed SIG respect 
'Bjorn told Peter about John's wish that Ari showed him (=John) respect. '  

Furthennore, sig in subjunctives can sometimes refer to a non-c-commanding matrix 
object, as illustrated in (3). 

(3) ?Joni er mas6kisti. )lad gleOur Jon; [a6 cg mum.Ubj lemja sigi i hausinn me6 
spYtu a morgun] . 
'John is a masochist. It pleases John that I will hit SIG in the head with 
a stick tomorrow. ' (cf. Sigurj6nsdottir, 1992:95)9 

These sentences show that the antecedent possibilities of sig in the long distance 
subjunctive case are not constrained by a c-command requirement. By comparing 
these sentences to the ones in (4), we see that the antecedent-anaphor relations, on the 
other hand, are discourse dependent in the sense that the antecedent of sig has to play 
a particular role in the discourse. More specifically, it must be the person (distinct 
from the speaker-narrator) whose perspective or point of view is reported in the 
sentence. 

(4) a *[NP Sk06un J6nsJ fler mig til ali halda [a6 sigi ACC vantisu ... hlefileika) . 
Opinion John's leads me to to believe that SIG lacks talents 

'John's opinion leads me to believe that he lacks talent . '  
(cf. Maling, 1984:222) 

b *[NP Vinur J6nsJ telur [a6 eg hatisuDI sig;] . 
Friend John's believes that I hate SIG 

'John's friend believes that I hate him ( =John) . '  

Note. that there are two NPs in Ihis sentence whose perspective o r  poinl o f  view are being 

reponed. i .e. Jail and Bjorn. Hence, sig could also take Bj(Jrn as its antecedent. 

9 Note that objects are generally nOI the perspective holding NP of a sentence. and hence, they 

rarely qualify as antecedenls for the logophor sig (see Sigur,ssson, 1990:334). 
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c *�tta vandarnalj krafoist pess [ao vio hugsuoum .. BJ stoougt urn sig;}, 

This problem demanded it that we thought constantly about SIG 

'This problem demanded that we constantly think aboul it. ' 

(cf. Sigurosson. 1 990:335) 

In the ill-formed sentences in (4). the coindexed NP bears the same structural relation 

to sig as in the well-formed sentences in (2). The difference between these two sets 

of sentences is that in (2). Jon is the person (distinct from the speaker) whose 

opinion, belief. or wish is reported in the sentences. In (4a,b). on the other hand. the 

sentences are not reported from Jon's point of view; rather it is the 1 st person 

pronoun 'me' in (4a) and the NP 'John's friend' in (4b) which carry the perspective 

of these sentences. This analysis is funher supported by the example in (4c). which 

shows that an inanimate NP, which cannot possibly be a perspective holder, cannot 

serve as the antecedent for sig in subjunctives. 

Funhermore, it has been noted in the literature (Maling, 1 984:232; Sigur6sson, 

1990:336) that passives in Icelandic do not in general allow their subjects to serve as 

antecedents for long distance sig. If sig in embedded subjunctives is ruled by 

discourse factors, we expect that the derived subject of a passive should not be able 

to serve as an antecedent for sig. since a derived subject does not usually carry the 

perspective or point of view of the sentence. This is illustrated in (5). 

(5) a J6nj sag6i Petrij [a6 eg elskaoisllOJ sigj .• J .  

'John told Peter that I loved SIG. ' 

b *Petrij var sagt (af Jonij) [ao eg elska6i,tBl sig ••.• l 

'Peter was told (by John) that I loved SIG . •  

(active) 

(passive) 

In (5a) sig takes the perspective holding subject Jon as its antecedent, but in the 

passive sentence in (5b) where neither Jon nor Pitur bear the perspective of the 

sentence, sig cannot refer to the c-commanding subject nor to the by-phrase. 10 

10 As observed by Sigurosson ( 1 990, fn. 22), the exceplions to this generali1.ation show that the 

passive as such does not block long distance coreference with sig. Thus, as illustrated in (i). the 

derived subject of a passive (hollllm 'him' in this case) can serve as an antecedent for sig in 

subjunctives. given that it carries the perspective or point of view of the sentence. As pointed out by 

Stgurosson: �made x believe� implies -ll believes- .  

(i) Honum, ." var talin tm urn lao sig, .« vantahi,cBI h<efileika). 

Him was made belief about thaI SIG lacked talents 

'He was made to believe Ihat he lacked talent . '  (cf. Maling. 1 984. fn.2S) 
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The minimal pair in (6), reported in Sells ( 1 987:45 1 ) ,  further strengthens the 
claim that the antecedent pos�ibilities of sig in subjunctives are determined by 
discourse factors. 

(6) a Bamio, let ekki i Ij6s [ao I>ao hefoi,l'w verio hugsao vel urn sigJ . 
The child put not in light that there had been thought well about SIG 
'The child didn't reveal that she had been taken good care of. ' 

b "'Barnioj bar pess ekki merki [ao I>ao hefoi'IJ•J verio hugsao vel urn sig;) . 
The child bore of it not signs that there had been thought well about SIG 
'The child didn't look as if she had been taken good care of. ' 

The difference in grarnrnaticality between (6a) and (6b) can be attributed to the fact 
that in the (a) sentence, the report is made from the child's point of view, i.e. it is 
the child. and not the speaker, who didn't reveal that he/she had been taken good care 
of. whereas in the (b) sentence, it is the speaker who reports that the child didn't look 
as if he/she had been taken good care of. Hence, sig in subjunctives demands an 
antecedent that bears the perspective or point of view of the sentence and whether or 
not this NP c-commands the anaphor is irrelevant. 

3 Infinitives 

Turning to sig in infinitive clauses, it has been observed in the literature that long
distance sig in infinitives can only take a matrix subject and not a matrix object as an 
antecedent (cf. Thrliinsson, 1979, 199 1 ;  Sigurj6nsd6ttir, 1992). This is illustrated in 
(7). 

(7) a J6n, skipaoi merj [ao PROj lemja'NF sig;] . 
'John ordered me to hit SIG . •  

b "'E.gj hOtaoi J6niJ lao PROj lemja'Nf sigj] . 
'I threatened John to hit SIG . '  

This result. by itself. i s  neutral. The contrast between (7a) and (7b) could follow from 
the difference in perspective these sentences show. but it could also follow from the 
difference in c-cornmand. If sig in infinitives must be c-commanded by its antecedent. 
it follows that sig can take the c-commanding subject in (7a) as an antecedent but not 
the non-c-commanding object in (7b). If the second approach is to be supported . we 
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should find that only structural conditions such as c-command are relevant in this 
domain and that the interpretation of sig is neither independently constrained, nor 
licensed by d iscourse factors. Thus. in cases where the c-command requirement is not 
met but the sentence contains a perspective holding NP as a potential antecedent, we 
predict that sig in infinitives will not be able to refer back to this NP. As we see in 
(8), this prediction is bome out, i .e.  sig in infinitives cannot take a non-c
commanding NP as an antecedent, even if it is a possible perspective holder. 

(8) a *[NP Skooun J6nsJj viroist [tj vera,s> hrettuleg fyrir sig;) . 
Opinion John's seems be dangerous for SIG 

'John's opinion seems to be dangerous for him . '  
b *[NP Osk J6nsilj er Iikleg til [� ao hafalNF slremar afleioingar fyrir sig;) . 

Wish John's is likely to to have bad consequences for SIG 
'John's wish is likely to have bad consequences for him. ' 

c *[NP Alit J6ns,lj er sagt [� hrefalNF ser, vel] . 
Belief John's is said suit SIG well 

'John's belief is said to suit him well. '  

Thus, the sentences in (8) show that for sig in infinitival clauses discourse factors are 
unable to compensate for the lack of c-command. This contrasts with the situation in 
subjunctives discussed earlier, where we saw the antecedent possibilities of sig are 
determined by discourse properties (cf. (2) and (3». Moreover, if the antecedent of 
sig in infinitives is only constrained by structural conditions, we would predict that 
the derived subject of a passive should be a possible antecedent for sig, since the 
subject c-commands sig. even if it is not a perspective holder. This is indeed the case 
as shown by the examples in (9) and ( 10). 

(9) a J6n; sagoi [MarfuJ hara'NF latio [mig "VO'Sf serij)J . 
John said Mary have made me wash SIG 
'John said Mary to have made me wash him/her. ' 

b Marfaj var sogo (af J6ni;) [lj hafa'�F loitio [mig "VO'N' Serj . •• n.  
Mary was said (by John) have made me wash SIG 
'Mary was said (by John) to have made me wash her ( = Mary). '  

( 10) a J6n; sagoi [petta vandamal, hafa.,.f neytt okkurk til lao PROt leysa,,> sigj]] . 
John said this problem have forced us to to solve SIG 
'John said that this problem forced us to solve it . '  
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b lJetta vandamalj var sagt (tj hafa'NF neytt okkurk til lao PROt leysa, •• sigj]) .  

This problem was said have forced us to to solve SIG 

'This problem was said to have forced us to solve it. ' 

As exemplified in (9b) and ( l Ob), sig in an infinitive complement can take the subjt:et 

of a passive sentence as an antecedent (whether it is animate or inanimate). although 

this subject does not carry the perspective or point of view of the sentence. This 

shows that c-command, and not discourse factors, detennines the antecedent 

possibilities of sig in infinitives. 

4 Summary of the facts 

We have seen so rar, that there are consistent differences between the conditions on 

long distance antecedents for sig in subjunctive and infinitive complement clauses. Sig 

in subjunctives is constrained by discourse factors; in particular. the antecedent of sig 

has to be the person (other than the speaker-narrator) whose perspective or point of 

view is presented in the sentence, and whether or not this antecedent c-commands sig 

is irrelevant (cf. examples (2)-(6». The antecedent possibilites of sig in infinitives, 

on the other hand, are uniquely governed by the structural condition of c-conunand, 
and discourse factors are not reflected in this domain (cf. examples (8)-(10». Thus. 

for example. sig in subjunctives cannot refer to an inanimate NP (cf. example (4c» 

nor to the derived subject of a passive (cf. example (5b», since these NPs cannot 

serve as perspective holders. Inanimate subjects (cf. example (lOb» and the subject 

of a passive sentence (cf. examples (9b) and ( l Ob». on the other hand. can serve as 

antecedents for sig in infinitives, since the subject c-commands sig. Moreover, sig in 

infinitives cannot take a non-c-commanding matrix object as an antecedent (cf. 

example (7b», whereas sig in subjunctives can, provided that the object bears the 

perspective or point of view of the sentence (cf. example (3» . If the mechanisms 

governing sig in subjunctives and infinitives were of same type, as proposed by 

Anderson ( 1986). Wexler and Manzini ( 1987). and Pica (1985 , 1987), among others, 

we would not expect these differences. Non-c-commanding antecedents should then 

be equally available in infinitives and subjunctives, and non-perspective holding NPs 

(such as inanimate and passive subjects) should be able to serve as antecedents for sig 

in subjunctives just as in the infinitive case. Hence, we conclude that the Icelandic 

data is only consistent with analyses (such as the one proposed in Reinhart and 
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Reuland, 1989, 1991,  1993) which differentiate between the mechanisms governing 

long distance sig in subjunctives and infinitives. 

5 Discussion 

The facts discussed lead to the question of what is the relation between long distance 

bound sig and its antecedent. Since Reinhart's work on anaphoric relations it has been 

established that syntactic binding requires c-command (see Reinhart ( 1983) for 

detailed discussion of the properties of the c-command relation). It would be 

conceivable to argue Ibat, in fact, in the subjunctive domain in Icelandic syntactic 

binding of some sort would nevertheless be involved. The following contrast indicates 

that such an approach would lack independent support. 

As discussed in Tlmiinsson ( 1991  :60), the strict/sloppy identity ambiguity 

typically associated with pronouns also shows up with sig in the long distance 

subjunctive case. This can be illustrated as follows: 

( 1 1 )  Joni telur [ao prOfessorinn muni fellas"., sigi Ii pr6finu] og Arij telur pao lika. 

'John believes that the professor will fail SIG on the test and Ari believes so 

too. '  

a = Ari believes that the professor will fail Ari on the test 

b = Ari believes that the professor will fail John on the test 

However, it is impossible to get the sloppy (Le. bound) reading in cases where 

subjunctive sig is not c-commanded by its long distance antecedent. As demonstrated 

in ( 1 2) ,  we only get Ibe strict (coreference) reading in this case. 

( 1 2) Skooun Jons; er [ao sig; vantisllul ha:fiIeika) og pao er skooun Petursj Hka. 

'Opinion John's is Ibat SIG lacks talents and that is opinion Peter's too. '  

'John's opinion is  that SIG lacks talents and that is  Peter's opinion too. '  

a ¢ Peter's opinion is that Peter lacks talents 

b = Peter's opinion is that John lacks talents 
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This is evidence, that the relation between Jon and sig in (12) must be one of 
corereference, rather than syntactic binding. 1 1  

I f  in subjunctive contexts sig and its antecedent may be related, not by binding. 
but by coreference. this is clearly at variance with the standard view of anaphors 
based on Bouchard (1984). Reinhart & Reuland ( 1991 )  extend the standard view in 
requiring the underspecified element to obtain its missing I!'-features, directly or 
indirectly. from its antecedent in the syntax by chain formation of some sort. 12 
However. it  is precisely such a view which fails to account for cases where the 
anaphor is not c-commanded by its antecedent. It fails in a fundamental way, since 
the anaphor cannot pick up the necessary !p-features without ending up with the wrong 
antecedent. In fact, the situation is even worse. from that perspective. since in other 
cases sig may occur. and be interpreted, without any linguistic antecedent whatsoever. 
This is illustrated in (13): 

( 1 3) Maria var allraf svo andstyggileg. l>egar Olafurj ka:miSlmJ segoi hUn seri/'j 
areioaoIega ao fara ' "  (Sigurosson 1990: 3 17) 

'Mary was always so nasty. When Olaf came. she would cenainly tell 
himself [the person whose thoughts are being presented - not Olaf) to 
leave. '  

1 1 It should be noted. in this connection. that locally bound sig does not allow a strict reading. This 

is illustrated in (i): 

(i) Jon, rakaOi sig, og PelUr, geroi pad lib. 
'John shaved SIG and Peter did so too.' 

;o! Peter shaved John 

Yet, in the long-distance infinitive case both readings are possible.  

(ii) Jon, skipaoi professomum, laO PRO, fella.., sig, a profinu) og Ari geroi paO lika. 

'John ordered the professor to fail SIG on the test and Ari did so too . •  

a = Ari ordered the professor to fail Ari on the test 

b = Ari ordered the professor to fail John on the test 

This may indicate that what forces the sloppy reading in (i) is nol a property of the antecedent·anaphor 

relation. bul a property of the predicate. In (i) Ihe copied predicate is intrinsically reOexive. whereas 

(ii) has no reOexive predicate (see Sigurjonsdonir ( 1 992) for discussion of intrinsic reOexives in 

Icelandic). 

1 2 According to Reinharl & Reuland ( 1991 )  sig is. therefore. covenly moved to I/AgrS. In this 

position. il is proposed. il nol only copies the .,,-features from Agr. bUI also the index that Agr receives 

by 3j\reemcnt with Ihe subject. Hence the subject orienlation of this type of anaphor. 
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As argued in Reuland ( 1996), taking such examples seriously forces one to abandon 

the idea that anaphors must be syntactically bound for reasons of interpretability. This 

leads to two questions: (i) What principle governs the interpretation of anaphors when 

they are not syntactically bound? and (ii) Why isn't the option of such an 

interpretation always available? The answer to the flI'St question has in fact been 

provided in Ariel ( 1990). Central in her theory is the notion of accessibility, which 

reflects the discourse prominence of an antecedent. On the basis of an investigation 

of cross-sentential anaphoric relations in actual texts, Ariel establishes that the degree 

of lexical specification of an element is inversely related to the accessibility of its 

discourse antecedent. FuJI NP's can be used anaphorically; but only felicitously if the 

discourse antecedent is low on the scale of accessibility. The felicitous usc of 

pronouns requires a discourse antecedent that is more accessible. An expression that 

is less specified, such as the Icelandic anaphor sig, should require a discourse 

antecedent that is even higher on the scale of acceSSibility. This is precisely what is 

reflected in the conditions on the logophoric interpretation of sig we discussed. We 

found structurally equivalent environments, where a felicitous use of sig solely 

depended on the status of its antecedent in the discourse. 13 Thus, the logophoric use 

of sig realizes an option that Ariel's  theory predicts to exist. How, then, should we 

interpret the fact that Ariel'S approach remains silent on the question of why sig in 

other than subjunctive contexts does require a syntactic binder? It seems to us that the 

situation reflects the interaction, or rather the lack of interaction between the 
computational and interpretive systems. Both operate blindly. Within sentence 

grammar. properties of the computational system cut across the patterns of the 

interpretive system. Whenever there is a choice, using the computational system takes 

precedence. Only where the computational system has nothing to say can the effects 

of pragmatic conditions on interpretation be directly observed. An extensive 

discussion of how binding relations can be captured by the computational system, and 

to what extent, is given in Reuland ( 1995, 1996), taking Reinhart & ReUland (1993) 

as a starting point. For limitations of space, we will not recapitulate the whole 

discussion. Rather, we will just sketch some of the considerations immediately 

relevant to our present concerns. 

Let us start noting that binding relations essentially belong 10 the interpretive 

system (see Chomsky 1995). They have no natural place in the syntactic system, 

13 Ultin:alely. an understanding of these phenomena requires a more elaborated theory of discourse 

prominer.:e than is available al this point. ThaI is. although our results make clear Ihat well-formedness 

changes with perspective. it is not at all trivial to construct an adequate theory of perspective (see 
Comelis ( 1996) for discussion), We will have to relegale this to future research. 
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except in so far as the syntax creates the objects to be interpreted, and binding 

relations may be encoded in these objects. This notion of syntactic encoding can be 

made precise against the background of the theory of Chomsky ( 1995): the only 

operations in the syntax are Checking (with concomitant deletion or erasure of 

features), MovelAttract, and Merge. The main thesis of Reuland (1995. 1996) is, 

then, that binding relation may indeed be syntactically encoded. but only as a side 

effect of the creation of a syntactic object by an independently motivated process. 14 
In the case of anaphors like sig, it is claimed that the binding relation is syntactically 

encoded as a �hain. A detailed discussion of the mechanism is given in Reuland 

( 1995). Here we will limit ourselves to the general conception. The guiding principle 

is 'minimize the number of syntactic objects' (i.e. form a chain where possible). The 

chains encoding binding relations are formed by linking two formal dependencies that 

exist independently. One reflects the Case relation between the verb and the object 

(here, sig) and the other reflects the agreement between the subject and the verbal 

inflection. More precisely, we assume that at the relevant level the verb has merged 

with inflection forming a V II complex. and that the Case relation between the verb 

and sig is syntactically encoded on that complex. By themselves, these assumptions 

are not controversial, and they can be straightforwardly implemented in the theory of 

Chomsky ( 1 995). (Note, though. that much of the specific implementation is not 

crucial to our approach). 15 The result is illustrated in ( 14): 

(14) DP . . . [VII <PAG. <P'iS] ' "  sig 

Here, the agreement features of the VII complex are represented by <PAG». , and the 

Case relation of the verb in the VII complex with sig by the features <p';" It is also 

uncontroversial that agreement between subject and verb involves the checking of 

features. This yields a formal dependency between the subject DP and ",-features 

inside the VII complex. The crucial assumption is that for the mechanism effecting 

agreement <PAG. and <P'ig are equally visible. So, among the dependencies that can be 

formally represented we also find, as a byproduct of the process establishing the 

dependency < DP. <PAG. > ,  the dependency < DP, <P,ig > '  As we saw, < <P.i" sig > 

14 NOle. incidenlally. that Chomsky (1995) takes the position that binding relations are not encoded 

in the syntax. but only 3t the CI interface. For arguments that this position cannot be maintained. see 
Reuland (1995.  1 996). 

IS So. the encoding of the Case relation between the verb and sig can be implemented by (covert) 

movement of the '" features of sig (along the lines of Chomsky (1995». and the merger of V and 1 by 

movement of V to I. 
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is also among the fonnal dependencies. We will be making the assumption that this 
dependency relation is transitive; thus. < DP. sig > is among the fonnal dependencies 

as well. and in fact has the status of a chain (see Reuland ( 1995. 1996) . 16 This chain 
is thus a syntactic object encoding the relation between the anaphor and its 
antecedent. 

Clearly. the possibility of forming a chain is restricted. For instance. if the object 
is lexical NP or a pronoun. instead of sig. a chain cannot be formed. What. then. 
blocks chain formation in those cases? As is argued in Reuland (1995. 1 996). the 

relevant factor is grammatical number: sig is not marked for grammatical number. 

pronouns and lexical NPs are. For lack of space. we will simply stipulate at this point 

that grammatical number on at in ( 15) will block checking. and make fonnation of a 

chain < OP. at >  impossible: 17 

(15) DP . . . [VII IPA"R <Po 1 . . .  at 

The following question concerns us directly, though: Why doesn't sig always end up 

chained to a subject? If this were the case, the logophoric interpretation would never 

surface. IS The logic of the argument dictates that logophoric sig can only occur where 
it is impossible for sig to be chained to a subject. So, whatever the precise nature of 
subjunctive. some of its properties must affect this process. 19 A number of 

possibilities can be easily eliminated. There is no evidence that either Case 

assignmem to the object, or agreement with the subject are themselves affected by 

16 Chomsky ( 1995) in fact proposes that there is an operation forming a linked chain <a.l3 > from 

chains < a,..,. > and <.5, 13>  where -y=.5. Reuland (1995, 1996) adds to this the assumption that the 

dependency established by agreement is indeed of the type amenable to chain linking. 

17 As is argued extensively in Reulanrl ( 1995. 1996), the crucial factor selling grammatical number 

apart from other \p-features is that it is both optional, and interpretable. Given a slight modification of 

the conditions on erasure proposed in Chomsky ( 1 995). checking a feature with these properties leads 

to an illicit erasure. and is thus ruled out. 

18 Long.distance binding into infinitival clauses is based on essentially the same mechanism as in 

Reinhart & ReuJanrl (\ 991). namely covert verb raising yielding a cluster of more than one verb. 

freeing the way for the object of the raised verb to be chained to the subject of the J which the verb 

ends up with in a higher clause. 
19 Note, that in our approach. subjunctive plays a role that is quite opposite to the role ascrthed to 

it in much of the current literature. For instance, HeUan (1988) pictures the subjunctive as an element 

which explicitly signals that perspective takes precedence over other factors. Within the presenl 

approach. however, only morpho-syntactic effects of the subjunctive are involved. 
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subjunctive morphology. This leaves the option that subjunctive morphology 

somehow makes it impossible for the two relations to be linked. That is, subjunctive 

morphology must make the 1 unsuitable as the middle element in the linking 

operation. 
This unsuitability can, in fact, be argued to follow from an independent property 

of the subjunctive. namely that it must be operator licensed (for instance, by 

negatives, modals, etc . ,  see e.g. Manzini ( 1993) for discussion). Assuming this to be 

a morpho-syntactic property of subjunctive, this licensing relation must be 
syntactically encoded. Within the framework adopted, such encoding involves (covert) 

movement of the VII complex to its licenser. The result is sketched in ( 1 6) .  

( 1 6) [(op [VII 'PACK 'Po ]; OP] [DP . . .  1; . . . ex )] 

This operation removes 'Po from the position where it can mediate in the chain 

formation between DP and ex. Thus, a chain between DP and an anaphor in the 

position of ex cannot be formed in principle. It follows that there is no way to encode 
a dependency between ex and a possible antecedent in the syntax. hence logophoric 

interpretation is available.20 (For a more extensive discussion the reader is referred 

to Reuland ( 1 995, 1996» 

Summarizing the reSUlts, we note that there are consistent differences between the 

conditions on long distance antecedents for sig in subjunctive and infinitive 

complement clauses. The interpretation of sig in subjunctives is constrained by 

discourse factors; the interpretation of sig in infinitives involves a strucrural relation 

with its antecedent. There is no intrinsic necessity for anaphors to be syntactically 

linked to their antecedent in order to be interpreted, but economy requires that where 

they can be linked syntactically, they must be. The role of subjunctive morphology 

is precisely that of blocking a syntactic link. In the logopboric use of sig its basic 

20 Additional premises required to effectively enforce this conclusion are: i) if r (here, the 

subjunctive) is pan of 'Y (i.e. a sublabc:1 of 'Y). licensing r (by attracting !i involves obligatory pied 

piping of all formal features of 'Y (here. the VII complex); ii) subpans of traces are invisible 10 
syntactic operations. in particular, the chain linking operation. Both have independent motivation. (i) 

is in line with the position argued for in Chomsky (1995) with respect to feature pied piping; (ii) seems 

at least independently necessary, though at this point, it is not entirely clear to us whether it can be 

derived, or must be stipulated. Note, funhermore, that the present approach has direct implications for 

the current debate on whether ·V2'·phenomena in Germanic (VII to C) fall under the LF or PF pan 

of the grammatical system. With Chornky ( 1 995) we have to posit that such phenomena are on the 

PF·side: olherwise. we should oblain the same effect in V2·c1auses as in subjunclive •. 
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pronominal propenies surface, restricted by an acessibiJity requirement on its 

discourse antecedent along the lines of Ariel. 

One final remark. Our approach essentially claims that in Icelandic a logophoric 

interpretation of the anaphor sig is made possible by the fact that subjunctive blocks 

a syntactic encoding of its relation to an antecedent. What about other languages? 

Napoli ( 1979) observes that in Italian setsi can only have a long-distance antecedent 

in positions where it cannot cliticize. These are precisely the cases that Clements 

(1915) considers logophoric. In Reuland ( 1990) it is argued that c1iticization leads to 

the syntactic encoding of an interpretive dependency. In English, himself can have a 

logophoric interpretation in positions where establishing a syntactic dependency by 

head-movement of SELF to the verb would be blocked. If so. what we have observed 

here are manifestations of a deeper regularity: free reflexives are syntactically 

licensed not by what is the case, but by what is blocked. They arise when they cannot 

panicipate in a syntactically encoded dependency. 
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Symmetry and Unity in the Theory of Anaphora 

Ken Safir 

The primary goal of this paper is to distinguish binding from reflexivity in domains 

where they appear to overlap. In so doing I will argue that Principles A and B of the 

Binding Theory are symmetric in the domains to which they apply. This symmetry 

derives from a deeper unity that permits us to dispense with Principles A and B and 

replace them with interpretive principles that distinguish reflexivity and binding: 

1 The order of march 

Recent theoretical developments in the theory of anaphora have brought new focus 

to the role of predication relations on the distribution of anaphora. Most notably. 

Reinhart and Reuland ( 1991 , 1993) and Reuland and Reinhart (1995) have 

reconceptualized most of binding theory as fundamentally 'about' the distribution of 

reflexive readings of predicate argument structures (see also Williams (1995» . While 

I believe this shift away from more traditional binding. based primarily on 

c-command and other features of tree geometry (such as government), is partially on 

Many people deserve thanks for their assistance in this line of research which I have pursued for 

many years - too many people to mention here. I would like to thank Pierre Pica. Johan Rooryck and 

Hans Bennis for gelling me involved with this publication and Pierre in panicular for his 

encouragement. I would also like 10 thank Hans Almgren. Maria Bittner. Frederik EmanueJlson. Tori! 

Fiva. Lars HeJlan, Mild Hestvik. Ann Helene Iverson. Alma Naess, Christer Platzack. Kjell Johan 

Sabo. Inger Sannes-Mueller. Kare Solljeld. Oscar Swanz. K. Tarald Taraldsen, and Sten Vikner for 

their help either in preparing the data questionaires or for their own informant judgments or both. 

Thanks also to Barry Schein. who read and commented on an earlier draft . to audiences at the U. of 

Pennsylvania. CUNY. and the Comparative Germanic Workshop at Comell. and finally. to an 

anonymous Dutch reviewer, who made a variety of useful comments, some of them directly 

acknowledged in the notes. 
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the right track, I will show that the Reinhart and Reuland (R&R) instantiation of the 

predication approach misses certain generalizations that stem from the their conflation 

of semantic properties with syntactic ones and vice-versa. Though the theory that I 

propose bears some resemblance to that of R&R, I argue it has greater symmetry, is 

better supported empirically and enables us to uncover deept:r unities. 

I begin by challenging the fundamental asymmetry of R&R's system, which 

resides in their assumption that Principle A is uniquely syntactic while Principle B is 

uniquely semantic. More specifically. R&R claim that Principle B applies at a 

semantic level to predicate argument structure relations, while the residual effects of 

traditional Principle B (e.g. ,  that in Chomsky ( 1 981» are derived by an independent 

theory of chains. However I will demonstrate that the chain theory they propose is 

merely a reintroduction of syntactic Principle B, just as specific to pronouns as the 

original Principle B. The result is the existence of two Principle Bs, one syntactic and 

ultimately familiar, one semantic and novel . Though I critique their syntactic 

Principle B and its relation to syntactic Principle A, I argue, on the other hand, that 

what appear to be two distinct Principle B-like prohibitions may indeed be required 

and that they apply at the levels they propose. 

I then show that R&R's syntactic Principle A fails to make crucial distinctions 

between two Mainland Scandinavian anaphors it would appear to apply to, SIG-SELF 

and pronoun-SELF. with the result that a semantic Principle A, parallel to semantic 

Principle B, is motivated. 

Since the system I propose depends crucially on a licensing design - anaphors 

must receive an interpretation in the course of a derivation in order to be licensed -

it is necessary for me to explore the distribution of anaphors where they have no 

antecedent in sentence grammar. or else have an arbitrarily distant antecedent. Such 

anaphors are typically called logophors. Though I argue that R&R's version of the 
partition of binding phenomena into logophoric and non-Iogophoric uses of anaphors 

is both internally inconsistent and an oversimplification of the range of variation, 

some of the counterevidence to their proposal enables us to better understand deeper. 

empirically supported properties of the conditions that regulate when an anaphor may 

be employed as a logophor. 

The introduction of semantic PrincipII: A produces a symmetric theory of binding 

(two Principles A and two Principles B). The symmetry goes deeper. in that the 

domains of syntactic A and B are essentially identical, once a basic asymmetry in 
antecedency requirements is admitted (recalling Huang (1983) and Chomsky (1986a». 

The identity of their domains then permits a reduction of syntactic Principles A and 

B to a single principle, which. moreover, is demonstrably not 'about' reflexivity. but 
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about bound readings. By contrast, semantic Principle A and semantic Principle B are 

both 'about' reflexivity in its traditional sense, share the same domain and thus may 

also be unified into a single principle of Reflexive Interpretation. 

1 . 1  The R&R theory 

As a prelude to what follows, it is useful to present the central mechanisms of the 

R&R predication-based approach, the hean of which are Principles A and B as stated 

in (2) along with the ancillary definitions in (1)  (drawn from Reuland and Reinhan 

(1995;247». 

( I ) Definitions 
a) the syntactic predicate of (a head) P is P, all its syntactic arguments and 

an external argument of P (subject) 

the syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned theta-role or 

Case by P 

b) the semantic predicate of P is P and all its arguments at the relevant 

semantic level 

c) a predicate is reflexive iff two of its arguments are coindexed 

d) a predicate (of P) is reflexive-marked iff either P is lexically reflexive 

or one of P's arguments is a SELF-anaphor 

(2) Conditions 
a) a reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive 

b) a reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked 

To see how this works, consider (3-5» . In (3a) the pronoun cannot have a bound 

interpretation because the predicate criticize would not be reflexive-marked. Principle 

A correctly predicts, however, that (3b) is grammatical, since it is reflexive-marked. 

If himself has an index other than "i" .  then (3b) would violate Principle A. since a 

reflexive-marked predicate must have a reflexive interpretation. 

(3) a *Maxi criticized himi. 

b Maxi criticized himselfi. 

Principle A is stated on syntactic representations, or else (4) would not be 

grammatical, given that John is not the semantic subject of appear. Rather it is the 
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syntactic subject of appear. hence it is the notion of syntactic subject that is relevant 
to Principle A. they reason. 

(4) John; appears to himself, to be a genius. 

The evidence that Principle B refers to more semantically complete representations 
comes from distributively interpreted conjunctions as in (5a) as interpreted in (5b). 

(5) a The queen invited Max and her (to our party) .  

b The queen (Ix (x invited Max & x invited x» 

Under the interpretation (5b), the bound interpretation for the pronoun is excluded 

because Principle B applies to it - "x invited x" is not reflexive-marked. R&R assume 

that the collective interpretation of (5a) is grammatical (the pronoun is not in a 
reflexive relation with the subject). Thus, R&R conclude, Principle B must be stated 
on the semantically relevant structure. In section 4.2 I will support this conclusion. 

If Principle B is stated on semantic representations, however, then some cases 

covered by traditional syntactic Principle B are no longer excluded by semantic 
Principle B. If a pronoun is substituted for the reflexive in the raising case in (4) as 
in (6a), the pronoun is not excluded by semantic Principle B. Nor is the pronominal 
subject of an ECM construction, as in (6b). 

(6) a *John; appears to him, to be a genius. 
b *John; believes him, to be a genius. 

These examplcs do not fal l  under semantic Principle B, but they do fall  under the 

Condition on A-chains that R&R (1995:255) propose, as stated in (9) assuming 
Chomsky's ( l986b) definition of government in (8) and the chain definition in (1). 

(1) Generalized Chain Definition 

C = (a;, . . . , aJ is a chain iff C is the maximal sequence such that 
i) there is an index i such that for all j, 1 s: j s: n, aj carries that index; and 
ii) for all j ,  l s:j < n, aJ governs aj+ I '  

(8) a governs (3 iff a m-commands (3 and there is no T, T a barrier for {3, such 
that T excludes a. 

(9) Condition on A-chains: a maximal A-chain (al • • • . •  3,,) contains exactly one 
link - al - which is [ +RJ. 
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The condition in (9) which requires of the maximal chain of (7) that it include only 

one I + R] Hreferential� element should not be confused with Principle C. since c

commanding antecedents for Principle C do not have to govern names to exclude 

them. Moreover the chains conditioned by (9) are not the entities that theta

assignment applies to, or else John loves himself would be excluded because two theta 

roles inhabit the same chain. 

These potential confusions aside, consider how these definitions apply. In 

examples like (3a) and (6a,b), there is no barrier between him and its antecedent, if  

it  is  assumed that the higher VPs (headed by appear and believe) are not barriers in 

relation to the prepositional object or the ECM subject, respectively. In order for the 

matrix subject to count as an antecedent for a pronoun in (7-9), it either must be 

assumed that the pronoun moves to the SPEC AGR-O (of the higher clause, in the 

case of (6b», voiding the barrierhood of the matrix VP, or else it must be assumed 

that I is an L-marker (within the assumptions of the Darners framework). Similarly 

it is assumed that PP is not a barrier in (4), since the P is selected by appear. 

One of the main purported advantages of introducing the Condition on A-chains 

in (9) is that the distribution of Germanic SICH-type morphemes as they contrast with 

personal pronouns suddenly appears tractable. As R&R point out, pronouns cannot 

be ECM subjects in Dutch as in (lO), since they would violate (9), but zich can, since 

zich (lind zic/zzelj), by hypothesis, is [-R) (as is German sich, which I will refer to 

together as "SICH"). 

( 1 0) Henkj hoorde [zichzelf/zich/*hemj singen] . 

Henk heard [himself/SICH/him sing) 

Another purported advantage of this reformulation is that neither SICH nor a pronoun 

is excluded in intrinsic reflexive constructions by Principle B, since these predicates 

are inherently reflexive-marked (in the lexicon). 

( I  I )  a *Willemj schaamt hemj. 

b Willemj schaamt zichj• 

Willem shames him 

The addition of sich or pronoun does not double-mark the predicate schamen as 

reflexive (though zichzelf presumably WOUld, which they suggest is excluded under 

some notion of economy). Thus semantic Principle B helps to predict that zich is 

possible with a coargument antecedent just in case the predicate is inherently reflexive 
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marked. What excludes ( 1 l a) .  as opposed to ( l ib). is (9). which does not allow a 

1 +  RI element such as a pronoun to be bound within the domain of the first barrier 

above its governor. Once again. since SICH is [-RI . (9) does not exclude it. 

2 Two B's or not two B's ? 

The chain theory proposed by R&R invites criticism on two fronts. The first concerns 

the fact that the Condition on A-chains (9). except for regulating the distribution of 

some pronouns, lacks independent motivation. Secondly. the notion [ + I-RJ. despite 

their attempt to give it pn:dictive force, is ultimately descriptive (of pronouns), as I 

will show. 

2.1  The scope of the Condition on A-cbains 

Setting aside, for a moment, the notion [ +I-RJ, it is clear that the distribution of 

non-anaphoric non-pronominals in no way motivates the Condition on A-chains (9). 

That is to say that (9) is redundant for names in those cases where the binder is 

sufficiently local. Anything that counts as a name with respect to Principle C (or 

whatever achieves the effect of Principle C) is excluded if bound at all, so no 

independent motivation for (9) is to be found for names, which are excluded by 

binders that do not govern them as well as those that do. 

The Condition on A-chains is admitted to be redundant for all cases where 

semantic Principle B holds sway. Moreover (9) is unnecessary for SELF anaphors, 

which are independently regulated by Principle A. Thus it is straightforward that (9) 

is only crucially motivated by the distribution of SICH and pronouns not falling under 

semantic Principle B. 

The definition of chains in (7) is not independently useful outside of its relevance 

to the entities picked out by (9). As mentioned earlier, the A-chains relevant for 

theta-assignment which must avoid two theta-roles within a chain cannot be the sorts 

of chains that (9) applies to. Thus there is no independent motivation for the chain 

entities in question. except the regulation of SICH and the offending residue 

pronouns. 

If the chain entity which (9) applies to is unmotivated, then we may ask if this 

condition is in fact specific to pronouns. The answer appears to depend on the 
independent motivation for [ + I-RJ , which I will examine below, but first consider 

how the Condition on A-chains, applying to the distribution of ( +  RI elements. 
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compares with a version of traditional Principle B (following Huang ( 1 983), I assume 
that SUBJECT is not part of the domain for Principle B). 

(12) a Force of the Condition on A-Chains: a [ +R] element must be free within 
the domain of the first barrier that dominates it. 

b Syntactic Principle B: A pronoun must be free within the minimal 

functional complex containing its governor. 

Suppose that we were to revise syntactic Principle B to state it in terms of barriers, 

with the assumption (adopted by R&R) that VP is not a barrier for Accusative 
assigned object (either a direct object or ECM subject). The force of syntactic 

Principle B then depends entirely on the same sorts of considerations that the Chain 
Theory would have to consider. For example, if ( 13) is considered grammatical,  then 

OP must be a barrier for him, in the chain theory or for syntactic Principle B stated 

in terms of barriers, but not if ( 13) is considered ungrammatical. 

(13) %John; saw a picture of himj• 

Thus all that remains of (9) will now reduce to syntactic Principle B with an added 
diacritic if indeed the [ +R] designation is restricted to pronouns. 

2.2 The scope of [ + R] 

R&R ( 1995) consider an element [ +R] if it is fully specified for number, Case and 

gender. The SICH elements are never specified for gender or Case and often not for 
number. The supposed intuitive appeal is that if the feature matrix for SICH elements 

is not completely specified, then they cannot be referential. 

However, the proper name Marion is not specified for Case or gender. One can 
refer to Maid Marion, a mythic female of the Robin Hood legend, or Marion 
Morrison, a mythic male (known by his stage name, John Wayne), but it is only 

through real world knowledge that one can attach a gender to the name. If so, the 
name is not independently motivated to be [ + R] . But presumably such elements must 

be r +RJ because they can successfully head chains. Without knowing anything about 

the real world gender value for Marion one can report Marion left a grammatical 

sentence. 

Similarly. someone/anyone/everyone etc. are not specified for gender or Case, yet 

Someone left and He saw someone are grammatical. One can say that if an element 
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has more than t/>-features then it doesn't have to have full feature specification to be 

[ + RJ,  but this is just another way of reducing the force of (9) to pronouns and SICH 

elements, especially since SELF elements are independently regulated by Principle 

A and reciprocals are not discussed (nor will they be here). Thus the ( +I-R) 

designation is now effectively stipulated to apply to SICH and pronouns, since 

extending [ + R) to names and quantifiers is thoroughly ad hoc, if gender and Case are 

criteria. · 

Let us examine the now very narrow [ +I-R) distinction, which serves as a 

gate-keeper for the elements that the chain theory applies to. One claimed benefit of 

the distinction is that R&R can account for the otherwise problematic Frisian fact 

illustrated in ( 14). 

( 14) Max hald him'*himsels. 

Max behaves him 

If him in Frisian were [ + RJ,  then ( 14) would be excluded by (9). just as ( 1 1 a) is. 

However R&R argue that Frisian him is indeed [-R), because inherently Case-marked 

elements should count as unspecified for Case, unless. as in German. they participate 

in Case contrasts (i.e. , in German, an oblique selected pronoun has a specific Case 

selected by the relevant preposition). Thus (9) accounts for the grammaticality of ( 14) 

in Frisian. where traditional binding theory would be forced to rule it out. 

It is certainly appropriate to seek an independent motivation for the contrast 

between Frisian and Dutch, but the question is whether this particular formulation of 

the contrast, which seems dubious, has any real intuitive relation to a coherent notion 

of [ + R) . 2 The same sort of distinction could easily be tacked on to syntactic Principle 

B by providing some sort of diacritic (on those elements consisting solely of 

phi-features) as to whether or not syntactic Principle B applies to them. The force of 

A reviewer points out that sex and gender are distinct, which is obviously true, but not relevant 

here. since in English. sexual idcnlity is all that determines what gender might be for names and 

quantifiers. Claiming that the abstract gender marking on names and quantifiers corresponds with 

whatever the sexual identity happens to be is a thlls a thoroughly unfalsifiable way 10 defend [+RI.  

In  shon the [ +RI proposal is  unmOlivated for names. as  maintained in the lex!. 

2 Clahsen. Eissenbeiss and Vainikka ( 1994) bave: argued that the acqUisition of non-Nominative Case 
is never overgeneralized in acquisition though Nominative Case is. They argue specifically, as does 

Weennan ( 1 996). Ibat non-Nominative Case. hence intrinsic Case. is always specified. However these 

argumenls are for Gennan. where intrinsic Case is in contrast. according to R&R ( 1 995). A similar 

study or Frisian. for example. might help 10 senle the mailer . 
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this diacritic, as in the R&R theory, is that it sets aside SICH fonns with respect to 

syntactic Principle B without requiring that they fall under Principle A. Let us call 

that diacritic [ + f-pronoun). The motivated portion of (9) now reduces to Principle 

B. stated on barriers, with the [ +I-pronoun) diacritic in place of the less precise tenn 

"pronominal" .3.4 

( 1 5) Syntactic Principle B: A [ +pronoun] element must be free in the domain of 

the first barrier that dominates it. 

To conclude, R&R's theory surreptitiously proposes two Principle B's, one semantic 

and novel, the other syntactic and quite conventional . 

2.3 Syntactic Principle B vs. the Condition on A-chains 

But suppose the Condition on A-chains (9) does reduce to syntactic Principle 8; then 

where is the harm in maintaining (9) as an entity only indirectly related to binding 

theory? 

The problem is that syntactic 8 stated as (9) misses a parallel with Principle A 

that was captured in the traditional binding theory. In canonical Accusative positions, 

such as direct objects and ECM subjects. pronouns and SELF-forms (in the languages 

that have them) are always in complementary distribution (including in Frisian) . This 

was so in the traditional binding theory because government was part of the domain 

determinations for both Principle A and Principle B. In the R&R theory . harriers are 

invoked (through (8» for (9), whereas stipulated Case assignment is invoked for 

Principle A (crucially in ECM environments, for example). Moreover. R&R's 

definition of a syntactic predicate (relevant to Principle A) includes a predicate and 

its semantic arguments, an external argument (in case it doesn't have one) and 

anything it assigns Case to. This unintuitive conglomeration preserves Principle A 

My use of the barriers formulation is for convenience of presentation. but later I will abandon it 

for one based on 'functional complex'. Any theory that permits the domain in question to include the 

subjcct of a predicate and any position it licenses A-movement from in its complement (as in Chomsky 

( 1 993)) will do at Ibis point. 

4 No one has proposed that SICH forms are exclusively susceptible to Principle B. Everaen ( 1991) 

treats thcm as pronominal anaphors Ibat exploit differences in domain sizes between Principles A and 

B but that are regulated by both principles. Many olbers treat SICH forms as anaphors Ibat undergo 

movement e.g. Pica (1987). Safir ( 1996) treats SICH forms as susceptible to neither A nor B. a 

position much closer to Ibat of R&R. 
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very much as it is in traditional binding theory and bears no relation (unlike semantic 

Principle B) to any natural notion of reflexivity. How is a predicate reflexive for a 

predicate P, in any semantic intuitive sense, if an argument of P is coindexed with 

a semantic non-argument of P? Put this way, the claim that syntactic reflexivity is 
something different is to say that syntactic reflexivity is a thoroughly artificial notion 

and is thus no improvement over the use of government to define the relevant binding 

domain. 

In short, the claim that the reflexivity of predicates is only relevant to syntactic 

Principle A introduces an artificial asymmetry with respect to syntactic Principle B 

that obscures the relationship between the two. On the other hand, the relevance of 

reflexivity to semantic Principle B is unaffected by this critique. 

3 Semantic Principle A and Mainland Scandinavian anaphora 

The conclusion of section 2 leaves us with a potential symmetry in syntax between 

Principles A and B that is not matched at the relevant semantic level where only 

semantic Principle B prevails. In this section I will argue to restore symmetry to the 

theory by establishing evidence for the existence of a semantic Principle A. 

Given that I am arguing that more than one principle regulates the distribution of 

reflexive anaphors, I must provide evidence that there are contexts where the only the 

semantic principle regulates a distinction, a distinction that is neither syntactically 

based one nor logophorically based. The latter consideration is necessary because 
R&R claim that any SELF-form not regulated by their Principle A is available for, 

indeed must have, a logophoric usage. The exact version of their theory that is at 

issue is examined in the next section, but for this section it suffices to say that if an 

anaphor cannot have an appropriate antecedent in syntax, e.g. , it is embedded in a 

conjunct, then it is a logophor in the R&R system. In languages where the right 

distinctions can be observed, however, it can be shown that syntactic Principle A and 

logophoricity in the R&R approach fail to make some finer cuts that are required. I 

have in mind the four way contrast between SICH forms, pronouns and the two 

SELF-forms of Mainland Scandinavian (MS), SIG-SELF and pronoun-SELF. 

Danish, Norwegian and Swedish differ very slightly in what follows, but I will 

abstract away from the� minor differences insofar as they have no import for what 

I have to say. Roughly speaking, in all of the MS languages, there is a SIG form 

(where SIG ranges across Danish and Swedish sig and Norwegian seg) that cannot be 

bound by a semantic coargument, except for inherent reflexive constructions (much 
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like Dutch zich). Pronouns cannot be coreferent with semantic coarguments (as is the 

general case) and the SELF-fonns are most typically bound by a semantic coargument 

(in particular. see Hellan (1988: 69-70» . (The term .. SELF" ranges across Norwegian 

and Danish selv and Swedish sjdlv as well as English self and other cognates. though 

its behavior is mediated by language particular properties and the sorts of compounds 

it forms, see Safir (1996» . However the MS SELF-forms bifurcate when bound by 

a semantic coargument in the following way: pronoun-SELF cannot be bound by a 

subject and SIG-SELF must be bound by a subject. The basic data used to establish 

the empirical generalizations about locality are drawn from Vikner (1985) for Danish 

(D), from Hellan ( 1988) for Norwegian (N). from Riad (198S) for Swedish (S) with 

additional judgments from my own informants for all three languages. 

(16) a . . .  at Susan fortalte Anne om 

that Susan told Anne about 

Susan: 

Anne: 

*hende. *hende selv, *sig. sig selv 

*hende, hende selv. *sig, ·sig selv 

(D) 

b . . .  at Susan bad Annej om PROj at ringe til _ (D) 

that Susan asked Anne for PRO to ring to _ 
Susan: hende. *hende selv, sig, *sig selv 

Anne: *hende. *hende selv. *sig. sig selv 

(17) a Harald fortalte Jon om (N) 

Harald told Jon about 

Harald: *ham, *ham selv, *seg, seg selv 

Jon: *?ham, ham selv. *seg. *seg selv 

b Jon bad oss snakke om ham/*ham selv/seg/*seg selv (N) 

Jon, asked us to-talk about � 
( 1S) a Karl talade med Olle om 

Karl talked to Olle about 

Karl: *honum, *honom sjiilv. *sig, sig sjalv 

Olle: *honom. honom sjalv. *sig. ·sig sjalv 

(S) 

b Johan bad Kallej PROj tvatta _ (S) 

lohan asked Kalle to-wash 

Johan: honom, *honom sjiilv. sig. *sig sjalv 

Kal/e: *honom. *honom sjiilv. sig. sig sjalv 

The examples in (16a, 17a, 18a) indicate all the possibilities for the most local 

(coargument) domain and ( l6b.17b. l Sb) illustrate the pattern where tensed clauses 
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create opacity effects, respectively. The possibility for sig in ( I 8b) to refer to Kalle 

or Johan is due to the fact that 'wash' may have an inherent reflexive interpretation 

which pennits the PRO subject of the infinitive (Kalle) to be the antecedent of sig. 

The difference between pronoun-SELF and SIG-SELF in local domains involves 

(anti-)subject orientation, a phenomenon I will not discuss until section 6.2 (where it 

is largely set aside), except in a strictly diagnostic way that emerges in my discussion 

of logophoricity. S However another interesting difference between these two SELF

forms emerges when they are embedded in contrastive predicates and are bound at 

a distance, a matter I will tum to in section 4.3.  

Let us focus first on the locality restrictions that hold of the SELF-forms, 

particularly of SIG-SELF. Of particular interest here is the difference in distribution 

between pronouns and SIG-SELF in conjunctions. We must consider two cases, as 

in English - a collective interpretation and a distributed one. 

In (19). for example. where informants were given a specific choice between two 

interpretations, the distinction noted is robust. In (19a) the collective interpretation 

was exemplified when the data was presented as describing a situation where Jon is 

talking only about his life together with Lea, whereas in (19b) the distributed 

interpretation was exemplified as one in which Jon is talking only about two lives, his 

own. and Lea's .  

( 1 9) a Jon snakkede kun om Lea og ham/*sig/*ham selv/*sig selv. (D) 

'Jon talked only about Lea and himself. ' 

b Jon snakkede kun om Lea og *ham/*sig/*ham selv/sig selv. (D) 

The distributive interpretation which corresponds to a parallel conjunct representation 

requires SIG-SELF. Collective interpretation for the conjunction. the one that could 

not be represented accurately by a parallel conjunct analysis at the semantic level,  

requires the use of a pronoun. If infonnants are pressed to find a distinction between 

pronoun-SELF and SIG-SELF in the collective case, pronoun-SELF is always favored 

over SIG-SELF. but neither is acceptable in comparison with the pronoun. SIG is 

excluded in conjunclS generally, though I will have little to say about the matter (see 

6.2). 

The fact that both SIG and SIG·SELF are subject oriented and pronoun and pronoun·SELF are not 

suggests that SIG is a subject·oriented decomposable part of SIG·SELF. as argued by Hellan 

( 1 988: 102). for example. 
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Recall now the R&R analysis of collective interpretations vs. distributed ones in 

English, the latter illustrated earlier in (5b). For the distributive interpretation, as 

represented by a parallel conjunct analysis for (l9b) (i.e . ,  along the lines of (5b», 

R&R correctly expect the pronoun to be excluded because it is in a reflexive 

talk-about relation at the semantic level and 'talk about' is thus not reflexive-marked. 

However both SELF- forms should be logophoric, since they are not in reflexive 

structures at the syntactic level where Principle A applies. Here the SELF-forms are 

only distinguished by subject orientation, it seems. For the collective interpretation, 

where the referentially dependent element is not in a reflexive relation with 'talk 

about ' at the semantic level, the pronoun is correctly predicted to be acceptable, since 

it is not in a reflexive relation with respect to the predicate 'talk about' .  However. 

R&R still predict that both pronoun-SELF and SIG-SELF are logophoric, clearly a 

false prediction in the latter case. 

Matters become clearer when we consider conjuncts that are more deeply 

embedded with respect to their antecedent. Where a parallel conjunct analysis does 

not render SIG-SELF a clausemate to its antecedent. R&R predict SIG-SELF is a 

logophor. but in fact it is simply excluded. as illustrated in (20). 

(20) Carli sagde at Jon ikke vii fortrelle Marie om Lea og ham/ham selv/ 

*sig selvi' (D) 

Carli sa at Jon ikke vii fonelle Marie om Lea og ham/ham selv/ 

*seg selvi • (N) 

'Carl says that Jon will not tell Marie about Lea and_ . '  

(20) would be grammatical with SIG-SELF at the level o f  semantic representation if 

its antecedent were Jon but earl is not in a reflexive relation with SIG-SELF. hence 

the sentence is excluded unless either a pronoun or pronoun-SELF is employed. That 

pronouns coindexed with the matrix subject are not excluded in (20) is expected. since 

the pronoun is not in any reflexive relation under either collective or distributive 

interpretation. 

What appears to be going on is that SIG-SELF is grammatical where it meets the 

requirements of a semantic Principle A, applying in the same way as semantic 

Principle B does with complementary results. Where pronoun is acceptable. as in the 

collective interpretation. SIG-SELF is not. and where SIG-SELF is acceptable, as in 

the parallel conjunct interpretation. a pronoun is excluded. 

Summarizing. R&R's syntactic Principle A should straightforwardly predict that 

both SIG-SELF and pronoun-SELF are logophors when they are in any conjunct (for 
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clarification. see the next section). yet SIG-SELF. as opposed to pronoun-SELF. is 

in fact excluded where it does not have a semantically local analysis. as in (20) (as 

opposed to (19b». I conclude that SIG-SELF is regulated by semantic Principle A on 

the same sort of evidence that that supports the application of semantic Principle B. 

namely, SIG-SELF is only acceptable in contexts where it fonns a semantically 

reflexive predicate. 

Clearly an account of the domain of logophoricity for pronoun-SELF (as in (20» 

as opposed to SIG-SELF remains an open question. one not addressed by R&R. This 

and other issues I defer to later sections. 

4 More on the logophoric/anaphoric distinction and Principle A 

Now I tum to a slightly different set of concerns that presage the theory I will 

propose in section 5, where it is argued that anaphors are licensed by the principles 

that apply to them. Uninterpreted anaphors are unlicensed and excluded. Once again, 

R&R's theory provides a useful presentational contrast to the one I will propose, 

particularly with respect to the problems it fails to solve or fails to address. 

A key partition in the R&R theory is between those SELF-fonns regulated by 

syntactic Principle A and those SELF-fonns that. by failure to participate directly in 

predicate relations, must be logophorically employed. Although it is clear that some 

SELF-fonns are made available to discourse antecedent interpretation by virtue of 

their syntactic and semantic context. I will show that R&R's notion of syntactic 

predicate does not make quite the predictions they claim it does. nor. as we saw in 

the last section. does it make the right predictions concerning which SELF-fonns can 

be discourse-anteceded.6 

4.1 R&R on logopboric interpretation of SELF-forms 

R&R make the following proposal: Condition A ( =(23» governs the bound versus 

the logophoric use of SELF-anaphors. It implies that SELF-anaphors can be 

6 Two assumptions need clarification here. First, I use the term "Iogophoric" as a mailer of 

convenience for those cases where elements typically employed as anaphors are anteceded by 

pragmatically determined antecedc:nts. whether those antecedents are determined by point of view, 
center of consciousness. or some pragmatic notion of contrast (see Sells (1987). Zribi-Henz ( 1 989). 

C.L. Baker ( 1994) and references cited there for discussion). However not every reflexive .hat is 

logophorically employed will be accounted for here - see fn. 22. 
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logophoric only in cases where they are not in an argument position of a syntactic 
predicate. This accounts for the contrast between the sentences in (21) and those in 
(22) . In (21 a-<:) the SELF-anaphor is not an argument of a syntactic predicate; hence 

condition A does not apply and a logophoric interpretation is possible. In (22a-<:) the 
SELF-anaphor is an argument of a syntactic predicate. As a consequence, condition 
A requires that the predicate be reflexive; since no two positions are coindexed, it is 

not and condition A is violated. 

(2 1 )  a There were five tourists in the room apan from myself. 

b Physicists like yourself are a godsend. 

c Max boasted that the queen invited Lucie and himself for a drink. 

(22) a ·Five tourists talked to myself in the room. 
b • A famous physicist has just looked for yourself. 
c ·Max boasted that the queen invited himself for a drink. 

However this account of (21 a) and (2Ib) is at the least misapplied, given the 

definitions in ( 1 a), since apart from assigns Case to myself just as like does to 
(which. if a pronoun is substituted for the reflexive. is always Accusative. or at least 
non-Nominative). This means that these elements are indeed syntactic arguments. 

Moreover, there is no clear semantic reason, if one must even appeal to one, why like 

and apart from should not be considered predicates, since they express a relation 

between two arguments just as the predicates hit or angry at do, or even spatial 
predicates such as adjacent to. However the relevant distinction would have to be 
syntactic in R&R's terms. since Principle A is syntactic, and yet nothing other than 

an ad hoc classification would treat these cases differently if only syntactic factors are 

considered. 

In fact, as explored in detail in Safir (1992), the semantic class of predicates 

including like very often appears in copular constructions the same way other 
adjectives do as in the comparisons in (23), yet other adjectives do not induce the 
same logophoric effects, as illustrated in (24). A list of similarity predicates (from 

Safir ( 1 992» appears in (25). 

(23) a Darby is fairly deferential/similar to Selena. 

b Esther is quite estranged/different from Daffy. 

c Angela is rather angry at/like Andrea. 
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(24) a Sissy insists that Darby is fairly similar/*?deferential to herself. 

a' Etta attacks people similar/*?deferential to herself. 

h Theo says Esther is quite different/*?estranged from himself. 

h' Thor threatens people differentl?*estranged from himself. 

c Otto admits that Mary is rather like'*angry at himself. 

d Abraham always abhors someone Iike/*angry at himself. 

(25) Similarity Predicates:  

like, unlike, similar to, different from, identical to, such as 

While the similarity predicates, all having to do with identity of person or properties 

in relation to another, all permit the logophoric effect. none of the non-similarity 

predicates do. The R&R account predicts that none of these predicates permit 

logophoricity if they apply their definition carefully. However even if the definition 

is interpreted the way they intend. that is, if they interpret it to mean that similar to 

is not a predicate and that it does not assign Case. then presumably they must say the 

same thing about adjective plus preposition units like deferential to. angry at and 

estranged from. Either way, they fail to make a significant distinction because they 

fail to take into account the semantic force of the predicates involved. 

Predicate-like elements such as apan from, called exclusion predicates in Safir 

( 1992), have a different semantic status from those like like. Exclusion predicates are 

not possible in copular environments, yet they also are typically two place relations 

and all arguably assign Case. 

(26) Exclusion Predicates: apan from, but, rather lhan, except. save, besides, 

other than, in addition to, including, excluding 

(27) *HiIlary is apart from/rather than/other than Bill. 

By the latter criterion. the SELF-forms are syntactic arguments in the R&R account 

if exclusion predicates are indeed predicates. Yet all of these exclusion contexts 

permit logophoric behavior. 

(28) Dole pointed out that the Republicans would look foolish if anyone 

other/rather than/apart from/except/save himself were nominated. 

The incompatibility of exclusion predicates with copular contexts may seem a 

plausible objection to treating exclusion relations as predicates, but many non-verbal 
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relational fonns typically treated as predicates do not appear in copular environments, 

such as nominals. 

(29) a Hinckley's  attack on Reagan 

b "'Hinckley is attack on Reagan 

One does not argue on the basis of (29b) that Hinckley is not the relational agent of 

the attack under the event interpretation of the nominal ,  even under theories like those 

of Grimshaw ( \990) or Safir (1987). Moreover, Genitive specifiers of nominals show 

specified subject effects, as in (30). 

(30) Leaj was offended by Janet's; attack on herself;" j' 

Even more conclusive are cases like (3 1)  where non-agentive exclude and include may 

act as verbs. R&R do not expect logophoricity for himself for (3 l c) any more than 

they expect it for (31d), which illustrates the crucial distinction their theory lacks. 7 

(3 1 )  a These facts include that one. 

b These possibilities exclude that one. 

c ?Powell rejects any list of candidates which excludes/includes himself. 

d *?Powell rejects any list of candidates which describes himself. 

I conclude that exclusion predicates are predicates and as such they are just as 

problematic for R&R as the similarity predicates are. Thus the R&R theory fails 

badly to account for the freedom of SELF-fonns to choose antecedents from 

discourse, even though this is clearly a phenomenon they intend to capture. However 

I have not yet shown that any other theory makes superior predictions for these cases. 

4.2 More evidence for semantic Principle B 

Exclusion predicates, as opposed to similarity predicates, generally show Principle 

B effects. For example, unless Ilim is stressed in (32a), it cannot be coreferent with 

the subject of hate. The pronoun can be reduced only if it is not coreferent with 

Although (3 I c) requires some stress on se/f to be acceplable. similar slress in (3 I d) still yields a 

clear contrasl belween (3 I c/d). 
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Powell. (Controlling for stress in (32a.b) is easier if the exclusion predicate. as 
opposed to the pronoun or SELF-fonn. is contrastively stressed). 

(32) a Halj hates everyone excepVbesides/other than HIM/*him/himself/himj. 
b Powell; pointed out that any thorough list of candidates would have to 

exclude/include HIM/ ... ·im/'imj. 

Such cases are discussed in detail in Safir (1992). but their relevance here is that 
R&R require a very particular sort of analysis to assure the Principle B effect. 
namely. they must assume a semantic representation intuitively like (33) (compare 
(5b». as suggested in R&R (1991) .  

(33) Hal (Ix (x hates everyone & NOT (x hates x))) 

Following R&R ( 1991 :314-15) I do not intend (33) as a serious semantic 
representation. particularly since everyone must be construed to allow that (33) is not 
a contradiction. but the crucial part is that one conjunct embeds a reflexive predicate 
that is not reflexive-marked.8 Predicates of the similarity class do not show the same 
effect. since the intuitive translation of (34a) is neither (34b) nor (34c). 

(34) a Hali hates everyone similar to him/himselfl'imj. 
b *Hal (Ix (x hates everyone and x hates similar x's» 
c *Hal (Ix (x hates everyone and similarly (x hates x))) 

Since there is no parallelism of interpretation. semantic Principle B does not apply 
to pronouns in Similarity predicates. as desired. consistent with R&R's approach 
(whether or not similarity predicates are considered predicates). In short. exclusion 

The imuition that links all of the exclusion predicates is that some set is subtracted from a larger 

one and the subtracted set has its own relation with the matrix predicate (normally the matrix verb). 

The correct semantics will hopefully link the subtraction intuition and the parallel conjunct analysis. 

For discussion of the semantics of some such predicates and references. see von Fintel (1992). 

However von Fintel does nOI consider exclusioo predicates like other than which can cooceur with 

someone (nol just negation and universals, which is true of but and except) yet still involve the notion 

of a subtracted set. For example. in John mel some linguist other than Bill, given the set M, which is 

the set of entities John met. the set L. consisting of linguists. and the set B consisting of Bill and B is 

in L: Ihe interseclion of M. L and B'. B' the complement set of B (i.e . .  Bill subtracted), contains at 

lea.�t one member. In terms of the parallel conjunct analysis. John met x, x a linguist, and it is not the 

case that John met Bill (though Bill is a linguist). 
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predicates lead to semantic parallel conjunct representations (or whatever captures the 
parallism intuition), but similarity predicates don't. 

Thus, consistent with the R&R approach to Principle B. the contrast between 
similarity predicates and exclusion predicates with respect to the distribution of 
pronouns does seem to suggest that Principle B should be stated on a level where the 
semantic sense of reflexivity is expressible. 

4.3 MS anapbora in exclusion and similarity contexts 

Consider now what happens when MS similarity predicates (35b.e) and MS exclusion 
predicates (35c.d) are contrasted. and how these kinds of predicates in turn contrast 
with predicates that do not induce the same effects (35a).9.10 

(35) a Jon vii giftes moo en kvinde som er stolt af ham/*ham selv/*sigl 

9 

*sig selv. (D) 
Jon vi) gifte seg mOO en kvinne $Om er stolt av ham/*ham selv/*segl 
*seg selv. (N) 

Since Ibis data, distilled from a much larger set. is complex. it is important to make clear how it 

has been interpreted. Native informants found exclusion and similarity predicate domain judgments 

difficult, but when pressed to make 801m distinction Ibe ones Ibcy chose converged remarkably,_ 

especially over a wide set of examples. Speakers who have the most judgments in common terul to be 

those most liberal or else those least liberal, rather Jhan speakers of one MS language vs. another, or 

linguists vs. non-linguists. Some speakers seem to have employed the five point scale differently (OK, 

slightly off (?), fairly bad. but possible (77), very bad ('"7) or hopeless(*», although the same pattern 

of relative distinctions obtain. To save space, I do not always provide examples in all three MS 

languages, though I have data for all Jhree for almost every example. 

10 MS speakers differ as to the acceptability of attributive adjective phrases (e.g. someone different 

from Bim, and even those who accept Ibem do not find them natural. A relative clause structure is 

preferred. However the logophoric effect is only more dramatic when Ibe subject of the relative is 

somehow skipped as an antecedent. For one speaker, however, similarity predicates contrast based on 

whether or not Ibe adjective is pan of a reduced relative or a full one. If it is reduced, this speaker 

trellts the similarity complement as if it were a matrix predicate argument, contrary to expectation, 

although complementarity between SIG-SELF and pronouns is maintained. This is shown in (i) and (ii). 

(i) Jon, kommer mte at! beriitta flir Per om nAgon annorlunda an *"?honumlsig sjlilv,. 

'Jon will nOI tell Per about anyone different from _.' 
(S) 

(ii) Jon, brukade avsky folk som var annorlunda frAn ?honomlhonom sjlilv/·sig/·sig sjlilvi• (S) 

<Jon used to hate people who were different from _.' 
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Jon viii gifta sig med en kvinna som ar stolt over honom/*honom 
sjalv/*sigl ·sig sjalv. (S) 

• Jon will marry (O-pass/S&N-himseIO with a woman who is proud of 
himself. ' 

b Jon plejede at hade folk som var anderledes end ?ham/ham selv/·sigf 
*sig selv. (D) 
Jon pie ide :i hate folk som var anderledes enn ham/ham selv/*seg/ 
*seg selv. (N) 
Jon brukade avsky folk som var annorlunda an honom/honom sjalv/*sig/ 
*sig sjalv. (S) 

'Jon used to hate people who were different from him. '  
c Carl sagde at Marie havde snakket med aIle andre end_. 

Carl sa at Marie hadde snakket med aile andre enn -
Carl sade aU Marie hade talat med alla andra an _ 
'Carl said that Marie had talked to all others than _ 
eart (D): ham. ?ham selv, *sig. *sig selv 

(N): 

(S): 

Marie (D): 

ham. ham selv. *?seg. *seg selv 

honom. ?honom sjaIv. *sig. *sig sjalv 
*hende, hende selv. *sig, sig selv 

(N): *henne, *I?henne selv, *seg. seg selv 

(S): *henne, ?henne sjiilv, *sig. sig sjiilv 

(D) 

(N) 
(S) 

d De her ma:nd hader aIle inklusive/undtagen _. (D) 
Oisse mennene hater aIle medregnetlunntatt _ . (N) 
Oessa man avskyr alia inklusive/undantaget _ (S) 
'These men hate all including/excluding _ . •  

(D): *dem. dem selv, *sig, *sig sclv 

(N): *dem, dem selv. *seg. seg selv 

(S): *dem, OKI??dem sjiilva. *sig. sig sjiilva 
e Jon sagde at han aldrig ville tillade in daner sa meget som at overveje at 

g ifte sig med en mand helt forskellig fra ?hamIham selvf*sig/*sig selv. 

(D) 
'Jon said that he never would allow his daughter so much as to consider 
to marry herself to a man completely different from _ . •  

First. note that SIG seems to be excluded in all of these contexts for most speakers 

(see 6.2 for discussion) even where pronouns are not. Notice that pronouns coreferent 

with the matrix subject are excluded with exclusion predicates as in (35c.d). as long 
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as the subject is in the same clause as the predicate that selects the whole exclusion 
phrase (Marie as opposed to earl as in (35c». This fact is just as in English. Also. 

similarity predicates and normal predicates do not exclude coreference between the 
subject and a similarity predicate object pronoun. just as in English. 

Missing in English, however, are the contrasts between the two SELF-forms. The 
SIG-SELF-form, which is always subject oriented, is excluded with normal 
postnominal predicates (35a) and with similarity predicates (35b) - it is not 
logophoric - but it is accepted for exclusion predicates (35c,d). as long as the subject 
it is related to is the nearest one (compare Carl and Marie as antecedents in (35c» . 1 1  

Pronoun-SELF is acceptable with similarity (35e) and exclusion predicates (35c) 
whether it is coreferent to the near or the far subject. hut pronoun-SELF is not 
acceptable with normal (e.g., emotive) predicates as in (35a) either locally or long 
distance. Once again. the R&R approach provides no account of why pronoun-SELF 
is sensitive to the meaning of the predicate it is embedded in.12. 13 

Following the same sort of reasoning for SIG-SELF-forms as R&R assume for 
Principle B. the exclusion predicates in (35c,d) require for SIG·SELF the same 
analysis suggested for exclusion predicates with respect to pronouns (which 
determines that pronouns are excluded) as provided for (Sa) in (5b) mentioned earlier 
(see also fn. 8). 

(36) John (Ix (x hates everybody & NOT (x hates x))) 

The gramrnaticality of SIG-SELF in these environments is further evidence for 
semantic Principle A. since SIG-SELF should be excluded if it is only evaluated in 
syntax. 

I I Danish informanls prefer Ihal sig selv not have a plural antecedent in which case the 

pronoun·SELF form is used. In other words, SIG·SElF may be specified as singular in Danish. but 

not in Norwegian or Swedish. 

(i) [Jon og Perl, fonalte Sofie om dem selv/·sig selv,. 

'Jon and Per told Sofie about _ 

(D) 

12 Comparatives are also predicates that induce logophoric behavior of pronoun-SELF. but they 

involve complications I have chosen to avoid here (see Safir 1992: fns. 15 and 2 1 ). 

\3 A Dutch reviewer points oul that many of Ihe faClS in MS discussed here arc largely similar to 

those of Dutch. However pronoun-SELF is nOI anti-subject oriented in Dutch and il lhus overlaps wi1h 

1he local domain of zichze/f. which is subject oriented. I will not explore Ihis very interesting data for 

reasons of space. but see Koster ( 1984: 1 55-163) for a pioneering discussion of pronoun-SELF/SIG

SELF contrasts in Dutch. 
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However we are now faced with a problem: If we account for the viability of 

SIG-SELF in an exclusion predicate by means of a parallel conjunct analysis, the 

same analysis that is required to rule out pronouns in the same position, then it is not 

clear why pronoun-SELF is grammatical in this position. 

Clearly the R&R system is out of its depth in these questions, partly because it 

cannot make the right predictions in its current formulation, and partly because the 

distinctions between pronoun-SELF and SIG-SELF happened not to be among those 

R&R designed their theory to address. A more comprehensive approach to these 

questions is thus warranted. 

5 Integrating the Principles A and the Principles B 

Now it is time to devise a system that makes some of the distinctions and captures 

some of the generalizations that are missed in the R&R approach. I shall make use 

of the following leading ideas. 

I The semantic domains for Principles A and B are identical, based on the notion 

of reflexive predication. 

II The syntactic domains for Principles A and B are identical and built on a 

'functional complex' notion. 

III Anaphors with defective contextual possibilities for antecedency may be 

logophors. 

IV The Principles A differ from the Principles B in that only the former apply 

wherever possible to license an anaphor. 

V The principles A jointly compute the potential for logophoricity. 

I and II add symmetry to the R&R system, which had two Bs but only one A. In this 

section 1 will focus on fleshing out my approach to III-V. Notice that III. is close in 

spirit to the R&R method of identifying logophors, but as we shall see, it will be 

executed here in a more nuanced way. 

To see how this system is to work, let us return for a moment to the status of 

SIG-SELF as it relates to Principle A in syntax. As we saw above for exclusion 

predicates, SIG-SELF only succeeds at the semantic level where reflexivity i<; 
evaluated. 14 SIG-SELF fails at the syntactic level if it is bound outside the exclusion 

14 The assumplion !hat semantic A applies to semantic predicates rather !han strict C-command 

relations makes it possible to remove thematic relations from syntactic A and from !he notion of 
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predicate. In (37), for example, it is bound by dissejyrene her and so fails to satisfy 

syntactic Principle A, where hvem ('whoever') (or its trace) counts as the syntactic 

external argument that Principle A is sensitive to. 15 

(37) Disse fyrene her viI stole pa hvem som heIst bortsett fra 

*demJdem selv/*seg/ seg selv. (N) 

'These here guys will trust anyone(whoever) apart from _ . ' 

However, the main two pieces of evidence put forth by R&R to show that 

SELF-forms fall under syntactic A are that SELF-forms are bound by 

non-coarguments in raising contexts and ECM contexts, as illustrated for SIG-SELF 

in (38a) and (38b/c), respectively. 

(38) a Jon forekom ??sig/sig self/*ham/*ham self at vrere den bedste kandidat(O) 

'Jon seemed to himself to be the best candidate. '  

b Jon hoerte sig selv blive kritiseret. 

'Peter heard himself be criticised. '  

c Jon hoerte seg selv bli omtalt 

'Jon heard himself be mentioned' 

(0) 

(N) (Hellan (1988: 123) 

At the semantic level, Jon is not a coargument with its antecedent in any of the 

examples. Thus it would appear that only syntactic A correctly evaluates these cases, 

creating an apparent paradox. 

That the paradox is only apparent may be seen if we adapt the proposition that 

anaphors, unlike pronouns, need antecedents, and that the principles A are licensing 

conditions (as suggested by Belletti and Rizzi (1988), though I do not assume their 

analysis). Both semantic principle A and syntactic A license both a bound 

syntactic argumenthood. Semantic A now accounts for cases where the antecedent of a reflexive is 

embedded in a PP thematically selecled by the same predicate (see, e.g. Pollard and Sag ( 1992) and 

Williams (1995». Examples where the SELF form is Nominative seem to be excluded independently 

(see for example, Everaert ( 1 990». which eliminates Himself hit himself/him/John. though the latter 

two are also excluded under coindexing by the principles B and semamic A, respectively. The ban on 

Nominative SELF forms. whatever its origin, prevents logophoric licensing for Himself laughed. Thus 

semantic A and B need not state a subject/objecl asymmetry . 

I S  SIG-SELf is ungrammatical in a Danish translation of (37) as per fn. 1 1 .  The panel'll is otherwise 

as expected. 

(i) De her fyre vii stole pa hvem som heIst borset fra *deml?dem selv'*sig'*sig selv. 
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interpretation and the element that marks it. TIms if one of the principles A license 
anw:edenlhood for an anaphor alpha at any point in the derivation then alpha is 
well-formed. I assume that syntactic A has the same domain as syntadie B. eKCept 
lhat syntactic A simply leaves the anapbor without an imerpretation if it cannot apply 
because no antecedent is available. 16 An unin!erpreted anaphDr will rypically ui1 any 
son of semantic coherence principle. 17 

(39) Syntactic Principle A: an anaphor A is intt:ipret£d as bound within the 
maximal projection of the minimal functional complex conI3ining A. 

The requirement 1hat amrphors mm1 have an mrecMenr, even a discourse Jmtc:a:dent 
to be interpretable does DOl hold of proooIlDS in tbe same sense., Dr:.ace the origin of 
the asymmeay between Principles A and Principles B. insofar lIS 'there is ODe. (One 
can walk in on a discour.;e � someone is � "Be's iuIdtigcut, but s.1Dbbom" 
and accept tbal sentence as gmnmpriral � to an lIS yet mjdentified iodividual 
who is both jnteJlp aDd stDbbom, but "She consi.I:teni bimscIf imeDigeBt but 
swbbom'" does not permit such a provisioDa.I discaunr. n:pA$iI:JUBlinn bccaDse die 
anapbor is not licensed for a disooIm;e 3!!If'N'dent ) Accmdingly. Ibc PriDI::ip!es B .are  
not about licensing. hat r.dber a fmm of air 1r.Iffic comrol; A bODDd imcrprt:Ullion m 
a pronoun is roIed oat at any ]IOim in a dI:riwbon where it has an a ..... """rut too 
close, i.e. , where ODe of the 1'riDcip1es B is violmd. 

Wilh these fOl1Dlllations inmiDd., let us4:ODSiderthe�ases mme c:mdiIBy. 
N()te 1hat SlG-SELF is gnnmnarica1 in nrising and EOI � becaDse it .am 

16 I .IISSIIIIIe tb2 VP iDtmIlII � hypcJ!bcsis wmm will � tbiil if IhI:Ie i!l 8D  eIde:rDal.mgumca1. 
it will = a poo:mial an!azdcnt (usually in !be fmm at a tDI:IC) wiIhiD the domaiD of !be vcb, whI:Ibcr 
the verb or adjective is simple tIZIISiIive, B:M or 13isiDg. IfFDI � tmse to gel Clse ill AgIO 
at LF. as in Ou:nusky (1995). themiDimal fimcIicmal� ,,!!!uhring dz mIIIphor wiD be 1hal of 
!be matrix V. tbougb 110! if]JlOlll'llD-SElF is Nom:imttiv.e. I pD!SIIIIIe tbiil PPs ei*:r fonn !heir own 
domains or lIDl aa:ontiDg to the usual IheIIIam: Gl' F¥CDIIDCIlt disrinttinns (sec, for example; HestviIt 
(1991». This formulaIion wilt _ for pm:mrarinn bat if docs 1IUI .adda:ss 1be i-1IIithiD-i aI!ICS of 
Chomsky (1981). wbich I sel asidt  hrz. Sce Safir (l996). forevidmcc1hm JdaIimmlamlphmil: moms 
are sensitive 10 1bc � capamciI by 1hc older fommlatioD. 
n This could be exccurm in a variety of ways., bul 1bc  iDU:micm is 1hlIl any t:lt:matt DOl assigned aD 
iDIe!preIation after sc:mmJtic priDcipla; have applied will ccmstiIDrc a violmioD. 1his is 1hc ca;r.ug: of 
�full im£rpreCtticmw. but thal may be too geaenl for this case, whiz:b bas � the 1lav« of a 
6-Crit£rion violation. sim:c a � argIIIIIl:IIl is iepa:seuu:d by a idlcxivc thaJ caDDOt be imcipmed 

(compare JoJur bduzved hims�, wbich. MImever Iia:oses it, docs not iuvulYe.a semantically mmsiti\oe 
predicaie). 
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satisfy syntactic Principle A, even though it cannot satisfy semantic A. If SIG-SELF 

is not coindexed with the raising subject, then it cannot satisfy either syntactic or 

semantic A, and is hence excluded. Similarly, if SIG-SELF as an ECM subject is not 

bound in syntax, then it cannot be bound at the semantic level since it will not have 

any possible antecedent. However, SIG-SELF may fail to meet syntactic A, but still 

satisfy semantic A, as in the exclusion predicate cases, just in case the antecedent is 

in a reflexive relation at the semantic level. 

Recall now the situation in exclusion predicates, where SIG-SELF fails to meet 

syntactic A but succeeds in satisfying semantic A when ito; parallel conjunct 

antecedent is close enough. Since finding an antecedent at either level is sufficient, 

SIG-SELF is grammatical in (35c) with Marie as its antecedent, but not where Carl 

is, since in the latter case its antecedent is not local even assuming a parallel conjunct 

interpretation. 

5.1  Licensing logophoricity 

Remaining now is the distinction between SIG-SELF and pronoun-SELF with respect 
to long distance possibilities. The essential line I will take here is that both 

pronoun-SELF and SIG-SELF are potential logophors in the contexts where 

pronoun-SELF acts as a logophor, but that SIG-SELF is disqualified as a logophor 

because it contains SIG, which, as R&R among others have discussed, lacks syntactic 

phi-features by comparison with pronouns. As a result, SIG is inherently syntactically 

dependent in a way that pronouns and even pronoun-SELF are not. 18 Thus only 

pronoun-SELF, and not SIG-SELF, has the potential to be logophoric, even in 
contexts where anaphors are otherwise licensed to be anteceded logophorically. 19 

That SIG-SELF is disqualified as a logophor might as easily be said in R&R's 

theory, but in their account, SIG-SELF would have to be logophoric in distributed 

conjunction and exclusion contexts where it is acceptable, which, as we have seen, 

18 I have argued elsewhere that SIG is not regulated by Principle A because it is not a relational 

atom, unlike SELF. which participates in conventionalized body part metonymy. See Safir ( 1 996) for 

details. 

19 The proposed differences between SIG-SELF. SIG and pronoun-SELF thus reduce to lexical 

properties consistent with the Universalist Lexicon proposed in Salir (1996), where it is argued that 

all anapbora-spetific statements are universal. SIG is not an anaphor in this sense. See fn. 1 8. The 

pOlential logophoric status for pronoun-SELF appears inconsistent with any general claim that comp1eJl 

forms must be locally bound (e.g. , compare Pica ( 1 989». 
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leads to the wrong results (SIG-SELF must still be bound locally at the semantic 

level). 

Now we must provide a system to predict the logophoric distribution of 

pronoun-SELF. Consider, once again, the exclusion predicate context. In syntax, 

pronoun-SELF is contained in the domain of the exclusion phrase, where the 

exclusion predicate modifies a nominal that counts as the external argument of the 

exclusion predicate. In these contexts, the object of the exclusion predicate could 

possibly be coindexed with the external argument of that predicate (e.g. x excludes 

x). but the sentence would be uninterpretable for semantic reasons. If the object is 

coindexed with the matrix subject. however, then. under the parallel conjunct 

analysis, pronoun-SELF should not be possible either, since pronoun-SELF in MS is 

supposed to be anti-subject oriented. Yet pronoun-SELF is well-formed. I contend (as 

a statement of fact) that pronoun-SELF is logophoric in every environment where it 

is not anti-subject oriented. But what mechanism renders pronoun-SELF logophoric 

in this context'? 

Suppose anaphors are treated as logophors wherever the normal prospects for 

antecedency are blocked or inconsistent in some way. The idea may be executed in 

the following fashion. 

(40) An anaphor a may be interpreted as logophoric unless 

a a has a potential antecedent X in syntax; and 

b there is no potential antecedent Y at the semantic level for a such that X 

is indistinct from Y.  

Suppose we take "potential antecedent" here to mean the minimal external argument 

of the domain. which in syntax is the first functional complex (e.g. ,  APs and VPs as 
well as exclusion predicate environments) containing the anaphor alpha and in 

semantics is the external coargument of alpha. The prediction is that an anaphor alpha 

is logophoric if either: 

(41)  a it is  has no external argument at any level (40a); or 

b it has an external argument at the semantic level distinct from the one it 

has in syntax (40b). 

To see how this works. consider how it would apply to pronoun-SELF in English. In 

a simple sentence like (42a). the first subject within the functional complex containing 

himself is Perry and in semantics the external coargument of himself is Perry so 
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himself has a "consistent potential antecedent" ,  that is, the potential antecedent in 

syntax is indistinct from the potential antecedent in semantics. 

(42) a Orin said Perry praised himself. 

b Carol appears to herself to be intelligent. 

c Carol considers herself to be intelligent. 

In the case of raising and ECM contexts, as in (42b) and (42c), the syntactic external 

argument Carol is not a semantic non-coargument of herself but since herself has no 

potential antecedent in semantics, the potential antecedent in semantics is indistinct 

from the one in syntax. Thus in all .three cases in (42),  the reflexive is not 

logophoric, therefore must receive an antecedent to be well-formed. 

By comparison, consider the exclusion context in (43). 

(43) Terance trusts no one other than himself. 

In (43) the potential antecedent in syntax is the modified head of the construction, no 

one. However the semantic antecedent, by hypothesis, is Terance which is distinct 

from no one, hence himself may be logophoric. Now consider the same context in 
MS, where either pronoun-SELF or SIG-SELF may be employed, as in (37), repeated 

below. 

(37) Disse fyrene her vii stole pa hvem som heIst bortsett fra *dem/dem 

selv/*segl seg selv. (N) 
'These here guys will trust anyone (whoever) apart from _ . '  

Once again the syntactic antecedent, hvem, i s  distinct from the semantic antecedent, 

disse jyrene her, with the result that both anaphors may be logophoric. Indeed 

pronoun-SELF is logophoric here and is thereby licensed. However SIG-SELF is 

inherently non-Iogophoric, so it is only acceptable if it finds an antecedent somewhere 

in the derivation. If it is coindexed with the syntactic antecedent (hvem), the sentence 

fails a semantic entailment - one cannot be a member of the set that excludes 

oneself. However if SIG-SELF is bound by its semantic level antecedent, then it can 

still act as an anaphor. If the semantic antecedent is not the antecedent of SIG-SELF, 

as is the case if SIG-SELF is not coindexed with disse jyrene her, then once again the 

sentence fails, since SIG-SELF inherently fails as a logophor (notice (40) is a 
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necessary. not a sufficient condition. for a relational anaphor to be a potential 
logophor). 

In the context of conjunctions. the results for the distributed reading are exactly 
as one would expect on the parallel with exclusion predicates. The fact that 
SIG-SELF is required under the distributed reading (see (19b» suggests subject 
orientation is relevant to excluding pronoun-SELF under the distributed reading (see 
6.2). The collective reading (see ( 1 9a» for which pronoun-SELF is (weakly) licensed 
is one where the conjunction is a functional complex and no conjunct acts as an 
external argument for any of the others. Thus pronoun-SELF has no antecedent in 

syntax or semantics. which predicts that it may be interpreted 10gophoricalJy. In 
English this is robustly true for the collective interpretation of (44).20 

(44) John talked about Lea and himlhimself (as a couple). 

Similarly, in picture nominals like that in (45). there is no antecedent at either level. 
Thus only a logophoric connection should be possible between antecedent and 
anaphor. Since SIG-SELF is inherently non-Iogophoric, it is correctly excluded in 
(45) while pronoun-SELF is correctly licensed.21 A very similar exclusion predicate 
example is provided for contrast in (46). where SIG·SELF is licensed in semantics 
and pronoun-SELF is Iicemied as a logophor. 

(45) Mary; fortalte mennene om noen bilder av henne/henne selv/*seg selv;. (N) 

'Mary told the men about some pictures of _. ' 
(46) Marie; vii ikke fonelle Peter om andre enn *henne/henne selv/seg selv;.(N) 

'Marie will not tell Peter about others than _ 

The leading ideas in I-V are now fleshed out in a system that has appealing 
independently motivated symmetries, notably the addition of semantic Principle A 

20 The fact that pronoun· SELF is at best margirull for many speakers in MS in these more local 

environments (see (I9a» is probably due to the fact that SIG·SElF and pronoun both crucially 

disambiguate interpretations. but in English only the pronoun does. This analysis is another depanure 

from Safir ( 1992). where conjunctions are treated as exclusion predicates. 

2 1 If syntactic A is formulated to allow Mary to count as the antecedent of the reflexive. which is not 

assumed here. then it is predicted that SIG·SELF would be l icensed in syntax by syntactic A. However 

it is not clear if permeability of DP to binding from outside is a possibility or not. Hestvik 

( 199 1  ;486488. ex. (72a.b» reports intuitions inconsistent with those in (45). and if his interpretation 

of these data is right. picture nominal contexts have the same status as the raising and ECM =. 
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paI3lIel to semantic Prim:ipfe D, and the complementarity between reflexives and 
proDOWIS in semamics and between reflexives an pI'ODOQm S}'DWt, except where the 
iDheR:m differeua:s between a:oaphors and pronouns iDlcrveoe. Logopboric behavior 

of anapbors is a su.bcase of this latter asymmetry. 22 The semantic level in question. 

the level at which predica1es in conjunction and exclusion contexts are reflexive, 

remains unexploml. as in R&R's theory, but the more nuanced account of contexts 

inducing logopboric behavior of aoaphors receives a systematic reckoning empirically 

superior to tbal of R&R. 

1'bI: system just described DOW accounts for almost all the cases raised as problematic 
for the R&:R approaclJ. but at least two sorts of empirical issues remain: the behavior 

of prommn-SELF in simiIari!y predicares and properties of (anti-)subject orientation. 

Both of these pbt:uoweua raise questions about the approach just proposed. though 
both phenome:Da are problematic for every other CUITeD1 approach as well. 

Let us return to the distinction between regular adjectival predicates, such as proud 
and similarity �, such as simikzr. For a regular predicate, the symactic 
potential antecectem of die object of die CODStnlCtioo is the same as the semantic one. 

For example in PIIrd.y loves SOIIfeOlU! proud of IUml*himself. the syntactic potential 

antecedent and Ibe semantic one are one and the same: s011Il!One. The reflexive is only 

22 Examples of Iogophoric retlctives other than diose fouad in pidure DOminalS or uninformative 

envimmm:ms (CODjuDailJllS aDd c::u:Iusion. similarity arul anuparative pmticales) arc both tbe minority 
ami. are DOtabIy Ic:ss acaptabIe. stylistically martcd or arcIraic-soumfing. In d= spirit of Pollard aDd 
Sag (1m; 273-Z79). I raiDtain tbat many examples of Iogopbom:ally bouml rdlcxives drawn from 

lliz:rary COJJlaIs bring dJe-t1*b's a11eIItioa la !he lauguage by CJYerIning !he limils of acceptability 

in tim spuIIm idiDm. 1TJI!se "n:siJIae� CIlViIvmD:uIs wbcn: IogopIroril: reflexives arc Iicemed are a real 
phl:mmJamn, c:cnainly. but em: with a diffi:talt. lUDIC nmgiual. ptagmalic staIUS than tile cases 
ltitlilMlal hcre. wbidt au: allDDSl always UUI:IIIIttoVc:nialIy lLI:CptabIe ami arc din:ctly � by 
1csiI:a1. !EIIIaIIIH: aIpIIZCIIl stru=Ie jWc:tacring with S]IIIIH. Howeve£. _ nsidm: Ca5e:s may be 
plausibly bamIIal in tilt Ii£c:tIsiIt& aa:QIIIIt offi:ral bc:t'e if some smt of stylistic � liI:c:tIsiDg is 
pc:tmiUaliu tis �i11 adItiIimrm ;mpIIDric Iitl::asiJlgby d=princip!es A aml logopOOri� lictDSiDg 

by (40). 
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grammatical if someone is its antecedent, not Purdy, and the reverse for the pronoun 

him. 

In fact, unless more is said, the adjective similar should receive the same analysis 

as proud and nothing should license even pronoun-SELF in similarity contexts in both 

English and MS. Given the consistent potential antecedent framework outlined in 

section 5 ,  a distinction between proud and similar must be made such that the object 

of similar (but not proud) does not have the same potential antecedent in semantics 

as it does in syntax. 

II would be tempting to state that the similarity predicates are all semantically 

irreflexive. in effect banning the coargument of the object of a similarity predicate 

from counting as a potential antecedent at the semantic level. If so. the semantic 

antecedent would be necessarily distinct from the syntactic antecedent (not, however. 

non-existent. or it would be indistinct). 

The latter line of argument might exploit the fact that (47a-c) all have an odd 

tautological or contradictory flavor. 

(47) a Sam is similar to himself. 

b Eunice is (un)like herself. 

c Daffy is different from himself". 

For predicates like unlike. (47b) has an idiomatic reading (not available for different 

from) which has the sense that Eunice is not acting the way she nonnally does, but 

aside from the idiomatic reading. the behavior of similarity predicates is consistent. 

In Safir (1992) I argued that similarity predicates. as opposed to. for example. 

emotive predicates (angry aI. proud of. etc.) .  imply non-coreference with the element 

they are in relation with. For this reason. the local subject or exterttal argument is 

disqualified. at least with respect to reflexives. as an antecedent. 

However the force of the irreflexivity intuition is that of conversational 

implicature. defeasible in specific contexts where apparently tautological or 

contradictory statements may be taken literally in an informative way. In most 

conversational contexts. "x is identical to x" would be taken to be a tautology or else. 

if negated, a contradiction. Arguably, neither a tautology nor a contradiction is 

normally informative. However, a statement such as Every number is identical to 

itself may be informative if one were proposing how a particular mathematical system 

might be axiomatized. 

Thus it cannot be said that similarity predicates are semantically irreflexive. 

though they may typically be pragmatically so. Semantic principle A, if it is to apply 
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to the object of a similarity predicate in a way that will render pronoun-SELF an 

anaphor, must, however, treat similarity predicates as "plausibly irreflexive" at the 

semantic level, hence rendering a logophoric interpretation possible for 

pronoun-SELF in English and MS. Of course in MS, SIG-SELF is intrinsically 

precluded from being a logophor, so it will always be excluded in similarity 

predicates (unless, of course, SIG-SELF is coreferent with the head of the similarity 

phrase in a potentially infonnative context, such as the mathematical one). 

As diSCUSSed in Safir (1992), the class of predicates which are susceptible to this 

treatment is highly proscribed and requires no real world infonnation to be 

identifiable - all the predicates in question are those that have no specific thematic 

content (e.g. ,  agent-patient, or experiencer-goal asymmetries in the argument roles) 

and involve identity relations such that coreference induces an uninfonnative 

interpretation within the bounds of conversational implicature. 23 

Notice this account correctly predicts that pronouns will not be ruled out by 

Principle B with respect to the matrix antecedent in examples like (34a) and (35b). 

This is the case because pronouns violate syntactic principle B in similarity contexts 

if the pronoun is coindexed with its similarity phrase coargument. which is external. 

It remains unclear exactly what the relations are between irreflexivity induced by 

semantic conterit and conversational implicature, on the one hand, and irreflexivity 

at the semantic level, on the other. Yet this approach appears to be an improvement 

over the only other discussion of these logophoric effects for similarity predicates, 

that of Safir (1992), in that the pragmatic effect is not directly intervening in syntax. 

6.2 (Anti-)subject orientation 

In the account so far I have made no commitment about (anti-)subjecl orientation 

except to the generalization that pronoun-SELF is logophoric when it is not 

anti-subject oriented. The leading hypothesis concerning the aetiology of subject 

orientation is that anaphors and perhaps pronouns move in LF to positions where the 

only structural local antecedent available is the subject of the sentence. A variety of 

proposals along these lines have been made, most notably Pica (1987), Chomsky 

( 1986a), Battistella ( 1989), Cole et at. ( 1 990) and most peninently here, Hestvik 

(1992), which concerns anti-subject orientation in MS as well as subject orientation. 

23 The theory presented here differs, however. from the one presented in Safir ( 1 992) because 

exclusion predicates are treated here according to the parallel conjunct analysis proposed by R&R 

( 1 991). and nol as phrases wilh uninformative interpretations. 
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These proposals require an idemification of the semantic level refem:d to 
throughout this paper with the formal syntactic level of LF. As memiooed eartie£, 
SIG simpliciter is ungrammatical in every- similarity predicate and exclusion pn:dicaJe 
environment. This would not be surprising if these enviromnenlS were symaaiI: 
islands, as they are in English. 

(48) a ?*Wbich football player did Pete meet someone similar to? 
b ·Which movie star would Margo go out with anyone like? 
c *Which politician might Horst trust someone other than? 

The failure of SIG then could be attributed to the failure of c:xttaaion ami, if SIG of 
SIG-SELF must be extraaed. then SlG-SELF will be excluded in all of these 
environments for the same reason. Puadoxically, however, extraction from exclusion 
predicates at the sel1lllIllil: level must be aDowed if exclusiao pn:dii:alcs an: to permit 
SIG-SELF where the anteN>dent is a semantic coargumeol (e.g., 3Sc.d) aDd not in 
other contexts. 24 

Alternatively, one could set aside the general exclusion of SlG and argue, akmg 
the lines of Hestvik, that (anti-)subject orientabon arises from LF mov&:mall of 
pronouns and SIG to positions where their only potential local an1cCedcDbi are 
SUbjects. Under this approach. it is necessary to take seriously tID: sem:mric 
representations like (33) and treat them as LF-syntadic ones, where movemem then 
takes place within one of the parallel coojuncts. Issues concemiDg the syntactic 
representation of moditkadon relations then arise more saliently (e.g. it is m:a:ssary 
to explain why no poliliciJm otMr tkim himself implies that tbe auaph.oric antecedeIJt 
is also a politician). Moreover, some caJcnlatiou is dren still ru:cessuy to detamine 
when pronoUn-SELF can be Iogophmic. and then it stiU must be explained why it 
loses anti-subject orientation.25 

24 Another reason 10 doubt the IDD1/e1III:IIt aa:ouut of .rig is pointed out by a MViewcr. who nnu:s that 

Dutch zich can be the objed of a piOIIDUIr _ though pn:positionstranding at the n:leYam sort is IlIlt 
allowed generally.  

25 Pronoun-SELF. where logopbaric. is not requiIed 10 ba!re a subja:t alltftT � "I c:iIbcr. ali is (i)_ 
(i) ?Sofie forsikrede Fa; at � ikke ville fonzIk: � eud bam sdv; om probIemeIue pi 

universilelel. (D) 
Sofie forsikrel Per; at I\fade tie ville fmtIlIle amhI= em bam sdvj am pmbb:mr:ue pi 
universi[etel. (N.) 
Sofie assured Pel" dDt Marie IIUt woaJcl tdl odJer dIa!r IIimsclf aboul � at 
university-the 
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More specific to the minimalist framework of Chomsky (1993, 1 995). it is also 
necessary to show that the agreement related to subjects is the natural target of 

movement to satisfy anaphora constraints. If there is an AGR-O node in a language, 
there is nothing fully natural about the apparent reliance on subject antecedency. and 
this is more acute in the standard MS lan�'U8ges, which lack overt agreement 

altogether (cf. Holmberg and Platzack (1995), for a recent account) but permit overt 
pronominal object-shift (e. g. , Holmberg ( 1986». Moreover, given the atomization 
and extension of functional projectiuns within clausal structure, a variety of landing 
sites with different consequences for antecedency must be explored, especially as the 
range of possible functional projections assumed is not currently standardized. 

While I do not consider such impediments for the SIG-movement approach 

insurmountable, I do consider them beyond the scope of this paper, and so I will set 
all issues involving (anti-)subject orientation aside.26 However the issue of whether 

the semantic level where the parallel conjunct analysis holds is in fact a level of LF 

may largely be decided on this question. The issue is far from trivial, because if the 
semantic level is LF, then there is no natural candidate for the so-called syntactic 
level without reproducing the S-structure level that minimalist theory has discarded. 
If the syntactic level is LF. however, as I assume for concreteness here, then the 

semantic level In question is some post-LF representation where exclusion predicates 
are interpreted (see also Culicover and lackendoff (1995) where similar issues are 
raised). 

7 Unification 

The central line of argument has been to establish a symmetric theory of the 
principles regulating anaphora, such that syntactic and semantic principles regulate 
both pronouns and anaphors. The symmetry extends to the domains of the two 
syntactic principles and the domains of the two semantic principles, returning, in 
doubled form. to earlier notions of AlB symmetry (Le. , the conflation of A and B 

domains in Chomsky (1991) . However there is a major asymmetry in the way these 

principles treat anaphors as opposed to pronouns. Only anaphors require antecedents 

26 I have not lied 
,
my account of !he Jogophoricity for pronoun-SELF in MS to its anti-subject 

orientation, since in English, as in Dutch, pronoun-SELF is not anti-subject oriented and yet behaves 

10gophorica1Jy. Recall that !he lack of anti-subject orientation for MS pronoun-SELF is used merely 

in a diagnostic way that allows us to see distinctions not as easily seen, if seen at all. in Dutch and 

English. 
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and hence must be licensed at some point in the derivation, either as anaphors or as 

logophors, depending on what sorts of potential antecedents the anaphor in question 

has contextually, or what sort of antecedent that anaphor may have intrinsically. By 

contrast, pronouns must avoid prohibitions at any point in the derivation. 

One reason scientists pursue symmetry is that truly symmetric principles often 

tum out to be matching halves of the same bean. Suppose, for example, that semantic 

principles A and B are minimal revisions of (2a,b). except that both now hold at the 

semantic level. 

(49) a Semantic A: a reflexive-marked predicate is reflexive. 

b Semantic B: a reflexive predicate is reflexive-marked. 

Notice that the conditions that determine when anaphors are potential logophors in 

(40) do not refer directly to the Principles A. If semantic Principle A. like syntactic 

A. functions as a licensor of anaphors and reflexive interpretations, with the residue 

either logophoric or excluded, then it becomes possible to unify (49a,b) as in (50). 

which applies. of course. at the relevant semantic level. 

(50) Reflexive interpretation 
A predicate is reflexive if and only if it is reflexive-marked 

Reflexive Interpretation formulated this way both licenses SELF-forms that contribute 

to reflexive marking, while excluding interpretations with Which it is not compatible. 

I assume here that reflexive marking is optionally checked off or cancelled by binding 

under syntactic A, hence John hates himself could be licensed by syntactic A but 

ruled out by (50), since at the semantic level. John hates himself is no longer 

reflexive marked. For such sentences to be acceptable. the SELF-from must be 

licensed by semantic A only, which is possible since syntactic A only applies 

optionally to license SELF-forms where it can. In this way. ECM cases such as John 

considers himself to be smart are possible because application of syntactic A in these 

cases removes the reflexive marking that would otherwise render himself to be smart 

deviant by (50). In general the rule of reflexive interpretation excludes predicates that 

have no reflexive reading because they only involve one argument. e .g . •  *There exists 
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himself or Himself died. In such cases. unless reflexive marking is erased by syntactic 

Principle A. (as it can be in ECM contexts). the result is starred.27 

In effect. syntactic A licenses SELF-fonns as bound elements rather than as 

reflexive predicate fonners. While syntactic B pennits SIG. which participates in 

bound interpretations and is not reflexive. syntactic A gracefully licenses the overlap 
in distribution between SIG and SIG-SELF in certain environments (e.g . •  see Hellan 

( 1988: 122- 126». Though the right theory of SIG remains an open question at this 

point. questions about its distribution are now sharpened. 

Thus in the end. the addition of semantic A merely reveals the true nature of 

semantic B - they are the same principle. 
II is important to understand that the account of reflexive interpretation in (50) 

implies that bound readings and reflexive ones never overlap - they are in 

complementary distribution. This proposal is at odds with unstated assumptions of the 

reflexivity theory (where both syntactic and semantic conditions refer to reflexivity). 

but some interesting evidence suggests it may be correct. Consider (5 1 ) .  

(5 1 )  a Everyone hates Max. 

b John hates him. Bill hates him . . .  

c Even Max hates him. 

d HEven Max hates himself. 

This sort of paradigm. brought to my attention by Arild Hestvik (personal 

communication). is used to illustrate the difference between accidental readings. 

readings where the subject and object bear different indices, but are nonetheless 

interpreted as having the same referent. This is possible for the pronoun in (SiC). 
since it may draw its referent from discourse rather than binding. while (S id) is only 

interpreted as a reflexive predicate. The latter interpretation arises because reflexive 

interpretation does not pennit (Sid) to be interpreted by binding if subject and object 

are coindexed (by (50) the predicate is reflexive, hence must be reflexive marked) . 

27 RecaJl thal cases like ·Hims�lf hit him are ruled OUI by syntactic B. but Himself hit himself is not 

so eliminated. This may be due to the incompatibility of syntaclic anaphors with Nominative (see fn. 

14) or it may be due to the redundancy of reflexive marking. though the marker on the object may be 

erased by application of Principle A in syntax. 
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However (SO) predicts the striking contrast between (S2d) and (S id). 

(S2) a Everyone expects 0.1. to be acquitted. 

b Ann expects him to be acquitted. Moe expects him to be acquitted . . .  
c Even 0.1. expects him to be acquitted. 

d Even OJ. expects himself to be acquitted. 

The reason the strict interpretation is possible in (S2d) is that even 0.1. binds the 

SELF- form in syntax. so the SELF-form does not participate in a reflexive 

interpretation even though it is bound. Hence the contrast with (SId). Evidence such 

as this demonstrates the difference between reflexivity. on the one hand. and binding 

(or accidental coreference in the case of (S1c) and (S2c». on the other. Both of the 

latter may be the source of strict readings under the right conditions. More 

specifically. it demonstrates that syntactic Principle A is not truly about .. reflexivity" • 
contra R&R. 28 

Turning now to the syntactic level. it is also possible to unify syntactic A and B 

under a single principle restricting locally bound interpretations. as in (S3). 

(53) Locally bound interpretation (applies in syntax) 
An element x bound within the maximal projection dominating the minimal 

functional complex containing x is not a pronoun29 

The checking off or licensing of anaphoric status is a concommittant effect of (S3) for 

those elements that are bound without violating (S3) (or Principle C. in the case of 

names). In this way. (S4) can be excluded because herself is not identified by (53) (it 

28 Funher interesting issues, apparently not problematic ones, arise for the strict and sloppy readings 

available for comparative VP elision in 0). 
(0 John hates himself more than Bill does. 

The sloppy reading presumably reproduces the interpreted reflexive relation in the elided ponion. but 

the strict reading can only be derived from a representation of the oven ponion that precedes reflexive 

interpretation. 

29 In Safir ( 1 996), I argued that Principle A applies only to relational anaphors and not to SIG-forms. 

In the context of this paper, however, this means that Reflexive Interpretation and (53) do not apply 

to trace or PRO, a position I will not defend here. However it is plausible to assume that PRO is a 

pronoun and that the head of the clause that assigns it Null Case is dependent. as in Borer ( 1989). 

perhaps even a relational anapbor. It is also plausible that NP-trace falls under Chomsky's ( 1995) 

Minimal Link of Chain. and not (53). which, unlike MLC. specifically restricts pronounhood. 
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is DOt locally bound. bence identified as oon-pronominall{-R]) nor by (50) (it is not 

in a ICfkxive relation expn:sscd by reflexive marlciDg) and it is not licensed to be 

logopboric. since it bas a consistent poflmtial al11eCedent (namely. Bill. by the the 

condition on logophors in (40». 

(54) *Carol considers Bill to be angry at ber.;elf 

nus n:su1t is a natmaJ one from the perspective of the liceDsing-ftItering mechanism 

proposed for anapbors in section 5 wbieb derives 1he obligatoriness of antecedenthood 

for maphors (as part of Full btteqm:tation or any other general coherence condition) 

witboDt taliDg syutactic and semantic priDciples A. 
1lms by djctir,gnisbing iqnese.aations al two levels. sytaax and semantics. by 

baJanc::q 1he requhemeurs of A 8Dd B at boIh Ievds. aDd by factoring out the 

........ ckrq asyiiii1ldly indoccd by the Deeds of aoap1Kxs. a symmetric theory of 

maphora is � to be feasible. The symmctty of wb&t remains then pennits 

smprisjng nrrifir:arinQs. dKmgb a variety of jUlmging qucsbcms remain open. 
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Pronouns and Perspectives 

Christopher Tancredi 

1 Introduction· 

Pronouns present some of the most challenging of problems to theories of syntax and 
semantics. Our present understanding of pronouns recognizes at least two distinct ways 
in which they can be interpreted: as bound variables or as simple referring expressions 
(cf. Sag 1 976a. 1 976b. Williams 1 977). However. it is generally conceded that there 
are restrictions on pronominal interpretation which cannot be derived from their 
semantics alone. Thus. conventional accounts of Binding Theory (Chomsky 1 98 1 ;  
Fiengo & May 1994: Higginbotham 1 983: Lasnik 1 98 1 ;  Reinhart 1983) analyze the 
distinction between the following two sentences as deriving from syntactic restrictions 
on the binding of pronouns. 

( I )  a John thinks Mary admires him. 
b John admires him. 

While a bound interpretation of him can be generated semantically in both examples. the 
syntactic binding necessary for producing this interpretation is taken to be possible only 
in ( I a). and not in ( l b). This view of pronominal interpretation has gained wide 
acceptability. In this paper. I will challenge this conventional wisdom by examining in 
closer detail the interpretational difference between the two sentences in ( 1 ). I argue that 

This paper has benefiled from discussions wilh many people as well as from commenlS on earlier 

drafls. I wish 10 Ihank in particular Jun Abe. Yoshio Endo. Makoto Kanazawa. Noriko Kawasaki. 

Pierre Pica. RUlh Reeves. Mamoru Saito. Akira Walanabe. Miyuki Yamashina and two anonymous 

reviewers for their helpful comments. I also wish to thank the audiences at the several places at which 

parts of Ihis paper were presenled. in particular the conference on Atomism and Binding. the 1996 

annual meeting of the English Society of Japan. the Sophia University Semantics Workshop. and 

Nanzan University for helpful comments. Remaining errors are my own. 
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at least one of the interpretational differences found does not follow from the 

bound/referential distinction, as it is often mistakenly assumed to. 

That conventional analyses are incomplete can be seen from the fact that they 

provide no clear connection between treatment of a pronoun as a bound variable and 

construal of that pronoun. The pronoun in ( I  a) straightforwardly allows for what I 

refer to as a self-oriented interpretation, while the pronoun in ( 1  b) does not. I 

However, there is nothing inherent in the interpretation of an expression as a bound 

variable that leads one to predict this distinction, and one needn't look far to find 

examples of sentences in which such a correlation fails to obtain. Three examples in 

particular come to mind: bound pronouns in Castaneda sentences (2a) (cf. 

Higginbotham 1992). explicit use of variables in a mathematical register (2b), and 

unbound pronouns given a self-oriented interpretation in Represented Speech and 

Thought (RST) (2c) (cf. Banfield 1978, 1982). 

(2) a Every unfortunate war hero thinks he was brave. 

b John is an x such that x thinks Mary admires x. 

c (John frowned.) Now he would be all alone again. 

(2a) allows for the pronoun he to be bound by the quantified expression every 

unfortunate war hero even if each war hero in question is an amnesiac whose sole 

attribution of bravery is to a character he has read about and who, unbeknownst to him, 

I take self-orientation to consist in reference to an individual X (conceived of as) made by X via a 

mental representation of X to which X's own thoughts are attributed. Self-oriented reference can be 

either direct, as when a speaker employs the pronoun I. or attributed. as in certair, cases in which a 

speaker employs the pronoun he. In all cases. what makes self-oriented reference possible is the ability 

of II person to directly access his own thoughts. A pronoun referring to an individual as the person 

having thought T will refer self-orientedly just in case the reference is grounded from the perspective of 

the person (represented as) having T. What makes such reference self-oriented is the relation that holds 

between a person and his thoughts. Unlike identification of an individual as oneself via means used to 

distinguish other people £rom one another (e.g. visual resemblance. vocal quality and other sensory 

based impressions) identifying an individual as the one having one's own thoughts is a type of 

identification immune to error through misidentification (cf. Evans ( 1982). especially chapter 7). 

Having II thought leaves no room for wo�dering whether that (token) thought is one's own or someone 

else·s. and so referring to the person having that thought similarly leaves no room for wondering 

whether that person is oneself or someone else. The notion of self·orientation is a notoriously difficult 

one to define. though I hope the rough ideas sketched in Ihis footnote logether with the illustrations in 

Ihe text will make it possible for the reader to isolate the intended notion. 
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is. that war hero himself. Since he on this interpretation does not refer by way of a 

thought. it is not self-oriented. though it clearly is bound. Similarly. (2b) can be true in 

a situation in which John fails to realize that it is himself that he thinks Mary admires. 

On such an interpretation. no occurrence of x will refer via a thought. and hence none 

will be self-oriented. though again the final occurrence of x has to be viewed as a 

bound variable. If a self-oriented interpretation were a consequence of binding a 

pronoun as a semantic variable. then in both of these examples a self-oriented 

interpretation would be expected to be obligatory. contrary to fact. Finally. in (2c) the 

pronoun can be given a self-oriented interpretation despite the fact that there is no 

potential binder for it. The sentence in this case is typically taken to represent the 

content of a thought attributed to John. making it possible for the pronoun to refer to 

John as the person having that thought. yielding self-orientation. These facts illustrate 

that binding in the sense needed to generate a bound variable interpretation of a pronoun 

is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for generating a self-oriented 

interpretation. Even if there are good reasons to assume that the binding relation is 

restricted by the standard Binding Constraints. these data show that those constraints 

cannot be taken to tell the whole story of how interpretation of pronouns is constrained. 

The inability of standard Binding Theory to account for the distinction in self

orientation witnessed in ( I )  makes it necessary to supply an independent account of 

how self-orientation comes about. While one could stipulate Self-Orientation 

Conditions which prohibit self-oriented interpretations of pronouns with local 

antecedents. parallel to standard Binding Conditions B and C. this would be an 

unilluminating technical solution to a conceptually highly complex problem, inheriting 

all of the conceptual shortcomings of standard Binding Theory. In particular. it would 

rest on an unreducible stipulation of binding/self -orientation domains and their relation 

to observed interpretational restrictions. The analysis I propose in this paper is intended 

to overcome these conceptual shortcomings. It is shaped by a guiding view of grammar 

as consisting of fundamental mechanisms which operate uniformly without negative 

constraints. I take this view to be the central guiding principle behind the Minimalist 

Program of Chomsky ( 1995). though the analysis pursued here is not tied to that or any 

other particular framework of grammar. To account for the contrast in ( I ), I show that a 

self-oriented interpretation can derive from the normal functioning of semantic 

mechanisms of inlerpretation applied to pronouns whose lexical content includes a 

thought. In ( l a). these mechanisms will. given the right lexical choice of pronoun, 

automatically result in the possibility of a self-oriented interpretation for the pronoun. 

The same mechanisms applied to ( lb). in contrast, will fail to generate a self-oriented 
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interpretation. While the focus of this paper is limited to the question of how to generate 

and restrict self-orientation. the view of pronominal interpretation which underlies the 

analysis suggests a different approach to a much wider class of what have heretofore 

been lumped together under the heading of Binding phenomena. one in which no 

negative constraints need be stated at all. syntactic or otherwise. 

2 Self-orientation 

The idea I will pursue here is a familiar one. that self-orientation for third person 

pronouns is related to self-orientation obtained with first person pronouns (cf. Evans 

1982; Kaplan 1 977, 1979; Perry 1 979; Richard 1983), an idea suggested recently by 

Abe ( 1 992) and whose origins can be traced back at least to Castaneda (1966. 1 967a, 

1967b. 1 968). I will proceed by examining Kaplan's ( 1977) analysis of first person 

reference. I will argue that this analysis. while capable of generating a self-oriented 

interpretation for first person pronouns, cannot be extended to generate a self-oriented 

interpretation for third person pronouns. To overcome this problem, I supplement 

Kaplan's  analysis with an independent pragmatic analysis of reference grounding 

responsible for generating de relde dicta interpretations. and employ this pragmatic 

analysis as an additional way to generate self-oriented interpretations for pronouns. 

2 . 1  Kaplan (1977) as an analysis of self-orientation2 

Kaplan ( 1 977) analyzes first person pronouns as indexical expressions. and proposes 

that the interpretation of indexical expressions be determined by parameters of what he 

terms a Context. A first person pronoun's reference is semantically determined via the 

Agent parameter of the Context in which it occurs.3 Assuming that no non-pronominal 

expression refers by its semantics via the Agent parameter of a Context. this analysis 

could potentially form the basis for explaining the contrast in self-orientation of the 

2 The need to consider the hypothesis that Kaplan's semantics delivers self-orientation without 

further complication was impressed upon me by Scott Soame� (personal communication). For details 

of Ihe analysis of first person pronouns and its motivation. the reader is referred to Kaplan ( 1 977). 

especially sl!ction XVII. 

3 I lake the Agent par.meler of a Conlext 10 identify Ihe individual whose thought is expressed by 

the expression produced. typically in speaking or writing. This notion of Agent differs from that used 

by Kaplan in that it refers 10 thoughts. This difference plays a role in the analysis of self-oriented 

rderence developed below. though it does not affect the arguments of the current section. 
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subject expressions in the examples in (3) (modeled after similar examples in Perry 

1979) by equating self-orientation with semantically determined reference via the Agent 

parameter of a Context. an analysis Kaplan endorses.4 

(3) a I am in pain. 

b He is in pain. 

c Chris Tancredi is in pain. 

d That person (pointing to myself in a mirror) is in pain. 

e The person writing Pronouns and Perspectives on August 26. 

1 995 is in pain. 

Amongst these five examples. only (3a) can directly represent a self-oriented thought. 

This is so even if all the subject expressions are taken to refer to the person denoted by 

the Agent of the Context (e.g. the speaker. if the sentences are spoken) (cf. Perry 

1979). Equating (a pre-theoretical notion of) self-orientation with reference semantically J 
determined via the Agent parameter of a Context would directly explain these facts. 

since among the five subject expressions only the first person pronoun refers to the 

Agent by its semantics. 

If one looks no further than first person pronouns. the above analysis cannot easily 

be faulted. However. third person pronouns exhibit a contrast with non-pronominal 

expressions and with first person pronouns that is parallel to the contrast illustrated in 

(3) and which cannot be readily explained by Kaplan's analysis. This can be seen most 

clearly with pronouns occurring in Represented Speech and Thought (RST) 

environments. Employing this narrative style. we can reconstruct a paradigm parallel to 

4 That the distinction between I in (3a) and the subjcct c:xpu:ssions in (3b-e) is a distinction in self-
orientation is not immediately obvious. especially given the characterization of self-orientation given 

in footnote I .  since here there is  no overt attribution of a thought to an individual. Identifying the 
distinction as one of self-orientation can he justified. however. when one takes into consideration the 
fact that utterances typically involve giving expression to a thought. This makes it possible for I to 
refer 10 the speaker from the speaker's perspective by way of the thought that the speaker gives 
expression to with his utterance. Since Kaplan makes no use of thoughts in charolcterizing the 

intuitively felt distinction between (3a) and (3b-e), in saying that Kaplan equates self-orientation with 
reference semantically determined via the Agent parameter of a Context. the notion of self-orientation is 
being given a pre-theoretical interpretation. 
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that given in (3) above with the roles of first and third person pronouns interchanged as 

follows.s 

(4) a Now he would be all alone. (frowned Chris). 

b Now I would be all alone. (frowned Chris). 

c Now Chris would be all alone, (frowned Chris). 

d Now that guy would be all alone, (frowned Chris). 

I! Now the person writing Pronouns and Perspectives on. 

August 26, 1 995 would be all alone, (frowned Chris). 

We see in these examples a difference in self-orientation parallel to that seen earlier in 

(3) -- only (4a) can directly represent a self-oriented thought of Chris's. Thus in RST 

environments, third person pronouns contrast with first person pronouns, names, 

definite descriptions and demonstratives in just the way that first person pronouns 

contrast with third person pronouns and the others in discourse environments. 

In order to maintain that self-oriented reference consists in reference semantically 

determined via the Agent parameter of a Context. we would have to maintain first that 

RST occurs in a Context which has an Agent parameter specification. and second that 

third person pronouns can be semantically determined to refer via this Agent parameter. 

If we adopted these assumptions. however. then we would have no basis for 

determining when to employ a first person pronoun and when to use a third person 

pronoun. To see why, consider the pronouns in the following sentences. 

(5) a i.  (AI )  I am in pain. 

ii. (AI )  He is in pain. 

b i .  (AI ) Now he was in pain. «A2) winced John. >. 

ii. ( A I )  Now I was in pain, «A2) winced Johnl).6 

By hypothesis. both 1 in (Sa-i) and he in (5b-i) refer by their semantics via the Agent 

parameter specifications of their respective Contexts (represented in both cases as A I ). 

5 The demonstrative pronoun in (4d) cannot be used deictically. selling (4d) apart from its 

counterpan in (3d). 

6 Below I assume that there is no independent Agent specification for an RST clause. making the 

representations in (Sb) impossible. I employ these representations here since they are the only 

representations which could in principle make it possible to reduce self·orientation to reference via the 

Agent parameter. 
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the former to the speaker and the latter to John. However, changing the pronouns 

changes the interpretations of the sentences. In (Sa-ii), he does not automatically refer 

to the speaker, nor does the pronoun I in (5b-ii) automatically refer to John. If we 

choose to extend Kaplan's analysis to account for self-orientation of third person 

pronouns as well as first person pronouns, then some means will have to be devised 

for differentiating between the referents of first and third person pronouns in these 

examples. 

The obvious place to look for a solution to this problem is to the person features of 

the pronouns. Two possibilities can be considered for the role that these features play in 

determining the referent of a self-orientedly interpreted pronoun. First, they can be 

taken as restrictions on the Agent parameter via which they refer, Agents cOming in at 

least two flavors: first person and third person. Alternatively. they can be taken to 

restrict the relation between the Agent specification by which reference is determined 

and some higher Agent specification. Neither analysis, however, is viable. 

Consider the first possibility first. In (Sa) above, AI could be said to be controlled 

by the speaker (if the sentence is uttered), while in (5b) it is controlled by the third 
person NP John. The choice of pronoun for these two examples could be made by 

assuming that the pronoun must be identical in person features to the Agent it refers by 

way of, with number features on Agents restricting their possible controllers. There are 

two problems with this explanation, however. The first is that it leads to the prediction 

that pronouns in direct speech environments such as (6) should pattern with those in 

RST environments, a prediction not borne out. 

(6) a (AI) John2 said (A2) "/ am in pain". 

b (AI) John2 said (A2) "He is in pain". 

In (6), the embedded Agent parameter A2 is controlled by the matrix subject John. and 

thus under the hypothesis being considered should bear third person features. 

Reference via this Agent specification by a pronoun yielding self-orientation should 

thus only be possible if the pronoun is a third person pronoun. not a first person 

pronoun. which is patently not the case. The second problem is that the analysis 

amounts to no more than a stipulation of the facts. Comparing the examples in (Sa) with 

those in (5b) minus the clause in parentheses. the explanation under consideration 

amounts to the claim that the Agents in the former examples are obligatorily first person 
while those in the latter are obligatorily third person. This leaves open the question of 

what could impose these restrictions. and here there are no obvious answers. 
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The second possible analysis considered, that of taking number features on 

pronouns to impose a restriction on the relation between the Agent specification via 

which reference is determined and a higher Agent specification, fares no beuer, and for 

the same two reasons. The examples in  (5) could all be handled by taking third person 

self-or ientedly interpreted pronouns to require the presence of a higher Agent 

speci fication distinct from that by which the pronoun refers. First person pronouns 

under such an explanation would be the elsewhere case. Alternatively, these examples 

could be accounted for by taking first person pronouns to refer via the Agent 

specification of an unembedded Context, with non-first person pronouns being the 

elsewhere case. Either analysis of the facts in (5), however, leads once again to the 

prediction that self-oriented reference to John in (6) should have to be secured by a 

third pcrson pronoun, contrary to fact, and furthermore fai ls to account for the 

requirement of employing a third person pronoun to obtain self-orientation in RST 

environmenL� which are not embedded. 

The problem of pronoun choice can of course easily be handled by distinguishing 

first and third person pronouns as Kaplan does, i.e. by only allowing first person 

pronouns to refer by their semantics via the Agent parameter of a Context. In (5a), only 

the pronoun I in (i), and not the pronoun He in (ii), will have an interpretation in which 

it is semantically determined - in the absence of a particular occasion of use - to refer via 

the Agent parameter of the Context. T he representation of (5b) will  have to be changed 

by eliminating AI from the representation, a natural change since the initial clause does 

not represent the content of an utterance of John's. Making this change results in I 

having to refer by way of A2• i.e. to the narrator in its most natural context of use, and 

eliminates the possibi lity of I referring to John. Finally. we can account for the facts in  

(6 )  by taking introduction of A2  to  result in a change of  Context and hence a 

replacement of AI.  The referent of I in (6a) wil l  then have to be secured via A2, 

resulting in I referring to John as desired. If we adopt this analysis, however . we are 

forced to abandon the hypothesis that self-orientation reduces entirely to semantically 

determined reference via the Agent parameter of a Context. since both first and third 

person pronouns are equally capable of being given a self-oriented interpretation. This 

leaves us then in need of an explanation for how self-orientation comes about. 

2 . 2  Refining and supplementing Kaplan's analysis 

While Kaplan stipulates a connection between first person reference and self

orientation. he does not specify in what this connection consists. I take it to derive from 
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differences in one's cognitive representation of oneself and one's representation of 

others. I analyze self-oriented reference as dependent upon a prior notion of self

representation, taken to be the representation of an individual as having a token thought 

which is directly accessible to the representing individual. Since the only token 

thoughts that a person has direct access to are his own, and since the relation of a 

person to his thoughts is one which is identification free (in the sense of Evans ( 1982», 

representing an individual as having a token thought accessible to the representer 

amounts to representing oneself in a manner immune to error through misidentification, 

a manner in principle unavailable for representing other individuals. Self-oriented 

reference to oneself then consists in reference to an individual as self-represented. Self

oriented reference to another consists in representing the other as an individual having 

his own self-representation and referring to that represented individual via that self

representation.7 

Technically, I distinguish two ways that self-oriented reference can be secured. The 

first is to employ an expression whose interpretation guarantees its represented referent 

to be a self-representation. This I take to be a property of first person reference; ' 

deriving from the Agent parameter which identifies an individual as the one whose 

thought is being expressed. This is a basic case of self-oriented reference in that it only 

involves reference of an individual to himself. The second means of securing self

oriented reference is to refer to an individual via a thought of that individual, using the 

perspective of that individual to secure the reference. This means is the only one that 

can be employed with (second and) t hird person pronouns, though I take it to be 

available for first person pronouns as well. It is a non-basic case of self-oriented 

reference in that it involves representing an individual as having a self-representation 

and employing the perspective of the represented individual as referring self-orientedly 

to himself in addition to employing one's own perspective in identifying who that 

individual is. Kaplan's analysis of first-person reference covers the first case of sclf

oriented reference. but as we have already seen it fails to cover the second. 

To develop the necessary mechanisms for securing self-oriented reference in the 

second way, it is necessary to first make explicit several assumptions about the 

7 In taking self-orientation to be dependent not on reference to real world objects but to mental 

representations thereof. I am deparling strongly from the Fregean and Russellian traditions. 

Identification of the real world spatio-temporal individual having one's own thoughts is not immune tn 

error through misidentification in the way that idenlifying the represented individual to whom one's 

own thoughts arc attributed is. and so appeal to thoughts would do nothing to help clarify the nature of 
self-orienlalion if reference were taken to be to real world objects. 
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reference relation. The central assumption implicit in the informal comments given 

above is that reference consists in associating an extra-linguistic cognitive 

representation of an individual with the linguistic faculty-internal semantic value of a 

referential expression.S Within compositional semantics, I take referential expressions 

to be interpreted either as individual constants (as with names) or as individual variables 

(as with pronouns and descriptions).9 and I take these constants and variables to be 

entities of a different kind from the (extra-linguistically) represented individuals they are 

ultimately associated with. Connection of the abstract individual constants and variables 

of semantics with represented individuals (real or hypothetical) I take to be 

accomplished at the interface between compositional semantics and reasoning. 10 I refer 

to the mapping from the former to the latter as a process of grounding reference. Since 

different individuals have different representations of individuals. the result of reference 

grounding is of necessity relative to the perspective of the person grounding the 

reference. This relativity to perspective I take to provide the basis for distinguishing de 

re and de dicto interpretations. and is inherent in all forms of reference. 

Self-oriented reference differs from other forms of referenr.e in involving an 

association between a represented individual and an occurrent token thought T of the 

representing individual's. The association can be direct as in the simplest cases of 

8 Thus reference as the term is used here is all in the head. Connection to real world individuals 

comes from the input systems (in the sense of Fodor ( 1983» which play a role in forming cognitive 

representations from sense dala. 
9 I take semantic individual constant denoting terms to be rigid designators in the sense of Kripke 

( 1 980). Individual variable denoting terms are capable in principle of being interpreted non-rigidly. This 

d isti netion is independent of the process of connecting abstract semantic terms with represented 

individuals. 

10 The null hypothesis, assumed here. is that this interface level is the level of LF posited within the 

E�tended Standard Theory of syntax. The relation of grounding a reference is similar to Fiengo & 

May's ( 1997) notion of an Assignment. though it differs in one important respect. Assignments are for 

Fiengo and May the type of things that can be belieVed. Reference grounding. on the other hand. is not. 

�ince one of the terms. the LF expression. is embedded in the linguistic faculty. which I take to be 

inaccessible to the rea�oning faculty and hence not a possible component of belief. A man in the street 

no more believes that a name as represented at LF is mapped onto II particular non-linguistic mental 

representation of an individual than he believes that a particular trace is governed. A second potential 

difference lies in the value associated with II particular name. I am explicitly assuming this value 10 be 

a (perhaps mentally represented) mental representation of an individual. and not a real world individual. 

Fiengo & May do not make clear whether they take values to be representations of individuals or real 

world individuals. 
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reference to oneself. or attributed as in aU cases of self-oriented reference to another. 
Mere reference to the individual represented as having T. however. is not sufficient for 
producing a self-oriented interpretation. Rather. in cases of self-oriented reference to 
another. it is additionally necessary for the reference grounding to be relativized to the 
perspective of the person who has T. Technically, self-oriented reference results if a 
semantic individual variable x is mapped to an extra-linguistic representation X of an 
individual employing X's (represented) perspective to pick out the person who has 
thought T. where T is one of X's own thoughts. I I I illustrate the proposal with the 
examples in (3a). (4a) and ( I a), repeated below with Agents (A). thought tokens (T) 
and linguistically represented thoughts (t) explicitly represented. 1 2 

(7) a (AITJ )  I am in pain. 

b (AITI ) [(T2) [Now he would be all alone] frowned Chris21. 
c (AITI ) John2 thinks(t2) Mary admires him. 

In (7a), AI is the function associated with the Agent Context Parameter. which maps a 
semantic individual variable to a represented individual whose thought TI is being 

expressed by the sentence. This represented individual is referred to here and elsewhere 
as the speaker. The pronoun I in (7a), being a first person pronoun. denotes a 
represented individual via A I  and hence can be used to refer to the speaker via the 

mechanisms of indexicality developed by Kaplan (1977). A self-oriented interpretation 
for the pronoun I in (7a) results from the requirement imposed by the Agent parameter 
that the represented individual have the thought T I that the person producing (7a) is 
giving expression to. Independent grounding of reference for the pronoun via a 

I I  
I use capital letters for extra-linguistically represented individuals and their thoughts. and small 

letters for syntactic/semantic symbols. 

1 2 The explicit representation of Agents and thoughts is for expository purposes only. A thought 

coupled with an Agent. such as (AITI). is intended to indicate that what follows gives the content of 

the thought expressed by the speaker. A thought attached to an embedding verb such as "thinks (t2)" 

and "said (tJ)" is intended to indicate that one thematic argument of the verb gives the content of a 
thought which is thematically related to another argument of the verb. Other occurrences of thoughts 

such as T 2 in (7b) are intended as indicating that what follows gives the content of a thought which is 

pragmatically attributed to some individual. here Chris2• Coindexing between Agents. thoughts. names 

and individual variables is used to make clear who is taken to be the speaker or to whom a particular 

thought is taken to be attributed. These relations arc in all cases independently established. and so the 

coindexing should not be interpreted as a separate syntaCtic mechanism. 
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separate thought. while possible. is not needed for securing a self-oriented 

interpretation for the first person pronoun. 1 3  

By  hypothesis. the pronoun he in  (7b) contrasts with I in  (7a) in  that i t  cannot refer 

via the Agent Parameter of the Context it occurs in. However. taking the bracketed 

clause following (T2) to express the content of a token thought T2 and analyzing the 

reference of he as grounded to the individual having thought T 3 will give rise to a self

oriented interpretation provided that the person who has T3 also has T2. This will result 

in the referent of the pronoun being grounded as "the person having thought T3" from 

the perspective of the person having T3. Taking this individual to be Chris gives us an 

explanation for the fact that the pronoun can refer self-orientedly to Chris. In (7c). the 

verb thought. thematically attributing a token thought to the represented individual J 

associated with the name Jolm. introduces J's perspective as one to which reference 

grounding can be relativized. If the referent for the pronoun is grounded as the 

individual having thought T3. where that individual is J. then using J's perspective to 

ground the reference of the pronoun to 1's self-representation will give rise to a self

oriented interpretation for that pronoun. The formal task that remains is to give rules for 

introducing perspectives and to fonnulate the semantics of pronouns in such a way that 

these analyses fall out without needing to be stipulated. 

2 .2 . 1  Introducing thoughts 

I take an individual's perspective to he available for grounding reference for any 

expression used to express the content of a token thought of that individual. Thought 

tokens I take to be introduced in at least three ways. First. I analyze utterances as the 

direct expression of a token thought of the speaker. with the sentence uttered giving the 

1 3 That grounding of reference provides an independent meruls of securing II self-oriented interpretation 

for first person pronouns is supported by Lakofrs ( 1972) Brigitte Bardot sentences. where a single 

speaker is associated with two distinct perspectives, a waking perspective and a dream perspective, both 

of which can be used simultaneously to generate self·oriented interpretations for the italici7.ed first 

person pronouns in 0). 
(i) I dreamed that I was Brigitte Bardot, and (in my dream) I kissed me. 
A lIowins attitude attributions to a first person subject to introduce the speaker's perspecti ve separately 

from the introduction that comes from the speaker being associated with the Agent context parameter 

conflicts with Fiengo & May' s ( 1997) claim that first person belief reports do not contain attributed 

Assignments. Since that claim does no work for them. I take it to be simpty mistaken. 
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content of that thought. 1 4 Second. I analyze certain predicates as introducing token 

thoughts whose contents are given by a designated argument. primary among these 

being propositional attitude embedding predicates and predicates of communication. 

Third, I allow thought tokens to be introduced inferentially. as in cases of Free Indirect 

Speech and Represented Speech and Thought. I assume that every thought token that is 

introduced must have its bearer identified. and that this can be accomplished in at least 

three ways. The bearer of a token thought whose content is expressed by a normal 

assertion (question, etc.) is the represented individual that produced the assertion. The 

bearer of a token thought introduced by the lexical semantics of a predicate is the 

represented individual associated with the semantic value of a designated argument of 

that predicate. lS Thought tokens introduced inferentially have their bearer identified 

pragmatically. According to this characterization. the bearer ofTI in (7a) and (7b) is the 

speaker. the bearer ofT2 in (7h) is pragmatically determined to be Chris. and the bearer 
of the thought associated with t2 in (7c) is John. 16 

2 . 2 . 2  Self-orientedly interpreted pronouns 

We have seen that a self-oriented interpretation is in principle available (though not 

required) for pronouns. and unavailable for R-expressions of any type. To formalize 

the semantics of self-orientedly interpretable pronouns, I propose including token 

thoughts in their interpretation. I analyze such pronouns as DPs headed by a 0 which 
contains the qrfeatures and phonological features of the pronoun. with the complement 

of D consisting of an NP headed by the (phonologically null) element persp denoting 

the relalion of an individual x having a token thought t: 1 7 

14 More precisely. only a certain subclass of utterances can be analyzed in this fashion. tn panicular. 
if c�amplcs of un embedded RST arc ullcred. lheir content should not be identified as giving the thought 
of the UIlCICI but of Ihe per�on whose thoughts an: being represcnted. 

1 5 Quantification on this view is over assignments of a represenled individual to a variablc. 

1 6 I take the obligatory nature of this pragmatic connection to stem from the fact that without it the 

embedding clause and Ihe RST clause would fail to bc related. 

1 7 In more syntactic terminology. persp has two a·roles. one assigned 10 individuals and the other to 
thoughts. I identify these II-roles with parentheses as in persp(x,." )' wilh the specific labels and 

subscripts used for purely expository purposes. Given thlll pronouns can be used 10 refer to i nanimate 

objects (ships often referred 10 as she) as well as to animate beings (including ;mimals referred to as m. 
it follows that not all occurrences of pronouns have the structure given in (8). I lissume that pronouns 
are systematically ambiguous in this respect. 
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(8) lDP 0 lNP persp )] 

The semantics for this expression I model after that of definite descriptions. with 0 

binding the individual denoting thematic role of persp (in the sense of Higginbotham 

( 1 985» . taken to be the external argument of persp. As with definite descriptions. I 

take this binding to derive an expression with a semantic reference. in this case an 

abstract semantic individual variable. 

By hypothesis. connection between a semantic individual variable contributed by a 

pronoun and an extra-linguistically represented individual is mediated by two different 

types of relations. The first is that of the Context parameters Agent, Addressee and 

Other. which take semantic individual variables as their values and relate these variables 

to the speaker. addressee of the speaker, or other represented individual, respectively. 

The second is the pragmatic relation of grounding reference for an expression. which is 

the identification of a represented individual from someone's perspective based on the 

content of the NP complement of D. The perspectives to which identification of an 

individual can be relativized are presumed to be those which give rise to de re 

interpretations (where the relevant perspective is the speaker's) and de die to 

interpretations (where the relevant perspective is of someone to whom an attitude is 

overtly attributed in the sentence). 18 Self-orientation in this second case is the result of 

grounding a reference for the (semantic) thought t contained in persp relative to the 

perspective of individual X. where t is grounded to a real thought T which is a thought 

of X·s. 19 

To illustrate the process of generating a self-orientation interpretation for a third 

person pronoun. consider the example in ( I  a). given a more complete representation in 

(9) below. 

1 8 Terminology is perhaps misleading here. What I refer to here as de re interpretation Fiengo & May 

( 1 997) refer to as non-de dicto interpretation. reserving the notion of de re interpretation for names 

associated with a rcaI world referent 
19 Note that the grounding has to be to an actual thought, and not merely 10 a representation of such 

II though!. The latter option would allow for the possibility of X's mis-associating the represented 

thought with someone other than X. leading to the unwanted possibility of error through 

misidentification. 
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As an assertion by a speaker (= the individual picked out by the Agent Context 
Parameter A I ), IP20 gives the content of a token thought TI attributed to the speaker, 
sufficient for introducing the perspective of the speaker a<; one to which reference 
grounding can be relativized. The semantic interpretation j of John is associated with a 
represented individual 1. The verb thinks requires that 1 be represented as having a 
thought T 2 whose content is given by the embedded clause, thereby introducing 1'5 
perspective as one to which reference grounding can be relativized. Within the 
pronoun, D binds the external a-role X3 of persp making the DP as a whole refer 
semantically to an individual. The N persp attributes (the semantic token thought) t3 to 
(the semantic individual variable) Xl, and like all NPs {NP persp] can be used to ground 
the reference of the description. This consists of identifying an individual X3 and a 
thought T3 such that X3 has T3. Restrictions imposed by the q>-features in D will 
require that X3 be consistent with identifying a represented individual of the speaker's 
as male, and neither the (represented) speaker nor addressee. The intention to co-refer 
with the matrix subject will require that X3 be consistent with identifying J, and hence' :'j 
that T l be l's thought. Since there are two perspectives represented, that of the speaker :; 
and that of 1. grounding of reference can be done relative to either perspective. Using 
the speaker's perspective to ground the reference will simply result in Xl being 
identified with I, making the pronoun no more self-oriented than the name John. 

Employing 1's perspective, in contrast, will result in X3 being J 's  (represented) self
representation SJ, and reference via SJ results in a self-oriented interpretation for he. 

One loose end needs to be tied up to complete the analysis: Sj has to be connected to 1 
so that grounding a reference to the former results in a reference for the speaker to the 
latter, and not merely in an attributed reference to some individual not represented from 
the speaker's perspective. The thought T2 attributed to J by the speaker provides the 
necessary glue, since all of J's thoughts, including T2, are represented by the speaker 
as associated by 1 with SJ. Given (the speaker's knowledge) that no two distinct people 
can have the same token thought, it follows that J will have to pick out the same 
individual as Sj. 

The analysis just sketched isolates self-orientation as a potential property of 
pronouns. Self-orientation is not restricted by the person, number or gender features of 
the pronoun, making it possible to apply the analysis to first, second and third person 
pronouns alike. The different referential properties of pronouns are attributed to the 
semantic interpretation of their q>-features, located in D. The particular relations 

20 Or ralher the highe.�t node in Ihe Irec. whalever ils cUlcgory is taken 10 be.  
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assumed are given in ( 1 0), where X and Y are represented individuals, X is a self

representation, and x is the semantic individual variable introduced by a first person 

pronoun.2 l ,22 

( 10) person non-semantic referent determined by <p-features 

1 st the X associated with x via the Agent Parameter 

2nd the Y addressed by X above 

3rd a represented individual other than X or Y above 

There is at least one case in which the analysis as developed so far allows for a self

oriented interpretation of a pronoun where intuitively no such interpretation is available, 

namely third person pronouns in quotation environments. This case is illustrated in 

( I l a). 

( I I )  a (AI T I )  John thinks (t2) Sue said (A313) "I hate him". 

b (A IT I ) John thinks (t2) Sue said (13) she hates him . 

In this example, the pronoun him is contained in an expression which identifies the 

content of a thought attributed to John. If attribution of a thought to John is sufficient 

for introduction of John's perspective, and if grounding reference can be relativized to 

any perspective introduced. a de dicto interpretation of this pronoun relativized to 

John's perspective is predicted to be possible i n  ( 1 1 a), leading to the i ncorrect 

prediction that the pronoun should be able to be given a self-oriented interpretation. 

( l 1 a) contrasts with ( l I b) in that the latter allows the predicted self-oriented 

interpretation. Since it is difficult to see how introduction of lohn's perspective could 

be blocked in ( 1 1 a) and allowed in ( 1 1  b). I take the problematic assumption to be that 

reference grounding can be relativized to any perspective introduced. To block the 

21 I am only considering singular pronouns here. For plural pronouns. the relation between the 

referent of the determiner and the Agent parameter will presumably have to be based on an 

inclusion/exclusion relation. ),ou for instance including the individual identified by the Addressee 

parameter and excluding the one identified by the Agent parameter. Addressing complications introduced 

by plural pronouns here would only detract from the central aim of this paper. and hence they are put 

aside. Also. though I include second person pronouns in ( 1 0). I do so only to complete the paradigm. 

They will play no role in the discussion that follows. 

22 The interpretation of person features given in ( 1 0) is intended for both persp·based pronouns and 

!lthers. 
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undesirable self-oriented interpretation of the pronoun in ( l l a), I propose to treat 

altitude attribution as adding a Perspective specification to the Context, where 

Perspective is a (potentially multi-valued) Context parameter. I assume that the only 

Context parameters that can be accessed in interpretation are those that are current, and 

that a direct quote signals a change of all current Context parameter values, changing 

the Agent specification so that it picks out the individual being quoted and resetting the 

Perspective parameter to this single individual as well. Such a change will render all 

Perspectives introduced in the matrix Context unavailable for grounding a de dieto 
interpretation of any expression in the quoted environment in ( I I  a), in essence 

rendering 10hn 's self-representation inaccessible to him and thereby making a self

oriented interpretation for him impossible. 

We are now ready to see how the analysis predicts when a self-oriented 

interpretation is available for a given occurrence of a pronoun. Consider first the 

sentence in (Saii), repeated below. 

(5aii) (A IT I) He is in pain. 

As observed earlier, in a nonnal assertion context a self-oriented interpretation for he is 

impossible. The analysis predicts this facl. As a third person pronoun, he cannot refer 

to the self-representation of the speaker (= X in ( 10», eliminating the possibility of 

analyzing (Saii) as a basic case of self-oriented reference. This leaves as the only other 

possibility for generating a self-oriented interpretation for he analyzing the pronoun as a 

persp-based pronoun, since only then could grounding the reference with respect to a 

represented perspective pick out a self-representation. However, the only perspective 

represented in (5a.ii) is that of the speaker, and hence this is the only perspective that 

can be used to ground the reference of the pronoun. Employing this perspective to 

ground the reference would result in he grounded to the self-representation of the 

speaker, but this is just what is prohibited by the third person q>-features of the 

pronoun. Since no other analysis will result in a self-oriented interpretation for the 

pronoun, such an interpretation is correctly predicted to be unavailable. 

In (7b), repeated below, there are two thoughts, one (T2) attributed to Chris and the 

other (TI )  that of the speaker. 

(7b) (A.T.) [(T2) [Now he would be all alone1 frowned Chris). 
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Attribution of T2 to Chris by hypothesis makes Chris's perspective available for 

grounding the reference of expressions contained in the initial clause. A self-oriented 

interpretation for a persp-based he referring to the speaker will be impossible since he is 

required to refer to a represented individual other than the self-representation of the 

speaker as in (5a.ii) above. However, interpreting he as referring to Chris's self
representation satisfies the non-semantic requirements of the pronoun's q>-features in 

( 1 0) ,  since Chris's sel�-rcpresentation is neither the self-representation of the speaker 

nor the representation of the addressee. The speaker's representation C of Chris is 

connected to C's self-representation via the thought attributed by the speaker to C, and 

thus grounding he to C's self-representation will give rise to a self-oriented 

interpretation of he referring to C. Since nothing blocks interpreting a persp-based he in 

(7b) in this way, we derive the fact that a self-oriented interpretation of he referring to 

Chris in (7b) is possible. 

Consider finally the RST sentence that results from replacing the third person 

pronoun he with I in (7b), giving ( 12). 

( 1 2) (A ITI) [(T2) [Now I would be all alone) frowned Chris}. 

The analysis derives. correctly I believe.23 a self-oriented interpretation of I referring to 

the narrator by the semantics of first person reference developed by Kaplan. I cannot be 

given a self-oriented interpretation referring to Chris, and this fact as weIJ can be 

explained within the analysis. The only way that such an interpretation could be 

obtained would be by analyzing 1 as a persp-based pronoun and using C's perspective 

to ground the reference of the pronoun to C's self-representation. However, the 

semantics of the pronoun would then result in C having to he identified with the 

speaker's self-representation. and this will be unacceptable on the plausible assumption 
that names have third person <p-features. 

23 Banfield ( 1978,1982) claims that neither first nor second person pronouns can occur in RST 
contexts. The claim that the sentence in ( 12) is acceptable does not necessarily contradict Banfield's 

claim, however. Banfield restricts her attention to RST as a narrative style in which the identity of the 

narrator never comes into play. If this is taken to be a defining propeny of RST, then the conclusion 

we arc drawn to is that there is another style of narration which has many of the formal properties of 

RST but in which the narrator is taken to play an active role both in the narration and in what is being 

narraled. 
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2 . 2 . 3  Condition B-Iike locality effects 
399 

The analysis arrived at in the preceding two sections makes it possible for a pronoun to 

be interpreted as self-oriented with respect to an individual whenever the pronoun is 

persp·based and the reference of the pronoun is grounded via the perspective of the 

individual referred to by the pronoun. We can define self-orientation with respect to a 

particular occurrence 0 of an expression as self-oriented reference to the speaker's 

representation of 0 via a perspective introduced by a thought t thematically related to o. 

The absence of a self-oriented interpretation for pronouns with respect to antecedents 

that are structurally too close to their presumed antecedent can then be derived from the 

pronouns' being interpreted outside of the scope of t. To illustrate, consider the 

following sentences. 

( 1 3) a John thinks I admire him. 

b John admires his mother. 

c John admires him. 

d John believes him to be intelligent. 

A self-oriented intetpretation of the pronoun him with respect to John is clearly possible 

in ( 1 3a) and clearly impossible in ( 1 3c,d). Whether such an intetpretation is possible 

for his in ( l 3b) is perhaps less clear than with ( l 3a), though I will assume here that it 

is.24 In the first example, the verb think attributes a thought t (grounded to T) to j 

(grounded to J), with the content of T given by the embedded CPo A self-oriented 

intetpretation will result if him is analyzed as a persp-based pronoun whose reference is 

grounded via a thought of J's from 1's perspective. In ( 1 3d), the verb believe attributes 

a thought t (grounded to T) to j (grounded to 1), the content of T given by the 

embedded clause. In this respect, ( 1 3d) is parallel to ( J 3a). The absence of a self

oriented intetpretation for him in ( I  3d), howevcr, can be explained on the assumption 

that an ECM subject obligatorily raises out of its embedded clause at LF for Case 

checking (cf. Lasnik & Saito 199 1 ;  Lasnik this volume) and is interpreted in the landing 

site. The reference of the pronoun will then be grounded outside the scope of J"s 

perspective, Le. outside the syntactic expression which provides the content of the 

thought T attributed to J. In this circumstance, identifying a thought contained in the 

24 For arguments supporting this claim, see section 3.4. The use of a predicate denoting a 
psychological state of the subject J take to be necessary for generating a self·oriented interpretation for 

( I 3b). 
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pronoun as a thought of 1's will not produce a self-oriented interpretation since this will 

only succeed in picking out the speaker' s representation J, and not 1 's  self

representation SJ. 

The cases of ( 1 3b) and ( 1 3c) are a liltle more subtle since unlike with the verb 

beliel'e, the verb admire does not select an argument which gives the content of a 

thought attributed to its subject. However, the object of admire is nonetheless related to 

a thought in the manner required to generate a self-oriented interpretation according to 

the analysis given above. Semantically, admire can be analyzed as a three place relation 

between individuals x,y and a thought t, where "x admires y" is equivalent to "'1. has a 

thought t, t is an admiration, and the content of t is cp(y) for some predicate cp." The 

internal argument characterizing the thought introduced by admire makes it possible in 

principle for t to be used to introduce the perspective of X (associated with x) and to 

ground the reference of y or of an expression contained therein relative to X's 

perspective. The impossibility of a self-oriented interpretation of the pronoun in ( 1 3c) 

thus cannot be explained as a consequence of thematic relations alone. However, the 

same explanation given for ( I  3d) can be straightforwardly applied to ( 1 3c) as well: the 

need to check case results in the pronoun raising out of the scope of the subject's 

perspective, leaving behind a purely referential trace which cannot give rise to a self

oriented interpretation. 

This leaves ( I 3b) as the final example in need of explanation. If case-checking of 

the object of admire requires that the entire object raise out of a position where it 

directly contributes to the identification of a thought thematically attributed to the 

subject, then clearly a self-oriented interpretation for the pronoun in ( l 3b) would be 

predicted to be unavailable just as it is in ( l 3c) and ( l 3d). If I am correct in taking a 

self-oriented interpretation for the pronoun in ( l 3b) to be possible, this suggests that 

only the NP complement of D in the object (or perhaps its head N) is required to be 

outside of its base-generated position to satisfy the accusative case checking 

requirements of the verb and object, the remainder of DP potentially remaining below. 

An analysis in which accusative case-checking is accomplished by LF movement to 

SpecAgrO in the form of copying plus complementary deletion could generate the 

needed structures.25 

25 This analysis is incompatible with the analysis of Case checking given by lasnik (this volume). 

Lasnik argues that movement to SpecAgrO of ECM subjects and direct objects is oven. Since the 

movement and complementary deletion needed to produce a structure which will allow for a self

oriented interpretation for the pronoun in ( J 3b) results in the N(P) mother occupying SpecAgrO and the 

remainder of the object I t>P his D 1/ remaining in the complement position of the verb. on the 
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2 . 2 . 4  Non-self orientation of names 

A final question that arises at this point is how to prevent generating a self-oriented 

interpretation for names. By hypothesis. names can have their reference grounded 

relative to a perspective. as occurs with typical de dicta occurrences. Furthermore. self

representations arc in many instances accessible to names. Grounding a reference to 

such a self-representation. however. would result in a self-oriented interpretation for 

names. and we have already seen that such an interpretation is lacking. There are at 

least two ways in which the absence of such an interpretation can be explained. The 

first is to analyze it as a conventionalized Gricean Quantity-based scalar implicature 

associated with the use of non-thought based expressions that their thought-based 

counterparts are inappropriate.26 The second is to appeal to the analysis of names as 

semantically denoting individual constants rather than individual variables to restrict the 

representations to which names can have their reference grounded. I take the former 

approach to be preferable in that it does not involve stipulating restrictions on reference 

grounding which are otherwise unmotivated. The latter approach. though perhaps 

empirically adequate, would bring in just the type of negative restriction which I am 

concerned to try to eliminate from grammar altogether. 

3 X-self anaphors 

I have so far been considering only simple pronouns. However. complex pronouns as 

in ( 1 4a) also appear to allow for a self-oriented interpretation. and in fact to allow for 

such an interpretation in positions in which a self-oriented interpretation for simple 

pronouns is prohibited. 

( 1 4)  a Quintus admires himself. 

b Quintus admires him. 

assumption that Specs are always to the left of their heads in English Ihis movement will reverse the 

order belween his and nltllher from Ihlll witnessed and hence cannot be oven. 

26 See Horn ( 1 996) for a concise overview of implicalures. The class of Quantity-based scalar 
implicalures includes lhal slandardly associaled wilh use of a numeral quanlilicr. Mary has J chiltlrell 
impliclIling Ihal she doe, "Ill ha\'e four 
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If nothing special is said about such cases, they stand as potential counterexamples to 

the analysis developed. Two approaches suggest themselves for dealing with Ihis 

problem. The first is to argue that
' 

appearances in this case are deceptive, the 

interpretation of locally bound X-self anaphors such as himselfin ( l4a) being distinct 

from the self-orientcd interpretation of pronouns we have been considering so far. The 

second approach is to take initial appearances to be correct and to provide a mechanism 

whereby X-self anaphors can be interpreted as self-oriented. I argue below for the latter 

approach. 

While the examples in ( 14) do not alone provide a sufficient basis upon which to 

argue that X-self anaphors with local antecedents can be given a self-oriented 

interpretation. it can be shown that there is nonetheless a difference in self-orientation 

potential between the X-self anaphor in ( 1 4a) and the pronoun in ( 14b). To demonstrate 

this, I first show how a self-oriented interpretation can be forced upon a particular 

occurrence of a pronoun in the scope of propositional attitude verbs. I then apply the 

same procedure as a test for self-oriented interpretation of X-self anaphors. 

For pronouns in embedded clauses, a self-oriented interpretation of the pronoun can 

be forced by the use of also to compare two sentences, the second of which contains a 

pronoun where the first contains a name. An example is given in ( 1 5). in which 

Quintus is taken to be our once amnesic war hero. 

( 1 5) a Before being cured, Quintus thought that Quintus was brave. 

b After being cured. Quintus ALSO thought that HE was brave. 

In order for (b) to add something to a discourse consisting of (a) and hence l icense use 

of also as felicitous, the pronoun in (b) must be interpreted distinctly from the name in 

(a). Furthermore. the main clause of (b) minus the word a/so must not be entailed by 

the main clause of (a). Both requirements are satisfied if he is interpreted self-orientedly 

in (b), and they are not satisfied otherwise. 

The only two plausible alternative interpretations of the pronoun which could 

license the use of a/so are a� a de re expression (with the corresponding occurrence of 

Qllinlll.\· in the preceding sentence interpreted de dicto) or as a bound variable. Neither 

relation alone. however. licenses the use of (l/SO. For the first, this can be illustrated 

based on the Superman story, in which Lois Lane mistakenly thinks that Clark Kent 

and Superman are two different people. the former a normal human being and the latter 

a superhuman being capable, among other things. of flying. Within the context of this 
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story. ( l 6a) is felicitous only as a de re statement. while (16b) can be taken either de re 

or de dicto. 

( 1 6) a Lois Lane thinks that Clark Kent can fly. 

b Lois Lane thinks that Superman can fly. 

Also. however. is not acceptable in the second sentence within the context of the story, 

i.e. without ao;suming any change in Lois Lane's mental state from what the context of 

the story gives us.27 

( 17) a Lois Lane thinks that Clark Kent can fly. (de re) 

b #Lois Lane ALSO thinks that SUPERMAN can fly. (de re/de dicto) 

( 18) shows that contrasting an explicit bound variable with a name is also insufficient to 

license the use of also. 

( 18) a Before being cured, Quintus (was an x such that x) thought 

that Quintus was brave. 

b #After being cured, Quintus was an x such that x ALSO thought 

that x was brave. 

Since a distinction in self-orientation can license also as felicitous in (lSb) and all other 

plausible alternative sources for licensing also in ( l Sb) have been eliminated, the use of 

also can be seen as forcing a self-oriented interpretation of the pronoun. 

( 15) can now be used as the basis for a test for self-orientation: if an expression b 

can be i nterpreted self-orientedly and an expression a non-self-orientedly. then a 

discourse of the form ''!(a). Also f(b)." is predicted to be potentially felicitous even if a 
and b are intended corefcrentially. Conversely, if a and b are intended coreferentially, 

then a discourse of the form ''j(a). Also f(b)." is predicted to be felicitous only if b can 

27 The discourse is felicitous if both Superman and Clark Kent are taken de dicto. though this would 

involve al1ributing a belief to Lois Lane that contradicts one of the premises of the story. namely the 

premise that Lois Lane thinks (de dicto) that Clark Kent is a normal person without any supernatural 

abilities. Note that putting the de dicto sentence first followed by the de re sentence. with also included 

in the latter. fares no better. 

(i) a Lois Lane thinks that Superman can fly. (de rdde dicto) 

b #Lois Lane ALSO thinks that CLARK KENT can fly. (de re) 
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be interpreted self-orientedly and a non-self-orientedly. Using a name for a then makes 

it possible to test for the possibility of a self-oriented interpretation for " by making b 

corefercnt with the name. Applied to ( l 4a). this test shows that a self-oriented 

interpretation is possible for him.reljin that example. 

( 1 9) a Before being cured. QUintus admired Quintus. 

b After being cured. Quintus ALSO admired HIMSELF. 

As seen in (20). however, the possibility of a self-oriented interpretation for himseljis 

sensitive to the choice of predicate selecting himselj as argument. 

(20) a Just before being cured. Quintus was touching against Quintus. 

b #Just after being cured. Quintus was ALSO touching against HIMSELF. 

I take the relevant generalization to be that a self-oriented interpretation is possible for 

an anaphor with respect to a local antecedent only when the predicate that selects it 

attributes a thought to the antecedent. 

The availability of a self-oriented interpretation for himselj in ( 1 9b) contrasts with 

the unavailability of such an interpretation for the pronoun him in (2 1 ).28 

(2 1 )  a Before being cured, Quintus admired Quintus. 

b #Afler being cured. Quintus AUin admired HIM. 

The explanation given earlier for the unavailability of a self-oriented interpretation for 

him was that him is required to raise outside the scope of the thought introduced by 

admire din order to have its case checked, thereby making it impossible to ground the 

reference of the pronoun via the perspective of the represented individual denoted by 

the subject .  We can allow for a self-oriented interpretation of the anaphor himse(f in 

( 1 9b) by assuming that the Case-checking requirements of the verb and object do not 

force the pronoun him contained in himself to raise. Analyzing himself as having the 

same basic structure as a possessive construction as in Pica ( 1987). the analysis of 

( 19b) will then parallel that of ( 13b) earlier. with the Case-checking requirements of the 

verb and object satisfied by raising .�elf alone. Of course, the need \0 satisfy Case 

21\ That there is nothing wrong with the intended corefercnce between him and Qllill/llS can be seen by 

the fact tlmt the sentence QllilllllS admired HIM would be perfectly felicitous as a replacement for 

QII;/1111,( at/mired Qllimus in (2 Ia). 
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requirements does not explain the necessary coreference between subject and object in 

( 1 9b); clearly self must serve some other function as well. Since the focus of this paper 

i� self-oriented interpretation and not simple coreference. however. I leave a detailed 

analysis of the coreference relation ac;ide. 

4 Summary and conclusion 

I have argued for the following points in this paper. 

I :  Traditional conceptions of Binding Theory as restrictions on identity! 

dependency of syntactically determined reference fail to account for the 

distribution of self-oriented interpretation. 

II: Self-orientation is a property restricted to pronouns (including anaphors and 

presumably PRO). and is not possible for non-pronouns. 

In arguing for these points. I have made the following proposal. intended to 

partially replace Binding Conditions B and C. 

III: Self-orientation consists in grounding reference to a represented individual 

via a self-representation of lhat individual. where the reference grounding is 

from the perspective of the represented individual. 

The analysis presented in this paper extends the range of phenomena that can be 
accounted for beyond the data that have traditionally come under the purview of 

Binding Theory. In particular it explains the range of construal possibilities for R

expressions and pronouns which lack an overt antecedent. and it explains the 

possibility of self-orientation for complex anaphors as wel1 as the impossibility of self

orientation for pronouns with respect to local antecedents. It clearly cannot replace 

standard binding conditions since it does not address the conceptually separate question 

of how to restrict anaphoric referential relations. However. it does suggest that a 

rethinking of these conditions is in order along lines which make explicit both what 

binding conditions arc needed to explain and how they interact with other aspects of 

interpretation to provide this explanation. 
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